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A. GENERAL CONCEPT Introductory remarks 

Profits from a business enterprise are in principle, profits 

arising from all activities carried out in or through the 

establishments of the enterprise, whether within Belgium or abroad, 

including any increase in the value of assets, used for the 

business activities an~ any decrease of liabilities. Certain 

items such as charges and expenses, exempt income and losses may 

Le deducted. 

In practice, the taxable income of the enterprise represents the 

difference between the opening balance sheet 'and the final halance 

sheet, subject to certain statutory adjustments (1). The balance 

sheets are those approved by the general meeting of shareholders. 

On the one hand, the enterprise is bound by the approved ba 1 ~1 nee 

sheets but on the other hand the tax authorities may substitute 

reasonable estimates of taxable income if the balance sheets appear 

to be incorrect. The corrections to be made for tax purposes may 

relate to permissible instalments of depreciation, disallowed 

expenses, exempt income, reserves, carry forward of losses, etc. 

Depending upon the taxpayer, income from business enterprise will 

be subject to either individual income tax, corporate income tax, 

or non-resident income tax. Subject to certain exceptions, the 

rules concerning the nature and the determination of taxable income 

ure the same for individual income tax and the corporate income 

tax. Taxable income will also be determined for purposes of non

resident income tax in a similar manner though this is limited to 

Belgian source income. The many treaties for the avoidance of 

double taxation, however, may affect the determination of taxable 

income. 

Foreign source business profits t3xed abroad are subject to a 

reduced rate : 25 \ of the corporate tax rates or SO \ of the 

normal individual tax rates, unless exempt by treaty. 

(1) For enterprises carried on by physical persons and certain types 
of corporations, a complete and regular bookkeeping is not 
obliged if their turnover, exclusive of VAT, does not reach 
BF 15.000.000 (BF 20.000.000 in some special cases). 
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B. Depreciation of business assets 

1. Introduction 

Depreciation of business ass~ts may be deducted from gross income 

as business expenses if such depreciation is necessary and 

corresponds to a real decrease in value during the relevant 

taxable period. The depreciation corresponding to a real decrease 

in value of the assets must be formed systematically and may not 

depend upon the results of the accounting year. The burden of 

proof is on the taxpayer. The Administration, faced with 

considerable problems of valuation has accepted a system of fixed 

annual rates to be agreed between the tax inspector and the tax

payer. If necessary such rates may be modified. In general, 

land may not be depreciated since it does not decrease in value. 

2. Depreciable assets 

All tangible and intangibie assets used in the conduct of business 

activities are depreciable. Tangible assets includl}:Ra machinery, 

furniture, cars and other vehicles etc. and business premises. 

Dwelling houses are depreciable if they form part of the assets 

of the enterprise. Examples of intangible assets are clientele, 

goodwill, patents, trade-marks, concessions and licenses, 

formation expenses, costs involved in the issue of bonds and 

shares, sums paid by a company for outside professional expertise, 

sums paid for the purchase of an insurance portfolio, consideration 
paid for the taking over of a tenancy agreement, etc. No deprecia

tion is allowed for assets in which the company only acquires the 

right of enjoyment (use) and not the right of property. 

Since only assets which are used for the conduct of the business 

enterprise qualify as depreciable assets, raw materials, 

manufactured products and merchandise, investment portfolios and 
debt-claims are excluded. Land and buildings which are the subject 

of business transactions of real property companies ("societes 

immobilieres") are considered as merchandise and are thus not 

depreciable. 
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Assets need not, however, be effectively used; for instance, 

assets invested by a corporate business enterprise in a branch, 
which has been completely closed down because of certain circum
stances, are still depreciable. An asset can be invested in a 

busine.ss without being used directly. 

3. System of depreciation 

3.1 Approved methods of depreciation 

4. 

Two methods are generally permitted. The straight-line ·depreciation 
method is the one normally used. The declining balance depreciation 
is an optional method. 

The straight-line method consists of depreciation by annual instal

ments (a fixed percentage of the purchase price or investment value) 

in proportion to the estimated useful life. The declining balance 
depreciation consists of .the application of a fixed p~rcentage to 
the book value of the asset (which gradually diminishes). 

Besides these two methods of depreciation exists also an 

accelernted depreciation method. This is a temporary depreciation 

method in order to promote investments that, under certain 
conditions, allows the taxpayers to depreciate entirely to their 
wishes investment goods ordered between March 1, 77 and June 30, 

1978 inclusive. 

3.2. Change-over from one method to another 

A change-over from straight-line depreciation to declining balance 
depreciation is not permitted. The reverse is allowed when the 

~pplicable amount of straight-line depreciation exceeds the amount 
of the reducing depreciation. 
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3.3 Basis of depreciation 

The depreciation is based on the purchase or investment value 

(salvage value need not be recognised). This is interpreted as 
the price actually paid for the cost of production, if the asset 

was manufactured by the taxpayer, together with related costs 

(import duties, cost of transport, installation, assembly etc.) 
and the costs of any subsequent addition or improvement. 

5 • 

The taxpayer may, however, elect to write off the related expenses 

in the year in which they were incurred, or in the first year of 

exploitation or in fixed annual instalments the number of which 

he may himself determine. Charges connected with the financing 

of the assets because of a delayed payment of the purchase price, 

are not part of th~ depreciable base. It is not necessary for 
assets to be acquired for valuable consideration. 

If the taxpayer receives a tax free government premium under the 
Law on Economic Expansion the amount of the premium will be 
deducted from the depreciable base. Basically, V.A.T. may not be 

included in the depreciable base, unless the V.A.T. may not be 

credited. 

In case of mergers and similar reorganisation under the Income 

Tax Code, the depreciable base of the assets is determined as if 
the operations had not taken place (carry over of book value). 

3.3.2 

The investment goods ordered between March 1, 1977 and Jure30, .1978 
inclusive may be depreciated to the amount of their purchase or 
cost price. Besides, these goods may be depreciated up to the 

amount of the purchase or cost price, increased by 10 %.of the 
excess between that price and a certain part (1/6 for investments 

re~lized in 1977 after the 1st Narch or 1/10 for investments 
realized in 1978 before June 30, as the case may be) of the 
depreciable value of the investments of the same kind realized in 
Belgium during the years 1970 till 1974 (or the accounting periods 

1970-1971 to 1974-1975). 
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The accelerated depreciation is not allowed with respect·to some 

assets, i.e. employees' dwellings, investment portfolios or 

investments used abroad, neither in the exercice of professional 

services. 

3.4 Percentages and duration 

Depreciation periods and corresponding rates are normally fixed by 

agreement between the taxpayer and.the tax administration. For 

this purpose assets are divided into various categories, based on 

the nature and the probable period of use of the assets. The rates 

may also differ according to the intensity of the use. The tax 

administration has required its inspectors to adopt a lenient 

attitude in fixing the rates. 

All circumstances must be taken into account, irrespective of the 

tause of the decrease in ·value. The taxpayer should be allowed a 

large safety margin to cover unforeseen circumstances such as 

damage to machinery, necessity of replacement due to technical or 
economic developm~nts, etc. The rates may be adapted if economic 
circumstances or changes in the canditions of the conduct of the 

business activities can so justify. For certain assets the 

~Jministration issued some indications which can serve as a guide

line or which may be used by the taxpayer without justification. 

Examples of such rates are the following 

- Commercial premises, office bmldings 

- Industrial premises 
- Office equipment 

Machinery and equipment 
-- . 

- Rolling stock 

3.4.2 

3 \ 

5 \ 

1 0 % 

10 to 33 \ 

20 % 

The maximum rate is twice the straight-line rate corresp?nding to 

a normal depreciation period. 
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3.4.3 

This depreciation can be applicated entirely to the wish of the 

investor. However, the investments forming the base of the 
accelerated depreciation up to 110 \ (cf. supra sub· 3.3.2) may not 
exceed 40% of the investments ordered between March 1, 1977 and 
June 30, 1978. Furthermore, the depreciation up to 110 \ is not· 

allowed if the said amount of 40 % does not exceed BF. 50.000. 

3.5 Commencement of depreciation 

Depreciation is first permitted at the normal annual rate in the 

calendar year (or accounting year) in which the assets are 
acquired or produced. 

There is no prorata deprecJation. Assets ordered but not yet in

the possepsion of the taxpayer, may be considered as acquired 

during the year in ques~ion to the extent that they have actually 
been paid for and entere~ in the books as assets. 

3.6 Special arrangements 

3.6.1 §h!E~ 

Ships may be depreciated over 8 years the normal rule being that 

20 %, 15 \ and 15 \ ciay be deducted in the first three years and 

10 \ in the remaining 5 years. The depreci~~ion for the first 
three years may be deferred to later years provided the total 
annual deduction does not exceed 20 %. 

3.6.2 

A special depreciation (at double the straight;line rate for a 
.maximum ·of three years) may be granted for investments in 
buildings~ machinery and equipment, under the Laws on the Economic 

Expansion of December 30, 1970 and August 4, 1978. 
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3.6.3. 

For certain assets special rules have been made, which virtually 
amount to accelerated depreciation. 

a) Equipment used for 'scientific research may be depreciated crver 

a three year period i.e. at a rate of 33 1/3 % per annum. Equip

ment used for research in normal manufacturing processes is 
excluded. 

b) Buildinss for banks 
The purchase price of real property acquired to be demolished and 

rebuilt may be fully written off. The value of the land and 

recoverable materials must be deducted from the purchase price. 

8 . 

"After completion of the building an initial depreciation allowance 

of 33 1/3 \ is available; the further annual depreciation amounts 

to 3 \ of the costs less 33 1/3 %. 

c) Works of Art may be written o~f in one or more years, at the 

taxpayers' discretion. By works of art here is meant those made· 

by residents of Belgium and which are to be incorporated in a newly 
constructed building. The total depreciation may not exceed 2 % 

of the value of the building. The excess is depreciable according 

to the same rules as are applicable to the building. 

d) Certain small items of expenditure (office supplies, tools, etc.) 
. . \ 

may be written off in the year in which'they are incurred. The 

same applies to "related expenses" (cf. supra sub 3.3.1). Also, 
formation expenses (i.~. notarial costs, travel expenses, costs ! 

incurred in relation to special advice and assistance necessary 

for the setting-up of the business, etc.) may be written off all 

at once jn the period in which they were incurred (or in the 
period in which the actual exploitation starts) or in fixed 

annuities without interruption, at the taxpayer's discretion. 

The same applie to deductible expenses, other than formation 

expenses incurred before the beginning of the actual commencement 

of the business enterprise. 
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4. Depreciation on account of extraordinary wear and tear and 

exceptional loss of value 

9. 

The annual rate may be increased to take account of a real decrease 

in value, the remaining useful life may be shortened or the extra
ordinary. decrease in value may be written off all at once or over 

several years. Higher percentages are permissible in case of 
intensive use during boom periods or in the case of the conversion 
of an industry, etc. 

The annual rate may also be decreased e.g. in· periods of economic 

crisis or in periods of stable development of inventions and 

know-how. 

5. Deferral and recovery 

5. 1 General 

The taxpayer may not depreciate assets for tax purposes if such 

depreciation has not been included in the annual accounts. 

The Royal Decree of October 8, 1976, implementing the law of annual 

account of July 17, 1975, requires certain companies (see reference 

(1) page 2) to enter systematically and notwithstandinf the results 
of the current accounting year, the "necessary" depreciation in its 

annual accounts. Special measures with respect to the extension of 
the delay within which losses can be covered are contemplated. 

For enterprises carried on by physical persons and companies, who 
are not submitted to the said Royal Decree, there is no obligation 
from the tax point of view to depreciate assets. A correction will 

only take place if the depreciation is higher than is admissible 
for tax purposes. Since the tax inspector cannot require assets 
to be depreciated, th~ tax administration will assume that there is 

no (or only a small) diminution of value if the taxpayer does not 

(or .does not sufficiently) depreciate the assets. 
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5.2 Recovery of depreciation which has not been fully utilised 

Depreciation which corresponds to a diminution in value in preceding· 

'year~ will, in principle, be disallowed. As a matter of pra~tice, 

the tax administration allows depreciation which has not been fully 

utilised to be recovered in subsequent years : the a~ount so 

recovered may not, however, exceed the normal annual (straight-line) 

instalment. Therefore, depreciation which has not been fully 

utilised may be supplemented by depreciation disallowed in preceding 
years. 

Recovery may be deferred to the years following the expiry of the 

agreed period of depreciation and ~ill be at the same annual rate. 

An exception to the general rule concerns ships : depreciation, 

permissible during the first three years may also be deferred to 

later years of the period involved, the annual instalment being 

~imited, however, to 20 t. 

These rules apply to the s.traight-line method as well as to the 

declining balance method. The declining balance depreciation instal

ment must be computed on the basis of the book value even if the 

assets in question were not depreciated in a previous year. 

6. Commercial and fiscal depreciation 

Fiscal depreciation can be seen as the apportionment of the costs of 

an asset over its life-span (spreading of the decrease in value). 

Commercial depreciation is often regarded as the creation, during 

the life of an asset, of sufficient funds to renew or replace the 

asset when necessary (maintenance of the capital). Although the 
administration recognizes that one of the purposes of depreciation 

is to maintain capital, it accepts only the origin~l cost or invest

ment value as the capital to be maintained. Since the commercial 

balance sheets (approved by the general meeting) are the starting 

point for the computation of the taxable profits, it is obvious 

that assets which are not commercially depreciated, cannot be 
depreciated on the fiscal balance sheet. The taxpayer has a free 
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hnnd as to how he shows the depreciation in his accbunts provided 

he does not exceed the admitted percentage. 

C. Taxation of capital gains and loises 

1. Capital gains in general 

1.1 Introduction 

Generally, all capital gains are included in taxable income as 

profits, and are, thus, taxed at ordinary rates. 

1.2 Non-realised capital gains 

11 • 

Non-realised capital gains, no! entered in the accounts (latent or 

hidden capital gains) ar_e not taxable. 

Non-realised capital gains, entered in the accounts are also exempt. 

However, corporate taxpayers must meet the condition (Art. 105 of 

the Income Tax Code) that the capital gains are and remain debited 

.in one or more separate accounts and that they are not used for the 

~ creation or the increase of the legal reserve, nor for any kind of 
reward or bonus. If these conditions are not fulfilled the capital 

gains will be treated as taxable business profits to the extent that 

they are used or distributed. This does not apply in the case of 

liquidations or redemption of stock and distribution of capital 

(see under 2.1, below). However, non-realised capital gains, 
entered in the accounts from raw materials, manufactured products 
and merchandise, and from certain immovable property deemed to be 

"circulating capital" of real property enterprises ("entreprises 

immobilieres") are taxable as business profits. "Circulating. 

capital" or "entreprises immobilieres" means immovable property 

acquired with a view to its sale, or not continually (10 yenrs) 

used for the business activities; such property must be in the 

possession of a taxpayer whose activities consist of the purchase 

or building and selling or letting of immovables. 
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Fixed capital of such enterprises includes immovables which are not 

acquired with a view to their sale and which are continually in the 

possession of the taxpayer. 

1.3 Realised capital gains 

Capital gain~ realised on immovable property, plant and machinery, 

and securities, used for business purposes for less than 5 years, 

follow the general rule, i.e. they are included in the taxable 

profit. 

If the above types of assets are used for more than 5 years the 

"monetary" capital gai,ns will be conditionally exempt (for those 

conditions, see 1 .2, above). "Monetary" capital gains are defined 

as gains not in excess of the purchase (investment) price, 

multiplied by a coefficient, less depreciation. or capital losses. 

The above coefficient varies in accordance with the year in which 

the asset was transferred to the company as follows 

Year of Eurchase Coefficients 

up to and including 1918 16o33 

1 919 11 0 4 9 

1 920 6. 1 5 

1 9 21 6o30 

1922 6o43 

1923 4o37 

1924 3.89 

1925 4.02 

1926 2.72 

from 1927 up to and including 1934 2.35 

1935 1 . 8 6 

from 1936 up to and including 1943 1 . 70 

from 1944 up to and including 1948 1 . 1 4 

194 9 1 . 1 0 

1950 and after 1 0 -
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Capital gains exceeding "monetary" capital gains will be taxed at a 

reduced rate (24% for companies and 16,5% for individuals). 

The reduced rate applies only to gains realised by corporate tax

payers on assets invested in Belgium. Gains realised outside 

Belgium may be subject to the reduced tax rate on foreign source 

business income (see Chapter A, above). 

Capital gains on circulating capital of real property enterprises 

(entreprises immobilieres) (see 1. 2, above) will be treated as 

business profits. 

With respect to unbuilt on land which has been in the possession of 

the taxpayer for more than 5 years, the purchase price (for purposes 

of computation of capital gains) may be increased annually by 5 % 
from the sixth year of possession up to a maximum of SO %. 

Capital gains realised on unbuilt on land by individual entre-

preneurs who are not engaged in immovable property business 

activities, are completely and unconditionally exempt as business 

income (earned income) but may be taxable under the provisions of 

"Miscellaneous Income" (gains from speculation in real property). 

In that case the gain will be subject to 3~ tax if ihe goods have 

been held for a period of five years or less (ten years or less if 

the goods are situated in a house building zone according to a 

regional plan) and at 16,5 % if they have been held for more than 

five years and not more than eight years (more than ten year~ and 

not more than 16 years if the goods are situa~ed in a house building 

zone according to a regional plan). With respect to capital gains 

on shareholdings and other securities, the reduced rate is only 

applicable to capital g~tins which exceed previous capital losses. 

The amount corresponding to such previous capital losses will be 

taxable as business profits. 
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2. Special capital gains regimes 

2.1 Mergers, etc. 

Capital gains realised a) on the exchange of shares in connection .. 
with the merger, division, transformation or dissolution of a 

company upon the acquisition of all shares by a single shareholder, 

or b) on the repayment of capital or redemption of stock, will be 

treated as follows : 

(i) With respect to foreign companies 

- shareholder owns shares for less than 5 years 

will be taxed as ordinary income; 

the gain 

- more than 5 years : "monetary capital" gains (see 1.2 and 

1 .3, above) will be conditionally exempt. The excess will 

be subject to the reduced rate for capital_ gains. 

Exception : 

Taxation of. capital gains on the exchange of shares in the 

circumstances indicated under a) above with a company 

established in another EEC country will be conditionally 
e 

(see 1.2, above) exempt if the operation involved in the 

other country takes place under an exemption system which 

corresponds to the Belgian privileged tax treatment of 

mergers (Art. 124 of the Income Tax Code). 

(ii) With respect to Belgian companies 

if the shareholder is a company, the gains are treated as 

"definitively taxed income", i.e., 90% or 95% of the 

gain is exempt from tax. The reason for this treatment 

is that a special corporation tax replaces the tax which 

would normally be due by the shareholders on such 

reorganisations. With respect to corporate shareholders, 

however, this exemption applies only to the extent of 95 \ 

(in the case of industrial and commercial companies) or 

90 % (in the case of finance companies); 
- in the case of individual shareholders, the gains will be 

unconditionally exempt. 
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Exception : 
Gains realised on an exchange of Shares in the circumstances 

indicated at a), above are in accor~ance with the Belgian 

privileged tax treatment of mergers under Art. 124 of the 

Income Tax Code (see 1 .2 and 1 .3, above) conditionally 

exempt. 

2.2. Transfer of a branch 

Capital gains realised on the transfer to a company, established 

in Belgium of one or more branches of the business in exchange for 

stock is conditionally exempt (see 1.2 and 1 .3,above). The same 

applies to the transfer of all branches if both the Minister of 

Finance and either the Minister of Economic Affairs, or the 

Minister for the Middle Classes consider this transaction to be 

productive, combatting unemployment, or rationalizing the economy. 

It should be noted that capital gains realised on the contribution 

of assets to a company fo.llow the normal rules applicable to 

realised capital gains (see 1 .3, above). 

2.3 Realised capitnl gains in the form of damages resulting 

from expropriation or similar events 

2 • 3. 1 

Gains on raw materials, manufactured products and merchandise are 

included in taxable profits. 

2.3.2 · Gains on other assets ---------------------
Gains on all other assets are completely exempt to the extent that 
they are reinvested within three years in business assets other 
than raw materials products or merchandise. If they a~e not so 

reinvested (or not completely) then the general rules as described 
below (see Chapter C, under 1) apply. Exception : Reinvestment 

is not required with respect to capital gains from unbuilt on land 

of taxpayers who are not engaged in immovable property business 
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activities, and on assets used in agriculture; the gains will be 

exempt in the case of individuals and conditionally. (see 1 .2, 

above) exempt for corporations. 

2.3.3 

With respect to real property enterprises (''entreprises immobi

lieres"), gains on circulating capital (see 1 .2, above) will 

always be taxable as profits. The purchase price (for purposes of 

~omputing the capital gain) of unbuil~ on immovables which have 

been in the possession of such enterprises for more than 5 years 

may be in~reased annually by 5 % from the sixth year of possession, 

up to a maximum of 50 %. 

2.4 Special provisions for development areas 

The Law of Dece~ber 30, 1970 on economic expansion exempts certain 

realized capital gains, if they are reinvested in a development . . 
area within a period beginning 6 months before the taxable period 

in which the capital gains were realised and ending 12 months 

after the same taxable period. 

3. Capital losses 

3.1 Current assets 

A reduction of value of raw materials, manufactured products, 

merchandise, investment portfolios and debt-claims may be taken 

into account as a capital loss'and deducted from income. They 

will not reduce the amount of capital gain subject to privileged 

treatment. 

- Non-realised capit~1l losses must be entered in the accounts of 

the year in which they actually and finally arise. 

-Capital losses on raw mnterials, manufactured products, 

merchandise and investment portfolios must be proved by a 
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regular inventory. The assets must be valued at cost price, 

or at replacement cost, whichever is lower. 

1 7 • 

-A decrease in value.of debt-claims will be accepted if there is 

decisive proof that it corresponds to an indisputable or almost 

certain loss (Reserve for probable losses- see Chapter D, below). 

3.2 Other assets 

Occasional decreases in value and decreases which do not occur 

regularly, are not treated as normal depreciation. Such losses 

are deductible all at once or otherwise as indicated above (see 

Chapter B, under 4, above) (depreciation on account of extra

ordinary wear and tear and exceptional loss of value). 

D. Reserves 

1. General rule 

Generally "true" reserves (accumulated income) and so-called 

reserves which constitute in fact amounts set aside to meet 

accrued liabilities, estimated expenses or other contingencies 

are not recognised in compu!ing taxable profits, irrespective of 

their designation. Any ii1creases of such reserves during the 

year are thus added hack to taxable profits. 

2. Allocotion of business expenses to proper year 

A reserve, the purpose of which is in fact to allocate business 

charges and expenses to the year to which they relate, is allowed 
for tax purposes. This is the case with reserves which correspond 
to a decrease in value which has actually occurred or charges or 

debts which are definite and determined. 

.. 
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3. Explicit Erovisions in the law 

On the other hand, the Belgian tax law provides explicitly for the 
creation of certain tax free·reserves. 

3. 1 Reserves for probable. losses 

Allocations to such r~serves are deductible in computing taxable 

profits, subject to the following conditions : 

concerning the losses : 

- the losses must be deductible as business losses; 

-the losses should relate to debt claims (not securities); 

losses related to depreciable assets or losses on stock-in-trade 

are excluded; 

- the losses must be clearly described with respect to their 

object (thus they are not acceptable if they concern general 

risks); 

the probability must appear from special circumstances ar1s1ng 

during the relevant taxable period and still existing at the 

end of it. 

concerning the reserves : 

- the reserves must be built Up at the end of the relevant period. 

Reserves built up during that period may be maintained if the 

circumstances which make the losses probable, still exist; 

- the reserves must be debited against one or more separate 
accounts. 

limitations 

- the total amount reserved from annual profits to·cover probable 

losses may not exceed 5 % of the total annual profits; 

-the total amount reserved may not exceed 7,5% of the highest 

profits made in any one of the five preceding years. 
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If the losses occur they must be deducted first from the reserves 

and only thereafter from other profits. If no such losses o~cur, 

or not to the full extent of the reserves, the reserves (or any 

unused amount thereof) must be included in taxable profits in the 

year in which it is established that no such losses will be made. 

3.2 Reserves for probable charges 

Allocations to these reserves are deductible in computing taxable 

profits if the following conditions are fulfilled : 

19. 

(i) Probable charges must have the character of deductible business 

charges or expenses and must be attributable to the year in 

which the reserves are set up.· Such charges include those 

resulting from that year's business activity or charges from 

events occurring in that year. Charges not yet borne but 

covered in advance by compensqtion for damages, expropriations, 

etc. are also included. A pro rata share of the costs propor

tionally related to the relevant taxable period in respect of 

major repairs t6 buildings, plant, machinery or equipment (not 

renewal) which are carried out at regular intervals (maximum 

10 years) will also be accepted. 

(ii) With respect to the reserves themselves, the same conditions 

as for reserves for probable losses apply (see 3.1, above), 

except that there is no limitation as to the percentage of the 
profits. All reserves are exempt to the extent that they 

correspond to a fair and reasonable estimate of the probable 

charges. With respect to later use of reserves, the same 

rules apply as described for the reserves for probable losses. 

3.3 Reserves for social benefits 

Allocations to reserves unconnected with any legal or contractual 

obligation and set up with a view to the granting to personnel or 

their dependents of benefits, on the occasion of events which are 

not directly related to their professional activities are deductible 
in computing taxable profits. 
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Limitations : 
I 

- to~ether with the expenditure effectively incurred for the same 

p~rpose, the annual allocation may not exceed 2,5 \ of the total 

gross payments paid to the p~rsonnel qualifying for the benefits. 

- the total amount of reserves at the end of the taxable period 

may not exceed 5 \ of the payments mentioned above. 

3.4 Certain capital gains 

The capital gains, which are conditionally exempt, i.e., which are 

and remain on the debit side of one or more separate accounts and 

which cannot be disposed of, can also be regarded as tax-free 

reserves. 

4. Hidden reserves 

Hidden reserves are those reserves which do not appear as such on· 

the balance-sheet. The general rule applies to such reserves. 

Accordingly,· such reserve's will be included in taxable profits if· 

they are revealed. 

The following are treated as taxable hidden reserves disallowed 

depreciation, underestimation of assets, debts which are not yet 

definite and determined, etc., To a certain extent "legal" hidden 

reserves which are not taxable also exist. There is no obligation 

to enter capital gains in the accounts and the declining balance 

depreciation can exceed the actual decrease in value of assets. 
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E. Other Investment Incentives 

1. Introduction 

A general investment allowance is not granted in Belgium, but 

specific incentives and provisions which amount virtually to an 
:::·:::.'tment allowance exist; these are de!'=crih~rl h-=-l"w. 

2. Employees' Dwellings, Facilities and Financial Assistance 

21 • 

Up to 50 \ of net profits is deductible if used within twelve months 
after the end of the fisc~l year for : 

(i) the construction in Belgium of workmen's dwellings or in 

providing amenities for employees (cafetarias, rest rooms, 

recreation rooms for the use of company personnel, holiday 

homes for employees' children, etc.) 

(ii) loans to employees to assist them in building or buying houses 

for their own use, provided such employees have obtained a 

principal loan (rom a financial organization which benefits 

from State guarantees under the Housing Code. 

3. Exploitation of petroleum and natural gas 

One half of the profits from the sale of products resulting from 

layers o£ liquid or gaseous hydrocarbons in Belgium is exempt from 

income tax, provided that it is reinvested in the Belgian business 
of such companies or in shares in other Belgian companies within 
the following five years. 

4. Economic Expansion Laws (December 30, 1970 and August, 1978) 

Apart from the incentives already mentioned above (accelerated 

depreciation, reduced rate of capital gains tax) the capital grants 

provided for under the law ar~ not subject to income tax in the 
year received. These grants are deducted, however, from the basis 
of depreciable assets as well as from the basis for computing 
capital gains or losses relating to these assets. 
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5. Anti-pollution incentives 

At the taxpayer's request, a similar regime may be applied to the 

subsides granted under the Anti-waterpollution legislation (Royal 

Decree of April 9, 1975). The subsidies will be exempt from 

individual or corporate income tax, on the condition that no 

depreciation will be taken on the subsidies. 

The'subsidies amount to 45 % in 1975 and 1976, 30 % in 1977 and 

1978 and 15 % in 1979 and 1980, of the investment cost incurred 

for the installation of equipment to either diminish or eliminate 

wat~r pollution, or for the introduction of new production 

processes which will have the same result. 

6. Temporary Additional Investment Incentives 

6.1 The laws of June 29, 1975 and March 30, 1976, provide a 

22. 

temporary investment allowance for enterprises investing in Belgium 

between July, 1975 and June 30, 1976. The investments to which 

these laws apply are those made in depreciable, tangible assets, 

other than workmen's. dwellings and similar projects with a value 

of more than 50.000 BFr. The investor-taxpayer may deduct from his 

profits 15 % of the value of the ··~~Jitional investments'', i.e. 

those investments which exceed 10 percent of the total investments 

of the snme kind made during the years 1970-1974. Furthermore, 

the .value of additional investments in excess of 40 % of the value 

of all investments ~ade between July 1, 1975 and June 30, 1976 may 
not be taken into account. The deduction may be carried forward 

for five years. 

These rules iire extended by the law of August 4, 1978 to tangible 

or intangible assets invested during the calendar years 1979 and 

1980 or during accounting periods ending in 1980 and 1981. However, 

the value of complementary investments carried out during each one 

of the co~sidered periods, and of which 15 %'may be deducted from 

the profits, corresponds to the difference Lctween : 
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- on the one hand, the depreciable value of tangible or intangible 

goods, as defined in Article 45, 4° of the Income Tax Code, 

acquired or constituted during each one of these periods; 

- on the other hand, the third of the depreciable value of goods 

of the same kind, acquired or constituted between 1974 and 1976 

or, for the taxpayers who do not keep their accounts per calendar 

year, during the l;ist three financial years ended before 

December 31, 1977. 

As far as these investments are used for scientific research, the 

corresponding value of complementary investments, obtained by 

applying the proportional rule, is increased by SO % for computing 

the exempted amount. 

Certain t~xpayers, among them, persons performing independent 

personal services can not claim the application of the temporary 

additional investment incentives. 

6.2 ·The Royal Decrees of March 16, December 27, 1977 and 

September 25, 1978, provide that in certain cases capital gains 

realized between March 1, 1977 and December 31, 1979, on real 

property, equipment and on participations or securities in port

folio, invested since more than five years, are exempted from tax. 

This exemption depends on ~he condition that the enterprise does 

the prescribed re-investment to the amount of the selling price of 

the realized elements and such within a three-years delay after 

the end of the period in course of which the capital gains have 

been realized. This re-investment must be recognised to be done 

in order to promote productivity, to fight unemployment or to 

rationalize the economy. 
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F. Valuation of Stock-in-Trade 

1. Introductory remarks 

The law of July 17, 1975, on business records and annual accounts 

is implemented by the Royal Decrees _of October 8, 1976 and 

December 27, 1977. These Decrees prescribe, among others, the new 

-rules relating to the valuation of assets and the contents of the 

inventory. 

2. Valuation of Stock-in-Trade 

The Stock-in-Trade is in principle valuated at the acquisition 

price. Besides, the evolution of prices ~an also be taken intci 

~~ c count. On the one hand it is, for the determination of the 

acquisition price, not necessary to use the First in, First out 

(FIFO) inventory system; the Last in, First out (LIFO) method or 

the met hod of the ba 1 [Jnc ed medium price rna y also be used. On the 

other hand, the Stock-in-Trade may be valuated to the replacement 

price but in such a case the realised and in the accounts expressed 

capital gains are in all cases immediately taxable. 

The so called base stock is not a valid method of valuaticrn. 

It is. understood that the adapted rules with respect to valuation, 

in principle, can not be changed from the one accounting year to 

the other without important and dully justified reason. 

Certain textile materiels a11d products benefit from a special 

valuation treatment. 

3. Relationship between the commercial and tax balance sheet 

Under the new Law on Annual Accounts, every enterprise must, at 

least a~nually, carry out in good faith and with reasonable care 

the v~luation necessary for it to make up an exact inventory of all 

its assets and liabilities. The values on the inventory arc to be 

determined without taking into account temporary fluctuations. 
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Generally, there is no obligation to enter an increase in value in 

the accounts. If increases in value of stock are entered in the 

accounts, they will be included in the taxable profit. 

Decreases in value are only deductible during the taxable period in 

which they became actual and final. 

There is no provision concerning so-called tax balance sheets. 

As already mentioned above (see chapter A, above) the taxpayer is 

bound by the balance sheet approved by the geneml meeting of share

holders and this is the starting point for the computation of the 

taxable income, which is based on the difference in net worth of 

the enterprise at the beginning and at the end of the taxable 

period. 

G. Set off of business losses 

(i) A loss incurred in one taxable year is deductible from the 

profits of the same year. 

(ii) Losses may be set off against successive profits of the 

following five years. Carry back is not permissible. 

(iii) Losses resulting from act of God or accidents incurred after 

January 1, 1960, are deductible without any time limitation. 

(iv) Companies, set up between January 1, 1967 and June 30, 1970 

inclusive, or since the 1st January 1972, may carry over 

losses incurred during the first five accounting years without 

any time limitation. 

~ Losses are not deductible from profits made on abnormal benefits 

obtained from a related enterprise. 
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A-· INTRODUCTION 

In Denmark, a distinction is made between ordinary income and so-called 
I 

"special income" • 

Ordinary income includes, !~~~!-!!!!~ income from trade or business, 

income from employment, and income from property, such as rents, dividends, 

interest and royalties. 

Special income consists of certain capital gains, e.g., capital gains 

regarding immovable property, shares, trade marks, copyrights, as well as 

of certain kinds of income of a non-recurring nature, such as lump sum 

payments received on the termination of contracts etc. 

For individual taxpayers, the ordinary income is ·subject to national income 

tax imposed at progressive rates,. and to usually two taxes imposed by local 

authorities, at flat rates. An individual's special income, on th'e other 

hand, is subject to the special income tax, imposed at a flat rate of 50%, 

subject to certain exceptions. 

However, for corporate taxpayers~ both ordinary and special income are 

subject to corporate income tax, imposed at a flat rate of 37%, although the 

special income tax law is still relevant for the computation of the amount 

of special· income. 

It should be emphasised that the di.stinction between ordinary income and 

special income is highly relevant also for taxpayers engaged in a trade 

or business where the assets concerned are used for the purposes of the 

trade. Unlike, for instance, in Germany and the Netherlands, where all 

gains realised with respect to business assets constitute ordinary business 

profits, subject to certain exceptions, the situation in Denmark is more 

like the United Kingdom, where gains realised with respect to business 

assets are, in principle, only included in business income when the taxpayer's 

trade consists of, or includes, dealing.in the assets concerned. As a 

matter of fact, -different rules apply, again like in the United Kingdom, to 

, 
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many assets for which depreciation allowances have been claimed. 

The main characteristics of the Danish tax system regarding the various 

topics covered by this report are set out in the following chapters. 

25. 
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B. DEPRECIATION OF BUSINESS ASSETS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The deductibility of depreciation allowances is laid down, in general terms, 

in sec. 6 of the National Tax Lfw of April 10, 1922.("Lov nr. 149 af 10. April 

1922 om indkomst- og formueskat til staten"), which states: "In computing 

taxable income, the following deductions may be made: 
'f 

a. business expenditure, i.e., expenses laid out during the year in order 

to produce, secure or maintain the income including ordinary de.preciation 

allowances; etc. 

Specific rules for the depreciation of the major types of business assets 

are given in a special Law on Depreciation Allowances ("Lov nr. 199 af 6. 

juli 1957 om skattemcessige afskrivninger m. v. "). This act is amended 

from time to time, and the amended version is then normally re-published 

as a "lovbekendtg~relse" (Law Publication).' 

With respect to some other assets, the methods and rates of depreciation are 

based on other legal provisions or on case law. 

In all cases, there is no relationship between depreciation for t.ax purposes 

and depreciation in the taxpayer's commercial accounts. 

A special feature of the Danish system of depreciation allowances is that 

depreciation is often based on the aggregate book value of assets of a 

certain class, a system which is also used in Sweden, Finland and, recently, 

also in the United Kingdom. Another aspect which the Danish syste~ has 

in common with the United Kingdom system is that depreciation of buildings 

is restricted to certain types of buildings only. In Denmark, the leading 

principle is that no depreciation is allowed for tax purposes with respect 

to buildings which are deemed to retain their original value through proper 

care and maintenance. 
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Since the system of depreciation for tax purposes is completely different 

for the various types of assets, the survey of actual legal provisions with 

respect to normal depreciation and· accelerated depreciation is given below 

for each type of assets separately. 

In reading the survey it should be noted that throughout the following 

aurvey, the terms "purchase" and "sale" are used to denote several trans

actions which are treated in the same manner. For instance, acquisition or 

disposal by way of gift are deemed to constitute purchases or sales at a 

price e~ual to the value accepted for gift duty purposes. 

Also, the transfer of machinery etc. used exclusively for business purposes 

to exclusive private use, or to partly bus_iness, partly private use, and 

vice versa, are treated as sales and purchases at. the normal price which the 

assets would fetch at the time of such transfer. 

The receipt of insurance moneys for .goods damaged or destroyed are normally 

treated as proceeds of sale. 

2. NORMAL DEPRECIATION 

2.1. Machinery, equipment and similar assets (excluding ships) 

2.1.1. Main system 

Machinery, equipment and similar assets used exclusively for the purposes 

of a business are dep.reciated on the basis of aggregate book value at the 

beginning of the year, reduced by the proceeds of assets sold during the 

year, and increased by the full cost of acquisition of assets acquired 

during the first half of the year and half the cost of acquisition of 

assets acquired during the second half of the year. (Law on Depreciation 

Allowances, sec. 2). The remainder of the cost price of assets acquired 

during the second half of the year ia included in the depreciable basis 

for the next year. 

·····~ ... ...., ___ ,. -· ---;;----~---'"'-- " ......... 
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For the purpose of this provision, insurance moneys received for assets 

damaged or destroyed are treated as proceeds of assets sold, and improve

ments are treated as acquisitions. 

The rate of depreciation for any year is at the taxpayer's option, subject 

only to a maximum rate of 30%. The rate applied, however, must be a full 

number of percentage points, so that a depreciation of, e.g., 12.5% will not 

pe allowed. The taxpayer is completely free to vary the rate of depreciation 

from year to year, between zero and 30% (There is some kind of limitation 

which applies to individual taxpayers only, as of the year 1975. If an 

individual's taxable income is reduced by depreciation allowances, allocations 

to the investment reserve or reductions in the value of his stock-in-trade 

to an amount which is less than his estimated private expense's for the year, 

then his taxable income may be increased to the amount of private expenses.) 

r:"amp le: 

depreciated book value at the beginning of th~ year 

proceeds of assets sold during the year (deduct) 

cost of machinery and equipment purchased in first 
half (add) 

machinery and equipment purchased in second half 
for DKr. 500,000; add one-half 

depreciable basis for the year 

depreciation at, say, 20% 

remaining book value 

~dd: remaining one-half of assets purchased during 
second half of the year 

depreciated book value at the beginning of next year 

DKr. 1,000,000 

DKr. 100,000 

DKr. 900,000 

DKr • 200,000 

DKr. 250!000 

DKr. ,1,350,000 

DKr. 2702000 

DKr. 1,080,000 

DKr. 250 2000 

DKr. 1 2330 2000 

• 
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2.1.2. sr~~al provfajona 

Although the nbovt• system of depreciation on th• b11ais of agJ~r~Kate bo·ok 

value aupplies ample room for auf!iclent depreciation allowanr.••• there la 

an additional provi•ion accordina to vhich a furtt,t"r d•·rreciatlon deductioa 

IUIY b• cl.eimt•r! if the tup.:~yer upon di11poc.tl of any ••••t ahnve proof that 

tor that pnrticul.ar atsattt the proceeda of ••1• are l••• than c:o1t of ae

quiaition minue depreciation allowance• taken under the no~l rulee oa 

the baele of •saregate book Yalue <••c. 4 of the Lav on Depreciation 

Allowancet). 

Anoth~r ap~~iQ] rule applie1 to itcma of machinery and ~quipment whose 

eatlmated uarful life doe• not exceed three year1, or whoae coat of 

acquieition doea not exceed DKr. 1,100. In both these caaea, the_taxrayer 

may either include the co1t of theae aaaeta in the aggregate baai1, or 

d•duct the ftall coet price tn th• y-at" of •r.'l••l•ltlon, thua ln fact tAldnR 

.d•prf"("iation at 100~ of co•t. (,.•c. 3 ()f th" t.av on Ottpr•clation Allovanc:ea) 

From thts rule ft appli~s as an ~·c~ption that in th~ fir1t y~•r of a n~w bus1-

n•3~ 1nd fn th~ following y~ar th~ liable person only may d~duct for d~precia

t1on purpos~s of this kind an aggr~gate asquisit1on amount up ttl 50,000 D.kr. 

2.1.3. Gains realized at disposal of assets 

One of the conRequcncea of depreciation on the basis of aggregate book 

value, as described above, is that the sale of an asA~t does not give ri•• 

to any taxable gain, but merely reduces the depreciable ba1i1. Only if 
the aggregate book value becomes negfttive, i.e., .if proceed• of 1ale1 in 

any year exc~Pd the agar~gnte book valu~ •t th~ beginning of the Y••r plue . 
acquleltiona during the year, the n~gntive amount ia includod in taxable 

lnc~. unle11 n~v lnveatm~ntl are ~de before the end of the next year. 

Thi1 latter period of time may be extended by the Minister of Finance under 

epeci4l circumstances, at the taxpayer's request. (sec. 5 of the Law on 

- Depre,iatlon Allowances) See chapter C for more detail• on thia aubject. •• 

vell •• for apecial rule• on the liquidation of the busineea. 

2.1.4. Machinery and equipment uaed partially for private purposes 

In caae of machinery and equipment used partially for buaineaa and partiall7 

for private purpo•••• depreciation allowance• are not baaed on aaar•aate 

book value, but each it .. ia depreciated 1eparately, at a -.xl.ua of 301 of 

. .. 
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cost price in the first year (15X if acquisition takes place in the second 

half of the year), and at a maximum of 30% of remaining book value in sub

sequent years. No depreciation is allowed for the year in which the asset 

is disposed of. Depreciation is limited to that part of the cost price which 

corresponds to the business use of the asset. Also, no deprecia.t ion is 

allowed at all with respect to that part of cost which exceeds DKr. 6s,OOO 

for each asset. The excess of the cost price of any item over DKr. 65,000 

has to be included as a separate asset in the balance sheet of the buainesa. 
'. 

(aec. 8 of the Law on Depreciation Allowances) 

2.1.5. Motor cars 

Virtually the same rules as apply to assets used partially for private 

purposes (see 2.1.4., above) apply to certain categories of motor vehicles 

used solely for business purposes. This currently concerns ordinary 

(passenger) motor cars, cars used for rent-a-car businesses or by driving 

schools, as well .as certain delivery vans and trucks not registered as 

ordinary transport vehicles (with yellow licence plates). With respect to 

these categories of motor vehicles, depreciation is granted for each vehicle 

separately at the same maximum rates as stated in 2.1.4., above, if their 

cost price exceeds DKr. (7!.·,000. The excess over DKr. 65,,000 is not depreciable. 

(sec. 6A of the Law on Depreciation Allowances) However, the normal rules, 

as outlined in 2.1.1., above, apply to these types of motor vehicles if theJ 

are costing less than DKr. bS,OOO and are used exclusively for business 

purposes. 

2.2.1. Ships: Main provisions 

Ships used exclusively for business purposes, including machinery and 

equipment used on board such ships, are depreciated on the basis of their 

aggregate book value at the beginning of the year, 'increased by the cost 

of ships acquired and reduced by the proceeds of, ships sold during the year. 

·The system and ra,tes of depreciation are thus the same as for other items 

of machinery and equipment, as described in 2.1.1., above, except that the 
I. 

aggregate basis for ships is· separated fr6m the aggregate basis for other 

items of machinery and equipment, and that there is no limitation in the 

amount of depreciation in the year of-acquisition with respect to ships 

• 
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purchased in the second half of the year. (sec. 12 of the Law on Depreciation 

Allowances) 

2.2.2. Ships used partially for private purposes 

There ~re no express provisions in the law with respect to ships used 

partially for business and partially for private purposes. It is understood 

that for these ships a partial depreciation will be allowed to reflect the 

business use of the ships. No depreciation is allowed for pleasure boats, 

yachts and other ships used for private purposes only. 

2.3. Buildings and installations in buildings 

As indicated in the introduction (see 1, above) depreciation with respect 

to buildings is, in principle, only granted with respect to buildings 

which do not retain their original value under proper care and maintenance. 

Due to this general principle, depreciation is allowed for the following 

types of buildings used for business purposes (sec. 18 of the Law on 

Depreciation Allowances): 

a) buildings used for agricult~re, fur farming, poultry breeding, fish 

farming, fishing, forestry, market gardening, industry, retail trade, 

handicraft, as sports halls, petrol stations, car washes, road hoalage 

centres, storage buildings used in connection with the said activities, 

and storage buildings used in the wholesale trade; 

b) movie and other theatres, amusement buildings, community centres, 

assembly rooms, hotels, restaurants, schools, certified old age and nursing 

homes, garages, laboratories, as well as storage buildings used in connection 

with the above activities; 

c) buildings or rooms situated in, or attached to buildings as enumerated 

under a) and b), above, which are used for the purpose of the business for 

which these other buildings are used. Also depreciable are roads, parking 

lots, fences etc. located in the vicinity of qualifying buildings; 

d) other buildings which due to their construction or other special cir

cumstances may be deemed to be subject to such deterioration that their 

value will not be retained through normal maintenance. In practice, the 
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reference to the construction of buildings under heading d) will enable 

the taxpayer to depreciate buildings made of timber which would not qualify 

otherwise, and the reference to "special circumstances" is frequently the 

basis for allowing depreciation on buildings located abroad under unfavourable 

climatic conditions. 

Examples of buildings which do not normally qualify for depreciation allowances 

are offices and dwelling houses. However, offices attached to or forming part 

of otherwis' qualifying buildings are depreciable under heading c), above. 

Also, dwelling houses situated in another country and used for business pur

poses may be depreciated if they are subject to extraordinary wear and tear, 

due, for instance, to existing climatic conditions. 

If a buildin.g is only partially used for business purposes, depreciation 

is also allowable only for that part, wher.eby the total cost ,is divided 

on the basis of floor space occupied for qualifying and non-qualifying 

purposes. However, no depreciation is allowed at all if less than 30% of 

total floor space is used for qualifying (business) purposes, unless the 

floor space occupied for business purposes amounts to at least 300 square 

meters. 

Depreciation allowances are granted separately for so-called "special" 

installations in buildings, such as central heating, air conditioning and 

lifts, Not only installations in buildings which themselves qualify for 

deprefiation allowances are depreciable- but also installations in buildings 

which are not eligible for depreciation, with the exception of "special" 

instaJlations in one or two family dwelling houses. It is a further pre

requisite that the installations are located in buildings used for business 

purposes. In case of dual use (for business and private purposes), the 

installation should primarily serve business purposes. 

The rates of depreciation allowed are different for the various categories 

of buildings and installations as follows (sees. 22 and 23 of the Law on 

Depreciation Allowances): 

--for buildings listed under heading a), above, the maximum rate of depre-
• 

ciation is 6% of cost for the year of acquisition and each of the next nine 
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yeara, and 2% annually in eubaequtnt yeara; thua, the entire co•t of ae

quilition can be written off in 30 yeara; thr.1e rat•• may be incren1ed 

33. 

if the building" are 11ubjeet to auch deterioration that their eatimated life 
l• 1••• than 50 years from the year of cnn1truction which aa a matter of 

fAct dn•• not. n,.r•••Brlly colnrlcJe with th~ Y""r nf ar.rpdaltlon by tt1e 

taxpayer; the aame ratea of. d~prr.ciation apply to building• listed under 

heading b), above, which are attached to buildings listed under heading a); 

--for buildings listed under heading b), ~xcept those attached to buildina• 

under heading a) (see above), for buildings liated under heading d), and 

qualifying dw~lling houaet 1ituated in another country, the maximum rate 

of depreciation io 4% of cost for the year of acquisition and e~ch of the 

next nine yeara, and 1% annually in 1ubaequent years; thus, for these 

buildings the entire coat can _be WTitten off in 70 yeara; the rates may be 

increa•~d if their eatimAted life alnee the time of construction le 1••• 

than 100 ye~tra. 

--for buildinga, fencea, ate. liated under heading e), depreciation i1 

allowed at the aame ratea •• apply to the buildings to which they are 

attached; 

--for "special" installations located in depreciable buildings, the max
imum rate of depreciation ia 8% of coat in the year of acquisition and in 

each of the next 9 years, and 4% annually in aubsequent years; 

--finally, for "special" installation in non-depreciable buildings there ia 
a fixed rate of depreciation of 4% of cost per annum; a1 in the case of 

buildings, the annual rate of depreciation may be increased in caae of an 

eatimated useful life of le11 than 2S years • 

• 
In all cases, except the. last (regard;ng installations in non-depreciable 
buildings) th~ tdxpdyer may take depreciation in any year at a lower rate 
and so extend the total period of depreciation as he thinks fit. 

As to building~~ including annexes and improvements, where the construction 
has started within the pt~riod 1 September 1977 to 31 December 1980 the rates 
are 1ncrei15ed from 6 to 10 per cent in the year of acquisition and following 
years (compare law n° 467 of 14th September 1977 <om midlertidig forh~j~llt 
at d~ skattem.1~ssige afskrivninger ~ nyopf~rt~ erhvervsbygninger>>. 

2.4. Other ~ssets 

For a number of intangible assets the rules for depreciation are laid down 
in tee. 15 ·of thn ',p,.ciitl Jncom~ Tttx Law (Lov om aa~rl1g indkomttakat m.v.>. 
Aas~tl cov~r~rl hy this provition includ• the following: 

·-goodwill obta1n•d may be depr•ciated at a rate of 15X of coat annually; 

d 

. ' 
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--patent xights, copyrights and trademarks and rights derived from profit

sharing or leasing contracts, may be written off in equal annual install~ 

menta oyer the years of thei.r existence, and, if the rights are not limited 

in time, in a period of 10 years, i.e., at 10% per annum. 

3. ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION 

3.1. Permanent measures for machinery, equipment, buildings and in

stallations 
~ 

Accelerated depreciation is allowed for certain investments in machinery, 

equipment and similar assets used exclusively for the purposes of a business 

and for buildings and installations for which normal depreciation is allowed 

(sees. 29E et seq. of the Law on Depreciation Allowances). 

This accelerated depreciation is subject to the following conditions: 

a) the taxpayer must have concluded a binding contract for the delivery 

of qualifying assets or he must have decided to manufacture them within 

his own business; 

b) the qualifying assets must be delivered or be ready for use not earlier 

than in the year following the year the contract is concluded or the decision 

to manufacture the assets is taken, nor later than in the fourth year 

following that date; 

c) the total contracted price or estimated cost must exceed DKr. 700,000. 

The accelerated depreciation amounts to a maximum 30% of that part o~ 

qualifying expenditure which exceeds DKr. 700,000, subject to a maximum 

of 15% per annum. Qualifying expenditure includes the contracted price 

and subsequent price increased are not taken into account. In the case of 

buildings, the cost of the land on which the building will be erected is 

excluded. 
\ 

The accelerated depreciation taken is deducted from the cost of acquisition 

of the relevant assets for purposes of normal depreciation. If the ac

celerated depreciation allowance relates to more than one asset, the 

aggregate accelerated depreciation allowance is expressed as a per~entage 

of total cost of the assets in question, and for purposes of normal de

preciation, the cost of ea~h separate asset is reduced by the same per-

,.,.,· 
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The accelerated depreciation may be spread by the taxpayer over the year 

the contract is concluded or the decision to invest (in case of own 

manufacture) is made and the three following years, except that it must 

in any case be taken prior to the year the assets are delivered or put 

into use, subject to the limitation of 15% per annum. 

3.2. Permanent measures for ships 

35. 

With respect to ships an accelerated depreciation is granted if the con~ 

tracted price amounts to at least DKr. 200,000. The accelerated depreciation 

applies only to contracts for the construction of new ships and amounts to 

30% of the contracted price. 

The accelerated depreciation allowance may be spread over the year the 

--contract is made and subsequent years, but it must be taken prior to the 

year of delivery, and the annual allowance is subject to a m~mum of 15%. 

The accelerated depreciation allowance taken is deducted from the cost of 

acquisition for purposes of normal depreciation. 

3.3. Temporary accelerated depreciation allowance 

As part of the taxation measures to stimulate the national economy, a 

temporary accelerated depreciation allowance was granted by law of June 

26, 1975 (Lov nr. 292 a£ 26. juni om en ekstraordinaer afskrivt).ing og 

om forh~jede ordinaere afskrivninger for 1975 og 1976). 

Under this law, an accelerated (additional) depreciation allowance of not 

more than 15% of cost is granted with respect to machinery and equipment 

used exclusively for business purposes, purchased during 1975 and 1976. 

However, this additional depreciation does not apply to certain categories 

of motor vehicles (see. 2.1.5., above), nor to assets for which the 

permanent accelerated depreciation allowance (see. 3.1., above) is granted. 

The additional depreciation may be spread by the taxpayer over the years 

1975 through 1978, for purchases in 1975 and over the years 1976 through 

1978 for purchases in 1976. Both the normal depreciation and the temporary 
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additional depreciation are deducted in computing the aggregate book value 

which is the depreciable basis for the next year. 

C. TAXATION OF CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Generally speaking, unrealised capital gains, i.e. gains originating from 

revaluation of assets on the balance sheet, are not taxable in Denmark. 

As a matter of fact, different rules apply if the owner is a dealer in the 

assets concerned, in which case tax liability will normally be governed by 

the provisions regarding the valuation of stock-in-trade (see Chapter•F, 

below). 

With respect to gains and losses occurring ~t the disposal of assets, not 

being stock-infrade, t~e taxation consequences will depend on the nature 

3b. 

of the assets concerned, the period of time between acquisition or disposal, 

and whether or not the assets are sold in the normal course of 'the taxpayer's 

business. 

With respect to the latter point, a distinction must be made between the 

tax system of, e.g., the German Federal Republic and the Netherlands on 

the one hand, and o~, e.g., Denmark and the United Kingdom on the other. In 

Germany and the Netherlands, the basic distinction with respect to capital 

gains is between business property and private property, gains realized on 

business property normally being taxed in the same way as ordinary business 

profit, subject to certain exce~tions, but irrespective of whether the seller 

is or is deemed to be a dealer in the asset.s concerned. In Denmark, on the 

other h~nd, like in the United Kingdom, the basic distinction is whether or 

not the seller is (or is deemed to be) a dealer in the assets concerned. In 

other words, a taxpayer engaged in business disposing of a factory building 

and a private person selling a house are basically treated in the same 

manner, and different taxation consequences emerge only if the seller .is a 

~ealer in immovable property or if the transaction is deemed to be of a 

speculative nature. 
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The distinction in aatual tax liability with respect to the various types 

of business assets is closely related to the system of depreciation ap

plicable to the assets concerned, as explained below. 

A further interesting point in the Danish system of capital gains is the 

computation of taxable gains with respect to immovable property. On the 

one hand, the actual gain in money terms is reduced in order to take ac

count of inflation, but, on the other hand, the resulting "real" gain is, 

in effect, taxed at a higher rate than other taxable capital gains. 

The main provisions regarding the taxation of capital gains are laid down 

in the special income tax law (Lov om saerlig indkomstskat m.v.), under 

which capital gains and certain other types of so-called "special income" 

(mainly certain lump sum receipts) are subject to the special income tax 

imposed at a flat rate. However, .the "special income" of corporate taxpayers .. 

although computed in accordance with the rules laid down in the special income 

tax law, is subject to the ordinary corporate income tax at the usual rate 

of, currently, 37%. 

2. MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT (INCLUDING §~IPS) USED FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES 

2.1.1. Main provisions 

As indicated earlier (see Chapter B, 2.1.3., above), gains realised at the 

sale of items of machinery and equipment used exclusively for business 

purposes do not as such give rise to a taxable capital gain: the proceeds 

are deducted in computing the aggregate depreciable basis and thus only 

reduce the scope for depreciation allowances in the year of disposal and 

subsequent years. In practice, this implies that taxable profits are in

creased over a number of years by an amount equal to the actual gain. 

The same applies if assets are donated without adequate consideration, if 

they are taken out of the business by the taxpayer and appropriated.to 

private use, in which cases the assets are deemed to have been sold for 

their true value. Also, in case of expropriation or damage, the amounts 

received as compensation are treated as proceeds of sale. 

The proceeds of sale etc. of assets having a useful life of three years 
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or less or a coat price not exceeding DKr. 1,800 (the cost ot which has 

been deducted in the year of purchase, see Chapter B, 2 .1. 2. ·, above) ~re 

added back to ordinary profits in the year of disp,osal. 

38.: 

In one instance, the deduction of the proceeds of sale etc. from the 

aggregate book value may give rise to the recognition of taxable income, 

i.e., when the aggregate book value becomes negative. In that case, the 

negative balance is included in taxable income, either for the year of 

sale or for the next year, at the taxpayer's option, unless the negative 

balance is offset by acquisitions of assets during the year of sale or in 

the next following year (sec. 5 of the Law on Depreciation Allowances). 

2.·1. 2. Special rules for motor cars 

For some types of motor cars the total depreciation allowable is restricted 

to DKr. 65,000. (see Chapter B, 2.1.5., above), even if the motor car is 

used exclusively for business purposes. 

If such a motor car is sold at a gain, i.e., if proceeds of sale exceed 

depreciated book value (including the non-depreciable part of the purchase 

price), the gain is included in taxable profits. If, on the other hand, a 

loss is incurred at the sale, i.e., if proceeds of sale are less than de

preciated book value, such loss is only deductible to the extent that it 

exceeds the non-depreciable part of the purchase price (sec. 6A of the Law 

on Depreciation Allowances). 

Example: 

A motor car with a pu~chase price of DKr. 65,000 is sold during the year 

following the year of purchase for DKr. 35,000. Depreciation taken in the 

year of purchase amounts to DKr. 19~00 (30% of DKr. 65,000; the maximum 

depreciation allowed). No depreciation allowance may be taken for the next 

year, the year of sale. Depreciated book value thus amounts to DKr. 45,500, 

consisting of depreciable part of purchase price (DKr. 6~000), less de

preciation taken (DKr. 19,500), plus non-depreciable part of purchase price <in 

this case DKr.O>.The actual lose incurred amounts to DKr. 10,500 (being the 

difference between aales price of DKr. JS,OOO and book value of DK~. 4 ~500). 
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· of DKr. 10 rnn 1's higherthan the d ' bl f Aa th1s loss ~uu non- eprec1a e part o 

the purchase price (DKr. 0 ), the loss ia deductible. 

If the motor car has been used partly for business and partly for private 

purposes, any gnin or loss computed as above (i.e., losses only to the 

extent that they exceed the non-depreciable part of the purchase price), 

ia only partially taxable or deductible, respectiv~ly, viz. only to the 

extent of the uae for buaineas purpo&es. In computing the aain or loae, 

alao depreciation concerning private use although not allowed for tax 

purpoeea, mutt be taken into account (tee below for further detaile). 

2.1.3. Special rules for assets used partially for private purposes 

With respect to assets used partially for business and partially for 

private purposes, the firat DKr. 65,000 of coat is partially depreciable 

for tax purpo&es, viz. to the extent that the asset ia used for business 

purpose1, and the excess over DKr. 65,000 ia not depreciable at all (aee 

Chapter B. 2.1.4., above). 

If Ruch an asset ia aold, any gain or losa i1 computed •• the diff•rcnce 

b•tw~~n proc~ed1 of aale and deprtcinted book valur, depr•ciated book 

valu,. in thla rontPXt meaning purchaae price minus total depreciation 

(ln~luding drpr•ciatlon r•l•t•d to privat• uae), ftt the rate ua•d ror 

tax purpoare wilh respect to the buai.neaa uao of the aaaet. If thi1 

computation rcRults in a gain, that part of the gnin i1 included in 

taxable income which bears the ••me ratio to the total aain •• depre

ciation for tax purpose• beara to total depreciation. 

The same appliee, mutatis mutandi1, if a loss occurs at the aale, except 

that euch loas ia only allowable insofar as it ia related to buaineaa uae 

• 

and to the extent that lt exeeeda the non-depreciable part of the purchaae .j 
price (i.e., the exceea ov•r DK~. 6' ,0~0) (aec. 9 of the Lavon Depr•cletlon 

Allov•ncea). 

Example: 

Ao aaaet uaed for one-half for ouainoas purpo1e1, aod for the other half 
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for private purposes is purchased for Dkr. 70,000. It is sold for DKr. 

10,000, and total depreciation taken amounted to DKr. 20,000, one-hal£ 

of which was allowable for tax purpose~. 

The total loss is computed as the difference between proceeds- of sale 

(DKr. 10,000) and purchase price minus total deprecia-tion (DKr. 70,000 

minus DKr. 20,000 or DKr. 50,000), and thus amounts to DKr. 40,000. Of 

this loss, an amount of DKr. 30,000 (the excess of the purchase price 

40. 

at DKr. 70,000 over the ambunt of DKr. 40,000) is disregarded completely. 

The remaining part of the loss (DKr. 10,000) is deductible to the extent 

that it relates to business use, i.e. for one-half, so that only DKr. 5,000 

is deductible for tax purposes. 

2.2 Speculative sales and sales by dealers 

As explained above (see 2 .1.1.), sales of machinery, equipment and· ships 

do not _normally give rise to ·a taxable gain. 

However, if the seller's business includes the sale of such assets, or if 

the assets are acquired for purposes of speculation, any gain (or loss) is 

included in the taxpayer's taxable income, the gain (or loss) being computed 

as the difference between sales price and depreciated book value. 

A transaction is normally deemed to be speculative, if the sale takes 

place within two years from the date of acquisition, unless the taxpayer 

shows proof to the contrary. If the period of ownership exceeds two ~ears, 

the burqen of proof shifts to the tax authorities: in that case, the 

revenue authorities have to show proof that.the. transaction was a speculative 

one. 

' 2.3. Sales at the liquidation or transfer of the business 

If the sale of machinery and equipment used exclusively for business pur

poses, and ships occurs on the occasion of the transfer or liquidation of 

the taxpayer's business, the gain or loss realized (i.e., the difference 

between amount received and aggregate depreciated book value) is classified 

as "special income" (sec. 2 of the Special Income Tax Law) which implies 
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that individual taxpayers will be subject to the special income tax at a 

flat rate of 50%, instead of the ordinary national income tax (imposed 

41. 

at -progressive rates) and the local income tax .(imposed at a flat rate). 

However, for corporate taxpayers, both ordinary income and special income 

are subject to the corporate income tax, at a uniform rate of currently 

37%. 

However, also in this case, any gain or loss is included in ordinary income 

if the sale took place in the course of a business. or-by, way of speculation 

(see 2.2., above). 

Also, any gain (or loss) realized on the sale of ships or participations 

in ships is included in ordinary income if the ships are acquired less than 

5 years prior to their sale (sec. 3 of the Special Income Tax Law). 

3. IMMOVABLE PROPERTY 

3.1. Main provisions 

Generally speaking, gains on the sale of immovable property are classified 

as special income, but losses are disregarded. 

With respect to immovable property used for business purposes, a special 

feature is that part of the total gain, viz. that part which is equal to 

the depreciation allowances taken in the past, is included in special 

income for its nominal amount, whereas the remainder of the gain, i.e. the 

total gain on land and the excess of the sales price of the buildings 

over their original purchase price is adjusted to account for inflation, 

the adjusted gain then being multiplied, so that'in effect, the adjusted 

gain is subject to special income tax (or corporate income tax) at a higher 

rate than other types of special income. 

The latter (adjusted) part of the gain is defined as the difference between. 

sales price and adjusted cost of acquisition (sec. 7A of the Special Income 

Tax Law) • 

. For this purpose, the cost of acquisition is adjusted as follows: 
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If the entire property is acquired on or after January 1, 1966, the cost of 

acquisition and of subsequent improvements (improvements costing DKr. 1,000 

or less in any year are ·disregarded) are first increased by a fixed addition 

of 30%, and secondly by an annual addition for each year of ownership (excluding 

the year of sale). this annual addition amounts to 8% for each of the first 

three years, 9% for each of the next three years, and 10% annually for sub

sequent years. 

If the property is acquired prior to January 1, 1966, the adjusted cost of 

acquisition may be computed in the same way, except that the annual addition 

of 8, 9 or 10% is not given wi~h respect to years prior to 1966 • 

Alternatively, if the entire property is acquired prior to January 1, 1966, 

the taxpayer may take the value as at the 13th general property valuation 

as a basis, increased by the value of improvements.not taken into account 

at: --.:- the 13th general valuation, and carried out before January 1, 

1966. This alternative valuation is then also increased by the fixed 

addition of 30%, and by an addition of 8% fo~ the years 1966 through 1968, 

9% for the years 1969 through 1971, and 10% thereafter. 

The adjusted gains (equal to sales price less adjusted cost of acquisition 

and improvements) realized in any year are then reduced by DKr. 40,000, in

creas~d by a further deduction of DKr. 60,000 if. the alternative calculation 

for property acquired prior to Janu~ry 1, 1966 is userl. This deduction of 

DKr. 40,000 or DKr. 100,000, however, is granted only once in every four 

year~, The re$ulting net gain is finally increased by 50% for individual 

taxpayers and by 100% for corporate taxpayers, whi~h implies an effective 

rate of 75% for individuals (150% of the gain taxed at 50%), and!of 74~ 

for corporate taxpayers (200% of the gain taxed at 37%). 

Example: 

A factory building is purchased in 1968 for DKr. 500,000, and sold in 1976 

for DKr. 2,000,000. According to the latest general valuation, DKr. 100,000 

of the total purchase price was attributable to the land and Dkr. 400,000 to 

the building itself. Of the total sales price, DKr. 500,000 is attributed 

to the land and DKr. 1,500,000 to the buildi"~· Total depreciation taken 

with respect to the building amounted to DKr. 160,000. The total actual 
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gain in respect of the building amounts to DKr. 1,100,000 (being the 

difference between DKr. 1,500,000 and DKr. 400,000), but only an amount· 

of DKr. 160,000 (equ~l to depreciation allowances taken) is included ·in· 

spec'ial income for its nominal amount. 

For the remaining gain (the excess of sales price of land and building 

over their cost of acquisition), the adjusted taxable gain is computed 

aa follows: 

purchase price 

add: fixed addition of 30% 

Annual addition: 

3 times 8% for 1968 through 1970 

3 times 9% for 1971 thrQugh 1973 

2 times 10% for 1974 and 1975 

in all 71% 

adjusted purchase price 

sales price 

adjusted gain 

less special deduction (granted only once \. 
for every four years) 

adjusted taxable gain 

DKr. 500,000 

DKr. 150,000 

DKr. 355!000 

DKr. 1,005,000 

DKr. 2,000,000 

DKr. 995,000 

DKr. 4'0!000 

DKr. 955,000 

The amount of DKr. 955,000 is then increased by 50% for indivudual taxpayera, 

and the resulting amount taxed at 50%, and increased by 100% for corporate 

taxpayers, the resulting amount being taxed at 37%. 

Thus, the total amount liable to tax in this case consists of DKr. 160,000 

(equal to prior depreciation allowances), which is taxed at 50% for indivi

duals and at 37% for corporate taxpayers, plus ~Kr. 955,000, which through 

the multiplication factor is taxed at 75% for individual• and at 74% for 

corporate taxpayers • 

.. 

,. __ ._. ................... -----
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3.2. Speculative sales and sales by dealers 

As in the case of machinery and equipment (see 2.2., above) the total net 

gain (or loss), without adjustments is included in the taxpayer's ordinary 

income and taxed. at ordinary rates. 

3.3. Sales at liquidation of the business 

There are no special provisions regarding the sale of immovable property at 

the time of liquidation or transfer of the business. 

3.4. Replacement of immovable property 

There is no exemption· or relief on the sale of immovable property used for 

business purposes and its replacement by other immovable property used for 

the same purposes. 

Only the payment of the tax due may be postponed in this case, upon the 

taxpayer's request to the Ministry of Finance, subject to several conditions. 

(sec. 7B of the Special Income Tax Law). 

4. OTHER BUSINESS ASSETS 

4 .1. General 

Other fixed business assets, the sale of, which will give rise to taxable 

gains or losses include: goodwill, patents, copyrights, trademarks and other 

rights limited in time, and shares. The gains and losses with respect to 

these assets are all included in special income and taxed accordingly. As 

~n the case of other assets, however, the gains and losses will be included 

in ordinary income in case of speculation or dealing in the assets concerned. 

4.2. Goodwill, patents, copyrights, trademarks, etc. 

The taxable gain (or loss) is computed as the difference between sales price 

on the one hand, and purchase price as reduced by depreciation allowances taken, 

on the other. The resulting gain (or loss) is included in special income for 

its nominal amount, and taxed·accordingly (i.e. at 50% for individual taxpayers, 
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and at 37 % for corporate taxpayers). 

As indicated earlier, the gains or losses are included in ordinary income 

if the assets concerned are acquired for the purpose of speculation, or in 

the framework of a trade carried on by the taxpayer. The latter case only 

applies, if the taxpayer's trade consists of, or includes, dealing in the 

assets concerned. 

4.3. Shares. 

Gains and losses on the sale of shares· and similar securities, of subscrip

tion rights to such shares and similar securities are also included in 

special income. In general, the gain (or loss) is computed as the difference 

between sales price and cost of acquisition. There are special provisions 

concerning the computation of. gains (or losses) if only a part of a share

holding is. disposed of. In that case, the aggregate purchase price is attri

buted for a proportionate part to the shares·sold. 

If the shares etc. are acquired in the framework of a trade carried on by 

the taxpayer, or within two years before the date of sale, the gain or losses 

are included in ordinary income. Thus, in this ca.se, a fixed time limit of 

two years i.s applied in order to determine whether or not the transaction 

should be deemed to be speculative. 

5. MERGERS 

5.1. Introduction 

The taxation aspects of mergers are currently governed by a law of May 2, 

1967, as amended from time to time (Lov nr. 143 af 2. maj 1967 am beskatning 

ved sammenslutning a£ aktieselskaber m.v.). Under sec. 1 of this law a 

merger is deemed to take place, where a company transfers its entire property 

to another company or when it is absorbed by another company. 

The law not only deals with the taxation consequences for the com~anies 

involved, but also with the eventual tax liability of shareholders. 

5.2. System of the law on mergers; implications for companies 

The provisions of the law on mergers will apply upon request to the Ministry 
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of Finance, which may impose certain conditionA, apart from two conditions 

laid down in the law itself, viz., that at least 90% of the value of the 

shares in the absorbed company will be paid for in shares in the absorbing 

company and that the absorbed company will be struck off the companies 

register within eight months after the merger is reported to the registrar. 

The law does not apply to so-called stock mergers, whereby a company ac

quires all outstanding shares of another company. However, in such cases 

the comp,anies concerned may apply for joint taxation, subject to certain 

conditions, so that also in that case a merger type situation will be 

effected for tax purposes as far as the companies are concerned. In this 

case, there are no exemptions for the shareholders of the company taken over. 

If all condit~ons required by the Ministry of Finance and by the law on 

mergers are satisfied, the effects are as follows: 

--all income and outgoings of the absorbed company prior to the merger will 

be included in the computation of the absorbing company's taxable income, 

to the extent that they were not taken into account in previous tax assess

ments of the absorbed company. 

--all assets of the absorbed company are deemed to be acquired by the 

absorbing company at the time and for the price they were acquired by the 

absorbed company. Thus, no taxable gains will arise. Also, depreciation 

and reductions in stock-in-trade values are deemed to have been taken by 

the absorbing company. Also, allocations to the investment reserve made 

by the absorbed company are deemed to be made by the absorbing company in 

the same years. 

--losses incurred prior to the merger by either the absorbed or the absorbing 

company may not be set off against profits realized by the absorbing company 

after the merger • 

--the tran.sfer of assets from the absorbed to the absorbing company does 

not affect the question whether such assets have or have not been acquired 

in the framework of a trade or for speculative purposes. 

5.3. Implications for shareholders 

The implications for the shareholders in an absorbed company in case of a 
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qualifying merger are that no gain or loss is realised to the extent that 

they receive shares in the absorbing company in exchange for their shares 

in the absorbed company. If the new shares are subsequently sold, they 

are deemed to be acquired at the time and for the price the shares in the 

absorbed company were acquired. This will affect the computation of the 

gain or loss realised at the sale of the shares in the absorbing company, 

and also whether such gain (or loss) is taxed as ordinary income or as 

special income (see 4.3., above). 

To the extent that a shareholder in the absorbed company receives assets 

other than shares in the absorbing company, e.g., a payment in cash, he is 

deemed to have sold shares in the absorbed company to the extent that their 

value at the time of the merger is equal to such payment. If the shares 

in the absorbed company were acquired at different moments (and at different 

prices), it is presumed that the shares first acquired are sold in this way. 

It is to be noted, however, that at least 90% of the total consideration 

given by the absorbing company to all shareholders together, should consist 

of shares in the absorbing company. . 

D. RESERVES 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The allocation to reserves, being either "true" reserves or reserves for 

future expenses, is recognised in Denmark for tax purposes in a few cases 

only. 

With respect to reserves for future or expected losses or expenses, the 

general rule is that such reserves cannot be created for tax purposes, 

because of the underlying principle that losses and current expenses are 

not deductible for tax purposes until they are actually incurred. 

The basic legal provisions regarding this principle are to be found in 

sec. 6 of the National Tax Law of 1922; where business expenses are defined 

as expenses incurred ~~n the course E._f_t_~y:ea_~ etc. and Hhere it is explicit

ly stated that the income is taxable no matter how the income is used by the 

• 

• 
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taxpayer, Hhether for priva,te purposes, for increasing or improving his 

property, for the expansion of his business or for allocation to reserves, 

etc. 

For ins.tance, no general reserve may be created for bad debts, and losses 

on outstanding debts are only recognised with respect to any particular 

debtor, if the taxpayer 1s able to prove that the debtor will not pay his 

debt, due to bankruptcy or some other reason. Only banks and hire-purchase 

enterprises may create reserves for bad debts, if they can show that a 

certain percentage of outstanding debts has usually been irrecoverable 

over a number of years. 

Also, rather strict rules are laid down in case law, regarding the creation 

of reserves with respect to guarantee-· ·or service commitments which may 

arise with respect to goods sold by the taxpayer. Allocations to reserves 

for service commitments are not allowed at all. Any expenses are only 

deductible in the year in which they are actually incurred. The same 

applies to guarantee commitments, where the period of guarantee does not 

exceed one year, unless a definite ~laim has been received in that year, in 

'\ltich case the estimated cost of meeting the claim may be .deductible even 

if actually expended in the next year. If the guarantee period exceeds one 

year, allocations to a reserve may only be made if the taxpayer is able to 

prove that considerable amounts have been involved in meeting such claims in 

previous years. 

Allocations to reserves in order to meet· heavy expenditure on maintenance 

will alsogenerally be unallowable for tax purposes. 

Although the normal rules for the computation of taxable income are thus 

rather strict with respect to allocations to-reserves, an important feature 

in Danish tax law is the so-called "inves_tment reserve", to which all 

taxpayers engaged in a trade or bu~iness may allocate a substantial part 

of their pre-tax profits. This re·serve must be used at a future date 

for new investments in qualifying business assets, and the amounts of the 

reserve to be used are deducted from the cost of the new assets as a pre

liminary depreciation allowance. One of the reasons for introducing the 
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investm~nt reserve was to rectify to a certnin extent the situation that 

ordinary depreciation is based on historic cost, so that depreeiation allo

wances alone are not sufficient to warrant the continuity of a business 

under circumstances of r1s1~g prices. The main provisions reaardina tbia 

investment reserve are aet out under 2, below. 

The proviAiona rrgarding the inveatment reserve are currently laid dovn in 

a law of Statutory Notice n° 584 of 18 Nov~mber 1975 (Lovbekendtg~relse 

nr. 534 af 18. ;;o'Jem~er 1975 om investeringsfonds>. 

Allocations to the investment reserve, which are deductible for tax purpoa~s, 

may be mnde by individual and corporate taxpayer• who are •naaaed in a trade 

or business. 

The annual allocntion is aubject to a maximum of 25% (prior to 1975--201.) 

of •djur.t.••d tn)CIIhl• bu1ln••• prnflt•, i.o. tancnhlcz but~in«'ll profit• in-

c r,.,uaMl hy ,,,.,,,H. t l h"l o in tare At pnym~tn t • mnde, And r•duc•t1 by "ny I ntere11 t 

and divid~nd pAymPnt• includrd in bu~in~~• profite. The minimum allocation 

amounts to DKr. 500 in any year in vhich an allocation ia made (lee. 4 of 

the Law); 

Thtt mrndmum Rllocntion to be computfld has to bfl rE-duced by any accelerated 

deprf"clatlnn· (or ahipa and by any acrf'lt!rated deprrclatlon for eub1tantial 

invft•tmr.nt• ln mnr.hinory etc. And buildlnv.• (•n~ Chnpt~r B, undor 3.2 

and 3.1 , abov~) taken 4urlna the year (aee, 4 (2) of the taw). 

An (l~ount Pqual to th! alloct1t1on must be Jepos1te'• 1n a special blocked account 
vith a tJnni11h hnnk or approved 1avlng1 inetltution. _nov~v•r, if tho tax• 

pnyer k~~P" prop~r accounting recorda, onlJ 50% of the alloeatlon hal to 

be depoait•d <••c. S of the Law). 

The allocAtion muat be used, not earlier than in the year following the 

allocAtion, nor. later than at the end of the 12th year following the year 

of allocation, for a preliminary depreciation of qualifyina inveotmenta 

(lee. 6). The norMal and accelerated depreciation allowaneea otherviae 
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available (Ree Chapter B, above), are only grant~d to the extent that the 

cost price of the qualifying investments exceeds the amount used from the 

investment reserve for the purpose (sec. 7). Thus, in effect, use of the 

investment reserve implies a full or partial depreciation of qualifying 

investments at the time·the allocation to the reserve is made, but the 

total depreciation is still limited to the cost of .the investments, in 

that de·preciation allowances otherwise available are reduced by the 

amount of the reserve used for the investment in question. 

The time limit of 12'years may be extended by the Ministry of Finance if 

.. ··1. -

-· .:.;:... .. · .......... 

~ the taxpayer is able to prove that the delay is caused by circumstances 

beyond his control (sec. 6 (2)). 

'\ ,. 

If the taxpayer notifies ·the tax authorities that he has chosen to use 
' 

the investment reserve, in whole or in part, a corresponding ~mount of the 

blocked deposit is released, provided the tax authorities are satisfied that 

the reserve is used for qualifying investments and that all further conditions 

are met (sec. 8). 

Qualifying investments for which the reserve may be 'used are: machinery 

and equipment, etc., used exclusively for business purposes, ships used 

for business purposes, builJings eligible for depreciation allowancei,. 

and special installations in such buildings (sec. 3). However, the reserve 

may not be used for machinery, equipment, etc. with an estimated useful 

life of not exceeding 3 years, or a cost price.not exceeding DKr. 1,800, 

nor for special installations in buildings witich are themselves not eligible 

for depreciation allowances. Neither may the reserve be used for any 

assets prior to their delivery or manufacture by the taxpayer himself 

(sec. 3)~ 

If the reserve, or any part of it, is not used for qualifying investments 

within the stated time ·limit (usually 12 years following the year of al

location), the unused amount is added back to taxable profits of the year 

the time limit is exhausted, increased by 5% for each year the unused amount 

has been reserved. Under special circumstances.the Ministry of Finance may 

allow an earlier re'lease of unused reserves, in which case the 5% increase 
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will apply for each year from the year following the allocation up to and 

including the year of release. In these cases, the amount deposited in the 

blocked account is not released, but is used as security for payment of the 

tax due (sec. 9). 

Special provisions apply in case of death or bankruptcy of the taxpayer or 

upon the liquidation of a company or termination of a business. In these 

cases, the unused amount of the reserve is added to taxable profits of 

the year or years for which the allocations were made, but without the in

crease of 5% per annum. Only in case of termination or liquidation without 

bankruptcy proceedings, the amount of tax· due as a result of the restored 

tax liability for the allocations is increased by 5% interest for each 

year of delay, computed from the end of the respective years of assessment 

(set:.' lUJ. 

If, apart from the provisions of sees. 9 and 10 considered above, the 

allocations to the investment reserve are used for other than qualifying 

purposes, such allocations are added back to taxable profits of the years in 

which the allocations were made, and the tax due as a result of this tax 

liability is increased by a 100% penalty (sec. 11). 

E. OTHER INVESTMENT INCENTIVES 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Apart from the rather generous depreciation allowances and the investment 

reserve available to businesses in Denmark, there are only very few other 

investment incentives available in the field of taxation. 

For example, no investment allowances, which would enable a taxpayer to 

write off more than 100% of the cost of certain investments are normally 

available. 

However, investment allowances are used from time to time as a temporary 

incentive measure to stimulate the economy. 
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At present, there are two laws granting investment allowances, for investments 

before the end of the year 1976 in buildings and n1achinery and equipment, 

respectively. These allowances are considered under 2 and 3, below. 

In recent years, an investment allowance has also been granted for invest

ments in qualifying buildings in certain development areas in Denmark during 

the period from October 1, 1968 until December 31, 1970. The allowance 

amounted .to 5% of the investment, in each of the years 1970 through 1973. As 

this investment allowance is now no longer in force, it will not be discussed 

in this survey. 

2. TEMPORARY INVESTMENT ALLOWANCE FOR BUILDINGS 

By law of June 26, 1975 (Lov nr. 294 of 26. juni 1975 om midlertidigt 

investeringsfradrag) a temporary investment allowance is granted with respect 

to the construction, reconstruction or improvement of business buildings. 

The investment allowance applies to: 

-~the construction of a new building, or the reconstruction of an existing 

building which was not eligible for depreciation allowances prior to the 

reconstruction, commenced during the period from April 1, 1975 to December 

31, 1976, provided that the building is completed without interruption and 

taken into use not later than 2 years from the start of the construction 

work for purposes which qualify the building for ordinary depreciation 

allowances; 

--the reconstruction or improvement of existing buildings e.ligible for 

depreciation allowances, commenced, completed and taken into use as set 

out above. 

The allowance is granted for the year in which the building is completed and 

taken into use and for the next year and amounts to 5% per annum (i.e., 101. 

in all) of the cost price of the building (including the cost of special 

fnstallations in the building), or of the cost price of the reconstruction 

or improvement, as the case may be. The investment allowance, however~ is 

granted only on that part of the cost price which exceeds DKr. 60,000. 

The investment allowance does not affect the size of depreciation allowances 
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availnhl~ und('r the normal rules (eee Chnptcr 1\, ahovc), This impliee that 

the allowanc~ is granted over and above depreciation of the full cost of 

qualifying buildings, etc., ao that the tnxpnyer i• entitled to aggregate 

deducti.ona amounting to 110% of th• coat pl'ice of the qual ifyina build ina• 

etc. 

l. TE:H,uf{J\ftY l~i'/I·:ST~~eiT ALLOWA~lCE FOR MACiliNF:RY A~iT> EQUIP~ft:NT 

Following the temporary investment allowance for buildings, a aimilar 

allowance was introduced for machinery and equipment by law of 13 December 1978 

(Lov nr. 633 af 13. december 1978 om midlertidigt 1nvesteringsfradrag for 

maskiner, invcntar og L1gnende driftsmidler). 

Thia investment allowance is granted with respect to machinery, equipment 

and similar ll&sets used exclusively for business pu.rposea which are subject 

to ordit,ary df'preciation· on the basis of coll~ctive book value, excP.pt for 

tho1e motor -vt'hiclra which arr. 1ubjPct to specinl rulee (lee Chapter B, under 

2.1.5., ~thove), provided that the mnchinery, •qui.pm~nt and aimilar aeaeta 

are acquired during the period from S£tptember 20, 1975 to December 31, 1976 
or the period 1 January 1977 to 31 December 1980. 

The allowance, which is effected through a deduction from taxable income 

fnr ttw year in which th~ investmt•nts nre made, amount• to 20% <and 10 X for 
the m~nt•onPd second per1od) of the dif-
furencn bl'twrrn lhe co1t of qualifying asset• acquired during the stated 

prrind on thr onr hnnd, and the proceeds of aaactR Aold during the aame 

period on the otlwr. Coat of improvement ia also con.;idcr"d as cost of 

acqui1ition for the purposes of the allowance, and consideration• received 

in cARe of ~xpropriation as well aa·inRurance moneys received in case of 

tons or dnm~P,~ are treated as proceeds of aale, The allowance doea not 

apply to acquinition through gift or inh~ritanc•, nor to trnnaactiona 

betw~•n cloa~ly r~lated companiea or between a company and an individual, 

vhere the in~lividual haa a deciaive influence on the carrying on of the 

company'• bu•in~••· 

The allowance does not affect depreciation allowances available. ao that a 

total o·f 120% Crespect1v~ly 110 X> of cost of qualifying investments can be 

~educted through use of tht investment allowance. 

• 
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Jtowevt-r, u•• nf th• inve1tment allowance mny atfflct the uae of the temporary 

accelerated depreci•tioft allowance (aee Chapter B, undcr3.3., above) or 

viee versa. 

The rel~vant provision , 

(s~c. 3<2> in the Statutory Not1c~ n° 557 of 10 Nov~mber 1977 as amend~d by 

law n·o 633 of 13 D~cemb~r 1978) st~ttts that 1f the t.,)(pdyer has notified tht 

authorities which percentag~ of temporary accelerated depreciation will be 

us~d by him for th~ y~ars of ineom~ from 1975 to 1980, the investment allowance 

~ill not ~noty. Th~r~forP, th~ t~mpor~ry acc~ler~t~d d~pr•ciation allowa~c• 

and tht in~fttment 1llowanet art mutu•Lly t•c~vt1vt. 

.. 
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F. VALUATION OF STOCK-IN-TRADE 

I~ ~IN PROVISIONS 

The valuation of stock-in-trade for tax purposes is currently governed by 

a law publication of May 10, 1973 (Lovbekendtg~relse nr. 255 af 10. maj 

1973 om skattem~ssig opg~relse af varelagre m.v.). 

The basic rule is that each taxpayer engaged in a trade or busin~ss, whether 

individual or corporate body, may choose for each separate category of goods 

in his stock-in-trade, one of the following three bases of valuation, viz.: 

--market price as at the close of the accounting year; 

--cost price, including freight charges and customs duties etc.; (although 

the law is not specific on this point, it appears that both LIFO and FIFO 

methods may be used in identifying the goods); or 

--cost of manufacture, if the goods are produced in the taxpayer's own 

business. No rules are given as to how the cost of manufacture must be 

computed; in general, it seems to be allowed to exclude most indirect and 

overhead expenses. 

The value as computed under the above basic rule, i.e., cost or mar~et 

value, may be reduced by the taxpayer by a maximum of 30%, for all stocks 

of goods, raw materials, finished or semi-finished products, packagin~ 

materials, and auxiliary goods, including fuels, belonging to the business 

at the close of the year. Thus, the actual valuation may amount to between 

70 and 100% of cost or market value, as the taxpayer elects. 

The actual percentage of the reduction used by the taxpayer must be shown in 

the balance sheet or in the tax return. The same value as taken at the end 
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of any year must appear on the opening balance sheet for the next year. 

2. SPECIAL RULES FOR GOODS ON ORDER 

Until the year 1976,.texpayers were entitled to an additional deduction 

with respect to goods definitely ordered during the year but actually 

delivered in the next year. Originally, the maximUm deduction under this 

provision amounted to the difference between the cont'racted price and 70% 

of market value at the close of the accounting year, but this special 

deduction has been gradually phased out over the years 1973 through 1975. 

In 1973, 19'74 and 1975, the maximum deduction amounted to the diff.erence 

between contracted price and 75%, 80% and 90%, respectively, of market 

value at the close of the accounting_ year. 

3. SPECIAL ANTI-AVOIDANCE RULES FOR STOCKS-IN-TRADE ABROAD 

The main provisions, as set out under 1, above, also apply, in general, 

to stocks-in-trade.located abroad. However, the special reduction of up 

to 30% may not be fully allowed if the income from the foreign busines~ 

activity is exempt from Danish tax pursuant to tax treaty provisions_, and 

the use· of the reduction causes a loss from the foreign business activity, 

which is deductible in Denmark notwithstanding that a profit would be 

exempt. Thus, if after the said reduction the foreign business activity 

shows a loss, which is deductible in Denmark, the reduction is disallowed 

to the extent of the loss, but not further than up to the point where the 

same reduction applies as the one taken by the taxpayer at the close of th~ 

previous year. For example, if in 'year I the foreign business activity 

operates at a profit, after a reduction in the valuation of its stock-in

trade of 20%, and in year II, there is a loss incurred by the foreign busine$& 

activity, after a reduction in the valuation of its stock-in-trade of 30%, 

this reduction may be disallowed for up to 10%, to arrive at the same re

duction as applied in year I, viz., 20% of cost or market value. 

G. SET OFF OF LOSSES 

1. GENERAL RULE 

In general, only a limited carry forward of losses is available for both 
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individual and corporate taxpayer~: loaaea incurred in a certain year 

may be act off Against profits of theflve following yeRrs. However, 

the taxpayer Ia not free to .divide the ln111 over thoiiP. two y«!arll •• he 

think• fit: tho loaa muat firat be aet off •R•inat profita of the year 

immediately following the year of loaa, and only if thoae profit• are 

inaufficient to cover the entire 1011 .. , the remainder of the 1011 

be earried over to the tecond year. 

2. CAPITAL LOSSES 

Capital lossrA, i.e. losses incurred·hY individual tAxpayer• purauant 

to the provision• of the 1pecial income tax law, mAy be aet off againtt 

ordinary in~ome of the same year; they may not be carried forward; 

conver•ely, if ordinAry income ahow1 a ln11 in any year, auch 1011 muat 

first he t~•t off ·agAinst "apeci•l ineome" ~aine, And Any exce11 uy 

be carri~d forward and aet off ftgainet ordinAry income of the next 

fivt y~ar1 as outlinttd under I, above. 

Aa indicated earlier (see chapter C, above) the "special income" of 

corporate taxpayers is not taxed separately but inrluded in their 

57. -S8. 

ordinary income subject to corporate income tax. This implies that capital 

lo•••• incurred by corporate taxpayer• are treat~d in the aame way aa 

ordiqary buain••• loaaaa, conaidered under 1, above • 

• 

- j 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of business profits is defined in the Individual Income Tax 

Act 1964 (hereinafter referred to as I.B.) which i~ applicable to indi

vidual taxpayers. The Corporate Income Tax Act 1969 (hereinafter refer

red to as Vpb) refers to the relevant sections of the i.B. concerning the 

concept of business profits. Corporate bodies are subject to the Vpb. 

Thus, business profit~ as defined in I.B. covers profits made by both in

dividuals and corporate bodies. 

With regard to individuals and some corporate bodies, e.g. a cultural 

foundation which carries on a business, the amount of business profits, 

if any, depends upon resolving two questions: what is to be consider-

ed a business and which property of the entrepreneur is to be included in 

his business. In answering the second question, case law has developed 

three sorts of property: property which is mandatorily deemed to be private 

property; property which is mandatorily deemed to be business property and 

a category in between, in which the entrepreneur has the discretion to 

choose ~hethe~ the property involved will be private or business property. 

It is very important wheth~r property owned by individuals constitutes busi

ness property or private property because there is no general capital gains 

tax in the Netherlands. Private capital gains made by individuals are normal

ly tax-free. Both these questions do not arise with respect to a corporate 

body, defined as a company with a capital divided into shares, a cooperative 

association, or a mutual insurance soc~ety, becaus.e section 2 (5) Vpb states 

that this sort of corporate body is deemed to carry on a business with all 

its property, so that all property constitutes business property. 

Section 7. I.B states: Business profits are the amount of the aggregate 

benefits which, under whatever name and in whatever form, are enjoyed from 

a business. This very broad concept includes ~mong other things: trading 

income; realised or unrealised capital gains on assets; excess of liquidation 

proceeds over book value of assets; regular or irregular, intended or unin

tended benefits; legal or illegal benefits; remissions of debts, etc; all of 

these enjoyed at any time during the life of the business. This is the con

cept of "total profits" as opposed to "annual profits", for which more 

specific rules are given. 
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,Some exceptions to the "total profits" concept of aection 7 I.B. are laid 

down in section 8 I.B. 
Some exception• 

listed in section 8 I.B. concerning capital gaina are dealt with iD Chapter . . 
C, under 4, below. 

The other exceptions are: 1. profit from forestry in the Netherlands, with 

the exclusion of exploitation of coppicei 2. some exception• concernina 

apecial pension risht&i 3. an exception concernina payment• for ceaaation 

baaed on a sovernmental aanitation-of-businesa ruling; and 4. an a.ounc of 

fl. 15,000 in case of cessation of the business. 

Total profits have to be divided into profits attributable to calendar yeara. 

Thia allocation to yearly periods is governed by a small number of aectioDa 

of the l.B. of which the most important is section 9: profita made in a . 

calendar year have to be determined in accordance with sound buaineaa practice, 

in observation of a conaiatent policy which ia independent of the preaumable 

result and which can only be changed if aound buaineaa practice juatifiet 

such change. 

The concept of "sound business practice" is not further defined in the law. 

It is a dynamic concept which means that it may develop in the course of 

time and is not necessarily the same for enterprises which differ in the type 

of business activity and aize. As a general rule, it can be assumed that a 

system of determination of annual profits for tax purposea will be in ac

cordance with sound business practice if such a aystem ia baaed on what in. 

business economy is 'generally. accepted as the right principle of computina 
• 

profits, but this general rule will not apply if such principles of buaineaa 

economy would conflict with any pertinent provision of tax law or vould 

fail to recognise the general intention or a principle of tax law. 

Other aections of I.B. which are of prime importance for the computation of 

annual profita are: section 10 regarding depreciation of fixed aaaeta (aee 

Chapter B)i section 13 regarding the coat equalisation reserve and tbe re

~erve for certain uninsured riska (see Chapter D) an4 aectioa 14 ~•aardiaa 

replacement reaervea <••• Chapter c. under 3). 

.... 

• I 
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B. DEPRECIATION· oi BUSINESS ASSRTS 

1. NOKMAI. Ol·:I'RECIATION 

1.1. General Rules; Qualifying Assets • 

Nonnal depreciation for tax purposes is based on section 10 (1) I.B. which 

reads: the depreciation of assets which are used to carry on a buaineaa 

(fixed assets) has to be determined yearly as auch part of the not-yet

depreciated acquisition price or construction costs which i1 attributable to 

that year. Thus, depreciation is only possible with regard to aaaeta which 

s~rve the business in a permanent way as opposed to current asaete like atock• 

in-trade, debtors and secur~ties (por~folio investments). Some important 

assets included in fixed assets are buildinga,plant and machinery, other 

fixtures, cars, tools and equipment. Also intangible fixed asset& may be 

depreciated provided that they comply with the condition of diminishing in 

value by use. In this category are included: acquired goodwill, patenta, 

concessions and similar rights. Normally the asaets will be owned by the 

taxpayer, but if a taxpayer has the economic ownership witho\lt beina the 

legal owner, depreciation on auch aasete is also allowed. 

·1.1. Depreciable Basis 

The de~reciable basis is, in principle, equal to actual cost of acquisition 

or construction, whic~ means that the invested capital is maintained from 

a nominal point of view, but that the diminishing purchasing power of the 

invested capital is not taken into account. Coat of acquieition incl\ldea 

all additional expenses directly related to the purchased ••••t, like i•porc 

dutiea and non-creditable V.A.T. • 

The cost of acquisition or construction ie reduced, for purpoeee of depre-

· ... -~ . ..:..-.. : ......... ··---- _· ciation, by any subsidies received as well aa ·by any amount used from a re-

I f 

I I 

placement reserve (see Chapter C, be·Low). Premiums, accorded unde~ the Invest

ment Accotmt Act, do not reduce the depreciable basis of the inveatment. Suoh 

part of the cost of acquisition or construction as is attributable to element• 

of the depreciable asset which do not diminish in value~ usage, e.g., the coat 

ot the site on which a building has been erected, is also deducted in computing 

the depreciable basis, as ia the oase with a:ny salvage value ot the aeeet. 
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1.3. Starting Point of Depreciation 

Depreciation allowances can be taken only from the moment the asset· is taken 

into use and not already at the moment the asset is ordered. If the asset 

is acquired during the year, the allowance is granted pro rata temporis. 

1. 4. t1ethod of Depreciation and Rates 

The i.B. act does not prescribe methods of depreciation, nor are allowable 

rates of depreciation laid down in the act. In principle all methods are 

allowed if in accordance with sound business practice. Normally the straight 

line method is used. Degressive depreciation is allowed if the asset is in

deed diminishing in value more in the first years than in later years. 

Systems based on production hours, distances covered, etc., may also be used. 

Actual rates of depreciation have to be negotiated between the taxpayer and 

the tax inspector and no official guidelines are available. 

Assets of slight value have to be depreciated at once in the year of purchase 

or construction (section 10 (2) I.B.) provided that the acquisition or con

struction costsnormally are considered to be a business expense. 

1.5. Consistency of Depreciation 

Due to the general principle (see Chapter A, above) that annual profits have 

to be determined in a consistent'manner independent of the presumable results 

of the business, depreciation allowances must also be taken in years in which 

a loss is incurred. 

Under the same principle it is generally not allowed to change from one 

system of depreciation to another, unless justified by sound business practice, 

e.g., when the original system is no longer deemed to be in accordance with 

sound business practice (in which case a change over is mandatory) or i·f 

another system is superior to the existing system. 

1.6. Relationship Between Commercial Depreciation .and Depreciation for 

Tax Purposes 

There is no relation between depreciation in commercial accounts and de-
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preciation for tax purposes. This implies that depreciation for tax purpose& 

is not limited to thE! amounts which are shown in commercial accounts. In 
practice it often occurs that commercial depreciation differs from depreci.,_ 

tion for tax purpose11, both in respect of rates of depreciation and ot the 

system used. 

2. ACCELERATED I>EJ>RECIATION 

The possibility of an accelerated depreciation existed untill 23.5.1978. 
At that dny it was re,placed by tho Investment Account Act 1978 (Chapter, below). 

For "Investments" bef'ore 23.5.1978 accelerated depreciation remiLine ~aaible. 

I 

i 
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C. TAXATION OF CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES 

1. GENERAL 

Apart from a small number of exceptions all unrealised capital gains or 

losses resulting from the valuation system applied and all realised capital 

gains or losses are included in no~al business profits and are taxable at 

the normal rate. 

With regard to unrealised capital gains or losses, sound business practice 

allows valuation systems which defer a capital gain until the moment of 

alienation of the asset and, on the other hand, enable the taxpayer to take 

a capital loss immediately. Mention should be made of the system of valuation 

at historic cost (purchase price) or lower market value at balance sheet date. 

This system can be applied in general to all current assets, s~ch as securities 

(ex~luding shares which constitute a substantial participation) and stock-in

trade. However this system gives only a deferral of the capital gain until 

the moment of alienation. For further details on the various methods of 

valuation concerning stock-in-trade, see Chapter F. 

Fixed assets (excluding substantial participations, see Chapter C, under 5) 

may alfO be valued at lower going-concern value. 

An unr~alised capital gain or loss is computed as the difference between 

the bopk value at balance sheet date and acquisition price or book value 

of the previous balance sheet date. Realised capital gains and losses are 

computed as the difference between proceeas of sale and book value. With 

respect to fixed assets which have been subject to depreciation allowances, 

this implies that allowances taken may be added back to taxable profits to 

the extent that the proceeds of sale exceed depreciated book value. 
I 

2. DECISIONS OF THE SUPREME COURT CONCERNING EXCHANGE OF ASSETS 

The effect of a number·of decisions of the Supreme Court is that if a 
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new aaaet in a functional and ·an economic way haa the aame place in the 

business at;; an old asset, which it replaces, the acquisition price may 

be fixed at the book value of the old asset so that no capital gain is 

deemed to arise. In practice, these decisions give relief only in few 

circumstances because the court will not assume very readi. that the 

condition of the same functional and economi~ place is fulfilled. Also, 

the current extensive appl~cation of the replacement reaerv• ~••• unde~ 

3, below) baa restricted the need for the taxpayer to refer ~o these 

decisions. 

3. REPLACEMENT RESERVE 

. 
Section 14 1.8. provides that indet,.ll; Lies for loss or damase or proceeds 

at alienation of tangible assets may be allocated insofar as •,ey e~ceed 

the book value of the asset, to a tax free replacement reserve, if the 

taxpayer has the intention of replacement of the asset. Replacement 

has to take place not later than during the fourth year subsequent to the 

financial year in which the reserve is created. Otherwise, the reserve 

is added back to taxable profits. The period of four years may be extended 

if more time is needed for the replacement or repair. 

If an amount out of the replac~ment reserve is attributed to a new asset, 

then this amount has to be deducted from the acquisition price of the 

new asset in order to determine ita book value. 

• 

If at the occasion of replacement it 

appears that the acquisition price reduced by the amount of the re

placem~nt reserve is lower than the book value of the alienated aaaet 

. the difference has to· be added to taxable profits of that year. 
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Example: Alienation price of asset is 100,000. Book value is 20,000; 

i.e., a gain of 80,000 whic~ may be put in a tax free replacement re

serve. Acquisition price of the new asset: 90,000. Deduction of the 

amount of the replacement reserve would cause a book value of 10,000. 

However, the book value of the new asset may not be lower than the 

book value of the old one (20,000). Thus, only 70,000 can be used from 

the reserve and an amount of 10,000 has to be added to taxable profits. 

4. VARIOUS EXEMPT CAPITAL GAINS 

Certain capital gains are exempt from individual or corporate income by 

express provisions of the I.B. Act. 

These exemptions include: 

- gains resulting from an increase in the value of land used in the 

business of agriculture, to the extent that the increase in value 

has not occurred due to the carrying on of the business (sec. 8 (b) 

!.B.); 

69. 

gains resulting from cancellation of debts by creditors of the business, 

if those business debts are incollectable by the creditors, and only 

insofar as the amount exceeds the normal losses of the financial year 

and previous losses which may be carried forward. 

5. EXEMPTION WITH RESPECT TO SUBSTANTIAL PARTICIPATIONS 

In computing the profits of a corporate body, any profit or loss re

sult~ng from a substan~ial holding of shares in a resident or non

resident entity with ·a capital divided into shares or a qualifying fund 

or a membership of a cooperative association is exempt (sec. 13 (1) 

Vpb.). To qualify for this part_icipation exemption, the shareholding 

must amount to at least 5% of the share capital of the subsidiary; 

the shareholding must have existed from the beginning of the financial 

year of the parent company and be uninterrupted. With regard to non-
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resident subsidiaries, two additional conditions have to be met: (i) the 

foreign company has to be subject to a tax on profits; and (ii) the share

holding of shares of the foreign company may not constitute a portfolio 

investment. 

The exemption applies to any profit or loss. Thus, it includes regular 

income, such as dividends and eventual constructive dividends, and "ir

regular" income, such as alienation profit or loss and increas(!S or de

creases of the value of·the participation. Costs (e.g., financing costs, 

cost of control) related to the shareholding in a foreign company generally 

are not deductible from taxable profits of the Dutch parent company. The only 

exception to the exemption for income derived from a subsidiary is that losses 
incurred by the parent 'company at the liquidation of the subsidiary are deductible. 

6. MERGERS 

6.1. Introduction 

The two main forms of merger, i.e., stock merger and enterprise merger have 

different tax consequences. Tax problems arising from stock merger mostly 

concern individual shareholders who own a substantial interest. The tax 

consequences of an enterprise merger, on the other hand, are on the corporate 

income tax level. 

6.2. Enterprise Mergers 

An enterprise merger is effected by the transfer of the business (all assets 

and liabilities) of one company to another company (the absorbing company) 

against a certain consideration. At the time of transfer, a taxable gain 

arises if the sales price of the busin,ss exceeds the aggregate book value 

of assets and liabilities. Since taxation of this gain at the normal cor

porate income tax rate might prevent the necessary concentration of industry, 

a qualifying enterprise merger is facilitated under sec. 14 Vpb.: if a 

taxpayer (corp~rate entity) transfers his enterprise or an independent 

part of his enterprise in a merger operation to another taxpayer, any gaiq 

made at the transfer will be tax deferred, provided (i) that neither the 

absorbing nor the absorbed company have non-recovered losses, (ii) that 

the acquisition by the absorbing company is effected by issuing new shares; 

(iii') that the ultimate taxation of the postponed gain is as-sured; (iv) that 
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the newly issued shares wili not be alienated by the absorbed company within 

three years after the acquisition; and (v) that both companies are subject 

to the same rules regarding the computation of profits. The absorbed company, 

which will not automatically dissolve according to civil law, has to value 

the acquired shares in the absorbing company at the same book value as the 

book value of the enterprise which was transferred in exchange. The ab

sorbing company must value the acquired enterprise at the same book value , 

as this enterprise was valued by the absorbed company. 

6.3. Stock Merger 

This type of merger is effected by the transfer of the shares of the ·1bsorbed 

company to another company. The absorbing company may pay in cash or in 

newly issued shares. In normal cases, the difference between alienation priee 

and acquisition price of shares held by individuals as a private investment 

·is not subject to income tax. However the alienation of shares .held by in

dividuals who own a "substantial interest" in the company are subject to the 

individual income tax although at a special fixed rate of 20%. A "substantial 

interest" exists if an individual owns or has owned within the previous five 

years before alienation, directly or indirectly, alone or together with his 

next of kin at least 33 1/3 percent and alone or together with his spouse 

more than 7 percent of the nominal paid-in capital of a company. ·This 

taxation of substantial interest gains also has a restraining influence on 

cooperation· in the form of a merger and also in this typ~ of merger a deferral 

of taxation is granted. Section 40 (!.B.) states that on request of the tax

payer, the gain realised at the alienation of shares in a qualifying merger 

will not be taken into account in the computation of income for the,year of 

transfer. A qualifying merger is a merger which makes the following co~ditions: 

(i) the absorbing company which has to be a company resident in the Netherlands, 

must acquire the shares qf the absorbed company against newly issued shares; 

and (ii) the object of the merger must be to permanently unify the business of 

both companies from an economic and financial point of view. 

The newly acquired shares constitute a "fictitious" substantial interest and 

a subsequent sale of these new shares may result in a taxable substantial 

interest gain. In computing the gain in the latter case, the new shares are 

valued at the cost of acquisition of the former "substantial interest" 

shareholdings. 
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7. TRANSFER OR.CF.SSATION OF A BUSINESS BY INDIVIDUALS 

Gains made at the transfer of the entire business by individuals are tax-

able although in special cases,·taxation of the gains can be CJtponed or 

the gains may be taxed immediately, but at special rates. If che aain 

("cessation gain") is taxed iumediately the fir.st Dfl.20.000 ·of 8UCb aaio 
are exempt while in certain cases further amounts may be dedutte 1 from the 

aain if these are destined for taxable installment• of a life annuity. 

• 
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D. RESERVES 

1. GENERAL 

In the Netherlands a distinction is made between "true" reserves, i.e. 

accumulated income set aside for specific purposes, and "so-called" reserves 

(or provisions) which constitute amounts in the balance sheet, set aside to 

meet accrued liabilities, future expenses or other contingencies, the extent 

of which cannot be exactly determined. 

Generally speaking, allocations to "true" reserves are not allowed for tax 

purposes in the absence of specific provisions in the law, and such a1locations 

can thus only be made out of after-tax profits. 

The other type of reserve (or provision), intended to meet future liabilities 

or expenses can often be created under the general rule concerning the com

putation of annual business profits, if allocations to such reserves are in 

accordance with "sound business practice" •. Examples are reserves for guarantee

or service liabilities and reserves for bad debts. 

Apart from the above cases, where a "so-called" reserve (or provision) can 

be created on the basis of the general concepts of annual business profits, 

there are three reserves, which can be formed under specific provisions of the 

income tax act, viz. (i) the replacement reserve under sec. 14 r.B., which is 

a "true" reserve, although for a limited period of time. This reserve is con

sidered in detail in Chapter c, above; (ii) the reserve for uninsured risks; 

and (iii) the cost equalisation reserve, un4er sec. 13 I.B. These latter two 

reserves, which are discussed below, are usually consid.ered as "so-called" 

reserves (or provisions), although the reserve for uninsure~ risks might 

also be considered as a "true" reserve. 

2. THE RESERVE FOR UNIRSURED RISKS 

This reserve can be formed by a taxpayer with respect to risks which are 

"nonnally", i.e. by other taxpayers, insured to a considerable extent. 
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The intention of this provision is to ensure that entrepreneurs who do not 

actually take insurance with respect to any risk, are not put in a worse 

position, tax wise, than entrepreneurs who do insure all risks incurred in 

their business. 

In general, the annual allocation to the reserve may not exceed the premium 

which would be payable for an insurance on the same risk. Therr ~s virtually 

no limit to the total amount of a reserve that can be formed over the years 

with respect to any risk. If damage is suffered, the amount of the damage 

has to be deducted from the reserve, so that taxable profits are not affected 

by such damage. 

3. THE COST EQUALISATION RESERVE 

This reserve may be formed for costs which only occur once in a number of 

years, but which should in fact be attributed to each year. An example is 

the survey of ships which will occur every 5 or 10 years. In computing the 

yearly allocation to this reserve a presumable future rise of costs may 

not be taken into account, but each subsequent year the allocation may be 

increased by a pro rata part of the estimated costs that would have occurred 

if the costs had been incurred in that year. 

An ~xample may clarify this system: 

In 1970 the cost of a surVey is Dfl. 100,000. A certain ship is surveyed 

in 1969 and the next survey will take place in 1979. Thus, an amount of 

Dfl. 10,000 will be attributable to 1970 and the allocation to the reserve 

for 1970 is equal to that amount. In 1971, the cost of a survey would be 

Dfl. 110,000. The allocation to the reserve in 1971 will, thus, be one

tenth of this amount or Dfl. 11,000 which brings the total reserve to Dfl. 

21,000 etc. In 1979 the actual costs are reduced by the amount of the re

serve, the excess of costs being deductible at once. 
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E. OTHER INVESTMENT INCENTIVES 

Until the introduction of the Investment account Act (23.5.1978) section II 

I.B. provided an incentive in the form of an investment allowance. This 

allowance is replaced by the premiums, accorded under the above mentioned 

Act. For investments before 20.5.1970, the investment allowance regime 

remains applicable. 
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F. VALUATION OF STOCK-IN-TRADE 

Generally speaking~ any system of valuation of stock-in-trade, which 

complies with "sound business practice" and is used consistently over 

the years, is permitted for tax purposes. 

Systems commonly used include: 

(i) valuation at historic cost; 

(ii) valuation at market value at balance sheet date; and 

(iii) valuation at the lower of historic cost or market value at 

balance sheet date. 

78. 

In determining the cost or market value of fungible goods obtained at 

various times and for different pri<'t:S, both the last in-first out (LIFO) 

and first in-first out (FIFO) methods may be used. 

Another system allowed in the Netherlands, is the so-called "base stock" 

(ijzeren voorraad) system which can be used in two distinct ways, viz. 

with or without a reserve for shortage of stock. 

The base stock method allows the taxpayer to value permanently his normal 

stock (goods of the same kind) at the historic cost price or market value 

which, applied at the moment he adopted this method. The normal stock is 

related to the size of the business also at the moment of adopting this 

system. If in subsequent years the normal stock has to be increased due 

to an increase of business activities this additional part of the normal 

stock has to be permanently evaluated at the price level at the moment of 

increase of the normal stock. The normal stock is a quantity which does 

not need to be always actually present in storage. It may happen that 

on balance sheet date the actual stock is in excess of the normal stock. 

This excess part has to be valued at historic cost at market value or 

at the lower of historic costs or market value in the normal way. If at 

balance sheet date the actual stock shows a shortage as compared to the 

normal stock, the amount present will still be valued at the "base stock" 

value, and a subsequent increase up to the normal stock is also valued at 

the same level. However, it may be allowed in such cases of shortage to 
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create a so-called "reserve for shortage of stock", i.e. the "base 

stock value" applied to the· normal stock is reduced by the amount need

ed to purchase the shortage at actual market price on balance sheet date. 

Example: 

Norm~l stock at introduction of the method 

Increase of normal stock in a subsequent year 

The base stock must be valued, at Dfl. 5,600 

1,000 units, price: Dfl. 5 

100 units, price: Dfl. 6 

1) Actual stock: 900 units, market price Dfl. 8, thus shortage of 200 units 

Evaluation: Normal stock value 

Reserve for shortage: 200 units at Dfl. 8 

Actual stock value for tax purposes 

Dfl. 

Dfl. 

Dfl. 

5,600 

1,600 

4,000 
-

2) Actual stock: 1,200 units at market price Dfl. 8, thus surplus of 100 

Evaluation: Normal stock value Dfl. 5,600 

Surplus 100 units at Dfl. 8 Dfl. 800 

Actual stock value for· tax purposes Dfl. 6,400 
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G. SET OFF OF LOSSES 

The individual income tax is a tax on total income from all sources. 

This implies that negative income from any source <business, employment, 

property) is first of all deducted from any positive income ~ained by the 

taxpayer from other sources during the same year. There is only one excep

tion to this rule : if a taxpayer incurs a Loss on the sale of "substantial 

interest" shares (i.e., shares in a company in which the shareholder owns, 

together with close relatives at Least one-third of paid-in capital, and 

together with his spouse also more than 71. of such capital) such loss is 

not deductible from other income, but 201. of the Loss is deductible from 

the income tax due for the year of sale, the year preceeding the year of 

sale or any of the six years following the year of sale. 

For corporate taxpayers, the above situation does not occur,' ":ause all 

taxable income of corporations is deemed to be a business income. 

If the total ·income for any year results in a loss, such loss can first 

be set off against income of the previous year, and the remainder can be 

carried forward to the six years following the Loss year, but the loss must 

be taken at the first possible time. If, for instance, the income of the 

preceeding year is sufficient. to cover the entire loss, the taxpayer is 

not tree to set off the loss against the income of any year following the 

year·of loss. 

Business Losses, incurred during the first 6 years of the existence of 

a business may be carried forward indefinitely; thus, for these losses 

the 6 year limitation does not apply.• 

By way of a temporary measure, losses incurred in 1974-1979 may be carried 

forward to the eight (instead of the six years) years following the loss year. 
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H. TH!!; 19'/ 8 INVr~STMt.:NT ACCOUN'r ACT 

(~T INVESTERINGJH~KI!:NING or "WIR") 

Bonuses to Encourage lnve~tmcnt-tt'Mt 
WIH law. The 1978 Investment Account· 
Act or ·waH law' provides tax· free 
bonuses to encourage Investment In 
fixed or capital assets. These bonuay 
are offset against tax assessments. 
Moreover. any firm whose tax llablilrty Is 
too small to absorb such a bonus may be 
given a tax-free cash payment Instead. 
Thus, firms In the start-up stage, and 
those making losaea, can benefit from 
these tncenUves as well as thoae making 
aubstanUal proms. 

The tnvestment bonuses consist of a 
baaic bonus which may be lncreaMd by 
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ont~ or more of four lypc!) of supplement. 

Ui.t=>ll .. wtH Bonu:>cs. The basic bonuses 
aru presently granted at the followang 

New indu~trldl buildings, 
w•uehousea, shops 

o· 
10 

and offices 23 --
Additions to existing 

buUdangs as above 15 
Ocuan-gotng ships 15 
Fixed phtnl in the open air 

Cfor example, ruflnery 
· ln51allallons and 

dock ~tide cranes) 13 
Ancrafl 12 
Olher f11ed assets 7 

Aasehi muttl be situated In the Nether
landa.-and the minhnum Investment 
must be Dtl 2. tOO tn any calendar year. 
Bonuso• are not given for Investment in 
land. Improvements lo extsUng assets 
do not quahfy for bonuses unless they 
are deprecl.tted at rates not higher than 
12.~·. (buildings) or 15'!. (plant). 

A w1H bonus ts not•tself taxable, nor 
does et reduce the cost of the assets 
c:oncerned for the calculaUon of tax d~ 
preclaUon. Ills given in the year In which 
the contract for expenditure is placed, al· 
though II Is limited in that year to the 
amount actually expended, the balance 
betng gtven In I he following year. 

f()ur Supplements. In addition to the 
baste bonus, supplements aro available 
for tnveatmenta lhal meet apcctUc condl· 
ltona. The aupplements arc: 

1. for smail investments. a supplement 
varytng wllh lhe amount invested ts 

gtvcn. Tlli:t ta 6°o of e•pcnd1turc in any 
yeau up co Oft 34,967, rcducang to nil on 
••penditure in any year over Ofl. 839,200. 

2. for tnvet..tments resulllng from a move 
to a more auttable locatton, particularly 
from Che crowded western part of the 
country 'the Randstad) to" a site 
elsewhere destgnaled by the government 
for tndustraal and commercial growth, 
supplements are given of up to 15°:o for 

... _ quahfymg buildings and up to 7.5% for 
fixelJ open-air plant. The desagnaUon of 
•growth centera' and ·growth towns' hila 
bHn ael by government policy. 

3. for uwostments in qualitymg bUildings 
and plant, C)(Ciudu•u replacements, in 
aw.ts of tHuh unemployment (large parts 
of the · as::;i~ted areas· dcscnbed later), 
supplements amount to 2~o for build· 
ings and 10~o for fixed open-air plant. The 
Mmistry of Econom•c Affairs has power 
to decide what Investments In plant rep
resent expansion of facilities and what 
represent merely replacements. 

4. For huge projects. a •upplement ts 
available of Dfl.l.J,-300 for each new Job 
created, with a maximum of 4% of the 
total Investment. A 'Iorge project' Is one 
lnvolvtng a total Investment of more than 
Off. 3}.8 million, of which at least Dfl. 8.7 
million ts attributable to quaUtylng build· 
lngs or fllCed open-air plant. Application 
for this supplr.rfl ~nt must be made to ttwt 
Ministry of Ec-"" .)tnic Affair• before con· 
atructlon Is commenced. 

The fig urea quoted are to be adjusted an· 
nually based on a current price Index. 

Conditions for Allowance of Investment 
Bonuses. The Investor must be Investing 
for hts own account and the Investment 
must not Involve any acquisitions from 
related parties. Land, private residences, 
private automobiles, houseboats and 
pleasure craft, goodwill, securities and 
loans, and packing matertals are not elig
ible for bonuses. Investments In build· 
lnys to be 70% or more rented out to 
others are eligible only If they concern 
new buildings, thu acquisition Ia not part 
of a sale-and-leaseback transacUon, the 
tenants are entitles subJect to corporate 
lnconw tax, and the mvcstor, if a corpora· 
uon, is not closety held (controlled by 25 
or fewer shareholders); this means that 
subsidi•uy companies constructing auch 
buildings are not eligible for benu&ea. 
For individual Investors, other rules ap
ply. 

Questions on the application of the In
vestment bonus scheme may be dl~ 
rected to the Ministry of Economic At
fairs, although many administrative mal· 
ters.lncludtng the making of paymenta, 
are In ttle hands of the Ministry of FI
nance. 

If. an asset on which any Investment 
bonus has been granted ta dlapoaed of 
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Wltllln a ~ttttcd period from acqubtltOtl, 
tile lJomJ~ will have to l.>e rcpatd. The 
!:.l.t!t'd period~ are 18 ycoHs lor butldmgs, 
12 ye.u!. for It xed plant~ 10 years tor 
~hi!JS .snd dtrcratt and six year~ for othor 
d~~ets If the disposal pc Ice IS less than 
cost. only a proportionate amount of the 
bonut:. hab to be repaid. 

The ~IH law. Investment In the heavily 
populdted western and central provinces 
i~ sohJect to the Selective Investment 
Rcgulataon Act or 'SIH law.' The areas 
concerned are the provinces of South 
Holland, Utrecht and North Holland (ox· 
ccpt tor the city of Alkrnaar and the area 
to tho north of it), together known as the 
RamhtcJcJ, and tho adJacent area of the 

ccntrdl provlnco of Gelder land known as 
tht• Vt>ltJwt~ Tho ~IH act impost·s lt•vtes 
on ttw cost of new buildtn~Js and lnstalla
ltons. and requlws develoJ,M'rS to report 
new conslruct•on to the authorltios and 
ol.>ldlll constructton pcrmtts. L cvies of 
15''..~ are ch<Jrycd on the construction 
costs of butldings in excess of Dfl. 
2~0.000. and 8"o on ftxod open-cJIJ plant 
in excess of Ofl. 500.000. Private resi· 
dt•nct•s. hot~ls, restawants ant1 c.tfos, 
rctttll shops, lravol bureaus and a few 
specialized butlctul~Jb are exempt from 
the levy. A permit must first be obtained 
from the M1nistry of Economic AHairs, 
and nottfication of intended new con-
stt uctton must be given to the Ministry 
before any work is commenced. The 
pc:nmit system and the notification re· 
qulremcnts do not apply to the construc
tion of buildings or fixed plant costing 
less than Off. 1 million or Dtl. 5 million, 
.-especttvoly. 

For both WIH bonuses .md ta~ deprecia
tion purposes. the SIR levy is considered 
part of the asset's cost. For example: 

Coru~lttH IIOIIlOIII of 
tt qta.tlll-..•ny butldH)Q 

levy lrve rtueahold 
dcducllon 

SIH lt'IIV at 1!>" .. on 
Dtl ; ~SO,OOO 

G101-~ coHI for ••• 
dcprc!lldlllon 

WIH hutlllll -M•V lJ'
on 011 2.837.!)00 

f1nal cual of the 
bulkJing 

DIJ. Dll. 

2.~.000 2,M>O,OOO 

JJ7,SOO 

2,837,500 

6S2.62S 

2.184,875 

2~.000 

2.250.000 

~~~~~---~-·····--·- ···-·----~·-
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In effect, therefore,~the ~IH levy reduces 
the WIH bonus In the very concentrated 
west .md center of the country. In the 
illustr ..1tton above, the not cunount r• 
ceivdble from the government (Ofl. 
315, 12tl) Is still a subatantla112.&•;. of It~ 
construction co.st. 

The SIH levy ls pay~ble wtthln 10 monthe 
after the end of the year in which the 
con~tructlon license was granted or (If 
later) construction was completed. The 
WJH bonus is offset against tax aaaeae· 
ments, usually In the provisional ••· 
scssment issued within the year In 

which the Investment In qualifying at
sets was. made or shortly thereafter. Any 
excess bonu~ over tax Uablllty Ia re
funded after the end of the year. In moat 
cases, therefore, the waH beneftt Ia,.. 
ceived before the SIR levy ta due. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Taxable business mcorne can be defined as net profits from all operation~ including 

capital gains derived from the sale of fixed assets (Code general des impots 

(CGI), Art. 38(1)). 

CGI, Art. 38(2) further defines the term "net profits" as the difference between 

the taxpayer's net worth at the beginning of ,the taxable period and his net worth 

at the end of this period, adjusted for additional contributions to capital and 

distributions to the owners of the business. 

A distinction is made between "ordinary business income" and "capital gains". · 

Capital gains are again sub-divided for tax purposes into short-term and long-t~rm 

capital gains. 

Ordinary business income as well as short-term c-apital gains· (roughly gains 

derived through the sale or other disposition of fixed assets which have been held 

for less than two years) are subject to the normal rates of individual and 

corporate income tax.However, the taxation of short-term capital gains may be 

spread over 3 subsequent years. Long-term capital gains (roughly gains derived 

through the sale or other disposition of fixed assets which have been held for 

2 years or longer) are subject to a reduced rate of income tax, i.e. generally 

15%, but 25% in case of building sites (terrains a batir). See for more details 

Part C, below. 



B. DEPRECIATION OF BUSINESS ASSETS 
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I. Introduc.tion -- ~ 

The deductibility of depreciation allowances is laid down in CGI, Art. 39(1)(2°) 

which provides that depreciation which has been taken withir ~he limits 

allowed by business practice (including depreciation which was deferred in loss 

years) may be deducted to arrive at "net income". 
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2. Depreciable assets 

Depreciable assets may generally be defined as all tangible, movable and immovable, 

new and second hand assets, which are owned and used in the conduct of business 

activities (other than inventory) and which necessarily diminish in value over 

time and have a limited working life of more than one year. 

In general, unimproved real property (land) may not be depreciated since it 

generally does not decrease in value merely due to time. Thus in depreciating 

improved real property, a distinction must be made between the value of the 

improvements and the value of the land. 

Neither is depreciation permitted with respect to intangible assets such as 

goodwill, trademarks, copyrights, secret processes etc. The only exception to this 
1 

rule applies to patent rights which may be written off during their legal life or 

their useful economic life if the latter is shorter. In ~ertain cases it is 

possible to take depreciation on manufacturing processes which have been purchased 

by the enterprise provided that they are subject to obsolescence. 

Note, however, that on the value of non-depreciable intangible assets and land 

a write-off may be taken which must'be placed in a reserve (provision·, see 

Parts B, para. 4 and D below) where the value of the business as a whole is 

reduced and a substantial fall in profits is demonstrated. 
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Assets of little value: Costs connected with such assets are generally deemeq to 

be current expenditures and may be written off as expense in the year.in which 

they are incurred. These .include machinery and equipment pur~ .sed in an 

accounting year which closes after October 15, 1973 and whose value does not 

exceed 1,000 Fr.frs. (including TVA) and office equipment whop- value does not 

exceed 200 Fr.frs. (including TVA). 

Buildings: The general principle is that only the cost of the construction is 

depreciable and that the cost of the land may not be taken into account. Co~Piurred 
for the demolition of an old building which will be replaced by a new one must be 

entered as part of the cost of the nPw construction. Costs incurred for major 

repairs and improvement of a buildit.~ must also be treated as part of its cost 

and consequently depreciated. , 

Formation expenses (frais d'etablissement): i •. e. expenses connected with the 

·creation of an enterprise, the increase of its capital, the issuance of bonds 

and debentures or acquisition-of fixed assets (registration taxes, filing fees 

and professional fees). These expenses may at the option of the taxpayer either 

be expensed in the year in which they are incurred or treated as an asset and 

written off (generally three to five years). 

Mineral sources: No depreciation is permitted with respect to sources producing 

mineral waters. However, depreciation may be taken on the construction surrounding 

the sources which are necessary for the exploitation of the source. 

Motor cars: Depreciation is generally allowed. However, no depreciation is 

permitted with respect to that part of the cost of a passenger car which exceeds 

35,000 Fr.frs. 

Quarries: No depreciation is permitted if they are not being exploited. If they 

are exploited they are considered to consist of the subsoil (which is not 

depreciable) and of the deposit (which is deemed to correspond to stock-in-trade). 

In other words, in such a case a write-off is permitted which, reflects the 

quantity of material which is extracted. 
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Rented assets: The lessee cannot take depreciation; it is the lessor who is 

entitled to deduct such depreciation from his income. 

Securities: No depreciation is possible on stocks and bonds with the exception 

of certain shares in real property.companies which are deemed to represent such 

real property. (See, however, Part C, para. 2. 1-.6., below). 
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3. System of ~reciation 

3.1. ~EEE~!~~-~~~~£~-~f-~~EE~£!~!!~~ 

Two methods are generally approved, i.e. the straight-line method and a form of 

declining balance depreciation. Straight-line depreciation is always permitted., 

whe~as the declining balance depreciation is optional and ma~ nly be used with 

respect to certain new assets, i.e.: 

- machinery and equipment used for industrial processes and t·.an;portation 

(including engines, generators, transformers; ovens, forges, rolling stock, 

such as coaches, locomotives, ships, tractors, trucks etc. but generally 

exclusive of passenger car~; 

- machinery and equipment used for handling (inclusive of beer barrels but 

exclusive of bottles and crate~; 

- air and water pollution control in~tallations (inclttding internal air 

conditioning and filtering); 

steam, heating and energy producing equipment (including stl. engines, 

heating installations (such as a central heating system and kitchen equipment 

for industrial canteens)); 

- security, alarm and safety equipment; 

- medical-social installations (in general those installations whose purpose .it 

is to control the health of the personnel, such as hospital equipment, clinics, 

day nurseries, medical-social centers with the exception of installations for 

a purely social purpose such as sport halls and the like); 

office machines (including calculators, stampin~ machines, invoicing machines, 

but excluding typewriters); 

- scientific or technical research material and equipment; 

- storing and warehousing equipment (including cold storage rooms, etc. but not 

the building or the enclosures involved; 

- hotel buildings and equipment (but not for camping sites); · 

- light industrial buildings with a useful life not exceeding 15 years, which 

are light constructions and which are independent of the b~ildings in which 

the manufacturing or transformation operations are performed, such as 

buildings which have been constructed for the purpose of protecting or 

containing material; buildings used for the storing of materials, products or 

supplies; buildings used for research activities and buildings used to house 

medical-social installations. 
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As sta~ed above declining balance depreciation is only available with respect 

to new assets with the exclusion of second hand assets. However, the tax 

administration is prepared to deem the following assets to be new sothat they 

qualify for declining balance depreciation: 

( i) assets which have been renovated by the manufacturer according to the 

latest technical developments and whose price is con~equently not much 

lower than that of new assets; 

( ii) assets which have been acquired under a company reorganization (see 

Part C, para. 3 below); 

(iii) assets which have been used abroad by building contractors and which are 

repatriated to France, provided that they 

- were new when acquired by the enterprise; and 

-were acquired after December 31, 1959; and 

-their remaining useful life is not less than_3 years; 

( iv) second hand ships, whether they have been renovated or not, used for 

maritime transportation and second hand fishing ships (the latter are 

written off in 6 years). 

The straight-line method consis~of depreciation by annual instalments (a 

fixed percentage of the purchase price 6r production cost) in proportion to the 

estimated useful life. Declining balance depreciation consists of the application 

of a fixed percentage to the book value of the asset (which gradually 

diminishes).' 

No declining balance depreciation is permitted where accelerated depreciation 

has been taken (see Part B, para. 3.6. below) or where the useful life of the 

asset is less than 3 years. 

In certain cases the tax administration has allowed the rate of depreciation to 

be adapted to the intensity of the use of the assets, e.g., where the assets 

are used in double or triple shift work, such as steel mills. The taxpayer 

must prove, however, that the intensive use will result in a shorter useful 

life of the asset. The economic useful life of assets will in many cases be 

determined by the expected development of technology which will make 

replacement of the assets necessary before they are actually exhausted, sothat 

shift work will in many cases have little influence on the depreciation rates. 
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In some cases the value of an asset may diminish through extraordinary wear 

and tea~ sudden new inventions or natural calamities. Losses of this type may 

be compensated by a special write-off equal to the actual loss in value. 
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A change-over from the straig~line method of depreciation to the declining 

balance method is permitted, provided that declining balance depreciation is 

authorized for the asset in question. A change-over from declining balance 

depreciation to straight-line depreciation is always permitted. 

The depreciable base is generally the historic cost, i.e. the acquisition price 

(or the cost of production, when the assets are manufactured by the taxpayer) 

(increased by related costs such as transportation costs, customs duties, cost 

of installations, assembly costs and the like. The cost of production for assets 

manufactured by the taxpayer includes both direct costs (raw materials and 

labor) and indirect costs (their pro rata share in overhead cost, depreciation 

et·c. ). The cost of any subsequent additions and improvements is added to the 

depreciable base. The turnover tax on added value (TVA) included in the price 

of the asset.s may generally not be included in the depreciable base, since this. 

tax is in principle fully creditable against TVA imposed on sales effected by 

the taxpayer. However, in those cases where full credit is denied, that part of 

TVA which cannot.be credited is included in the depreciable base. Consequently 

enterprises exempt from TVA such as banks and insurance companies may take 

depreciation on full cost price, including TVA. 

Government premiums which are granted, for instance, for special housing projects. 

fo-r the hotel industry, for regional development, for tertiary sector 

decentralization, for ·anti-pollution installations and the like are generally 

included in the depreciable base. ( 

In those cases where an initial depreciation has been taken (see para. 3.6., 

below) normal depreciation is taken on the acquisition price (or cost of 

production) less the initial depreciation. The same rule applied to the 

investment credit which is currently discontinued (see part E. para. 1. below). 
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In case of a merger or other company reorganization or in case of the transfer 

of a sole proprietorship to the owner's heirs, spouse, or relatives in the 

direct line of consanguinity or in case a sole proprietorship is continued by 

a general partnership, limited partnership or limited liability company 

(societe a responsabilite limitee) between the heirs, etc. mF-tioned above or 

between the above mentioned persons and the transferor, who -~ntinue the 

busines~certain roll-over provisions apply, i.e. the book value of the assets 

is carried over to the new owners or to the new business. 
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3.4;1. Straight-line depreciation 

Depreciation rates are computed taking into account the normal useful life of 

the asset according to the usages of each industry, commerce or business. 

Generally, every type of asset will have- a percentage which is determined by 

earlier decisions of the Supreme Court (Conseil d'Etat) representing its 

permitted annual depreciation. If an asset is acquired during the course of a 

year, straight-line depreciation is only granted on a pro rata temporis basis, 

i.e. with respect t~ the remaining months. 

Some examples of typical rates are: 

industrial and commercial buildings 

office and residential buildings 

fixed industrial machinery and equipment 

office furniture and machinery 

tools 

automobiles, trucks etc. 

patents 

3.4.2. Declining balance depreciation 

5% 

4% 

10-20% 

10-20% 

107. 

15-25% 

generally over the number 

of years during which they 

are legally protected or 

over their normal useful 

life, whichever is shorter. 

The taxpayer is not free to choose any system of declining balance depreciation 

since there is only one system which is authorized (and which is optional). A 

further restriction is that d~clining balance depreciation is only permitted 

with respect to a limited number of assets (see para. 3.1., above). The 

depreciation deduction is determined by multiplying the usual straight-line 

depreciation rate of the particular asset by a prescribed coefficient. These 

coefficients are currently: 

1.5 if the normal useful life or the asset is 3 or 4 years; 

2 if the normal useful life of the asset is 5 or 6 years; and 

2.5 if the normal useful life of the asset exceeds 6 years. 
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As a disincentive to investment (in order to combat inflation) these coefficients 

were reduced to J, 1.5 and 2 reapec~ively for qualifying assets which were 

acquired during the period from July I, 1974 through March 31, 1975. 

As an incentive to investment the coefficients are increased to 2, 2.5 and 3 

respectively for assets which are purchased in 1977 (if ordert Jefore June 1, 

1977) or manufactured in 1977. This increased declining balance depreciation 

is a permanent feature for energy saving equipment acquired fro~ January I, 1977 

onwards, listed in a Ministerial Decree. 

If an asset is acquired during the course of a year declining balance depreciation 

is only granted on a pro rata temporis basis, i.e. with respect to the remaining 

months. 

Since a change-over from declining bal.a'l'~e depreciation to straight-line 

depreciation is permitted, the taxpayer may adopt the latter me: 1 ,od when the 

depreciation deduction computed according to the declining balance method is 

less than the deduction which is allowed under the straight-line method (i.e. 

the deduction based on dividing the net depreciable balance by the remaining 

number of years of useful life). 
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A depreciation deduction may generally first be taken at the end of the 

accounting year in which the asset has been acquired. 

If straight-line depreciation is adopted the general rule is that depreciation 

may not commence befo~e the asset has been put in service, unless it can be 

proved that its value diminishes because of obsolescence. Under the declining 

balance method depreciation may commence even if the assets have not been put 

in service. In both cases depreciation must be computed on a pro rata temporis ., 
basis. Under the declining balance method~ however, the computation is mad• on 

I 

a monthly rather than on a strict daily basis. 
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In a number of cases taxpayers may take an initial depreciation deduction in 

the year that the assets are acquired or manufactured. In t case of 

depreciable assets -- which are mostly immovable -~ the residual value may then 

be written off in equal annual instalments (straight-line de~-~ciation) over 

the normal useful life of the asset. In all other cases -- g~nerally investment 

in certain shares -- no further depreciation is allowed. Under previous 

legislation accelerated depreciation in the form of higher annual depreciation 

deductions rather than an initial deduction was accorded, which is also 

discussed under this heading (see vi, below). 

Accelerated depreciation is availa~1~ in the following cases: 

( i) Industrial and agricultural enterprises which construe· {mmovable property 

which is destined to prevent water pollution may ~n the year that the 

construction is completed apply an initial depreciation deduction of 50% 

of the cost price of the asset. This accelerated depreciation is available 

for qualified constructions which were completmbefore December 31, 1977, 

provided that they are incorporated in immovable property which was 

completed on January 1, 1976. 

( ii) Similar provisions apply to enterprises which construct immovable 

property destined to prevent air pollution and bad odors. They may also 

apply a 50% initial depreciation deduction in the year that the 

installations are completed. The accelerated depreciation applies to 

qualifying assets which were completed before December 31, 1977 provided 

that they are incorporated in immOvable property which existed on 

January 1, 1976. 

(iii) Industrial and commercial enterprises ,may apply a 25% initial depreciation 

deduction on the cost price of newly constructed industrial and commercial 

buildings whose construction begins before December 31, 1977. This initial~ 

depreciation deduction is subject to the approval of the Minister of 

Economic Affairs and Finance which must consult the Board of the "Fonds 

de Developement Economique et Social". Approval must be obtained for each 

separate case. 
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The approval may be granted by the regional Direcb0r of Taxes provided 

that the investment over a period of three years does not exceed 5 

million Fr.frs. No approval is needed if the investment is part of an 

investment program which is exempt from business tax (taxe professionnelle) 

under the provisions of CGI, Art. 1473bis. 

In order to qualify for the 25% initial depreciation the buildings must be 

constructed in special zones (generally, less developed areas) indicated 

by Ministerial Decree and they must result within a period of time of at 

least 3 years in new employment for at least 10 persons. 

(iv) Investment in buildings, material and equipment used for scientific or 

technical research qualifies for an initial depreciation deduction of ·50% 

of the cost price of these assets in the year that these assets are 

acquired. However, t~is provision is as of January 1, 1965 only applicable 

to investment in buildings. The tax administration has extended the benefit 

of this initial depreciation to investment in buildings which are used 

for the study, construction and testing of industrial prototypes which 

precede their industrial manufacture. 

The 50% initial depreciation also applies to the cost price of shares in 

Government approved research companies and organizations and may be taken 

in the year of payment of the subscription. If such shares are sold more 

than 3 years after subscription, the resulting capital gains are not 

taxable to the extent of -the 50% initial depreciation deduction which 

was previously taken. 

( v) In certain cases an initial depreciation deduction may be taken on the 

cost price of shares of other Government approved companies provided that 

the shares were acquired at the creation of such companies or at the later 

increase of their share capital. This initial depreciation is 100% of the 

cost price on the subscription in shares of Government approved companies 

for the development of agriculture, industry and commerce. 

A 50% initial depreciation is accorded on the subscription in Government 

approved "financial innovation companies" (societes financieres d'innovation). 

There is no further depreciation allowed, but if the shares of a financial 

innovation company_are sold more ~han three years after their acquisition, 

the capital gain thereon (if any) is not taxable to the extent of the 

initial depreciation taken. 
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Under previous legislation an initial depreciation deduction was accorded on 

the cost price at the subscription in shares of Government approved real property 

companies. The s.ubscribers could opt between two different treatments: {a) th~y 

could take a 50% initial depreciation deduction, in which case the dividends from 

the shareholding were subject to normal income tax or (b) they could opt for the 

exemption of the dividends from the shareholding provided tha, .he income from 

the shareholding did not exceed 3.5% of the invested amount, in which case they 

could only take a 25% initial depreciation. This initial deprer-· ~tion deduction _ 

only applies to subscription in shares before July J, 1964 whicn were fully 

paid in before January 1, 1966. 

·(vi) Under previous legislation accelerated depreciation was allowed with respect to 

ships of the merchant marine. Those ships could be depreciated in 8 years (50% of 

the cost price could be written off during the first three years, with a maximum 

of 20% per annum; 25% in the fourth r.n~., fifth year with a maximum of 15% per annum 

and in the sixth through the eighth y~~~ the remaining 25% with a maximum of 10% 

per annum. Fishing vessels could be depreciated in 6 years, i., 50% in the first 

and second years with a maximum of 30% per annum; 30% in the third and fourth 

years with a maximum of 20% per annum and 20% in the fifth and sixth years with 

a maximum of 15% per annum. This accelerated depreciation is no longer available 

for ships which were acquired or constructed after December 31, 1964. With respect 

to ships acquired or constructed between January I; 1960 and December 31, 1964 

the taxpayer could opt between accelerated depreciation or declining balance 

depreciation. 

Under current legislation the taxpayer may take declining balance depreciation 

with respect to ships. Since he may assume that the useful life of ships of the 

merchant marine is 8 years and that of fishing ships 6 years, the rate of 

depreciation is respectively 31.25% and 33.33%.-
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3.6.2. Special depreciation for the 'iron and steel indu~and the mining industry 

Under previous legislation enterprises which were classified as iron, steel or 

mining industries could benefit from an additional depreciation deduction which 

was based on the turnover of the enterprise. The rates varied from 4% to 20% 

depending on the category of industry. 

However, this special depreciation (which in so far as it resulted in a total 

depreciation exceeding the actual wear and tear of the assets can be considered 

to be tantamount to an accelerated depreciation) was abolished when declining 

balance depreciation was introduced. However, during a transitional period 

of time from January 1, 1960 through December 31, 1966 taxpayers could opt 

between declining balance depreciation and the special depreciation together 

with straight-line depreciation. Therefore, in theory, starting from January 1, 

1967, assets acquired by these industries must be written off in the normal 

manner, i.e. either by using the straight-line or the declining balance method. 

However, during a second transitional period from January 1, 1967 through 

December 31, 1971 the enterprises were permitted to use declining balance 

depreciation and apply an additional annual write off which is computed by 

multiplying the rates of declining balance depreciation by a certain coefficient, 

i.e. 2 in 1967; 1.6 in 1968; 1.2 in 1969; 0.8 in 1970; 0.4 in 1971. However, for 

assets whose useful life was less than 10 years the following maximum depreciation 

rates had to be taken into account: 75% in 1967; 65% in 1968; 55% in 1969; 

45% in 1970 and 35% in 1971. In so far as the additional depreciation was not 

utilized it could be carried over to the next accounting year but not later than 

December 31, 1975. 
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This accelerated depreciation was granted under the French efforts in 1957 to 

increase exports. The special depreciation (which was given in addition to 

straight-line depreciation) was computed by multiplying the total amount of 

depreciation deductions available to the enterprise by the io between the 

enterprise's export sales and total sales of that year. In 1959 the special 

depreciation was increased by 50%, i.e. it then was 150% of the ratio between 

export sales and total sales times the available normal depr~c;.ation deduction. 

The export deduction was only available to those enterprises which possessed 

an "exporter's card". It was in principle abolished for assets acquired on or 

after January 1, 1969 by the introduction of declining balance depreciat.ion. 

However, during a transitional period of time from January 1, 1960 through 

December 31, 1964 the taxpayers could opt between declining balance 

depreciation or the continuation ot the special export deduction. As of 

January 1, 1965 this special depreciation has been definitely terminated. 

.. 
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D~a~reciati~_n account of ex t.r .. ~.2!.~ii ,!!.~ cy wear and tear and exce2tional 

loss of value 

Losses of this type with respect to depr~ciable assets may in principle be 

compensated for by simply deducting an amount equal to the real loss in value. 

This exceptional depreciation deduction is considered to be a logical 

application of the legal depreciation provisions. In practice a number of 

reasons for such an additional write-off have been accepted by the tax 

administration such as scrapping, destruction, taking out of service, technical 

obsolescence, economic crisis and shift work. 

However, extraordinary depreciation with respect to non-depreciable assets 

must be en:ter~d into a special reserve (provision) (see Part D, para. 2.3., below) • 
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5.. Deferral and recovery 

5.1. General -------
Prior to 1965 there was no obligation to depreciate fixed assets sothat the 

manner and timing of depreciation .was completely left to thf' -:>JIDDercial 

accounting policy of the business involved. The Law of July JL, 1975 (currently 

CGI, Art. 39B) obliges enterprises (whether owned by individuals or companies) 

to depreciate a certain minimum for income tax purposes. Acc·.tmu ~a ted 

depreciation recorded at the end of each accounting year may not be less than 

accumulated depreciation (asset by asset) calculated on a straight-line basis 

and spread over the normal useful life -of the assets. If the enterprise does net 

conform to this requirement it is penalized by the loss of any unrecorded 

-straight-line depreciation in subsequent years. 

This does not mean, however, that de,:eciation may not be deferred in certain 

cases. 

A distinction must be made :between deferral of depreciat-ion in profits and in 

~ years. 

a) Profit Years 

In profit years the minimum depreciation must be taken in conformity with the 

rules set out above. If too little has been written off for income tax 

purposes the difference between actual depreciation and prescribed 

depreciation is definitively lost. However, in those cases where the 

accumulated depreciation exceeds prescribed accumulated depreciation it is 

possible to defer depreciation. If straight-line depreciation is used, the 

deferred depreciation may only be deducted in the accounting years following 

the normal useful life of the asset at the normal rates. If the asset is 

sold or scrapped the deferred depreciation may be taken at once. If declining 

balance depreciation is used the deferred amount may also be spread over the 

remaining useful life of the asset by applying the normal rate of depreciation 

to the residual book value. 
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In loss years a distinction must be made whether the enterprise records 

the depreciation at the end of the loss year or not. 

If depreciation is so recorded, the enterprise may consider the depreci~tion 

to be deferred, provided that it includes the depreciation in a special: 

appendix to the balan~e sheet. The depreciation may then be take~ in the 

first profit year and if there is a balance, it may be carried over to the 

next profit year until the amount of deferred depreciation has been absorbed. 

There is no time limit. 

If the depreciation is not recorded at the end of the loss year it must first 

be established-whether the accumulated depreciation equals at least the 

amount of prescribed accumulated depreciation based on straight-line 

depreciation over the normal useful life of the asset. If it appears that 

accumulated depreciation is less than the prescribe~ depreciation, the 

difference is lost. If, however, the deferral is in conformity with the 

law, deduction may be deferred to the first year in which a· profit is made. 

It may be taken after losses of previous years and normal depreciation have 

been deducted. Any balance may be carried forward to followifig profit years. 

There is no time limit. If declining balance depreciation is used, the 

taxpayer may opt to spread the deferred depreciation over the remaining 

useful life of the asset by applying the normal rate of depreciation to the 

residual book value. 

6. Commercial and fiscal depreciation 

As was stated under 5 above accumulated depreciation may not be less than 

accumulated depreciation (asset by asset) computed on a straight-line basis 

and actually recorded in the commercial accounts. 
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1. Capital gains t_p general 

Capital gains derived by a business are generally included in taxable income and 

subject to either individual or corporate income tax, mostly ~t a reduced 

rate. 

The French Tax Code only mentions realized capital gains. Non-realized capital 

gains which have not been recorded a~~ not subject to income tax. Non-realized 

but recorded capital gains are consic~red to be taxable income which cannot 

benefit from any privileged treatment which is available for 1lized capital 

gains. They may, however, increase the depreciable base in case of depreciable 

assets. 

Note that in general the recording of non-realized capital gains will 

be disadvantageous, since the normal rate of income tax will apply 

on the total amount of the gain. However, taxpayers who have losses 

of previous years which cannot be carried forward (the normal time 

limit for the carry forward of such losses is 5 years) may find it 

advantageous to revalue their depreciable assets thus absorbing such 

losses and increasing the depreciable base of such assets. 

Capital losses may be deducted if they have been realized and in general also 

if they have been recorded. In the latter case the loss must be entered into 

a reserve (provision). Special rules apply to portfolio holdings and partici

pations in other companies, debts claims and foreign currency. 
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'2. Principles for the computation and the taxation of capital gains 

~.1.1. In general 

Industrial and commercial enterprises are for the purpose of this report 

defined as enterprises which carry on industrial, commercial or mining activitie-, 

including manufacture, transformation and. transportation. Companies subject 

to corporate income tax are always deemed to carry on industrial or commercial 

activities. 

2.1.2. Qualifying assets 

The Law No. 65-566 of July 12, 1965 introduced a special regime for the 

computation and the taxation of capital gains which are derived from the 

disposal (sale, contribution to a company, exchange, expropriation etc.) of the 

fixed assets of an enterprise. Gains derived from the disposal of goods 

normally sold in the course of business -- mainly inventory -- do not come 

under this regime. Neither does this special regime apply to capital gains or 

losses which are merely recorded and not realized. 

Fixed as~ets incl~de depreciable and non-depreciable assets as well as 

portfolio inves,tments, participations in other companies (see para. 2.1.6., 

below) and "industrial property" (see para. 2.1.7., below). 

The special regime applies to disposal of fixed assets during the life and also 

at the discontinuation of the enterprise. 
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~. 1 • 3. Short-term ~.~.P~-~a 1 gains and losses 

Short-term capital gains are defined as: (i) gains realized on the disposal of 

fixed assets which are held for less than two years and (ii) that portion Of 
the gains of fixed a$sets which are held for two years or more, which 

corresponds to the depreciation which has been deducted frc axable incomel 

Short-term capital losses arei)~sses realized on the disposal of non-depreciable 

fixed assets held for less than two years and (ii) losses realized on the 

disposal of depreciable fixed assets regardless of the numb~~ 0f years held. 

Short-term capital gains and losses must be netted at the end of the accounting 

year. If there is any balance of short-term capital gain over short-term 

capital losses it will be taxable at the full rate of income tax (progressive 

rate for ind.ividuals and 50% for corporations). However, the taxpayer may elect 

to spread the gain over three consecutive years. 

There are two exceptions to this rule, each of which allow thP. short-term 

capital gain to be spread over 10 consecutive years, i.e.: 

- short-term capital gains which result from certain reorganizations of 

activities of enterprises which have obtained an exemption from business 

tax (taxe professionnelle); 

short-term capital gains which result from the receipt of an indemnity for 

assets which were destroyed or expropriated and which relate to: 

i) either depreciable fixed assets which are ~ritten off in conformity with 

the straight-line method over a period exceeding 5 years; 

ii) or depreciable fixed assets which are written off in conformity with the 

declining balance method over a period exceeding 8 years. 

Net short-term capital gains are immediately taxable in full on the sale or 

discontinuance of the enterprise, i.e. in such a case the spreading of \he 

income is not permitted and any short-term capital gains of preceding years 

whose taxation was deferred also become immediately taxable. 

Note that individual taxpayers may in such a case request that this 

gain {provided it exceeds the taxpayer's average income of the last 

three years) be spread over the year in which it was received and 
' over the preceding years to which the statute of limitations does not 

·apply {generally a period of 4 years). 
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In a number of cases capital gains whic.h come under the definition of short

term capital gains are treated as if they were long-term capital gains 

(see para. 2.1.4., below). 

Examples are: 

( i) capital gains which appear at the death of an individual entrepreneuf• 

unless his heirs apply for the application of the normal provisions; 

( ii) capital gains resulting from the liquidation of certain inactive 

companies with a view to cleaning up the economy; 

(iii) capital gains resulting from the adding back to income of reserves 

(provisions) which have been created to write-off securities and which 

have lost thei~ purpose (see para. 2.1.6., below); 

( iv) the disposal of certain "industrial property", i.e. the sale or licensing 

of industrial ~ights (see para. 2.1.7., below). 

Net short-t'erm capital losses are deductible from the current accounting year' • 

taxable income. If current income is insufficient to absorb the loss, it may 

be carried forward against operating income of the five following years as if 

it were an o~dinary loss • 

.. 
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"Ordinary" long-term capital gains can be defined as: (i) gains on the 

dispo~al of non-depreciable fixed assets other than "building sites" (s~e 

2.1.5., below) which are held for two years or more and (ii) gains on t~e 

dispo~al of depreciable fixed assets held for two years or mo to the extent 

that they exceed the recaptured depreciation on such assets. Long-term capital 
\ 

losse~ are: (i) losses on the disposal of non-depreciable fixed assets other 

than puilding sites (see para. 2.1.5., below) held for two yec.·rs or more and 

(ii) losses resulting from the adding back to income of provisions created to 

write-off on securities (see para. 2.1.6., below). 

"Ordinary" long-term capital gains and losses must be netted at the end of the 

accounting year. If there is a balance of "ordinary" long-term capital gain 

over "ordinary" long-term capital los~ the balance may at the option of the 

taxpayer be used in any order he elecLo to compensate: 

(a) any deficit of the current accounting year; -

(b) ordinary operating losses of the previous 5 years· which may be carried over; 

(c) deferred depreciation of preceding years; 

(d) "ordinary" net long-term capital losses of the previous 10 years which have 

not yet been compensated. 

If the balance is a gain, this gain is subject to a reduced rate of income tax of 

15 percent (10% for long-term capital gains derived in accounting years 

closed before December 1, 1973). The payment of the tax may be postponed for 2 

years (except in the case of discontinuation of the enterprise's activities) 

in case of long-term capital gains resulting from the receipt of an indemnity 

from an insurance company (in case of destruction) or in case of expropriation 

of buildings. 

Taxpayers subject to corporate income tax must place the ordinary long-term 

capital gain less the 15% tax in a special reserve, which may not be distributed. 

If the gain is distributed it is added back to income subject to tax at 50% 

(with a credit for the 15% tax previously paid) except in the following cases: 

(i) if the reserve is used to compensate ordinary operating losses or "ordinary" 

long-term capital losses of the following 10 years; 

... 
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( ii) if the reserve is incorporated into capital upon payment of 12% (in 

certain cases 7%) registration duty; 

(iii) if the reserve is distributed upon liquidation. 

If the balance is a long-term capital loss it may be set off against: 

( i) "ordinary" long-term capital gains of the next 10 years; 

( ii) or the special reserve for "ordinary" long-term capital gains which must be 

created by taxpayers subject to corporate income tax. 

In case of the discontinuance of the enterprise or in case of its sale part 

of any "ordinary" long-tenn capital loss can be deducted from the income,of the 

last accounting year, i.e.: 

( i) one-fifth of the amount of capital losses which can be carried forward 

and which have been incurred in accounting years closed before December 1, 

1973; and 

( ii) three-tenths of the capital losses incurred in accounting years closed 

on or after December I, 1973. 
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Lona-term caEital sa ins and losses connected with "buildina sites" 

Long-term capital gains and losses connected with "building sites"(terrains 

a batir) as defined in CGI, Art. 150 ter(I) (in general unimproved, 

non-agricultural land arid land with buildings of little value or destined to 

be demolished) received the same treatment as "ordinary" •g-term capital 

gains and losses, but they must be computed separately from such "ordinary" 

long-term gains and losses since any net gain is subject to a flat 25% rate 

(instead of 15%). The main consequences of this separate ti~atment are: 

( i) long-tenn capital gains connected with "building sites" can neither be 

added to "ordinary" long-tenn capital gains nor can they be set off 

against ordinary long-term capital losses of the current or previous 

years; 

( ii) any net amount of long-term gain connected with "building sites" must be 

credited to the long-term ~arital gain reserve in such a manner that it 

can clearly be established which part of the gain is "l "ordinary" gain 

and which part is connectaiwith "building sites"; 

(iii) the amount credited to the special reserve is the gain less 25% tax. 

~distribution (exce~t if the reserve is used to compensate capital 

losses incurred on "building sites" of the following 10 years, if the 

reserve is incorporated into capital or at liquidation) the reserve is 

added back to income subject to 50% corporate income tax (with a credit 

for the 25% tax paid). 
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2.1.6. Securities 

Under current legislation a distinction is made between "portfolio holding•'!· 

(i.e. diversified holding of securities) ·and "participations" (which have 

been acquired with a view to ensure the control over a company or to the 

possibility to ~xercise a certain influence on such a company and which the 

enterprise envisages to hold for a/ longer period of time)." 

2.1.6.1. Portfolio holdings 

Securities which belong to the enterprise's portfolio holding must be entered 

in the balance sheet at the price for which they have been purchased or at 

their subscription price. They must be valu~d at the end of each accounting 

year. Securities which are quoted at the stock exchange must be valued for 

their average value of the last month of the accounting year and non-quoted 

securities must be valued at the price for which they probably can be sold. 

Gains and losses are then determined for e~ch group of securities separately, 

i.e. only those gains and losses are netted where the securities have been 

issued by the same entity and give the same rights to their holders. If. the 

balance shows a gain (and no depreciation has been taken on these securities) 

such gain is not recorded and is disregarded for tax purposes. 

Losses, however, may be credited to a reserve (provision) (see Part D, para. 

2.2., below) for the depreciation of securities which must be adjusted at the 

end of each accounting year. The amount credited to _the reserve is treated as 

a long-term capital loss (see para. 2.1.4.,above), i.e. it cannot be deducted 

from operating losses. If the securities increase in value, the reserve is 

reduced by the amount of the increase up to a maximum of the amount of 

reserves, i.e. any increase beyond the amount of the reserve would result 

in a taxation of an unrealized capital gain and is not obligatory. Such 

reduction of the reserve is treated as a long-term capital gain. Similarly, 

if securities are sold which have previously been written off, the difference 

between the sales prices and the book value of the securities less the 

depr~ciation is treated as a long-term capital gain up to the amount of the 

reserve. See para. 2.1.3., above. 
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In the case of an abnormal anrl temporary decrease in value of certain 

securities the enterprise may refrain from entering the decrease in the 

reserve if and in so far as the decrease is compensated by an increase in 

value of the other securities held by the enterprise. The tax administration 

ruled that if a taxpayer has thus opted not to credit a decyease of value of 

securities to the reserve he may not do so in later years , ~th the exception 

for the years 1971, 1972 and 1973 in which it was permitted to carry the 

deduction over to the next year). 

With respect to the sale or other disposal of securities the normal rules with 

respect to the imposition of short-term and long-term capital gains and losses 

apply (see para. 2.1.3. and para. 2.1.4., above), provided that the securities 

are part of the enterprise's fixed capital. 

In those cases where the purpose o~ the enterprise 1s the trade in securities 

(e.g. in the case of a stockbroker) any gains and losses co cted with the 

disposal of the securities are treated as normal operating gains and losses, 

even if the securities were held for 2 years or longer. 

In all other cases (even in the case of banks) securities are deemed to be part 

of the enterprise's fixed capital if they have been held for: 

- 2 years or longer; or 

- less than 2 years, provided that the enterprise holds other shares of the 

same kind which have been held for more than 2 years. 

If all the shares of the same kind have been held for less than 2 years before 

their disposal gains or losses are treated as normal operating gains or losses. 

When determining how long securities have been held,the FIFO system (first-in, 

first-out) is applied. 

' 
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As of January 1, 1974 special rules apply to "participations", which include 

shares held by so-called parent corporations (societes meres) in their French 

or foreign subsidiaries ·(generally a participation of 10% or more in the 

subsidiary·' s sha,re capital). They must at their acquisition be entered in the 

balance sheet at their original cost (purchas·e price increased by additional 

costs connected with the purchase, value surrendered at their contribution to 

the capital of a company etc.). At the end of each accounting year the same 

procedure applies as in the case of-portfolio holdings, i.e. each type of 

share must be valued separately. However, a loss may only be credited to the 

reserve discussed above if there is a real decrease of value which must be 

justified by the enterprise not only in conformity with their value at stock 

exchange or probable sales price, but also in conformity with other economic 

data such as the average yield of the shares etc. If a loss can be determined 

it is credited to the special reserve and it is treated as a long-term cap.ital 

loss. Otherwise the same provisions apply as for portfolio holdings (see para. 

2.1.6.1., above). 
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2.1.6.3. Special cases 

(a) Capital gains derived from the disposal of the so-called "emprunt Pinay" 

(the 41% State bond loan 1973 replacing the preceding 31% State bond loan 

1952 and the 3~% State bond loan 1958) are exempt from individual income 

tax but not from corporate income tax. 

(b) Shares in Government approved research companies and organizations qualify 

for a 50% i~i'-ial depreciation (see Part B, para. 3.6. (b·~, above). If 

such shares; ~re disposed ofJ the capital gain (if any) to the amount of the 

initial depreciation deduction is exempt from income tax pro~ded the disposal 

takes place at least three years after they have been subscribed to. 

(c) Shares in Government approved companies for the development of agriculture, 

industry and commerce entitle their subscribers to a 100% initial 

depreciation deduction. Similar~.:. a subscription to shares of a Government 

approved "financial innovation company" entitles the sub' iber to a 50% 

initial depreciation (see Part B, para. 3.6.(v), above). If these shares 

are disposed of the capital gai~ (if any) is exempt from income tax to the 

extent of the initial depreciation taken. 

(d) Certain Government approved real property companies instituted under the 

provisions of the Decree No. 58-876 of September 24, 1958 for the financing, 

the construction and the administration of dwelling houses were accorded 

privileged treatment under previous legislation, most of which have been 

abolished in 1963. As a transitional measure capital gains derived from 

the disposal of shares in such companies (provided they were created before 

March 17, 1963 and the shares were subscribed to before July 1, 1964 and 

were paid in before January I, 1966) are exempt from income tax to the 

extent of the 50% or 25% initial depreciation deduction which was available 

at that time or to the extent of certain other depreciation deductions. 

(e) The exchange of shares for other shares may be effected without attracting 

income tax on any resulting capital gain, provided that the shares received 

are entered in the balance sheet at the same value of the shares which 

were given in exchange. However, this exemption is only granted if the 

exchange constitutes a legal means to arrive at a specialisation or a 

concentration of enterprises. 
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(f) There exists a roll-over provision in case an enterprise is continued 

by an individual taxpayer's spouse or relatives (see Part B, para. 3.3., 

above). 
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2.1.7. Induatrial property 

Gainsdenved with the disposal or licensing of industrial property held for 

at least 2 years are considered to be long-term capital gains in the following 

cases: 

(a) the disposal of patent rights, work methods and technical procedures; 

(b) the granting of an exclusive operatin~ license (includi~~ the granting of 

an exclusive right to use certain work methods or techll~cal procedures, 

even in the case that they are not accessory to the disposal or the 

granting of an exclusive right to use a patent); 

(c) the granting of an operating license for a certain geographical area or for 

a specially defined use; 

(d) the disposal of or the grant!~~ of an exclusive license to patents which 

have been applied for. 

Proviso is that the disposal or thP. licensing of a patent must have as a result 

that the patent ceases to form part of the enterprise's fixed Assets either in 

full or partially for a certain geographical area or for a specially defined 

use. With respect to a license this means that the license must be granted 

until the expiration of the patent. 

Another condition is that the rights, work methods and technical procedures 

must be considered to be fixed assets, i.e. they do not qualify for long-term 

capital gain taxation if it is the enterprise's purpose to acquire such rights, 

work methods and technical procedures with a view to their later sale, even 

if effected after two years. 

In addition, long-term capital gains taxation is denied to royalties received 

for the disposal or licensing of industrial property if these royalties may be 

deducted for purposes of the French income tax and if there exists directly 

or indirectly a relationship bP.tween the two enterprises. Thus royalties paid 

by a non-resident enterprise do not come under this disqualification. 
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Non-commercial enterprises comprise liberal professions (medical, doctors, lawyers, 

notaries etc.) and all other lucrative activities which do not fall in any ofher 

category . 

. Capital gains and losses are generally treated as ordinary profits and 'losses 

subject to the normal progre.ssive rates of individual income tax. Special 

treatment, however, is'accorded to capital gains derived with the disposal of 

fixed assets at the discontinu~nce of the activities or at the sale of a part of 

the enterprise and also with respect to any compensation received for the 

discontinuance of a_ profession or for the transfer of goodwill. These gains are 

subject to a reduced flat rate of 6% individual income tax provided that disposal, 

discontinuance etc. take place more than 5 years after the profession or good 

will was created or otherwise acquired or results from the death of the own'er. · 

In all other cases qualifying for special treatment the capital gain is only 

included in taxable income for half of its amount. 
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Capital gains and losses receive generally the same treatment as in the case of 

industrial and commercial enterprises (see para. 2.1. above). 

However, short-term capital gains are, unless the taxpayer elects to be subject 

to the normal provisions, treated as long-term capital gains. 

There exists a roll-over provision in case an enterprise is continued by the 

taxpayer's spouse or relatives. (Cf. part B, para 3.3. above). 
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Special provisions apply to company reorganizations, i.e. mergers, divisions 

and spin-offs. They apply with respect to companies subject to French corporate 

income tax. 

If the approval of the Ministry of Economic Affairs andlinance has been obtained, 

privileged tax treatment may also be accorded where assets -and liabilities are 

transferred to a non-resident corporation. One of the conditions which will 

ordinarily be imposed is that these assets and liabilities must remain in France, 

i.e. they must appear in the books of an enterprise (for instance a branch office· 

of a foreign firm) subject to income tax in France. The law does not extend the 

privileged treatment to transfers of assets and liabilities by non-resident 

corporations to French corporations if.the former are not sub~ect to French 

corporate income tax. However, the tax administration is prepared to apply the 

privileged treatment to all merger operations by which a foreign corporation is 

absorbed by a French corporation. 
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Mergers are defined as transactions whereby two or more companies combine all 

their assets and liabilities to form one single company. This may be effected 

through the absorption by one company of the assets and liabi. ies of one or 

more other companies in exchange for ~l1an.,s of the former company or by the 

creation of a new company which absorbs the assets and liabili ~::-s of -~Q or more 

companies in exchange for its shares • 

. The following privileged tax treatment is accorded with respect to mergers'' 

( i) The absorbed corporation is exempt from corporate income tax on net capital 

gains arising from the transfer of fixed depreciable and n-depreciable 

assets (i.e. the difference between their book-value and the actual value at 

the time of the merger). However, it may elect to pay the reduced rate of 

corporate income tax (15% or 25%) on all or part of the long-term capital 

gains on the depreciable assets which are transferred under the merger 

operation. The amount which is thus taxed reduces the amount of taxable 

c~pital gains on which the absorbing corporation is subjected to income tax 

over a period of 5 years (see para. 3.1.2., below); 

( ii) The absorbed corporation is (for mergers which are effected prior to 

January 1, 1978) exempt with respect to capital gains arising from any shares 

it holds in the absorbing corporation; 

(iii) The absorbed corporation may (for mergers which are effected prior to 

January 1, 1978), if the approval'of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and 

Finance has been obtained, pass over any operating tax losses (or carry-over 

of losses of previous years and deferred depreciation) which are not 

absorbed by taxable income and capital gains to the absorbing corporations: ~ 

If the absorbed corporation sustains a net capital loss (balancing net 

long-term and Bhort-term capital gains and losses) on depreciable assets 

which are transferred to the absorbing corporation it may first deduct this 

loss from taxable'income in the year of the merger and any balance may be 

carried over for 5 years as an ordinary tax loss by the absorbing corporatim 

~ithout Government approval. 
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( i) The absorbing corporation must enter non-depreciable assets in its books at 

their book value with the absorbed corporation; 

( ii) The absorbing corporation enters in its balance sheet the depreciable 

assets transferred from the absorbed corporation at their (stepped~up) 

merger value. Then it recomputes the remaining useful life of these assets 
\ 

and depreciates them on a straight-line or declining balance basis :as if 
. . · or short te~) 

they were new assets. The cap~tal ga~n (whether long-term/ on depr~fl~ble 

fixed assets is then subject to the full 50% standard rate of corpo~a~e 

income tax. The capital gain may, however·, at the option of the taxp•yer 

be spread over the year of the merger and the 4 next years but the minimum 

amount attributed to each year may not be less than one-fifth of the gain 

(in certain cases a longer period o.f time is permitted; 

(iii) The absorbing corporation may carry over the long-term capital gains 

provision (see para. 2.1.4., above) and any other reserves of the absorbed 

corporation which have not borne full corporate income tax; 

( iv) The absorbing corporation must add to taxable income the deferred portion 

of capital gains which the absorbed corporation would have had (e.g. 

short-term capital gains and deferred capital gains resulting from a 

previous merger in which the absorbing corporation was involved); 

( v) The absorbing corporation takes over and enters in its records any reserves 

of the absorbed corporation which are deemed to be necessary, such as the 

reserve for price increases, for commodity market fluctuations, medium and 

long-term credit risks abroad (see part D, below) and depletion allowances 

(see partE, below); 

( vi) Any capital gain resulting from shares which the absorbing corporation 

held in the absorbed cor.poration is exempt from income tax provided that 

the merger takes place prior to January 1, 1978; 
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(vii) OperatinA loaa earry-overs of the absorbing corporation are generally not 

affected hy a merger operation unless the sole purpose of the merger 

operation was to evade corporate income tax by absorbing expiring losses. 

However, a merger operation may affect so-called "deemed" deferrals of 

depreciation from previous years (i.e. the depreciatio hich is taken and 

which corresponds to a tax 1nss (sf'f" part B, para. 5, above)). The amount 

of any losses of previous years corresponding to the amount of "deemed" 

deferred losses may generally be carried forward indefi~i~ely. However, 

upon a company reorgani?.ation "deemed" deferred depreciation is automatically 

converted, retroactively, to_ losses subject to the normal 5-year carry-over 

limitation (see part G, below) which may cause the absorbing corporation to 

lose some of its old loss ca~ry-overs. If the,economic interest of the 

merger is sufficiently important, the tax administration may, however, 

restore the indefinite loss cl!rry-over for "deemed" deferred depreciation. 

3.1.3. Shareholders 

The shareholders of the absorbed company receiving shares of the absorbing company 

upon liquidation of the former company are neither subject to individual nor to 

corporate income tax with respect to the value of the shares received. The 

recipients must for tax purposes value the shares received at the same value as 

the shares surrendered. 
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A company division is defined as a transaction whereby one corporation contributes 

all its assets and liabilities to two or more existing or newly created 

corporations in return for shares of the·latter. Divisions receive practically 

the same privileged tax treatment as mergers (except for special rules with 

respect to the prorating of capital gains, carry-over of reserves etc. among 

the absorbing corporations). However, privileged treatment is in principle only 

available provided that: 

( i) the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance has given its prior approval; 

and 

(ii) the agreements under which the assets and liabilities of the absorbed 

corporation are contributed to.the absorbing corporations take effect on 

the same date and result in the immediate dissolution of the absorbed 

corporation. 
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Spin-offs are defined as transactions whereby one corporation transfers part of 

its assets and sometimes also part of its liabilities to one or more corporations 

in return for shares of the latter. 

Spin-offs receive in principle the same privileged treatment n~ mergers. 

Two cases can be distinguished: 

(a) A prior approval of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance has been 

obtained. The transferring company is subject to income tax on the operating 

income of the branch of operations (or assets) transferred up to the moment 

of transfer, including income of inventory transferred and_any provisions 

related to the assets transferrec. If a capital loss arises on depreciable 

assets transferred it may be carr:ed over to the recipient corporation and 

deducted from the income of the year of transfer and the next years, 

provided that Government approval has been obtained. 

(b) No prior approval of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance is needed 

where the corporation transfers a complete branch of activity and if the 

two following conditions have been met: 

( i) the contributing corporation must commit itself to holding the shares 

received in consideration for the contribution for at least 5 years; and 

(ii) the co~tributing corporation must commit itself to computing any capital 

gains on the transfer of these shares based on the value of the assets 

in the records of the contributing corporation. 
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The 1977 Finance Law provides for the revaluation of non-depreciable business 

assets, including participations included in the balance sheet of the first 

accounting year closed after December 31, 1976. This ,revaluation is in principle 

optional but it is obligatory for! inter alia, companies whose shares are quoied 

on the stock exchange or which,solicit funds from the general public. It is also 

obligatory fot: those companies whose shares are held by a compan~ whose shares 

are quoted on the stock exchange if the participation qualifies for consolidation 

of income under French law. 

The revaluation must be effected in the first accounting year closed after 

December 31, 1976 or the following year. 

The gain resulting from the revaluation is exempt from income tax but must be 

entered in a special reserve which may not be distributed. The reserve may, 

however, be used to increase the capital. 

When the asset is sold or otherwise disposed,of, the resulting capital gain or 

loss is computed on the basis of the book value of the asset before revaluation • 

• 
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RESERVES 

A rlir-:tinction r;hould be made between the "reserves" (reserves proper) which 

denote accumulated profits and the "provisions" (provisions) ,..,.hich are amounts 

deductible from taxable income and set aside in the taxpayer'o books to meet 

accrued liabilities, estimated expenses or other contingencies. 

Reserves proper include the legal reserve (a minimum of 5 percent per year of 

net profits after taxes which must be set aside until the fund amounts to 

10 percent of corporate capital), the reserve account for capital gains 

(discussed in part C, para. 2.1.4.) above) and the reserve for revaluation of 

non-depredable assets (see part C, para. 3.5., above). 

Provisions may be set up for any purpose) however, any contribution to these 

provisions may only be deducted from taxable income if the following six 

conditions have all been met: 

( i) the provision must have been set up for a specific purpose and must concern 

a specific item of loss or expense; 

( ii) the provision must concern losses or expenses which are deductible for 

tax purposes; 

(iii) the loss or expense must be probable, i.e. no deduction is permitted for 

possible risks; 

( iv) the loss or expense mu~t result from a fact which happened during the 

.. 

course of the financial year, with exceptions for certain future expenses; ~ 

( v) the provision must be entered in the taxpayer's books; 

( vi) the provision must be reported in a summary attached to the taxpayer's 

annual tax return. 

The most important deductible provisions are sununarized below . 

• 
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Debt claims are entered in the baiance sheet at their face value. If they become 

unrecoverable in a given year they may be written off as an exceptional loss. 

If ·full or partial payment at the end of the fin:mcie1l year is doubtful, the 
I 

taxpayer is permitted to set up a doubtful debt provision. The computation of 
by debt . 

the provision must be based on a debt assessment of the probability of its 

payment and estimated as to the amount which is not recoverable. 

Doubtful debt provisions wnich are based on the amount of the debt claims 

outstanding or on the taxpayer's turnover will generally be disallowed. 

This provision is discussed in part C, para. 2.1.6., above. 

·A loss in value of any non-depreciable asset (e.g. land, goodwill, trademarks 

etc.) may be expressed in the taxpayer's books by the creation of a special 

provision. (See part B, para. 4, above). 

Where the value of stock-in-trade (inventory) is less than cost it must be 

valued at the (lower) market value. The difference between the cost and market 

value must be placed in a separate provision. (See part F, para. 1, below). 

A provision may be created for taxes which are payable provided that they (i) are 

deductible, (ii) are annually assessed, (iii) result from events which have 

occurred in the year in which the provl.sion is cr·eated and (iv) the law does not 

provide otherwise. 
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If the taxpayer is committed to pay employee remuneration (such as bonuses) but 

which are not yet paid at the end of the financial year they may be entered 

into a provision. 

A provision ~ay be created for moving expenses where a leasehold has expired 

and the move is certain. 

Substantial expenses which should be spread over a number of vears such as 

extensive maintenance or repair, restoring leased premises a 

at the end of the lease may be entered into a provision. 

~ 

quarries or mines 

The law permits the taxpayer to create a number of special provisions which are 

subject to detailed rules. The following discussion only outlinesthese provisioM. 
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Two different provisions may be created with respect to the establishment of a 

foreign branch office or a foreign subsidiary. 

ThP firRt nn0 1q roftnected with foreign branchcR or foreign subsidiaries which 

are deemed to be cormnercial enterprises. Initial losses incurred during the first 

five years of their existence tnay be placed in a tax deductible provision up 

to an amount not in excess of the foreign investment if such investment is made 

in one of the other E.E.C. countries. Investment outside an E.E.C. country 

may be fully entered into a provision. The provision must be added back in 5 equal 

annual instalments to taxable income starting from the sixth year following the 

first year of investment. 

The second provision relat~to investment abroad in industrial enterprises 

(either a foreign branch offic~ or a foreign subsidiary), The provision in this 

case may not exceed 50 percent of the capital invested, otherwise similar rules 

apply. See for more _details part E, para. 3, below. 
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All French employers with an average of more than 100 employees.in a year are 

obliged to participate in the employee profit sharing plan (participation des 

salaries aux fruits de l'expansion des entreprises). One o. ne aspects of this 

::y!;t£'m i~• rl•nl nq of January 1, 1968 qn;•l ifying Pmployers must create a 

provision which equals 
p 

v 

2 

where: 

I is domestic source income les~ corporate income tax 

C is "capital proper" (capital, reserves, accounting profj' (or loss) brought 

forward, non-deductible provisions carried over and prov~~ions deducted from 

corporate income tax (except the participation provisiow by virtue of a 

specific article of the French law) 

P is payroll 

·• 
V is value added as defined in the law. 

The provision is only deductible in the taxable year following that on the result 

of which it has been calculated, i.e. the provision based on 1976 net income, 

capital and payroll is deductible in 1977. 
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Another aspect of this employee profit sharing scheme is that ti1e employer 

receives a sort of bonus in the form of an "investment prov::..3 2.i')i1
1

., r"'hich 

currently may not exceed 50 percent of the amount which is plar.::ed in the profit 

sharing provision (see part E, para. 2, below). 

A provision for inventory price increases may be created on aJ: item per item 

basis if the price of a given material or product within a peri0d of not more 

than two successive financial years increases by more than tO percent. (Se~ 

part F, para. 2, below). 

Enterprises whose main purpose is the processing of certain 1.ist;-:d raw materials 

may create a provision for world price fluctuations. (See pLrt F, para. 3, below). 

3.6. Provision for credit risks 

Enterp~ises which carry on business operations abroad, i.e. sales of goods or 

construction activities for which they grant medium-term crr;:d\t may create a 

provision for credit risks which is deductible from taxable }.<-~(,;.,'J~:l>?.. The 

enterprise does not ·exceed to justify the risk incurred. Ir, '~c; .tJ'dJ. the credit 

must be for a period of 2 to 5 years, but· may be for a lon[:"'' ·: ": shorter period 

of time if a sn-callt"d COFACE guarantee is acquired. The am~..>:.~~~t. of the 

provision may not exceed 10 percent of the credit grantedq 
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Banks and other credit institutions may create two different provisions. The first. 

one is for risks relating to middle and long-term credit operations. The amount 

which may be annually contributed to this provision varies f 1 0.5 percent to 

t,n pc'rr('nt of :1nnual income dt:>pE>nrlinP. on the cr('>oit institution. The total. amount 

which may be placed in the provision is either 0.5 percent or 3 percent of the 

credits outstanding depending on the type of credit instituti~n. 

The second provision may be created for risks connected with middle and long-term 

credit operations with respect to sales on the carrying on of construction 

activities abroad. This provision could only be created during 1966-1975. 
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Insurance and re-insurance companies may create a provision for exceptionat 

risks connected with the coverage against natural calamities, atomic risks 

1),.,\' 

and damage claims because of 'pollution. The amount of the provision is subject 

to a douhlc limit: 

( i) The annual contribution to the reserve may not exceed 75 percent of the 

technical profit of the-category of risks concerned. The technical prQfit 

is defined as .the difference between: 

the amount of prerniumswhich were received in the accounting year less 

premiums refunded and amounts contributed to provisions; and 

- ~he amount of payments made increased by costs. 

(ii) The total amount of the reserve is also limited to a certain percentage 

of the net premiums received (e.g. 200 percent for insurance against 

freezing, and 500 percent for insurance against atomic risks). 

Other provisions which may be or in a number of cases must be created by 

insurance companies are the so-called mathematical reserve (or provision) 

(this is obligatory for e.g. life insurance companies and some other categories 

of insurance companies), a provision against the reduction of value of the 

securities held by the insurance company and the decrease of the income received 

from such securities and the provision which must be created by, inter alia, 

life insurance companies in order to guarantee the obligations of the insurance 

company should the mathematical reserve appear to be insufficient. 
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Newspaper and certain magazine enterprises may create a tax deductible provision 

of a certain part of their income, i.e. 90 percent in accounting year closed 

in 1970, 80 percent in accounting year closed in 1971 and, i~ ~ccounting years 

closed in 1972-1975,· 80 percent for daily newspnp0r~ and 60 J·rrrent for other 

publications. The Law No. 76-1233 of December 29, 1976 extends the latter regime 

to the accounting years 1976-1979. However, for the accountirg realS 1978-1979 

the above percentage of 80 percent is reduced to 70 percent and the percentage 

of 60 percent to 50 percent. 

The provision must be used for the acquisition of business assets which are 

needed to publish newspapers and qualifying magazines or participations in 

printing enterprises within 5 years acter the amounts were entered into the 

provision. 

See for more details part E, para. 4, below. 

Companies engaged in the research and exploitation of oil and gas 

or in the extraction of certain solid minerals indicated in the law may create 

a deductible depletion provision (see partE, para. 5, below). 
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OTHER INVESTMENT INCENTIVES 

A general investment allowance is not granted in France but a number of other 

incentives are grant•ed which in some cases are tantamount to 'an investment 

allowance. 

L Investment credit -----------------

Under previous legislation an investment credit was provided (which could be 
I 

taken against the value added tax or TVA) for assets ordered after April 30) 

1975 and before January 8, 1976 for investment in plant and machinery which 

qualify for ~eclining balance depreciation (see part B, para. 3.13, above). 

Delivery may take place up to 3 years after ordering. The investment c:rcdit may 

neither exceed the amounts paid during that period nor 10 percent of the 

acquisition cost of the assets. 

The investment credit must be deducted from the depreciable base of the assets 

acquired. 

Employers who participate in the employee profit sharing scheme discussed under 

0.3.2. above may cr•eate an "investment provision" (exempt from income tax) which 

currently may not exceed 50 percent of the amount which is placed in the 

participation. T~s provision must be used to purchase or manufacture depreciable 

or non-depreciable business assets not later than 12 months following the end 

of the,year in which it was created. If the amounts thus set aside are net used 

within the pretribed period of time they are added back to taxable income. 
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3. Aid for invaatmont abroad 
----~~---~--~-~~~--~-~---

As indicated in D.3.1. above a French enterprise investing abroad either in a 

foreign branch office or in a ~oreign subsidiary may create a tax deductible 

~revision for losses or investment of the first five years. 

However, this privision must be added back to taxable income in 5 equal 

~nstalments starting from the sixth year following the first ye~- of investment. 

The first provision relates to investment in foreign commercial enterprises 

(branch offices or subsidiaries). However, in order to be able to deduct the 

amounts placed in the provision Gover~~~nt approval is required. This approval 

is deemed to have been obtained if no ~Pply is received from the tax administration 

within 2 months after application. 

Commercial enterprises are defined as sales offices, research offices or offices 

to collect information. 

The amount which may be entered into the provision is limited to the lesser of 

(i) the accumulated amount of the losses of the first five years computed in 
I . 

~onformity with French tax law and (ii) the accumulated amount of the investment, 

if the investment is made in one of the other Common Market countries. If the 

~nvestment is made in a country not belonging to the Common Market the full amount 
f 
9f the investment may be placed in the provision. Note, however, that in such 

a case generally Government approval will be obtained only if the investment is 

made in a development country. 
I 
I 

Investment through·a subsidiary will only qualify if the participation of the 

french enterprise in the foreign subsidiary amounts to at least 50 percent of the 

latter's shares (or the maximum participation which is allowed under the law of 

the subsidiary's country of residence, if such law forbids a 50 percent 

participation by a foreign parent corporation). 
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The seeond provision r,elates to investment in foreign industrial enterprises 

(brsmch offices or subsidiaries). For this provision an express Goverrun~nt 

app~oval is required, which will generally be grantPd only for investment in a 

development ('ountry. 

The amount which may be placed in the reserve may not exceed 50 percent of the 

accumulated investment of the first five years of the subsidiaryts existence. 

Otherwise the same provisions apply as in'case of investment in foreign commercial 

enterprises. 
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Newspaper and certain magazine enterprises which publish either a monthly or 

bi-monthly magazine which is to a large part devoted to the dissemination of 

political information (i) may deduct from their taxable incr costs incurred 

fnr the ;~cquiRition of business nsH('lS whirh nrf' nf'r('Ssary for their operations 

and (ii) may create tax deductible provisions for the acq~ition of such assets 

(see also, part D, para. 3. 9., above). 

Up to and including accounting years closed in 1969 100 percent of the income 

could be thus deducted or placed in a provision. As of accounting years closed 

in 1970 these amounts were restricted to a certain percentage of profits as 

follows: 

accounting years closed in 1970 

accounting years closed in 1972-1977 

ac~ounting years closed in 1978-1979 

90 percent 

80 percet (daily newspapers) 

and 60 percent (other 

publications) 

70 percent (daily newspapers) 

and 50 percent (other 

publications) 

The deduction or provision may only be made with respect to machinery and 

equipment, buildings,. land and participations in companies which are strictly 

necessary fo~ the operation of the business. 

Where a tax deductible provision was used for the acquisition of the assets 

indicated above the amount of the provision must be written off from the 

depreciable value of the assets acquired. 
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Enterprises 'Which are engaged in the exploration for and the exploitation of 

oil and gas are accorded an annual depletion allowance, i.e. they may deduct 

from taxable income the lower of: 

( i) 23.5 pt>rcPnt of the amount of gross s·ales of products extracted from gas 

and oil fields subject to income tax in France; or 

(ii) 50 percent of the net tax~ble income attributable to the sale during the 

taxable year, before or after processing, of products extracted from oil 

or gas fields. 

To qualify for the depletion allowance the oil or gas must be extracted from 

continental France, the French overseas "departements" (Martinique, Guadeloupe, 

Guyane and Reunion), the French overseas territories (Comoro Islands, New 

Caledonia and the small islands of French Polynesia), the African States which 

were part of the former French Community and Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria, Togo 

and Cameroon. 

Amounts deducted pursuant to the depletion allowance must be placed in a tax 

free provision (provision pour reconstitution des gisements) and must be 

reinvested in assets or activities connected with the oil industry or in shares 

or in other interests in oil or oil research enterprises within 5 years. The 

depletion provision may only be fully used if reinvestment takes place in 

certain areas indicated by decree. If reinvestment is made in another area 

(but within the countries listed above) the depletion provision may only be 

used to finance a maximum of one half of the expenses incurred or fixed assets 

purchased. The amounts used -to invest in depreciable assets need not be 

d~·lucted from the (depreciable) value of such assets. If the reserve is not 

completely exhaust~d after 5 years, the excess will be added back to taxable 

income. 
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A similar depletion allowance may be created by enterprises which extract 

certain solid (non-ferrous) minerals, which are of interest to the French 

economy and listed by decree. This list includes aluminium, ar 

beryllium, chromium, copper, manganese, silver, zinc etc. 

The depletion allowance amounts to the lower of: 

nonium, arsenic, 

( i) 15 percent of th~ amount of sales of products extracted from mineral deposits 

and which are included in taxable income in France; or 

(ii) 50 percent of the net tax~ble income from sales, before or after processing 

of these products. 

To qualify for the depletion allowance ~he mineral must be extracted in one of 

the countries listed under the depletion allowance in para. 5, )Ve. Resale of 

mineral products purchased from foreign subsidiaries in which the French 
. . or inditectly 

enterpr1se owns d1rectly a vot1ng control of at least 50 percent (or at least 

20 percent after approval has _been obtained from the Minister of Economic Affairs 

and Finance) also qualifies for the computation of the limit under (ii) above. 

The depletion provision must be reinvested in fixed assets, research expenditure 

or research company shares within 5 years, otherwise it is added back to taxable 

income. 
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The normal rule is that dividends are not deductible from taxable income. The 

Finance Law 1977, however, provides that corporations which are created or 

which increased their capital between January 1, 1977 and December 31, 1980 

may during the first five years following such creation or increase, deduct 

dividends distributed on the newly issued shares, provides that (i) the 

contributions were made in cash and (ii) that the shares are quoted at a stock 

exchange within 3 years. The amount of the deduction may not exceed 7:5 percent 

of the capital contributed. 
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A number of tax incentives are granted which only apply with respect to the 

French overseas departements Guadeloupe, Reunion, Martinique and Guyane. These 

incentives include the following. 

8.1. Mining companies which carry on activities in the overseas "departements" and 
1977 

which before December 31, have requested the approval of the Frf.nch Minister of 

Economic Affairs and Finance, may apply for favored tax treatment for a period 

of 25 years. (This period may be extended by another 5 years). This privileged 

tax treatment includes: 

( i) The exemption from corporate income taxation of corporate income which is 

reinvested in the enterprise or in similar enterprises in the overseas 

"departements"; 

( ii) the "freezing" of the rate of tax applicable during the riod of time 

for which the privileged treatment was afforded at the rate which was in 

force on January 1 of the year in which the approval of the Minister of 

Economic Affairs and Finance was obtained unless more favorable 

provisions are subsequently enacted. The present rate is, as in metro

politan France, 50 percent; 

(iii) the "freezing" of the taxable base under the same conditions as for the 

rate of tax discussed at (ii) above. The present taxable base is·two 

thirds of otherwise taxable income computed after the exemption discussed 

at (i) above. 

Companies which qualify for this favored treatment must, however, pay a royalty 

based on the weight of materials which they extract. 

See for the tax holiday for mining companies below. 

8.2. Certain other types of companies: The above privileged treatment is also 

accorded to companies carrying on agricultural, forestry and industrial 

activities in Guyane and to companies whose exclusive purpose it is to carry 

on industrial activities in Guadeloupe, Martinique or Reunion, provided that they M 

invest a certain minimum amount which is fixed by the Minister of Economic Affairs 

and Finance. Non-mining companies are not subject to the payment of royalties. 

Application for Ministerial approval must be made before December 31, 1977. 
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8.3. Tax holidax: r.omp:mjes which have been created before December 31, 19i7, and 

which have ohtninPd the approval of the Minister of Economic Affairs and Finance 

may, if they are considered to further the economic and social development of 

the overseas "departements" and the creation of employment in these "departements", 

be wholly or partinly exempt from corporate income tax during the first 8 years 

from the dnte, th~y begin operating. A similar exemption may be granted to existing 

companies which start new activities before Decembpr 31, 1977. In order to 

stimulate mining activities in Guyane, the duration of the tax holiday is 

10 years. 

8.4. Deferral of income tax: Corporate or individual income tax otherwise due on 

profits derived in the overseas "departements" by industrial, connnercial or 

agricultural enterprises may be defer~ed to the extent that such profits are 

reinvested in certain activities which are considered to be essential for the 

economic and social development of thes~ "departements" or in housing projects. 

Such deferral, however, requires that the Minister of Economic Affairs and Finance 

approve the investment project. Reinvestment may also take place in shares or 

bonds of companies whose activities are cons·idered to be essential for the 

economic and social development of the ~verseas "departements". This provision 

expires on December 31, 1977. The profits on which tax is deferred may not 

exceed 200,000 Fr.Frs. for each'new job created if the investment is connected 

with plant (equipement d'exploitation). Otherwise there is no limitation on the 

amount of such profits. 

Under this deferral scheme, reinvested profits are not included in taxable income 

in the year in which they are earned. These amounts are then added back to 

taxahle income during subsequent years. In the case of profits reinvested in 

depreciable assets, this "recapture" must be effected at the same time and in the 

same amount as depreciation is taken with respect to such assets. In the case of 

prof 1 ts reinvested in non-depreciable assets, \his "recapture" must generally be 

effected in ten equal annual instalments However, if a condition of Government 

approval of the deferral has been that such assets may not be alienated for some 

specified period of time, then "recapture" must be effected in equal annual 

instalments the number of which is the same as the number of years for which the 

assets may'not be alienated. 

,.....,.,. ' 
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.. 

8.5. Reinvestment of income: Profits derived in metropolitan France by induRtrial or 

commercial enterprises may be exempt from corporate or individual income tax if 

they are reinvested in enterprises of the same nature or in hotel enterprises in 

the overseas "departements". The investment must be approved by the Minister of 

Economic Affairs and Finance. A similar exemption may be grant£ to reinvested 

profits if s11ch rrinvestment amounts to at ]past 1 million Fr.Frs. and is effFcted 

in shares of newly created corporations established in the overseas "departements" 

whose purpose is to carry on activities in the hotel, tourism, jo~~ textile, 

fishing or forestry sector and which will create at least 20 new employments. 

This provision expires on December 31, 1977. 

f 
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VALUATION OF STOCK-IN-TRADE 

Stock-in-trade (inventory) includes raw materials, merchandise, supplies, scrap, 

work-in-progress and products manufactured hy the enterprise. It also includes 

packing material which is not returnable by the customers and which is identifiable. 

GCI, Art. 38(3) provides that stocks must be valued at the lower of cost or market 

value at inventory date. Cost for valuation purposes means the actual cost of 

purchase or manufacture, including all additional charges such as transportation, 

customs duties etc. The cost of items which are manufactured by the enterprise is 

the aggregate of the purchase price of the materials, direct and indirect 

manufacturing cost such as depreciation and general overhead and administrative 

cost. Market value means the probable sale~ price on inventory date. If market 

value is lower than cost a provision for depreciation of stock must be created in 

which the difference between cost and market value is entered. 

Products.which are being manufactured and in general work in progress are only 

valued at cost. 

Inventory must, in principle, be valued inclusive of taxes imposed on the goods. 

However, with respect to VAT (provided that it is creditable) the taxpayer may 

choose between two options: 

( i) the VAT which is still creditable at the end of the accounting year is not 

entered in the balance sheet as an asset and the cost of the stocks is 

computed inclusive VAT; or 

(ii) the VAT whi,·l•. i~ qtill creditable at the end of the accounting year is entered 

1.n the balance she.et and the cost of the stocks is computed exclusive of VAT • 

The last in/first out (LIFO) of inventory determination is not permitted. In 

practice some form of the first in/first out (FIFO) system or the average cost 

method is permitted. 

Enterprises may create two types of tax deductible provisions. 
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Enterprises are permitted to create a tax deductible provision for price increases 

with respect to given materials or products (with the exception of those materials 

for which a provision for commodity market fluctu~tions may be c ted) provided 

that the price increase of the m~teri~ls or products concerned during a period not 

exceeding two accounting years is in excess of 10 percent. Only that part of the 

price increase which exceeds 10 percent may be taken into account. 

The provision is computed by multiplying the quantity of the materials or products 

at the end of the accounting year by the difference between: 

( i) their value per unit on the balance sheet; and 
110 percent of 

(ii) an amount which equals the lesser of./the value per unit on the balance sheet 

at the beginning of the precedina a~~~runting year or 110 percent of the value 

per unit on the balance sheet at the beginning of the curren ccounting year. 

If the unit value at the beginning of the preceding accounting year has been taken, 

the amount_of the provision must be reduced by the amount of any provision for 

price increases which was· created at the end of that accounting year. 

The provision must be computed for each individual material or produc.t and may in 

general be kept in the enterprise's books for a period of 6 yea~, 1.e. the provision 

must be added back to taxable income of the accounting year which is closed 6 years 

after the accounting year in which the provision was created. However, those 

enterprises whose stock rotates normally over a period of time in excess of 3 years 

the provision is added back after a period of time which is twice as long as the 

normal rotation period. 

EXAMPLE: 

Unit value of the stock at the beginning of the preceding accounting year 

Unit value of ~he stock at the close of the current accounting year 

1,000 

1,500 

If the enterprise owns at the end of the current accounting year 5 units it may 

create a provision for price increases of 5(1,500- 1,000) or 2,500 less any 

provision which was created at the close of the preceding accounting year. 
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The purpose of this provision is to enable enterprises whose main business is the 

processing of certain raw materials purchased on the world market to create a tax 

deductible provision in order to offset the frequent price fluctuations to which 

these m~tcri~1R nre subject. 

This provision may be created by enterprises whose main purpose is the first 

processing in France of raw materials acquired on the international world mar~et 

or the processing of raw materials acquired on the French market, if the prices 

in the latter cases are closely related to the prices of the world market. The 

list of qualifying materials includes various kinds of ore, textiles, oil seeds, 

rubber, wood pulp, crude oil, skins, cotton, cocoa, silver, gold, scrap iron, 

castor oil etc. 

The computation of the reserve for commodity market {luctuations is extremely 

complicated and its provisions differ for enterpris~s which were allowed to create 

such a provision prior to the 1959 tax reform law or after that reform and they may 

also differ depending on the category of material. For instance, f~r crude oil there 

is an extra limitation which restricts the amount of the provision to 69 percent 

of the maximum which is allowed for other products. 

The general rule is that the provision is available only for a certain base stock, 

which is expressed in the average quantity in inventory at the close of certain 

accounting years. The price of the US dollar is used to eliminate fluctuati~ns of 

the value of the Fr.Frs. The provision must be computed for each material separately 

and the total amount of the reserve is adjusted each year. If, for instance, the 

provision which ~as created in the past exceeds the maximum amount permitted at the 

end of a given accounting year the difference must be added back to taxable income.· 
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SET OFF OF LOSSES 

Ordinary operating losses. and losses resulting from the reduction of value 

(d0preciation) nf fixed assets are deductihle from tl1~ income of the current year. 

They may also at the option of the taxpayer be deducted from ne' long-term capital 

losses of the current year (see C, 2.1.4., above). 

Ordinary operating losses which cannot be compensated by current income may be 

cr~n·i"rl forward against operating income of the five following :·ea ·s or at the 

option of the taxpayer against lnng-terrn capital losses of the five following years. 

There is no loss carry back. 

Special rules apply in case of deferred depreciation. Depreciation which is either 

deferred or deemed to be deferred in tax loss years may be carried forward for an 

indefinite period of time. See for morro! ~~etails B.5.2. above. 

With respect to capital gains and losses short-term capital losses are generally 

taxed as ordinary operating losses. Long-term capital losses can tly be set off 

against long-term capital ga~ns of the same year and of the following 10 years or 

against the reserve for long-term capital gains. See for more details C.2.1.3., 

2. l . 4. and 2. 1 • 5. above. 

The general rule is that foreign source business losses incurred by French corporate 

taxpayers are in principle not deductible from taxable income. This follows from the 

fact that corporate taxpayers are in principle only subject to corporate income tax 

on French source business income. Foreign source business income if derived through 

either a foreign permanent establishment, a representative based abroad or a 

so-called complete business cycle (cycle complet d'operations) is not subject to 

corporate income tax and thus foreign source losses cannot be deducted. 

However, there exist certain exceptions to the above rule. 

By virtue of CGI, Art. 209 quinquies French corporations which haye received the 

approval of the French Minister of Economic Affairs and Finance may consolidate 

their foreign-source and French-source in~ome and losses. In such a case foreign 

losses are deductible from aggregate income. 

In certain cases aggregation of the income of French parent corporations and their 

sub~idiaries is possible provided that Government approval is obtained. Such 

aggregation is permitted if a French domestic corporation owns directly or indirectly 

at least 95 percent of the capital of one or more domestic corporations. Approval 

will in general only be given for spin-offs or similar company reorganizations but 

it may also involve outside corporations • 

• 
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Aaareaation of income betw~en French parent corporations and their foreign subsidiaries 

is also posRihJe provid~d that the French corporation owns directly or indirectly 

at least 50 percent of the voting power of the foreign subsidiary. In this case 

foreign income ~nd losses) is attributed to the French parent corporation on a 

prorated basis. If the French pa~ent has also domestic subsidiaries aggregation of 

income is also extended to those domestic subsidiaries. 

Note that foreign income tax and foreign withhblding taxes on consolidated incom~:may 

be credited against French corporate income tax. 

The general rule is that losses of one enterprise cannot be transferred to another 

one. An exception to this rule where losses of parent and subsidiary companies can 

be aggregated was discussed above. Other examples are where company reorganizations 
~' )~' 

are involved. In case of a merger which is effected prior to January 1, 1978 and if 

the approval of the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance is obtained the operating 

losses of the absorbed corporation may be carried over to the absorbing corporation. 

Net capital losses on depreciable assets which are transferred to the.abso~bing 

corporation may also be carried over to the absorbing corporation. 

See for more details part C, par~. 3.1.1., above. 
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INTRODUCTION 

-----.-------

The basic rul(•s C'oncerning the computation of pror'its are laid down paras. 4 

to 71 of the lndividual Income Tax Law (Einkommensteuergesetz, hereinafter 

referred to a$ EStG). The concept of "profits" applies to three categories of 

income, namely income from agriculture and forestry, income from bus{~~As 

enterprise ~nd income from independent work. According to para. 8(1) of the 

Corporate Income Tax Law (Korperschaftsteuergesetz, hereinafter referred to as 

KStG), the rules on the computation of profits· as laid down in the EStG also 

apply to corporate income taxpayers. 

Para. 4(1) of the EStG gives the general ru~e ~or determining profits, viz. the 

difference between the business's net worth at the end of the £inane;-, year and 

at the end of the previous year, increased by the value of withdr~la and 

decre.ased by the value of additional capital invested during the year. Fur-thermore, 

it states that the provisions on business expenditures, on valuation and on 

depreciation for wear and tear or depletion must be applied. Para. 4(3) permits 

taxpayers who are not legally required to keep proper accounting records and 

who actually do not do this, to determine profits on a cash basis. In addition, 

a special method of determination of profits on an average basis can be applied 

to income from agriculture and forestry according to para. 13a EStG, but only 

', if there is not a legal requirement for bookkeeping, and the taxpayer has not 
•• I 

chosen one of the two methods mentioned above for determining his profits. 

Para. 5 EStG gives a supplementary rule for business entrepreneurs who are legally 

required to keep proper accounting records and to draw up a balance sheet 

regularly or who actually do this. They must apply the method of net worth 

comparison as abovementioned in the following manner. The business's net worth is 

computed according to the accounting and valuation principles set out in the 

Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch} for purposes of the commercial balance sheet, 

except however in as far as these principles conflict with a mandatory rule of 

tax law. 
I ' " 

I 

J 
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The nat worth compari1on method has the result that business profits or losses 

occur from any change in assets and liabilities, or in their valuation. Gains 

or losses from the sale or other disposal of business assets are part of 

business income and taxed at normal rates, although under certain circumstances 

, as discussed under C, de ferra 1 of tax mny be pt' rmi t ted. It appears from the 

abovementioned facts that it is important to know which property of an entreprernur 

is to be included in his business, the moreso since a'general capital gains tax 

does not exist in Germany. For those corporations, which are required by the 

Commercia 1 Cndt" to ke~p propPr .1rC'oun ti np; reroro s (e-. g. companies) this problem 

does not arise. Para. 8(2) of the KStG states that all income of such 

corporations is deemed to originate only from business enterprise. 

·...........: For other entities and for individuals, case law has developed three kinds of 

property; namely, property which is mandatorily deemed to be business property, 

property which is mandatorily deemed to be private pr.operty, and property of a 

kind in between, wher~ it is up to the discretion of the t~xpayer whether the 

property is considered as private, or business property. 

Although there is no general capital gains tax in Germanyr there are a few cases 

where gains on the disposal of private property are taxedr namely when they 

arise from disposition of a substantial interest, i.e. a participation of 25~ 

or more in a company's share capital or when they are considered as speculative 

income, e.g., where securities are disposed of within six month; after their 

acquisition; and where real property is disposed of within two years ~ its 

acquisition. 
·,, 

-~---.. --~ 

·t .. , 
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DEPRECIATION OF BUSINESS ASSETS 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1. General outline 

Paras. 6 and 7 of the EStG are the legal bnRe r,f fiRcRl depreciatinn. According 

to para. 6, fixed business assets which decrease in value through .ar and tear 

must be valued at cost of acquisition or manufacture, minus accumulated 

depreciation in accordance with para. 7. However, they may be valuP~ tt their 

l~w~r ~oing eoncern value (Teilwert). Going concern value is defined as that 

amount of the total purchase price which a buyer of the entire business would 

·allocate to the individual asset on the assumption that he would co~tinue the 

C:> business. 

Depreciation may be claimed by the person bearing the burden of capital 

expenditure for the asset in question. Thns the beneficial owner of property 

may claim depreciation if the legal owner io another person. 

Para. 7(1) providea that fixed business assets which are held for ~ ,me

producing purposes and whose useful life according to experience exceeds one 
"" year must be depreciated in equal annual installments on the basis of acquisition 

or production cost and of expected useful life. Although the heading of para. 7 

only refera to a decrease in value through wear and tear and through depletion 

(Abaet%ung fur Abnutzung oder Substanzverringerung), a decrease in value 

resulting from economic reasons is deemed to be included. 
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2. Depreciable assets 

Specifically Mentioned as non-depreciable assets are land, participations, 

goodwill and current assets (para. 6(2)). These assets may only be valued &t 

their cost of acquisition or production, or at lower going concern value 

(see for exceptions to this rule under parts C and F below). 

Depreciable assets include: 

immovable property, including ·a dwelling house which constitut~a business 

asset, but not the land on which it is erected; in caset)where bu.ildings 

constitute "current assets" of an irmnovable property trading company, no 

depreciation is permitted; 

- changes and improvements to immovable property; these are depreciated 

according to the rules as apply to the immovable property of which they are 

components1 e.g. elevators, heating and air-conditioning installations; if 

they serve a purpose different from that of the building as a whole1 e.g. 

special business installation, machinery and equipment attached to the grouad, 

they are depreciated as movable property; 

-movable property, like machinery an4 equ~pment.including ships. 

- intangible property such as: ,_ 
patents, unprotected inventions, secret processes oK formulae, trade marks, 

copy-right~, concessions, leases, etc., if acquired for a consideration 

and for a limited period of time; goodwill, although 

basically not depreciable, may be depreciated if acquired for a consideration 

J?.Y taxpayers exercising a profession like doctors·, lawyers, etc.; ••••al'ea 

I-:ta~;;-ible property is de>emed to be immovable ; this is primarily important in 

a:.swe>rin~ the question of which method of depreciation must be applied. 

~.':ovable assets of a value up to rn 800 each, not being part of a homogeneoua 

unit; may be amortized in the year of acquisition. 

Intangible assets may be included on the assets side of the balance sheet only 

where they have been acquired for consideration from a third party. Intansible 

assets which have been produced by the taxpayer himself may not be shown in the 

balance sheet the relevant costs are to be deducted immediatel7 aa operating 

expenditure. 
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3. Depreciable basis 

Generally the basis for depreciation is equal to the actual acquisition or produc

tion coat. Cost includes non-creditable VAT irrecoverable tax invoiced b.y suppliers, 

such as the investment tax which was levied as an anti-inflationary stability measure 

on tangible depreciable business assets which were ordered in the ~qriod,from 

9 M~ 1973 to 30 November 1973 or whose production began in that p iod ; and, in 

principle, all expenses directly related to the acquisition of the purchased assets, 

like import duties, freight cost, etc. 

A residual value is not taken into account, unless it can be expected to be conside

rable, which is generally only the case for ships. Any subsidies derived from private 

or public sources may, at the choice of the entrepreneur be deducted from the acqui

sition or production cost, or be treated as business income, in which case the 

depreciable basis is not decreased. Investment allowances as granted under the 

Berlin Aid Law and the Investment Premium Law do not decrease the depreciable basis 

of a qualifying asset (see also part E bel.c-.,). 
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The depreciation period starts at the moment that the acquisition or production is 

fulfilled, which m~ differ from the moment that the asset is put into use ; mostly, 

however, these moments coincide. In the case of depreciable movable fixed assets 

purchased or produced in the first half of the financial year, the amount of depre

ciation applicable to the whole financial year may be deducte~ ; in the case of such 

asseta purchased or produced. in the second half of the financial year, half of the 

amount of depreciation applicable to the whole financial year may be deducted. This 

rule is intended to simplify procedures.· 
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5• . Normal depreciation 

5.1. Methode of depreciation ; rates · 

The straight line method is permitted for all fixed business assets, and is 

mandator,y for immovables. The rates of depreciation for buildings are set out 

in EStG, para. 7• The rate on a building completed after 31 Decer~er 1924 is 

2 percent par annum J for buildings completed before 1 January 1>~5, it is 

2.5 percent par annum. Where the actual life of a building completed after 

31 December 1924 can be shown to be less than 50 years, and of a ·uui lding 

completed before 1 January 1925.to be leas than 40 years, rates~ be based 

on the actual life time of ·the building. 

An exception to the rule that immovables may only be dep~eciated according to 

the straight-line method is laid down in para. 7(5) EStG. At the discretion 

of the person who incurred the cost and risk of construction (Bauherr) of a 

building completed in the period from 1 J~uary 1965 to 31 August 1977 and for 

which the construction permit was appliet~. ~or before May 9, 1973, declining 

balance depreciation is permitted according to the following rate ,f the 

original cost of the building : 

year of completion and following 11 years 

following 20 years 

following 18 years 

3,5% 

2 % 
1 % 

The same still applies for buildings completed after December 31, 1964 if more 

than 66,2/3% of them is devoted to dwelling purposes for which government allo

wances under certain laws to encourage the erection of dwelling-houses have been 

granted. For buildings constructed after 31 August 1977, whoever incurred the 

cost and risk of construction m~ claim depreciation according to the declining 

balance method. In such cases, therefore, it is immaterial when the construction 

permit was applied for and what purpose the buildings serve. In the case of 

buildings completed after 31 December 1978, declining balance depreciation is 

permitted not only for whoever incurred the cost ru:d risk of construction, but 

also for the purchaser. In the event of purchase, however, it .. is stipulated that 

the building must have been purchased by the end of the year of completion ru1d 

that the builder should not have claimed declining-balance depreciation increased 

depreciation or special depreciation in respect of the building sold. 

These provj.atona·· apply mutatis mutandis to parts of buildings which are independent 

immovable assets, to flats and to those parts of premises whose ownership is shared. 
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Intangible assets are neither immovable nor movable assets. To the extent that they 

are subject to depreciation, they are written off at constant rates over the period 

of the rights attaching to them. Copyright for films and 3imilar rapidly depreciating

assets m~ be written off over a shorter period (patent• for example may generally 

be written off over eight years). 
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For movable• the entr•prenaur may choo•• batwaan tha atraiaht lin• and the 

declining balance method. A change over from declinin$ balance to straight 

line is permitted, but the reverse is not allowed. 

The rateR for movables are set out in official recommended tables, published 

by the Federal Ministry of Finance. A general table applies t' 11 business 

enterprises, whiJ.e other tables (over 90) are classified by branch of industry 

and commerce. Deviations from those tables may be allowed in individual cases, 

if reasonable. 

Declining balanr.e depreciation must take place according to a fixed rate applied 

to the declining book value of the·asset at year end; in the case of as.•ta 

p~ch~sed or produced up to 31 August 1977, the rate of depreciation m~ not be 

more than twice the percentage applied under the straight line methoi and may not 

exceed 30%; in the case of assets purohesed or produced after 31 August 1977, the 

rate of depreoiati on may not be more th.:i:~ 'two-and-a-half times the percentage 

applied under the straight line method and may not exceed 23%. 

·Variations of.the declining balance method are allowed if the 

maximum percentages as mentioned above are not exceeded in the first year and 

in total, not in the first three years. 

Depreciation on a production basis is allowed for movable fixed assets where 

economically justified. 

Mines, quz~ies and other natural resources subject to exhaustion may be 

depreciated under the straight line method or according to the actual, 

proportional depletion of_the asset. The depletion method is not permitted for 

natural resources discovered on the taxpayer's own property; in this case 

valuation at lower going concern value can take place. 
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5.2. Normal depreciation at increased rates 

The rates of normal depreciation may be increased in case of unusual technical 

and economic obsolescence, unless the declining balance method is applied. 

Susiness assets used during two work-shifts may be depreciated at the 

normal str~ight line rate increased by 25%; if used during three work-shifts 

the rate i11crease may be 50%. If the declining balance method is applied, the 

use in mor~ than one work-shift may also be taken into account, but the maximum 

annual rat~ of 25% (see para •. 5.1. above) may not be exceeded. 

t 
i . 
~ 

' 
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5.3. Compulsory character of depreciation 

As laid down in the EStG, para. 7, normal depreciation must be taken into 

account, even in years in which a'loss is incurred. If in a certain year 

depreciation is purposively not carried out, there is no possibility to 

recover it in a later year. 

/ 
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5.4. Relationship between Commercial Depreciation and Depreciation for Tax Purposes 

Normal and special depreciation deductions must be reflected in the commercial 

accounts (balance sheet) and any excess so recorded over the amount allowable 

for tax purposes is included in taxable income. 

Basically· the useful life of an asset must be the same for commercial and for 

tax purp<;•ses •. If depreciation in the commercial balance sheet is taken 

accordin$ to the straight-line method, this system must also be used for tax 

purposes. 

For buil~lings, there is no connection between depreciation in the commercial 
'. tne 

accounts and depreciation for tax purposes, neither in case of the straight
the 

line method, nor in1case of the declining balance aaethod, since the rates of 

deprecia~ion for tax purposes are obligatory. 

Only if ~he actual lifetime of the building is le·sa than 40 or 50 years, and 

the rate• are based thereon (see para. S.l., above), must this ·be reflected 

in the commercial account. 
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Special additional depreciation is allowed for certain types of assets, and 

for assets located in certain areas. For assets acquired or produced after 

31 December, 1974, additional depreciation may not result in creation 

or increase of a loss. If for these assets additional depreciation can be 

claimed on the basis of more than one provision in the law, only one of these 

provisions can apply. 

The relevant provisions can be summarized as follows: 

- Taxpayers who derive income from agriculture and forestry and who keep 

proper accounting records: in afirition to the straight-line depreciation, 

an additional depreciation is alluwed on assets acquired or produced before 

the end of the financial year 1976/1977. The additional a· :eciation may 

amount to up to 50% of the cost price of movable ass~ts and up to 30% the 

cost of immovables as 'enumerated in a list added to the EStG; this 

depreciation is to be taken in the year of acquisition and the two follo~ng 

years. 

If, however, a subsidy has been granted, 50% of the subsidy, divided over 

the first three years, may be deducted above the straight-line depreciation 

in lieu of the additional depreciation allowance. 

- If no books are kept, or if profits are computed on an average basis, the 

rates of additional depreciation are 25% of cost for movables, and 15% of 

cost for immovables (with a maximum of OM 2000for taxpayers whose profits 

are computed on an average basis), and only 25% of any subsidy is 

deductible. 

- The cost of dwelling-houses for employees in agriculture or forestry 
l 

erected at the latest in the financial year 1976/1977 may be depreciated 

at the rate of 100% in the year of erection, or with 33
1
/3% in each of th~ 

first three years. 
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b. ~g~i~~~~S-!2!-Sh!-2!~!~2Si2U-2l.!l!-~D2-!!S!!-~2ll~Sig~i 
~2i~~-!~!!~~~~!-~S~i2~~~~-~~-£!!S!!9-~!!!n!!!-!S~!E!~n!-!£~!!!S-2!-R!2~~E!~ 
before 1 January 1981: 
--~------~-----~~~-----

Instead of normal depreciation, up to 60% of cost may be depreciated in the 

first year, while up to 10% may be depreci.ated in each of the followina yeaTs • 

c. Obsolete 

d. ~!~-~!t£b~~!-!bi£!~~~~~~!!!_!i!h!~B-E2!!!_!~2-1n!~!E!Ei£D!l-S!!~!E2!! . 
!ir~t~f~_rs~~~~~!~~-in-~h~-f~g!!il-~~eY2li£_Qf_g~!m!D~-!DS-!SSYli!S-2!I2!! 

f Jiil\Ula.~-'1;,:_8;1 .• : under certain conditions, 40% of cost may be deducted, to 

be divided over the year of acquisition and the following fou~ years in 

addition to normal straight-line depreciation. The residual value must be 

depreciated according to the straight-line method. 

In addition to the straight-line depreciation, additional depreciation ia 

allowed amounting to up to 50% of cost of movables and up to 30% of coat 

of immovables within the first five years after acquisition. 

In c..ddition to the straight-line depreciation. up to 50 percent of cost of 

movables, and up to 30 percent of cost of immovables may be deducted within 

the first five years after acquisition. 

! 

I 



A special depreciation instead of the normal one of up to ~ annually in the 

year of completion or acquisition and the next seven years (for dwelling houses 

in West Berlin up to la{o annually in the first two years and 3% S""l'lually in the 

next ten years). For the remaining 6C1/o a -straight-line depreciati _.J. of 2.5% 

annually applies. For one-family dwellings and apartments in absolute ownership 

the above provision does not apply to that part of the constructi~u cost which 

exceeds 111 150 000 (for two-family dwellings : IM 200 000). 

165. 

In the case of buildings in West Berlin which were constructed under preferentiel 

tax arrangemenis or on a privately financed basis and which are need to an extent 

of more than Bo% for residential purposes for at least three years following 

completion, the taxpayer may, instead of the depreciation method referred to 

above, depreciate up to 50% of the cost cf construction in the year of completion 

and in the following two years. This met~~o of depreciation may also be used in 

certain cases of acquisition. 
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Instead of normal or other special depreciation up to ICY% annually in the 

year of construction and the following nine years. 
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TAXATIO~ OF CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES 

1. Non-realized gains or losses 

Basically annual profits are computed as the difference between the business~ 

net worth at the end of a financial year and the net worth at the end of the 

previous one. Depreciable assets must be valued at cost of acqulsition or 

production, minus accumulated depreciation, non-depreciable assets at cost of 

acquisition or production. If, however, the going concern value1 "Teilwert'', 

(see part B, para. 1, above) of an asset, whether depreciable or not, is lower 

than the above amounts, this value may be taken as a basis. This has the 

result that non-realised losses may be taken into account immediately, while 

non-realised gains are left out of accJ•lnt until realiSation. 

A revaluation of depreciable assets is not allowed, since these sets may 

never be valued above the value they had in the balance sheet of the previous 

year. Non-depreciable assets however may be revalued from going-concern value 

up to their cost of acquisition or production. This revaluation establishes a 

taxable profit, since actually it is not a question of realization of a gain, 

but _only the recovery of a non-realised loss. ,, ,... , -

Revaluation is only permitted where the going concern value has risen again to 

a level above the lost balance sheet valuation. The cost of acquisition or pro

duction is only the upper limit for the revaluation beyond which a revaluation 

is not permitted even if the going concern value has risen above the original 

cost of acquisition or production. 
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2. Realised gains or losses 

A gain or loss is realised and thus taxable or deductible, as the case may be, 

as soon as an asset is disposed of by way of alienation, exchange, loss or 

destruction, or by way of a contribution in kind to the capital of a 

company, etc. (see, however, paras. Sand 6, below). 

Deferral of tax on certain capital gains is possible in two cases: 

- According to para. lS of the Individual Income Tax Regulatiqns (Einkommen-
&. 

steuerrichtlinien, hereinafter referred to as EStR), where ~nvoluntarily 

realised capital gains result from an act beyond the taxpayer's control, e.g. 

fire, expropriation, the tax liability on the capital gain may be def·erred 

if replacement assets are acquired within the same financial year. If the 

new asset is not acquired within the year the capital gain was realised 

a tax-free reserve may be created during a maximum period of one year in 

case of movable assets, and two years in case of real estate or buildings. 

These statutory periods may be extended under certain circumstances. 

- According to para. 6b of the EStG, where voluntary disposals of qualifying 

fixed assets result in capital gains, tax liability ·may be deferred if 

replacement assets are acquired within the same financial year. Otherwise, 

a tax-free reserve may be created during a maximum period of two years, or 

four years in case of buildings and ships whose construction has begun 

within the two-year period. Qualifyin·g assets for ~he purpose of this relief 

are: real estat'e, buildings, depreciable movable assets with a useful 1 ife 

of at least 25 years, ships, stocks or shares of corporate entities (not 

,being cir~ulating capital for the owner), and certain fixed assets of 

aaricultural and forestry enterprises. A six~year holding period prior to 

sale is required for the application of the relief, except for live-stock 

of an agricultural. enterprise and, since the introduction of the Tax 

Conv~rsion Law (see infra), certain transfers of minority shareboldings. 
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Qualifying replacement aaeets include: all depreciable movable assets; real 

estate to the extent that the gains arose on the sale of real estate; buildings 

to the extent that the gain arose on the sale of real estate, buildings or 

participations in corporate entities; and investments in shares of corporate 

entities, to the extent that the gain arose on the sale of a s 'lar investment 

and the Federal or State Ministry concerned certifies that the new investments 

deserV-e governmental support. 

In both cases of deferral of tax, the amount of the gains or ~he replacement 

reserve created must be deducted from the cost of the replacement asset, and 

future depreciation and the computation of capital gains or losses concerning 

the replacement asset are based on its cost of acquisition minus the amount 

of the untaxed gain. 
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3. Computation of taxable aains and losses 

In computing the taxable capital gain or loss no distinction is mad.e between 

depreciable and non-depreciable assets. 

The amount o,f the gain or loss is equal to the difference between con~ideration 

• d d b k 1 h · f d" 1 I the f 1 · f rece1ve an oo va ue at t e t1me o 1sposa • n1case o a reva uat1on o 

assets to a going concern value ("Teilwert", see part B, para. 1, above) 

which is lower tha~ book value, the capital loss is equal to the difference 

between going concern value and prior book value. 

All gains are taxed at normal corporate or individual income tax rates, and 

capital losses are deductible in computing taxable business profits. 
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4. Relief on disposal of a business by an individual 

In the case of disposal of an individual's business or part of it, any capital 

gain is taxed at a reduced rate, namely at half the average rate applicable to 

total taxable income (para.. 34 :H5tG). In addition, the first DM 30 000 DM of 

any gains realized on the disposal of the entire business, or a proportionate part 

of TIM 30 000 in case of a part di~posal of the business, is who 1 exempt from 

tax, if the total gain does not exceed DM 100 000 (or a proportionate part of 

:m 100 000 in case of a part disposal). If the total gain exceed.P 1lM 100.000 (or 

a proportionate part thereof in case of a part disposal), the exb~ption is reduced 

by the amount by which the total gain exceeds IH 100 000 (or a proportionate part 

thereof), so that no relief is available if the gain realized on disposal of the

entire business amounts to DM 130 000 or more, or a corresponding amount in case 

of a part disposal. 

The above amounts of J1JI 30 000 and DM JOO~ 000 are doubled to rn 60 000 and 

200 000 respectively if the taxpayer has reached the age of 55 o~ over, or is 

pe'rmanently disabled at the time of disposal. 

In the case of disposal of an entire agricultural or ferestry business, or on 

disposal of part of the land belonging to such a business, the taxpayer m~y, 

subject to certain circumstances, only be taxable on that part of the gain 

which exceeds DM 60 000, prbvided the disposal has taken place prior to 

1 January 1977 • 
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5-. Maraera 

Because of the introduction of the new corp~~te income tax system (see the 

preliminary rema,rks)
1 

the Tax Conversion Law .. /f969 had to be changed. Only the 

provisions of the 1977 law will be de·alt with in the survey below. 

As mentioned earlier, each capital gairl on disposal of business assets is, 

in principle, taxable with the exception of the cases mentioned in para. 2• 

abo~e, where tax deferral is granted. The Tax Conversion Law however also 

grants favourable tax treatment in~e of: a merger or conversion of a 

German resident company by a transfer of its net assets to a resident 

partnership or sole proprietorship; a merger or conversion of a German 

resident company into another; and, thirdly, a transfer of a business, an 

independent division thereof, a partner's share in a partnership, or a 100% 

participation in a German resident.company to another German resident company, 

in exchange for shares in the latter. 

The consequences of such a merger or conversion can be summarized as follows: 

~· If net assets of a company are transferred to a partnership or sole 

proprietorship by way of universal succession (rather than on an individual 

basis, to which the general provisions concerning disposal of assets apply, 

see para. 3~ above), the Tax Conversion Law provides that the tran~eror 

company's "hidden reserves" are released, but that they are not subjected 

to corporate income tax. The capital gains resulting from releasing the 

"hidden reserves" are fully subject to individual income tax for the partners 

of the transferee partnership or for the owner of the sole proprietorship. 

Also, as a consequence of the new corporate income tax system regarding 

distributed profits, part of the value transferred from the company to the 

new owners will be treated as a profit distribution/which implies that the 

new owners wi~l be subject to income tax for the ·amount of such distribution 

increased by the underlying corporate income tax attributable to the 

distribution, the underlying corporate income tax then being credited against 

the income tax due. If the creditable corporate income tax exceeds the incom~ 

tax due by the tranferees, such excess is refurtded. If, on the other hand, the 

income tax due exceeds the creditable corporate income tax, payment of such 

excess may be deferred for a maximum period of 10 years. 
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b. If the net assets of a company are tranferred by way of universal 

succession to another company, the "hidden reserves" are not r~leased, 

subject to the conditiqn that the transferee company takes over the 

assets and liabilities at their book values as recorded by the transferor 

either in exchange for shares in the transferee company, nr without any 

consideration; no corporate income tax is levied, and no __ ,derlying 

corporate income tax attributabl~o the deemed distribution in the 

tra~sfer can be credited. Only in~se of subsequent dist~i~utions 
. $1-1 .o~i·.·!.ZloaM ta: on .. f.tWW!buted profi.ts be levied, which in 

turn will be creditable against the shareholder's personal income tax. 

c. If an enterprise, an independent division thereat, a partner's share in a 

partnership or a 100% participation in a German resident company is 

transferred to another German re~i1ent company, in exchange for shares 

in the latter, the transferee comr~ay may carry on the bookva~ues of the 

transferor, and no tax is due - ·either at transferor 

level'. 

o~ t t~ansferee· 
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6. T~ansfe~ of aeaetl to developing and other countries 

A tax deferral, or even exemption from ta~ is granted under the Developing 

Countries Tax Law for capital gains on depreciable assets realized through 

the transfer of these assets to for~ign enterprises in a developing country 

as a contribution in kind in order to acquire a qualified investment (see 

part D, para. 5, below). If deprecia~le assets are transferred to a company, 

the book value of the transferred assets may constitute the book value of the 

participation. If depreciable assets are transferred to a partnership, or to 

a permanent establishment, th~ capital gain realized is totally exempt from 

tax if the assets remain within the foreign business-enterprise for at least 
three years after their transfer. 

Under the same law, a tax deferral is granted4 if
1
due to the circumstances in 

the~ developins country, the legal form of an enterprise has to be changed. 

Furthermore~f,lhe to circumstances in the developing country, the foreign 

investment has to be disposed of, tax is deferred according to the provisions 

of para. 6 b of the. EStG~ as mentioned earlier (see para. 2, above), with 

the exception that only movable depreciable assets qualify as replacement 

assets. 

OthPr r~ief provi~ions are contained in the Foreign Investment Law. This la~ 

permits the setting up Jf a reserve equal to the. amount of gain 

normally realized- through the transfer of depreciable assets to qualifying 

foreign enterprises. The- amount of the reserve must be added back and 

included in taxable income at a minimum of 20% per annum over a period of 

five years beginning in the fifth year ~allowing the year in which it was 

created. Qualifying foreign enterprises are enterprises engaged in: the 

production and sale of merchandise, the extraction of natural resources, 

cmmnerc:ial services, excluding, however, leasing and granting of patent

rights, know-how, etc. 

If the taxpayer has applied the exemption or deferral of tax as granted under 

the Developing Countries Tax Law/no reserve maY. be_set 1up under the present 

law. The Foreign Investment Law sraftt:a. also p"ermits rta'"x deferral with _, 
respect to capital gains realized on 'disposal of shares, under the 

condition of para. 6 b EStG as mentioned in para. 2 above, if the gains are 

reinvested •in shares of a foreign company. 
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RESERVES 
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Apart from the r~placement reserves considered in part C, para. 2, above, the 

following reserves and provisions are allowed for tax purposes: 

( i) A reserve for price increases according to para. 74 of ~ ~ eft»V. 
This reserve is limited to the amount by which the replacement cost of 

fungible goods which are part of the stock-in-trade has ~u~reased by more 

than 10% in the course of a financial year; the reserve must be added 

back to taxable income not later than the sixth year following the end 

of the financial year of creation; 

( ii) A valuation reserve according to para. 80 of the ~ e~t1JV, 
This valuation reserve represents, in fac~ a 20% deduction from the cost 

of acquisition or lower replace~c~t value at date of balance sheet of 

certain listed imported tangible goods~hich are part of ' stock-in

trade and which are subject to wide price fluctuations on the world 

market; the amount of the reserve fluctuates as qualifying goods are 

sotd and purchased; 

(iii) A reserve for certain investments in developing countries. 

Under the Developing C·mntries Tax Law, a tax-free reserve may be created 

for certain investments in developing countries. In the case of invest

ments in the least-developed countries (chiefly African countries), this 

reserve is 100% of the investment. In the case of investments in other 

developing countries (e.g. Argentina, Egypt, Brazil, Greece, India, 

Israel, Mexico, Portugal, Spain, Turkey, Venezuela), the reserve is nor

mally 4o% ; it is 6(Y/v for investments in the raw materials and energy 

sectors. 

No reserves may be created in respect of investment in firms engaged in the 

production or sale of weapons, tourism or the leasing of tangible and intan

gible assets. Nor may reserves be formed which would create or increase a 

loss. The reserve must be written back to profits at the latest from the 

sixth year of being formed. This must normally be done over six years ; the 

relevant period is extended to twelve years in the case of investments in 

the least-developed col.mtries , .. in the case of investments which are parti

cularly suited to reducing unemployment in the developing countries and in 

the case of investments in the raw· materials and energy sectors. 
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(iv) Re•erve for losses of foreign su!t.!fiarie.s. 

Under the Foreign Investment LawJt96~a reserve may ~e created in resp~ct 

of loaaes incurred by a foreign subsidiary, provided the German parent. 

company owns at.least 50% of the share capital of the foreign subsidiary, 

or at least 25%~ if the subsidiary is located in a developing country. The 

reserve must be added back to income within five years; the amount of the 

reaerve is limited to the value of the relevant investment for tax purposes 

in the parent company's tax balance sheet. 

( v) Provisions for liabilities, including pensions. 

According to the commercial law principles governing proper book-keeping, which 

are also binding for taxation, provisions have to be set up for indeterminate 

liabilities, for impending losses from transactions in course of settlement and 

for guarantees given without legal obligation. It is permissible but not compul

sory for provisions to be set up for pension commitments. Provisions~ not in 

principle be set up for future expenditure which is not based on a legal obliga

tion towards a third party. An exception is allowed for expenditure omitted 

during the financial year in respect of maintenance and waste disposal, provided 

that the maintenance or waste disposal is made good within three months of the 

balance sheet date. 
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In December 1974, important changes were made in the rules which regulate 

pension reserves and their tax treaement. Under both the old and the qew 

rules, a taxpayer may set up a reserve for future pensions (under Section 

6(a) EStG) if he has entered into a -firm obligation to pay old age pensions. 

Under the old rules, the reserve could only reduce the taxable profit in 

any one year to the extent to which a charge would fall on lt year if the 

future pension obligations, as actuarially computed, were spread in equal 

instalments over the period from the date the pension promises were given 

to the time the benefits became due under the agreement. Th~ r.ew rules have 

introduced non-forfeiture provisions which come into effect where the 

employee in question is 35 years of agP. and either (a) the pension plan has 

been in existence for ten years or (b) the pension promise has been in 

existence for at least twelve years. The non-forfeiture provisions mean th~t 

adequate provisions under the old rules could not have been created where 

an employee with non~forfeiture ri,~htn terminated his employment prematurely. 

The new rules therefore permit the reserve to be spread from ~he date on 

which the emp·loyment relationship commenced, rather than the ~ate on which 

the pension promise was given, provided that the employee has reached the 

age of 30. Service prior to the age of 30 is therefore amortized over the 

period from the age of 30 to the expected retirement. Increases in future 

pension benefits resulting from salary increases or plan amendments may be 

provided for in full in the year in which they occur to the extent that they 

have been "earned" from the age of 30 or later entry in the plan to the 

date in question. Reserves for pensions or future pensions need not be 

invested outside the business to qualify for taxation relief. As a result 

of the recent changes, however, insolvency insurance has been introduced 

to provide protection for business pension benefits against the risk of a 

deterioration in the financial position of the employer;- the latter is 

obliged to contribute the necessary premiums. 
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The Federal Government has autirity (EStG art. 51(1) 2(s) to grant a temporary 

investment credit of 7e~d in times of recession. The Federal Government has so 

far not used this authority. 

2. Investment premiums for investment in West Berlin 

Under the Berlin Aid Law, a tax-free investment premium may be granted for the 

purchase or production of new depreciable fixed assets for permanent establish

ments in Berlin. The premium amounts to 10% of the cost of acquisition or pro

duction for depreciable movable assets ; it is 2~ if tae depreciable movable 

assets are used : 

(a) in a manufacturing establishment, with the exception of tee building industry, 

of the production or data-processing type, or 

(b) in an energy sector establishment for the 'production of energy or heat or 

for data-processing, 

or 

(c) in an establishment providing data-processing servies to non-local markets. 

In the case of depreciable movable assets used for research and development pur

poses, the investment premium amounts to 40% of the cost of acquisition or pro

duction not exceeding DM 500 000 and to 30% for any additional amount. In the 

case of buildings used for production and of certain work modernization of buil

dings in the hotel and catering trade, the premium amounts to 1~ of the construc

tion costs ; in the case of buildings used for research and development, it amounts 

to 207:. .• The investment premium can be claimed for payments on account ot for par

tial construction costs. Investment premiums are not available for assets costing nc 

more than DM 800 to purchase or produce ; the same generally applies to motor cars. 

The investment premium is only granted for depreciable movable assets if they 

remain for at least three years (ships eight years) after purchase or production 

with '•Test Berlin business establishmen"!;. In the case of immovable fixed assets, it 

is stipulated that they must be erected in West Berlin and must be used for at 

least three years in the investor's own establishmen,t eligible for purposes. 

Applica·tions for an investment premium must be made within nine months of the end 

of the relevant calendar year. The premium does not constitute taxable income and 
~ 

does not reduce the acquisition or production cost of the relevant assets for tax 

purposes. 

.;. 
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(a) for investment projects in the zonal border area and in other areas in need of 

assistance ; 

(b) for research and development investment projects ; 

~c) for certain investment projects in the energy-production and-a ~ribution sector. 
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Investment projects in the areas in need of assistance are only supported if they 

are connected with the setting up or extension of a business establishmentt in these 

areas or with the reorganisation 
1

or basic r«ationalization of a business establish-

ment in the zonal border area and if the project is particularly worthy of assista.nc·e 

- from the angle of the national economy. In the case of the reorganization or basic 

rationalization of a business establishment in the zonal border area, an investment 

premium cannot be claimed if the investment is in replacement assets or is undertaken 

by a firm whose profit and assets position is constantly highly favourable. 

Areas in need of assistance are : 

1. the zonal border area, an appro:.c.imately 40 lan wide strip of terri tory along the 

border with the German Democratic Republic and Czechoslavakia ; 

2. the Saar coalrnining area ; 

.3. areas whose economic strength is well below or threatens to fall well belolv th e 
Federal average or in which industries typical of their economy are so threatened 

with structural change that these areas have suffered or are likely to suffer· 

harmful effects. 

Assistance is granted for depreciable movable and immovable fixed assets which remain 

or are used in the investor's business establishment for at least three years after ~ 

purchase or production. 

In the case of projects in the zonal border area, the premium is 107; of the cost 

of acquisition or productio~ ; in the case of projects in the other areas in need of 

assistance, it is 8,75 %. 
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Concerning point (b) 

The investment premium for research and development investment projects is granted 

for the acquisition or production of movable and immovable fixed assets and to a 

limited extent (total annual aoquisi tion costs of up to m 500 ooo,? for the acqui

sition of intangible fixed assets. A condition in the case of movable and intangible 

assets is that, for at least three years following their acquisi t' '1 or production, 

they should be used in the investor's business establishment exclusively for 

research o~ development purposes. In the case of buildings the investment premium 

is granted in f'ull provided that for at least three years followit.g ',heir completion 

more than two thirds are used for research or development p~rposes in the investor's 

business establishments ; half of the investment premium is granted where between 

one third and two thirds of the buildings are used for research or development. 

The investment premium for research and development investment projects amounts to 

20% of the cost of acquisition or production, where this does not exceed ll~! 500 000 

and to ~.~ of costs beyond this amount. 

Concerning point (c) 

The investment premium for certain investment projects in the energy production and 

distribution sector is granted where the projects are connected with the construc·tion 

or extension of specified energy production and distribution installations and are 

particularly suited to energy saving ; it is also granted for the extension of 

district heating systems and for the acquisition or production of solar energy, 

Hind energy and heat recovery pla..'1t. The assets in question must remain in the '"*••t 
investor's business establishment for at least three years following acquisition or 

production. 'll}).e investment premium is 7. '}fo of the investment expenditure. 

The granting of each of these three types of investment premium is also condi·tional, 

in the case of movable assets, upon them having been purchased in an unused state 

or having been produced from unused parts and upon the cost of acquisition or pro

duction exceeding DM Boo. Each of the investment premiums mentioned can be claimed 

for purchase payments on account or for partial construction costs. 

Applications for an investment premium must be submitted within nine months of 

the end of the calendar year in question. '.flhe investment premium for investment pro

jects in the energy sector may be claimed in addition to another investment premium. 
one 

In other cases, however, only~nvestment premium may be granted. The premiums neither 

constitute taxable income nor reduce the acquisition or production costs of the 

relevant assets for tax purposes. 

.;. 
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4einveltment subsidies in certain areas 

Investment subsidies of from 5 to l~b may also be granted under the Regulations gover

ning the application of Federal budget funds to the district incentives program of 

the Federal Government, applicable as of 1 August 1969, and under the basic plaJ:l for 

the improvement of area economic structures for the period 1972-1975. 
They are intended to. encourage investments in the development areas bordering East 

Germany and in other development areas. 

·I. 
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J. State arant1 

State governments, such as North-Rhine-Westphalia, provide investment grants or 

contributions towards interest costs on economically favorable investments 

(e.g., in former coal mining areas). The grants, which range from 10% to 25i., 

are contingent on the creation of a reasonable amount of addition employment 

and premiums received reduce the grants which may be claimed under this heading. 

The grants differ from premiums in that they have either to be treB~@d as income 

or as a reduction in the cost of the investment. 

6. General incentives in favour of Wes~Berlin 

Apart from the incentive fqr certain investments in West.Berlin, considered in 

para. ~ above, there are two other incentives to further the economic 

development of West~Berlin, viz.: 

( i) tax credit for loan capital invested: 

resident taxpayers, but not banks, making loans to the Berliner Industrie

bank AG or to the Deutsche Industriebank (Berlin) for the purpose of 

investment in Berlin, may credit an amount equal to 12i. of the loan against 

corporate income tax payable. Loans made directly to a business in West~ 

Berlin (e.g., a subsidiary) may also benefit provided 

- they are immediately and directly invested in depreciable fixed assets 

in West~Berlin, and 

- both parties agree that one of the above mentioned investment banks is 

authorized to control the correct investment of the amount involv~d. 
3~ 

Qualifying loans must have been granted afterJDecember~ 1969 and run for 

a period of at least 8 years. The repayment of capital must not sta.rt before 

the end of the fourth year and the annual instalments should not exceed 20%. 

of the total loan. Financing of these loans by taking up credits is not 

allowed, but current liabilities are permitted for financing purposes. On 

loans made for the financing of dwellings in Wes~4Berlin, this investment 

credit is increased to 20%. These loans must run over a period of at least 

l~ears if no interest is charged, or 25 years if interest· is paid. 

A ~OOO~maximum per dwelling i.s imposed on interest-free loans in 

addition to other requirements. Interest-free loans made out of business 

funds may be set up in the lender~s balance sheet at their discounted 

amount taking an annual interest rate of not more than 5~%; 
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(ii) West •t'lin VArt preferences: 

West~Berlin enterprises are subject to ~in the same manner as those in 

West -Germany. However, in order to encourage trade in and with the city, 

West·.Berlin enterprises receive a preference on deliveries to and special 

services for a West German customer. The rate of the preference is based on 

the "value added" (Wertschopfung) by the Berlin enterprise two years prior 

to the year in which the delivery took place. The minimum rate is 4.5% but 

this is inc~eased to 5% if the value added in Berlin was more than .SO% and 

to 6% if the value added was more than 65%. Special definitions are given 

with regard to what is considered as the "value added" in Berlin. The 

preference is paid by permitting the West~Berlin enterprise.to deduct the 

appropriate amount from the tax payable by it. In addition to the preference 

received by the West-Berlin enterprise, a West-German cusrnmer is permitted 

to reduce his vA.'r payable by 4. 2% of the price (net of VAT) payable to 

.West~erlin enterprises. The credits are limited to goods actually 

manufactured in West~erlin. This ~eans that only substantial transformadons 

of a product's identity, and not merely insubstantial processing, handling 

or improvement, qualify. Processing leases of tangible assets and of films 

to West~German enterprises ·also qualify if bookkeeping and invoice 

requirements are met. 

7. Deductibility of certain losses incurred abroad 

Lastly, under the Foreign Investment Law, foreign losses derived from a 

permanent establishment in a tax treaty country may be deducted from German-
'""-souree income if under the treaty~d losses are disregarded in computing_ 

taxable income in the Federal Republic. The losses must be added back to income 

in later years if and to the extent that the foreign permanent establishment 

earns l•rofits. The add-back does not have to take place if there is no 

provision for loss carry-overs in the foreign country. It should be observed 

that the dedttctibility of foreign losses is also a~ail~ble in other countrie~, 

e. g., in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom;·,in both these countries the 

deductibility derives from the general income tax system rather than from express 

provisions in the law. 
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VALUATION OF STOCK-IN-TRADE 

····-----------------------
Stock-in-trade must be valued at cost of acquisition or production (including 

incidental costs such as import duties, insurance, freight etc., ~rat lower 

going concern value. Contrary to fixed assets, current assets, i. __ luding stock

in-trade, may produce a "valuation profit" due to subsequent revaluation in the 

balance sheet, though the new book value may never exceed origi~di cost. 

Normally actual cost is used, but fUilgible goods which in economic life ar.e 

determined according to size, number~ weight may be estimated by the 

weighted average cost method. Neither~. nor FIFO method is allowed, unless 

it is the taxpayer's actual practice. The val~ation methods mentioned are allowed 

for tax purposes only where these methods correspond to the actual ciraumstances 

of the taxable person's business. 

Reference is made to the reserve for priuA increases and the valuation reserve 

as described in part D, above. 
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SiT OFF OF LOSSES ................. 

Both the -individual and the corporate income tax are annual taxes on the total 

amount of· income from all seven sources mentioned in EStG(2) 1. Thus n·egativ~ 

income from a source must first of all be deducted from positive income from 

other sources obtained in the same year (Verlustausgleich). There are some 

exceptions to the aeneral rule; these cases are specifically mentioned in the 

EStG and aenerally only a deduction of negative income from positive income . 

from the same source is permitted in such cases. (e.g. income from speculation). 

However, a business loss may always be set off against positive income from 

other sources (with the exception of a loss from commercial breeding and keeping 

of animals, which may only be deducted from positive income from the same source, 

and of losses originating from the German Democratic Republic). 

The abovementioned rules do not apply to companies, since all their income is 
J 

deemed to be business-income (the income of foreign corporate income taxpayers, 

however is treated according to the so-c·alled "isolierende Betrachtungsweise", 

i.e., only the source of income is considered, not the nature of the taxpayer). 

If, after application of the abovementioned rules, total income results in a loss, 

this 1011 must first of all be set-off as special expenditure (Sond~rausgabe) 

up to a ceiling of bM 5 000 000 against the positive income of the'preceding 

year ("Verlustrucktrag", entered into force on 20 April 1976 and applicable 

to losses incurred in the assessment period 1975 and subsequent years). If the 

amount of the loss exceeds ·oM 5 000 000 or the positive income of the preceeding 

year, the remainder is carried forward during a period of 5 years but must be 

· eet-off at the first possible time ("Verlustvortrag" ). In the case of limited 

companies, loss carry-back is permitted only where income in the c~back year 

is hibher than the sum of the distributed profit and the corporation tax on it 

(Article 8(4) of the Corporation Tax Law). Normal depreciation is mandatory and 

m~ not be postponed in a loss year. 

SeeD, 6 and E, 7 for special treatment of-losses of a foreign subsidiarJ, or of 

a permanent establishment in a treaty country under the Foreign Investment Law 1969, 
part D, under (iv), and partE, para. 7, above. 
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Before the R~puhlic of Ireland became an independent state in 1922 British 

law (including tax law) applied in Ireland and the British Income Tax Act of 

1918, as amended through the annual Finance Acts, continued to apply to the 

independent Republic. 

As a matter of fac-t, 1through the Irish Finance Acts of 1923 and subsequent 

years Irish income tax law has gradually taken its own course so that there are 

now numerous differences in the field of' taxation between the two countries. 

However, many provisions as well as the basis principles of income taxation 

are still very similar, to such an extent ,that, e.g., the decisions of United 

Kingdom case law will usually be followed in Ireland, unless the provisions of 

Irish law differ from those of the Unit~d Kingdom. 

Thus, what is said in the Introduction to the Chapter on the United Kingdom 

concerning the basis distinction between irH~ome and capital gains is equally 

valid in Ireland. It will also be seen in the following parts of this Chapter 

that the Irish tax law still closely resembles that of the United Kingdom 

sometimes even in minute detail, and, in fact, new developments in the field of 

taxation which have taken place in the United Kingdom in recent years (such as 

the imputation system of taxation regarding distributed corporate profits and 

the capital gains tax) have been followed by Ireland. In relation to corporation 

tax certain major differences exist, however, such as the absence in Ireland of 

advance corporation tax. A sweeping reform of the capital gains tax system in the 

Irish Capital Gains Tax (Amendment) Act, 1978 introduced a unique combination of 
indexation and tapering rates. 

Another important feature in Irish tax law are the t·ax exemptions granted with 

respect to export profits and profits from qualifying trading activities in the 

Shannon Airport area. These will be discussed in part E, below. 

Companies are normally subject to the Corporation Tax, imposed at a rate of 45X, 

which has replaced the former dual system of income tax and corporation profits 

tax. A lower effective rate of 30r. applies to taxable capital gains realized 

by companies. 

... 
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Individuals are subject to a progressive income tax currently imposed at 

rates ranging from 2SX to 60X with respect to income from all sources. 

Capital gains realized by individuals are subject to capital gains tax at the 

basic rate of 30X. Where an asset <with certain exceptions, for example, land 

with development value) has been held for more than three years by resident 

persons (other than companies) gains on disposal of the asset or · after 

6 April, 1978, may be charged in accordance with a scale of rates related to 

the period of ownership. That scale reduces to NIL where the asset has been 

held for more than 21 years. In addition indexation provisions a~p~y to disposals 

by any person on or after 6 April, 1978. 

. . -
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B. 

1. General outline 

The provisions regarding depreciation allowances with respect to qualifying 

capital expenditure are laid down in sees. 241 through 304 of the Income Tax 

Act, 1967, a consolidating act incorporating all previous enactments regarding 

income taxation. The Income Tax Act, 1967 (hereinafter referred to as I.T.A. 

1967) is amended from time to time by the annual Finance Acts and other 

legislation. 

The various categories of capital expenditure'which are eligible for depreciation 

allowances under I.T.A. 1967 are as follows: 

( i) industrial buildings and structures; 

( ii) machinery and plant; 

(iii) patents; 

( iv) drPdging; 

( v) scientific research. 

In addition, the Finance Act, 1974 contains provisions regarding depreciation 

of capital expenditure on the construction of certain farm buildings and works 

and the Finance (Taxation of Profits of Certain Mines) Act, 1974 similar 

provisions regarding expenditure incurred with respect to mines. 

The allowable depreciation for tax ·purposes may be taken into account irrespectiv' 

of whether the same depreciation is taken in the commercial accounts of the 

trade. 

As the methods and rates of depreciation (both accelerated depreciation 

("initi:t1 allowances") and normal (annual) depre?ciation) vary between the 

Jifferent categories of assets, the following survey will be arranged according 

to the types of assets and major emphasis will be on the two main ~ategories 

viz-. industrial-buildings and machinery and plant. -1<,- _ ~'-~ ' 
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2~1. Main princir.~ 

Accelerated deprElciation ("industrial building allowance") and normal (annual) 

depreciation ("annual allowances") are available with respect tr ''capital 

expenditure" incurred on the "construction of a building or structure which is 

to be an industrial building or structure occupied for the purposes of a trade" 

carried on by the person who incurred the expenditure or by a lessee. The 

"industrial building allowance" is governed by I.T.A. 1967, sec. 254 et seq. 

and the "annual allowances"by I.T.A. 1967, sec. 263 et seq. 

As in the United Kingdom, depreciation under this heading is limited to 

"industrial buildings and· structures", as defined in the law, and also only 

capital expenditure incurred on the corstruction of such buildings qualifies 

for depreciation allowances. These two l~;.titations and their implications are 

further tonsiderPrl in paras. 2.3. and 2.4.2. 

It also follows from the above outline that the building must be used for the 

purpose of a trade and that, in principle, the person who incurred the 

expenditure may claim the allowances. 

As indicated in para. 2.1., above, the basis for depreciation of industrial 

buildings is the cost of construction, i.e. "capital expenditure incurred on 

the construction of a building". The law does not contain a comprehensive 

definition of "capital expenditure incurred on the construction". However, 

it is expressly provided by I.T.A. 1967, sec. 256 that the term does not 

include expenditure incurred on the acquisition of, or of rights in or over, 

any land; expenditure on the provision of machinery or plant; or any expenditure 

eligible for depreciation allowances for expenditure on scientific research or 

mining development. On the other hand,expenditure incurred on preparing, 

cutting, tunnelling or levelling land for the purpose of preparing the land 

as a site for the installation of machinery or plant, such expenditure will be 

treated as part of the cost of construction of an industrial building 

(I.T.A. 1967, sec .• 257). 
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Also, the term "c::~pital exp•~nditure" sh;t1l not include any expenditure 

deductible in computing the income from the trade (I. T .A. 1967, ·sec. 260l. 

Thus, expenses which are deductihle current business expenses are excluded. 

Finally, no d~preciation allowance can be claimed insofar as the expenditure 

is met directly or inditectly by the state, by any board established by statute 

or by any public or local authority (I.T.A. 1967, sec. 254(4)). 

Accel~rated depreciation (tPrmed "industrial building allowance") ia currently, 

i.e. with respect to exp{'nditure incurred between .January 16, 1975 and 

March 31, 1984 (both dates included), granted at a rate of SO% ('•one-half") of 

·the expenditure. Originally, i.e., as of September 30, 1956 the rate was 10%, 

increased to 20% for expenditure incurred on or after December 14, 1961 (I.T.A. 

1967, sec. 254 as amended). 

The 50% rate applies only to industrial buildings specified in paragraphs (a) 

and (b) of I.T.A. 1967, sec. 255(1) (i.e., buildings or structures in use for 

the purposes of a trade carried on in a mill, factory or other similar pr,emises 

or for thP. purposes of a dock undertaking). 

For industrial buildings in use for the purpose of growing fruit, vegetables 

or other produce in the course of a trade of market gardening or for the 

intensive production of livestock the rate is 20% and for hotels, ho1iday camps 

and qualifying holiday cottages the rate is 10%. See para. 2.3., below, for 

further details concerning the various categories of "industrial buildings and 

structures". 

The rate of the nonnal depreciation allowance (termed "annual allowance") is 

currently ·granted at a rate of 4io (''one-twentyfifth") of the expenditure with 

re~pect to industrial buildings specified in I.~.A. 1969, sec. 255(l)(a) and 

255(1)(b) which qualify for the 50% rate of accelerated depreciation (see 

para. 2.2.2.1., above). 

• 
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The rate of 4X applies to capital expenditure on qualifying industrial 
buildings, which is incurred between January 16, 1975 and March 31, 1977 
(both dates included). For expenditure incurred prior to January 16, 1975, 
the former rate of 2~ continues to apply. 

In rel•tion to expenditure incurred on or after February 2, 1978, the tax
payer has the option of claiming increased annual allowances up to an amount 
specified by him subject to a maximum of 100~ of the cost exclusive of grants. 
This option applies to all industrial buildings except those ed for market 
gardening and farming. 

With respect to the other categories of "industrial buildings" <hotels, holiday 
camps, qualifying holiday cottages and buildings for market gardening and the 
intensive production of Livestock) the rate of the "annual allowance" is .1Q! 
of the expenditure. 

In earh ye~r tl1e full allowance is granted, irrespective of whether the 

expenditure is incurred during the year; decisive is the situation at the end 

of the basis pe~io~ (accounting period), i.e. the taxpayer should have a 

"relevant interest" in the building., "nd the building must be in use for 

qualifying purposes at th<Jt time. 

It should also be noted that for the year in·which the expenditure is incurred, 

the taxpayer is entitled to both accelerated and normal ·depreciation. 
. _, 

As indicated (·nrlier, the above rules regarding depreciation of buildings etc. 

are applicahle only with respect to "industrial buildings and structures". The 

definition of "industrial building or structure" is given in I.T.A. 1967, 

sec. 255, which reads.as follows: 

255. - (1) In this Chapter, "industrial building or structure" means a building 
or Rtructure in use -

(a) for the pufposes of a trade carried on in a mill, factory or other similar 
pr erni sc~;, or 

(b) for the purposes of a dock undertaking, or 
(c) forth<' purpost'S of p,ro·wing fruit, vf'g(•tah1es or other produce in the course 

of a tr•HI<' of m:1rket g.1rdvninr~ whithin the meaning of section 54, or 4~~ 
(cc) for ·the int(•n:::d.ve prod•l,~tion of cattle, sheep, pigs, poultry or eggs in 

thc> course of a trade <1ther than thl' trade of farming within the meaning 
of ~ection 13 6£ the Finanre Act, 1974, or 

.(d) for tiH' purposf's ot the trade of hotel-ke€'ping 

and, in partic11l.1r, the said ~xpr<>ssion inrludl's any building or structure 
providt>d by lh(:' per~on carrying on such a trad'e or undertaking for the 
recreation or welfare of workers employed in that trade or undertaking and in 
use for that purpoRe: 
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Provided that a building or ~t-ructure in use as a holiday camp or a buildi~~ 
or structure in use as a holiday cottage and comprised in premises registered 
in any regisl('r r,[ holiday cottages l':;Lthlished by Hord Failte Eireann under 
the provisions of any Act of the Oireachtas passed after the passing of the 
Finance Act, 19o9 shall be deemed to be a building or structure in use for 
the purpos<~s or the trade of hotel-keeping. 

(2) In this s~ction, "dock" includes any harbour, wharf, pier or jetty or other 
works in or at which vessels can ship or unship merchandise or passengers, not 
being a pier or jetty primarily used for recreation, and "dock undertaking" 
shall be construed accordingly. 

(3) Subsection (1) shall apply in relation to a part of a trade as it applies 
in relation to a trade, but where part only of a trade complies with the 
conditions set out in that subsection, a building or structure shall not, by 
virtue of this subsection be an indtJstrial building or structure unless it is 
in use for the purposes of that part of that trade. 

(4) (a) Nntwithst~nding anything in ~uhsection (1) or (3), but subject to 
subseclion (5), in this Chapter "industrial building or structure" does 
not include any building or structure in use as, or as part of, a 
dwPlLing-house,(other than a holiday cottage referred to in the proviso 
to suhsec t ion ( 1)) retai 1 shop, showroom or off i'ce or for any purpose 
ancilliary to the purposes of a dwelling-house (other than a holiday 
cottage referred to in the proviso to subsection (1)), retail shop, 
showroom or office. 

(b) In this s11hsection "retail shop" includes any premises of a similar 
character where retail trade or business (including repair work) is 
carried on. 

(5) Where part of the whole of a building or structure is, and part thereof 
is not, an indt1strial building or structure, and the capital expenditure which 
has been incurred on the construction of the second-mentioned part is not 
more than one-tPnth of the total capital expenditure which has been incurred 
on the construction of the whole building or structure, the whole building or 
structure and every part thereof shall be treated as an industrial building 
or structure. 

(6) Any referencP in this Chapter to a building or structure shall be construed 
as including a reference to a part of a building or structure except where the 
reference is comprised in a reference to the whole of a building or structure. 

The main cateRories of buildings which, subject to certain exceptions, are 

excluded from depreciation allowances are listed in subsection (4): dwelling

houses (othPr than qualifying holiday cottages), retail ships, showrooms and 

offices. However, if one-tenth or less of a building or structure does not 

qualify, the whole.! building or structure qualifies for the allowances pursuant 

to subsection (5). 
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The main distinction between this definition and the definition in United 

Kingdom law is that in Irelnnd hotels, holiclny camps and holiday cottages are 

included in the definition. 

2.4. Sale or other disposal of an "industrial hui1ding or structure" 

If capital expenditure was incurred on or after September 30, 1956 on the 

construction of an industrial building or structure and the relevant interest 

in the building or structure is sold, or the interest comes to an end or the 

building or structure is demolished or destroyed, an additional depreciation 

allowance ("balancing allowance")i.s granted if the proceeds of sale (or 

insurance, salvage or compensation moneys received) are less than the written

down value at the time of the event. Co·1versely, if the proceeds of sale etc. 

exceed the written-down value, a "balancing charge" is imposed on .. he taxpayer, 

so as to recoup that portion of capital allowanc_es granted which, ,_.1 fact, has 

been excessive. Any "balancing charge" may not exceed the amount of the 

previous depreci~tjon allowances. 

However, no "balancing charge" is made and no "balancing allowance" granted, if 

the sale or other ~vent occurs more than fifty years (ten years in the case of 

hotels, holiday camps, holiday cottages, market garden buildings and buildings 

for the intensive production of livestock) after the building or structure 

was first used. 

In addition, the sale or other disposal of the building may give rise to 

taxable capital gains (see Part C, below), but only if and to the extent that 

the proceeds of sale or other disposal exceed the expenditure incurred on the 

building or structure. Similarly, a capital loss may arise to the extent that 

such loRs is not covered by depreciation allowances (including the ''balancing 

allowance"). 

If in a certnin year, a building did not qualify for the "annual allowance", 

e.g., because it was not used for the purpose of the trade, any "balancing 

allowance" or "balancing charge" on the occasiop of a subsequent disposal is 

computed as if the "annual allowances" were·granted every year. 
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For an exampl~ of the prot:'rdure r~e:1rdinr. th£- disposal of an "industrial 

buildin~'~ see the corresponding paragraph 2.4.1. of the Chapter on the 

United Kingdom. 

As indicated above, depreciation allowances with respect to "industrial 

buildings or s~ructures'' are granted only for the cost of construction. 

The compu.tation of the "annual allowance" to which a subsequent owner may be 

entitlrd iR m~de in such manner that that part of his ~urchase price as does 

not exceed the cost of construction of the building may be depreciated over the 

years of the remaining life of the building, being either ten years (in the 

case of hotels, holiday camps, holiday cottages, market ,garden buildings and 

buildings for the intensive production of lifestock), 25 years (for other 

buildings, the expenditure on which is incurred between January 16, 1975 and 

February 1,1978 or 50 years (for other buildings, the expenditure on which 

is incurr~d prior to January 16, 1975) from the ~ear o~ construction. 

Thus, the purchaser may depreciate his purchase price (or the allowable part 

thereof) over the years up to the moment the building is JO years, 2S years or 

50 years old, as the case may be. 

For an example of this procedure, see Example II in the corresponding paragraph 

2.4.2. of the Chapter on the United Kingdom. 

......... 

• 
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3.1. Main principles; definition 

Depreciation allowances with respect to "machinery and plant" ~re granted 

in several ways. 

For the year the expenditure on the acquisition of the item c .r ;•machinery or 

plant" is incurred, accelerated depreciation ("initial allowance") may be 

claimed which currently amounts to 100% of the expenditure. If the above 

"initial allowance" is claimed there is, naturally, no room for further 

depreciation allowances. 

As an alternative to the "initial allowance", the taxpayer may also claim 

increased "annual allowances" up to o~' amount as specified by him, which 

implies "free depreciation", i.e. depreciation at any rate (w: n may vary from 

year to year) chosen by him, provided that it must exceed the normal rate.of 

the annual allowance. 

Both the "initial allowance" and "free depreciation" are available only with 

respect to "machinery and plant" which are acquired unused and not second-hand. 

Also, all kinds of motor vehicles are excluded from these two depreciation 

allowanc.es. 

Finally, the normal depreciation allowances ("annual allowances") are granted 

at varying rates which, originally, reflected the estimated useful life of the 

asset concerned, although the system has been simplified in 1968, so that at 

the present time only four ·Qifferent rates exist. 

There 1s no definition of the expression "machinery and plant" in Irish law, 

which situation also exists in the United Kingdom. In case of doubt, the 

leading cases of United Kingdom courts will usually be followed. For further 

details, see part B, para. 3.1.2. of the Chapter on the United Kingdom. 
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The "initial allowance" was introduced at the rate of 20% ("one-fifth") for 

qualifying expenditure incurred on or after April 6, 1956. The rate is currently 

(i.e., for qualifying expenditure incurred between April I, 1971 and March 31, 

1984- both dates included) 100% of the expenditure. 

The "initial allowance" applies to capital expenditure incurred on the provision 

for the purposes of the trade, of new machinery or new plant, other than 

vehicles suitable for the conveyance by road of persons or goods or the 

ha~lage by road of other vehicles (I.T.A. 1967, sec. 251(1)). However, ships 

shall always be deemed to be new, so that the "initial allowance" does apply 

to second-hand ships (ibid, sec. 251(6)). 

It is also provided that if the profits of the trade, before the initial (and 

annual) allowances, are insuffucient to give full- effect to the allowances, the.. 

excess may be carried forward to subsequent years, but it must be taken into 

account as soon as possible, i.e. as soon as the profits of the trade are 

sufficient to cover the outstanding allowances of previous years. 

Free depreciation, i.e. legally the normal depreciation allowance ("annual 

allowance") "increased by such amount as is specified by the person to whom 

the deduc-tion is to be allowed" (F.A. 1971, sec. 26) was first introducl"'d in 

1967 for new machinery and new plant provided for use in any "undeveloped area", 

but as of April 1, 1971, free depreciation is extended to the entire country. 

As in the case of the initial allowance free depreciation is granted only with 

respect to plant and machinery purchased new (and not second hand), motor 

vehicles again being excluded. Unlike the "initial allowance" it does not apply 

to second hand ships. 

Free d£-prt»cintion and the "initial allowance" are mutually exclusive, i.e., if 

free depreciation is claimed, no initial allowance will be available. 

• 
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A majnT cHstinrtion b~hoiPPn the "initir~l Allowance" and free depreciation is 

thAt the "initial allowance" is granted in addition to the "annual allowances", 

although with the "initial allowance" at 1001. there will currently be no room 

for annual allowances, as initial allowance and annual allowances may to~ether 

not exceed the expenditure incurred. 

Free dPrrecintion on the other hand consists, in principle, of increased annual 

allowances, which implies that no annual allowances can be claimed for any 

asset in addition to free depreciation. 

Another distinction is that the initial allowance must be taken immediately, 

i.e., for the year in which the expenditure is incurred (although a carry 

forward is allowed in case of insufficient profits) whereas with free depreciation 

the taxrayer is free to spread the expenditure over the years as he thinks fit, 

provided that it seems that the depre~iAtion in any year should not be less 

than the ordinary "annual allowance". 

3.2.3. "Investment Allowance" 

An investment allowance of 20r. is granted in respect of capital expenditure 

incurred on or after April 1, 1971, and before January 1,1981, on the provision 

of new plant or new machinery <other than motor vehicles) for use in a trade or 

profession carried on in a "Designated Area" within the meaning of the Industrial 

Development Act, 1969. Most of the designated areas are located in the western 

half of the country. 

f ~------------

• 
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3. 3. Normal de.Jl.!'_eci_~i-:'?~1!.; wear and tear all~.~ 

Normal (annual) depreciation allowances {usually referred to as "wear and tear 

allowances") are based, in principle, on the e.stimated useful life of the asset 

concerned. The rate of the allowance is determined in such manner that the cost 

of the asset is written o.ff over the estimated useful life, using the declining 

balance method. 

The rate is determine.d without regard to any "initial allowance" granted, but 

as the aggregate of initial and wear and tear allowances may not exceed 1001. 

of cost, there will be no room for annual depreciation allowances for assets 

which qualify for the 100% initial allowance. 

With respect to assets acquired in the course of the year, the full allowance 

is granted. 

The normal rate of the wear and tear allowance may be increased as the taxpayer 

elects under the system of "free depreciation", discussed in para. 3.2.2., above • 
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As indicated in para. 3.3.1., above, the rates of depreciation are determined 

for the various types of assets on the basis of estimated useful life, and 

the actual amount allowed is the amount "considered by the Appeal Commissioners 

to be just and reasonable" (I.T.A. 1967, sec_. 241{1)). 

However, since 1958, the allowance was determined at five-fourtr.~ (125%) of 

the amount considered just and reasonable, except for motor vehicles, which 

implies a measure of accelerated depreciation quite apart from the "initial 

allowance". 

A further change occurred in 1968, pursuant to sec. 4 of the Finance Act, 1968, 

for expenditure on~ assets provided for use in the trade on or after 

April 1, 1968. Under this provision tL~:·e are three "standard" rates of 

depreciation, viz. 

- 10% if the amount considered "just and reasonable" does not exceed 8.75i.; 

- 12.5% if the amount considered "just and reasonable" is between 8.75% and 154; 

- 25% if the amount ·considered "just and reasonable" exceeds 15%. 

The latter rates do not apply to motor vehicles (both vehicles for the 

transportation of persons and vehicles for the transportation of goods); they 

are subject to annual depreciation ("wear and tear") allowances of 20% 

(declining balance method). For passenger cars (i.e., "mechanically propelled 

road vehicles constructed or adapted for the carriage of passengers, other than 

vehicles of a type not commonly used as a private vhicle and unsuitable to be 

so used" - F.A. 1973, sec. 30) depreciation allowances are further restricted in 

that no depreciation is granted for such part of the retail sales price as 

exceeds £2,500 (ibid, sec. 25), this limit being increased to £3,500 for 

expenditure incurred on this kind of motor vehicles on or after January 29, 1976 

(F.A. 1976, sec. 31). 

Special provisions also apply to plant and machinery used in a trade which 

consists of or includes the working of a mine or quarry or the smelting of ore. 

In that case, the taxpayer may elect that the expenditure less any residual 

value is written off over the years during which the mine or quarry is likely to 

be worked or the smelting of ore is likely to continue (the annual deduction to be 

"such sum as is considered just and reasonable having regard to the period at the 

expiration of which the mine or quarry is likely to cease to be worked or the 

smelting of ore is likely to be discontinued"- I.T.A. 1967, sec. 241(1)). 

.. 
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Thus, the var-ious rateR c11rrElntly i.n force cnn be summarized as follows: 

- motor vehicles 

- plant and machinery 

used in mining or 

quarrying or the 

smelting of ore 

- other assets: 

a) acquired unused on 

or after April 1· , 
1968. 

b) acquired prior to 

: 20% (depreciation restricted to retail price of 

£3,500 for passenger cars) 

depreciation spread over the years the mine or quarry 

will be worked or the smelting or ore is continued 

10%, 12.5% or 25% 

April 1 t 1968 (unused 

or second-hand) 

after that date 

(ust=-d) 

or 

125% of the rate which is considered "just and 

reasonable". 
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Although there is no explicit provision in the law to that effect, it must be 

assumed that if an item of plant or machinery is used partly for non-busin~ss 

(e.g.~ private purposes) the allowable depreciation (both ace~ ~ated and 

annual dPpreciatinn) is reduced accordingly. 

3.5. Sale or di~o~_al of plant and machinery: balancing allowances ,md charges 

If an item of plant or machinery for which an initial allowance or wear and 

tear allowances have been granted subsequently ceases to belong to the 

taxpayer (either through a sale or otherwise), or if the asset is no longer used 

for the purposes of the trade, or if l~~ trade is discontinued, an additional 

depreciation allowance (termed "balancing allowance") is grante ·f the proceeds 

of sale or insurance or compensation moneys received (or open-market value if 

there is no sale or a sale not at arm's length) are less than the written-down 

value of the asset. Conversely, if the proceeds of sale etc. exceed the 

written-down value a "balancing charge" equal to such excess is added to 

taxable income (I.T.A. 1067, sec. 272 et seq.). The "balancing charge", however, 

may not exceed the amount of depreciation allowances taken or deemed to have been 

taken in the past. 

Any excess of the proceeds of sale etc. over the original cost price of the 

asset may give rise to a chargeable capital gain (see part C, below). 

In computing the written-down value of assets not used exclusively for business 

purposes, both depreciation allowances actually granted with respect to the use 

for business purposes and depreciation referable to the non-business use are 

taken into account, and the balancing allowance or charge is adjusted 

accordingl.y (I.T.A. 1967, sec. 276). 

Example 

An asset which was purchased for £1,000 was usPd as to 20% for private or other 

non-business purposes. 
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lniti:ll ancl Annual allowances gnmtE'o for tmc purposes :unount to £600 (with 

respect to 80% of total use) and the notional depreciation referable to n~nr 

business use thus amounts to £150. The adjusted written-down value is thus 

£1,000- £750 = £250. 

If the asset is subsequently sold for £600, the totill cost of the asset during 

the entire period of ownership is £1,000- £600 = £400, of which 80io or £320 

is referable to the business use of the asset. However, actual allowances granted 

for tax purposes amounted to £600 and there is thus a "balancing charge" of 

£600 - £320 - £280. 

If an item of plant or machinery is sold or otherwise disposed of or destroyed, 

and such event would give rise to a "balancing charge", but the asset is 

replaced by another asset, the taxpayer may.elect that the "balancing charge" 

shall not be mnde, but that the cost of the new asset will, for the purpose 

of depreciation allowances, be reduced by an amount equal to the "balancing 

charge" not imposed on him (I.T.A. 1967, sec. 273). 

As indicated in para. 3.5.1., above, if the taxpayer disposes of an time of 

plant or ma~hinery, otherwise than by an arm's length transaction, or if he 

keeps the asset for other than business purposes, the asset in question is, in 

principle, considered to be sold at the open-market price in determining the 

amount of any balancing allowance or charge. 

The same open-market price will be the basis for depreciation allowances (annual 

allowances only, the initial allowance being restricted to assets purchased 

unused) for the subsequent owner. 

However, if the transfer takes place on the occasion of the permanent discontin

uance of the transferor's trade or if the transfer takes place by way of a gift, 

and the transferee is goingthe use the relevant asset for the purposes of his 

trade, then the transferor and the transferee may jointly elect that the 

transfer is made at the written-down value at the date of transfer and any 

subseq~ent balancing allowances and balancing charges on the transferee will be 

computed as if he owned the asset since the time of acquisition by the 

transferor (T.T.A. 1967, sec. 277(5)). 
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A similar "silent transfer'' is granted to the person succeeding to a trad~ 

under the wi.ll or intestacy of the person previously carrying on the trade 

(ibid, sec. 278). 

.. 
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3. 6. ,!'ubs..f.<!i~ 

Unlike the situation as regards depreciation of industrial buildings. there 

is no provision in the law according to which s1,1bsidies must be deducted in 
I 

computing the depreciable basis of plant and machinery. 

However, in romputing any balancing allowance or balancing charge on the sale 

or other disposal of an asset for which a subsidy has been received, it is 

assumed that an additional depreciation allowance equal to the amount of the 

subsidy has been granted. 
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Capital expenditure incurred on the purchase of patent rights may be written 

off in equal annual instalments over a p~riod of seventeen years, or over the 

remaining life of the patent if less than 17 years, or over the years of any 

specified period of less than 17 years for whirh the patent r ~ts are 

purchased (I.T.A. 1967, sec. 285). 

A balancing allowance will be granted (or a balancing charge t~d~) if the 

patent rights are subsequently sold or come to an end and the proceeds, if any, 

are less than (or exceed) the written-down value of the patent. 

To the extent that the proceeds of sale of a patent exceed any capital 

expenditure previously incurred, a capital gain arises. Contrary to the normal 

situation regarding capital gains (dis~ussed in part C, below), capital gains 

on the sale of patents are taxed as Ot~inary income, spread over a period of 

six years, unless the taxpayer elects to be taxed on the entir Jain in the 

year of sale. 

Like in the United Kingdom, the liability to ordinary income taxation in this 

case is a deviation from the normal concept of "income", as opposed to "capital 

gains". 
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Capi taf expenditure incurred on dredging is subject ·to depreciation allowances 

when the expenditure is incurred for the purposes of a trade which consi~ts 

of the maintenance or improvement of the navigation of a harbour, estuary or 

waterway or when the dredgi~g is for the benefit of vessels coming to, leaving 

or using any dock or other premises occupied by the taxpayer for the purpos·es 

of the trade. 

The depreciation allowances ("capital allowances") in this case consist of an 

"initial allowance" equal to 10% of the expenditure and "annual allowances" 

equal to 2% of the expenditure (I.T.A. 1967, sec. 294). 

If the trade is permanently discontinued an allowance will be granted for any 

part of the expenditure remaining after the d·epreciation allowances' granted in 

previous years. 

A person contributing a capital sum to expenditure on. dredging shall be 

treated as incurring capital expenditure on dredging equal to the amount of the 

contribution and the expenditure of the person to whom the contribution is 
1 

made is deemed to be reduced accordingly (ibid, sec. 294(9)). 
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.6. Depreciation of Capital Expenditure on S~iPntific Research 

Capital Expenditure on Scientific Research incurred by a person who is 

carrying on a trade or who commences a trade after the expenditure is incurred, 

may be written off completely in one year. Thus, the rate of depreciation 

amounts to 100%. For expenditure incurred pr,ior to Apri 1 6, 19f the rate was 

20%, i.e. the expenditure was depreciable in five annual instalments. The 

expression "scientific research" is defined as "any activities in the fields 

of natural or applied science for the extension of knowledge" C .. T .A. 1967, 

sec. 244). 

Appropriate adjustments are made if an asset, representing capital expenditure 

on scientific research subsequently ceases to be used for such research. The 

value of such an asset will then be added back to taxable income, and if it 

remains in use in the trade, depreciatin~ allowances may be claimed under the 

appropriAte heading (e.g., for plant an~ machinery). 
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From April 6, 1969 until April 6, 1974 profits from farming, from the 

occupation of woodlands and a few similar types of income were not subject to 

income taxation. Prior to 1969 income tax was imposed normally under Schedule B 

on the "annuc1l value" of the land occupied for farming purposes, unless the 

taxpayer elected to be taxed under Schedule D, i.e. the Schedule applying, 

inter alia, to trading income. 

The exemption granted in 1969 (F.A. 1969, sec. 18(2)(a)) was abolished by the 

Finance Act 1974, and under the provisions of the latter Act, farming profits 

are now taxed under Schedule D in basically the same way as other trades, 

subject to c'ertain exceptions. 

The relevant section of the Finance Act, 1974 (sec. 22) provides for depreciation 

allowancPs with respect to capital expenditure on the construction of 

farmhouses, fc1rm buildings, cottages, fences or other works. 

The depreciation allowances consist of an "initial allowance" of 20% ("one-fifth") 

of the expenditure in the first year, anq "annual allowances" for the first 

and subsequent years amounting to 10% ("one-tenth") of the expenditure. Thus, 

in the first year both the initial and the annual allowance may be claimed. 

However, the "initial allowance" applies only to expenditure incurred on or 

after April 6, 1974, whereas the "annual allowance" applies to expenditure 

incurred on or after April 6, 1971 •. 

' 
With respect to expenditure on farmhouses, only one-third of the expenditure 

is taken into account or an even smaller proportion "if the accommodation and 

amenities of the farmhouse are out of due relation to the nature and extent 

of t>~ farm". 

If the taxp~yer transfers his interest in the farm land to another person, 

that other person shall normally be entitled to the annual allowances for the 

years following the transfer. 
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Up to April 5, 1974 significant tax exemptions existed with respect to mining 

operations carried out in Ireland. 

However, as of April 6, 1974 th~se exemptions w~re terminate 1ursuant to the 

Finance (Taxation of Profits of Certain Mines) Act, 1974 (not applicable to 

coal mining), and this act contains, inter alia, provisions rP:~rding 

depreciation allowances with respect to qualifying capital expenditure. These 

provisions are rather generous , apparently to smoothen the change-over from 

tax-exempt status to tax liability. 

Depreciation allowances currently available include the following: 

a) mine development allowance (I.T.J:. 1967, sec. 245) 

With respect to capital expenditure incurred (i) on the de\ opment of a 

mine on searching for or on discovering and testing mineral deposits or 

winning access thereto, or (ii) on the construction of any works which Are of 

such a nature that when the mine has ceased to be operated they are likely 

to have so diminished in value that their value will be little or nothing, 

an annual allowance is granted computed in such manner that the expenditure 

(less any estimated residual value) is spread evenly over the estimated life 

of the deposit, subject to a maximum of 20 years. 

This allowance applies only to mines operated for the purpo~e of obtnining 

"scheduled minerals", being barytes, felspar, serpentinous marble, qu.1rtz 

rock, so~stone, ores of copper, ores of golds, ores of iron, ores of lead, 

ores of manganese, ores of molybdenum, ores of silver, ores of sulphur and 

ores of zinc. 

Moreover, the allowance does not apply to expenditure incurred on the 

acquisition of the site or on-the acquisition of, or of rights over, the 

deposits, nor to expenditure on works constructed for subjecting the raw 

product of the mine to any process. 
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UndP.r sec. 2 of the:> Fin.·:mce (Taxatinn of Profits of Certain Mines) Act, 

1974, capital expenditure eligible for the above allowance incurred before 

Apr~l 6, 1974 could be written off completely in the year 1974-75 to the 

extent it was still unallowed at that date. 

b) abortive e~plora~ion allowance 

Any abortive exploration expendit~re incurred between April 6, 1967 and 

April 5, 1974 by a person carrying on a trade of working a "qualifying 

mine" on April 6, 1974 is allowed in full for the year of assessment 

1974-75 (F(TPCM)A, 1974, sec. 3). 

c) exploration investment allowance 

For exploration expenditure incurred on or after April 6, 1974, by a person 

carrying on the trade of working a "qualifying mine", a 20% investment . 
allowance is granted over and above the mine development allowance discussed 

under a), above (F(TPCM)A, 1974, sec. 6). 

d) investment allowance for plant and machinery 

A 20% investment allowance is also granted for expenditure on new plant and 

new machinery (except motor vehicles) provided for use .for the purposes of 
\ 

the trade of working a "qualifying mine" (ibid, sec. 7). 

The plant and machinery 'qualifying for the investment allowance will also 

qualify for "free depreciation" as discussed in para~ 3.2.2., above. 

Also, the written-down value of any plant or machinery purchased prior to 

April 6, 1974 is written off completely for the year of assessment 1974-75 

(ibid, sec. 7(2)). 

e) ~nnual depletion allowance 

Capital expenditure incurred after March 31, 1974 or the acquisition of a 

"scheduled mineral asset" (as defined) hy _a person carrying on the trade of 

working a "qualifying mine" is eligible for annual allowances similar to the 

mine development allowance (ihid, sec. 8). 
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c. TAXATION OF r./\PITAJ. G/\TNS 1\t-:n LOSSES 

I. General outline 

Like in th~ United Kingdom, capital gains anrl losses, whether realised or 

not, are not normally taken into account in computing the income of a trade. 

The basis distinction.between (ordinary) trading income and capital gains in 

Ireland is the same as in the United Kingdom. For more detailed information on 

this subject, reference is made to the corresponding paragraph 1 of. part C of 

the Charter on the Unit~d Kingdom. 

Capital gains tnxation was introduced )~ Ireland by the Capital Gains Tax 

Act, 1975, aprlying to all disposals oi a~sets taking place on or after April 6, 

1974, several years after the introd11ction of similar legislatio. ·n· the 

United Kingdom. 

It should also be emphasized that capital gains tax applies only to realised 

capital gains. Non-realised capital gains (e.g., resulting from a revaluation 

of fixed capital assets belonging to a trade) are not taxable. This implies, 

inter alia, that a mere revaluation of fixed business assets in the balance 

sheet ia irrelevant for tax purposes. 

In the following paragraphs a short general description of the Capital Gains 

Tax is giv~n, followed by a survey of the various exemptions and other special 

provisions which are of particular relevance for taxpayers engaged. in a trade. 

2. The Capital Gains Tax 

2.1. Main charging provisions 

The basic rate of tax is 30% but subject to certain exceptions (for example, 

assets held by non-residents and by companies, and development land>, there is 

a reduction in this rate for every three years of ownership leading to total 

exemption after twenty-one years. 
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Residents of Treland are subject to Capital Gains Tax with respect to all 

disposals of assets irrespective of their location, wh~reas non-residents 

are subject to Capital Gains Tax only with respect to certain assets located 

in Ireland, viz. 

( i) land locat•d in Ireland; 

( ii) minerals located in Ireland, and any rights or other assets in relation 

to mining or minerals or the searching for minerals; and 

(iii) assets located in Ireland which are used in or for the purposes of a 

trade carried on by the taxpayer in Ireland through a branch or agency. 

or which were used or held or acquired for use by or for the purposes 

of the branch or agency (Capital Gains Tax Act, 1975 -hereinafter 

referred to as C.G.T.A. 1975 -, sec. 4); 

Subjf.:"ct to a numb£-r of exceptions, chargeable assets are, in principle, ;all 

forms of prop•rty, specifically including: 

( i) options, debts and incorporeal property. genE'rally; 

( ii) any currency, other than Irish currency and sterling; and 

(iii) any form of property.created by the person disposing of it, or otherwise 

becoming owned without being ac.quired (C.G.T.A. 1975, sec. 7). 

There is no compr£-hensive definition of "disposal" in the Act. Besides sales 

and gifts, there is a disposal in the terms of the Act "where any capital sum 

is derived from asRets notwithstanding that no asset is acquired by the pe~~on 

paying the capital sum"; e.g. capital sums receivEtd by way of compensation for 

damage or injury to assets, capital sums received under a policy of insurance 

of the risk of any kind of damage or injury to assets, capital sums received 

in return for forf~iture or surrender of rights, and capital sums received as 

consideration for t1se or exploitation of assets. Also, the granting of an 

interest or right in or over an asset is a taxable "part disposal" -of the 

asset (ibid, sec. 8). 

• 
I 

I. 

-· 
I 
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The capital gain <or loss) is basically computed as the difference between the 

consideration received for the disposal <or market value in the case of gifts and 

certain other transactions which are not at arm's length) and the cost of acquisition 

and any enhancement expenditure. Before deduction from the consideration, however, 

these amounts are generally adjusted by applying to them a multiplier (based on the 

All Items Consumer Price Index) to take account of inflation. Howe' , the Capital 

Gains Tax Act, as amended, has no retroactive effect and for assets owned at the time 

the Act became effective <April 6, 1974) the cost of acquisition is deemed to be the 

m~rket value at that date. 

Also, with ref4pect to "wasting assets" (i.e., assets with a predictable life 

not exceeding fifty years) the gain is not computed as the difference between 

consideration receiv~d and cost of acquisition, but as the difference between 

consideration received and the depreciated value of the asset concerned, 

assuming a straight-line depreciation over the years of the predictable life 

of the asset. 

However, this dC'precintion with respect to wasting assets -for capital gains 

tax purposes dne~ not apply to business assets for which depreciation 

allowances (capital allowances) have been or could have been claimed: in that 

case, any excess of consideration rPceived over the cost of acquisition is 

normally fully subject to capital gains tax, quite apart from the impositio~ 

of a "balancing charge'.' as discussed in part B of this Chapter. 

As to "wasting assets" it should also be noted that gains on the disposal of 

0 "wasting assets" which are tangible movable property are completely exempt~ 

except for business assets which have been subject to depreciation allowantes 

(C.G.T.A. 1975, sec. 18). 

Thus, in practic~, the rules concerning "wasting assets" apply only to intan~ible 

property other than business property which has been su9ject to depreciation 

allowances, for which full capital gains tax 1iahi1ity is maintained, subject 

to specific exceptions as outlined in the following paragraphs. 
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2.2. Special rulPs <:Pncernins buginesses ~~usiness. assets 

A$ already indi~ated in para. 2. 1., abov~!, and in part B (Depreciation of 

Business Assets), the sale or other disposal of business assets which have been 

subject to dE'preciation allowances does n.ot normally give rise to a capital 

gain or loss. 

Sale or other disposal for a price (or other compensation received) below the 

written-down vAlue will normally result in a "balancing allowance" equal to the 

difference. 

Sale or other disposal for a consideration exceeding the w~itten-down value 

will normally result in a "balancing charge" equal to the difference, except for 

the replacemPnt provisions regarding plant and machinery (see part B, para. 

3.5.3., above). 

However, any"ba1ancing charge" made may not exceed the amount of depreciation 

allowances taken in the past, so no "balancing charge" is made for any excess 

of the sales proceeds over the original cost of acquisition. Such excess will 

constitute a taxable capitAl gain, subject to various relief provisions as 

outlined below. 

There is no general provision i~ the Capital Gains Tax Act regarding retief or 

postponement of tax in case a business asset is replaced by another asset. 

However, relief is available in a limited number of cases. These provisions can 

be summari?.ed as follows: 

If a capital sum.is derived from an asset which is not lost or d~stroyed 

(being such capital stnns as are taxabl•::! disposals under sec. 8(2) (a) of the 

Act - see para. 2.1., above) and that ·~apital sum is wholly (or almost 

wholly) applied in restoring the asset, then the recipient may claim that 

the receipt of the sum is not treated •~s ·a disposal, but the sum receiv~d 

is deducted in computing the cost of acquisition of the asset on a subsequent 

disposal of the asset (C.G.T.A. 1975, sec. 29(1)). 
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This r£'lief :1pplies to hoth business and private assets, except that 

so-called "wasting assets" do not qualify for the relief. 

b) £~~E~~~~9P!L!~£~i~~~-i~-£~~~-~!_!~~~-~!-~~~E!~£!i~~ 

If a capital sum is derived upon the loss or destruction of asset, and 

the capital sum is within one year of receipt, or such longer period as the 

inspector of taxes may allow, applied in acquiring a replacement asset then 

the owner of the asset may claim that the compensation recei1ed (if 

otherwise of a greater amount) is deemed to be of such amount as would secure 

that no gain or loss accrues on the disposal, and as if the cost of acquisition 

of the new asset were reduced (for capital gains tax purposes) by the excess 

of actual compensation received plus any residual or scrap value of the old 

asset over the amount deemed to be received by him (ibid, sec. 29(2)). 

~imited relief is available, under Ct~tain conditions, if not the entire 

capital sum received is used for the acquisition of the new a ~t. 

Like the relief under a) above, this relief applies to both business and 

private assets, "wasting assets" again being excluded. 

c) !~El!££~~~~-~f-2~~!~~!!-~~~~!~ 

A relief similar to the relief outlined in h), above, applies to all disposals 

of business assets or of an interest in such assets (i.e., assets used, and 

used only, for the purposes of the trade throughout the period of ownership), 

followed by an acquisition of replacement assets (ibid, sec. 28). 

The relief is continued if the new assets are themselves rep~aced at a lnter 

date. 

Partial relief may be claimed if the assets are used exclusively for business 

purposes during part of the period of ownership only, and with respect to 

buildings used partly for business and partly for other purposes. 

However, this relief applies only to three categories of business assets, 

viz.: 

( i) plant and machinery; 
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( ii) ~xc~pt where the trade is a trade of dealing in or developing land, or 

of providing services for the occupier of land in which the person 

carrying on the trade has an estate or interest -

- any building or part of a building and any permanent or semi

permanent structure in the nature of a building, occupied (as well 

as used) only for the purposes of the trade, 

- any land occupied (as well as ~sed ) pnly for the purposes of the 

trade, provided that where the trade is a trade of dealing in or 

developing land, but a profit on the sale of any land held for the 
I 

purposes of the trade would not form part of the trading profits, 

the trade shall be treated for the purposes of this subsection as 

if it were not a trade of dealing in or developing land; 

(iii) goodwill. (ibid, sec. 28(5)). 

"The above relief applies to trades, as well as to professions, offices or 

employments; farming; woodlands managed on a commercial basis; public 

authorities; non-profit making bodies; trade associations; and athletic and 

amateur sports bodies. 

There are no general relief provisions with respect to the termination of a 

business. However, some measure of relief is granted upon retirement of 

individual taxpayers who dispose of "qualifying assets", i.e., broadly spe:tking, 

the individual's chargeable business assets which, apart from tangible movable 

property, he has owned for ·a period of not less than 10 years, and shares in 

a ''family company" which he has owned for not less than 10 years. 

The available reliefs can be ·summarized as follows: 

·a) if an individual who has attained the age of 55 years disposes of the whole 

or part of his qualifying assets and the ~onsideration received does not 

exceed £50,000, any capital ~ain is fully exempt. If the consideration 

exceeds £50,000 the amount of capital gains tax' shall not exceed half the 

difference between the actual amount of the consideration and £50,000 

(ibid, sec. 26) • 
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b) if an individual who has attained the age of 55 years di~ ;es of the 

whole or part of qualifying assets to one or more of his cnildren any 

capital gain is fully exempt (ibid. section 27 as substituted by section 

8 of the Capital Gains Tax (Amendment) Act, 1978).· 

The term "f:1mily company" used in the definition of "qualifying assets" m~ans, 

broadly, a company the voting rights in which are as to not less than 25% 

exercised hy the individual, or as to not less than 751. exercisable by the 

individual, or a member of his family~ and, as to not less .than 10% exercisable 

by th~ individual himself. 

t 
J 

! 

In determining whether assets are owned for a period of not : ,s than tO years. I 
I 
I 
i ownership by the spouse of the transferor and the transferor personally, and 

ownership of shares in a family company preceded by direct ownership of the 
. ,j 

assets by the individual, are added together, subject to certain conditions. 

Sp~cinl r~liPf provisions apply to transactions between members of a group of 

companies, i.e.,· generally speaking, a company resident in Ireland together 

with its resident subsidiaries in which it owns directly or indirectly not les~ 

than 75i. of share capital. 

The di~posal of assets from one member of such a group of compani~s to another 

member of the group will be deemed for capital gains tax purposes to be made . 
for a consideration of such amount as would secure that no capital gain or lClss 

arises for the transferor. 

Capital gains tax liability will arise at the moment the asset in qu~stion 

leaves the group (Corporation Tax Act, 1976, sec. 130). 

---------------··. -·-···. 
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Under a "sdwme of n.•construction or nmnlgam.1tion" involving the transfer of. the 

whole or part of a resident company·'s business to another resident company, any 

asaets includ~d in the transfer are deemed to be acquired by the second company 

for a conaidC'rat inn of such amount as would secure th.1t no capital gain or loss 

accrues to thf" trnnf;fE>ror company (Corporation Tax Act, 1976, sec. 127). Thus, 

capital gnin~ tax linhility is postponed until the assets are disposed of by the 

transferee compnny. In such case the transferee company shall be treated aa if · 

the acquisition of the assets involved by the transferor company had been the 

acquisition by the transferee company. 

V The expression ",;clwme of reconstruC"tion or amalg.:1mation" is defined as "a echeme 

for the reconNtrurtion of any company or the amalgamation of any two or more 

companice". 

Also for alwr,•h<llclcrs there will not nortnnlly be any immPdiate capital gain• tnx 

liability in caae of a r~organi~ation or reduction of a company'• share capital, 

or if he r_.c«"ivttR ~.har~s in anoth~r company in exchange for his exiatinA holdin& 

in the compnny. Th~se provisions are laid down in Schedule 2 to the Capital 

Gains Tax Act, 1975. 

In the first event (rPorganisation or reduction of share capital) there will be 

no disposal for <'npi tal gains t~x purposes, nnd the "nC!w holding" (i.e., the 

shares in nnd dcb~ntures of the compnny which as a result of the reorganisation 

or reduction rPprebPnt the original shares including ctny original shares 

remaining) Ahall he trented as the same asset n<'~uired as the original shareR 

were 'acquired. In relation to a later disposal of the new holding, how~ver, 
• any consideration given by the shareholder shall be treated as a separate item 

of enhancing ex~~nditure incurred when the consideration was given. If any consi

deration is rec~ived other than the ne\J holding the shareholder will be treated 

as having disposed of an interest in the original shares, and be subject to capital 

gains tax accordingly. 

l 

I 
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In the second event (exchange of share in a company for shares in another 

company) the same rules apply, mutatis mutandis, subject to the condition 

that the company issuing the new shares has, or in consequence of the exch~nge 

will have control of the other company, or that the shares are issued as the 

resul~ of a general offer made to the shareholders of the other company if 

such offer was made in the first instance on condition that the Jmpany making 

the offer would gain control of the other company. 
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Like in the United Kingdom, the creation of reserves is not acceptable for the 

purposes of income tax and corporation tax. This applies to both utrue" 

reserves as w~ll as to provisions for future expenses. 

These strict rules emerge from the basic concepts regarding business income 

applying in Ireland as they do in the United Kingdo~. 

To give one example, no general reserve e.g., expressed as a percentage of 

outstanding debts receivable, may be created although it is allowed to deduct 

the amount of any ·debts proved to be bad, or to make a provision for specific 

debts to the ext•nt that they are estimated to be bad. 

There are also no investment incentives in the form of investment reserves etc. 
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E • OTHER INVESTMENT H!r.f.~TTVES 

I. General outline 

Besides ar.c<'lrrat<'d and norma1 cl0pr~ri.:1ticm nllow;l!lce>s set tin part B, there· 

are various oth~r investment incentives available for tax purposes in Ireland. 

In the first place, investment allowances are grant~d with r~spect to certain 

qualifying investm~nts, in order to stimulate c<'rtain business activities in 

particular industries or in particular parts of the country. 

Investment allowances are granted in the form of a deduction which is expre>ss~d 

as a percentage of qualifying investments; the deduction is given over and 

above depreciation allowances cove1·ing the entire expenditure over the years, 

so that where an investment allowance applies more than 100% ~qualifying 

expenditure is in fact deductible. 

Secondly, tnx P.xem~~ions are grnntcd to companies engaged in export trade and 

to companiPs estahlishcd in the Shannon Airport Area which are engaged in 

qualifying husiness activities. 

Thirdly, the Finance Act, 1977 introduced a 25X rate of corporation tax for 

manufacturing companies who fulfilled certain conditions regarding output 

and employment. The relief has been continued for periods ending on or 

before 31 December, 1979. 

The above incentives will be considered in the following paragraphs, 

~~.~~--------------------
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2. Inv~stmcnt allowances ,_. ......... _ ........ ~ ---. ------

Capital expenditure incurred between April 1, 1971 and December 31, 1980 by a 

person carrying on a trade or profesr.;ion, on the? provision of "qualifying 

machinery or plnnt'' for the purposes of the tr~dc or profession ia eligible 

for an "investment allowance" E>qual to 20% of the expenditure (F.A. 1971, sec:. 22) 

The term "'lurtl i fyinA machin('ry or plant" is d~fined as machinery and plant 

(other than rond vt>hi cles) provided for use. in any "designated area" and 

bought unusPd nnd not second-hand. 

The expression "designated area" is fully 'de-fined in the Industrial Development 

Act, 1969; thE'se "designated areas" are economically underdeveloped and are 

situated, hrondly speaking, in the western part of the country. 

The "investm<'nt :1llowance" is granted for the year in which the expenditure ifi' 

incurred (i.~., "for the year of assessment in the basis period for which the 

expenditure is incurred"). The invt .. Rtm<'nt nllownnce does not apply to that l'~t"t 

of expenditure which is met directly or indire~tly by Government grants (ibid). 

If an investment allowance is made, it will he withdrawn (with corrE'spondin~ 

adjustm~nt in the tax assessmPnts) if the assets are sold without being used 

for the trade in a designated area, or if they are sold within two yeara from tho 

day they brgnn to be used (ibid, sec. 25) • 

• 

An "investme-nt nllow:mce" equ:tl to 40% of the expenditure applied to capit3l 

expenditure inrurred on the purchase of a new ship for the purposes of a trade 

between April 6, 1957 and July 23, 1973, (l.T.A. 1967, sec. 246). The 4llowancc 
' is suspended for expenditure incurred on or after July 24, 1973, however. 
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As in the case of the investment allowance for machinery and plant used in 

designated (development) areas, the shipping investment allowance did not 

apply to any part of the expenditure met by Government grants. 

The allowance was withdrawn (with corresponding adjustments ir 1x assessm,nts) 

if the ship was sold without being used in the trade, or if the ship was sold 

within 5 years from the day it was first used (ibid, sec. 250). 

2.3. Invest~~E~-a~-~~~3nc~- for the mining industry 

An investment nllowance equal to 20% of expenditure is granted with respect 

to exploration expenditure incurred on or after April 6, 1974 on the mining of 

''scheduled min~rals'' and for expenditure on new plant and machinery. For further 

details, see part B, para. 8, sub c) a~d d), above. 
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3.1, General outline 

The provisions r~arding thee•mption for export profits are currently 

laid down in sees. 53 through 68 of the Corporation Tax Act, 1976, replacing 

the earlier· provisions of the Income Tax Act, 196?. 

Only compan~es (whether resident or not resident in Ireland) are eligible 

for the relie-f. 

Basically, an exemption is granted during 15 years (followed by five years of 

tapering relief) in respect of profits attributable to increases in export 

sales as compared with a standard period, the standard period being a period 

of one· year ending on September 30, 1956, or, at the company's election, the 

one-year period ending on September 30, 1955. However, companies which did 

not exist in 1956, or which did not export at all during that year, are exempt 

for their entire profits attributable..-t:o export sales. 

As stated earlier, the relief is granted in full during a maximum period of 

15 years, fo-Llowed by another 5 years of "tapering relief", d'uring which the 

taH on qualifying export profits is reduced by BOr., 65%, 50%, 35r. and 15%, 

respectively. However, as the Law now stands, no relief will. be granted tor 

accounting periods or parts of accounting periods ·falling after April 5, 19·90. 

Thus, for companies established after April 5~ 19?0 the period of full or 

partial relief· will be Less than 20 years. 

Dividends paid out of exempt profits are also exempt from Irish income tax 

in the hands of shareholders, irrespective of whether the shareholders are 

resident in Ireland or not. 

I • 
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3.2. Definition of "c>xports" 

In principle, the exemption is granted for export of ''goods", the word "goods" 

meaning, basically, goods manufactured within Ireland by the person who exports 

them, including the case where there are two related companies (onr company 

holding, directly or indirectly, more than 90% of the shares in thL other 

company, or persons having a controlling interest in one company holding more 

than 90% of the shares in the other company) and the goods are manu£ac·tured by 

one of the companies and exported by the other. In the latter ca~e, the relief 

is granted to the company which exports the goods (C.T.A. 1976, sec. 54). 

Relief is also granted if the company exporting the goods acts as a wholesaler 

and the goods are manufactured by another person (ibid). 

Through the years, the definitions of "good~" and "exports'' have been extended 

for purposes of the relief, e. g., to certain goods which are not ma;. ·actured, 

and to certain services rendered to noQ:residents. 

These extensions include: 

- fish produced in Ireland on a fish farm; 

- cultivated mushrooms, cultivated in Ireland; 

- books and greeting .cards printed in Ireland, but exported by the publisher are 

regarded as manufactured by the publisher; 

- repairs carried out in Ireland to a ship, is regarded as manufacture of goods~ 

and, to the extent that the ship is wholly owned by persons not ordinarily 

resident in Ireland, as exports; 

- a company carrying on the trade of building or repairing ships, may also elect 

that all ships built and all ship repairs are treated as goods exported by the 

company, and that all payments received with respect to such building or 

repairing are treated as amounts received from th~ sale of goods exported; 
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process of.mantrfacturing, and all or some of the services are rendered to a .

:iee or rnaterial s imported, qnd Ehe

conqnodities or materials., ortlre prodrrcts into wlrich they have been converted,
are eubseqrrently expo.rtgd'\^thile saitl bolong.ing to ,thar, other,person, the
conpany nfly elgc(,tlraE ttre rr:ndcriig clf such,services .slu.rll be rcgardcd cs
manufitclure of goods, and to the extent that the serv.ices are rendcred co
non-re.qidontstheynhal1be.regar<le'dasQxpopg5;.

a comPany cnrry.ing o1 a cradc wlrich c()nsi.sts of Qr inclrrrles thc rendering of
engineering pervi.ecs (bcing ,Jesign and plannipg serlices carried out in
Ireland in connection rvich ciremical , civil, el ectr,i cnl or mcchanical 'orrgineering

vorka executed orrt i i de Irel ancl) , ooy e lect that the rendering of
sqclt.services, qlral'l be regarcle,d As rnanufacture'of go.o.ds,, and- ts th,e exgenc
that the- servi.ces are rendered to non-residents they shall be regarded as
exporcS.

3.3,. Cnl culat ion of the exemrrt ion
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a.i.G., in lhe 6ame proportion as the amount receivahle from the sale of goods
cf;Pqs.t*d bears to rhe total: ?mounu receivatrle from, Ghe sale of 

'goods.
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.lon:rt 
.hy t aper i ng ri' 1 i,.r f duri ng. 5 more years , buE

the retief ends on Apri1''5: t990,

m;rximum per i oi
subject to tlrc
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4.1. General outline 

The exemption for qualifying activities in the Shannon Airport Area are laid 

down in sees. 69 through 77 of the Corporation Tax Act, 1976. 

The exemption was originally introduced at the time when the activitios on the 

airport diminished due to the entry into service of long-range jet propelled 

aircraft which no 1 onger needed _to re-fuel at- Shminon on their journeys from 

the European Conti.nPnt to the United States and vice-versa. 

Like the exemption for export trade, discussed in para. 3, above, this relief 

applies only to companies. 

The relief is ;Jvailahle for certain activities carried on in the air ~t and a 

certificate issued hy the Minister for Finance is needed before the exemption 

can be applied. 

In principle, the exemption is granted without limitation in ti~e, subject to 

ministerial powers to revoke the company's certificate, but as the law now stands 

the exemption will be terminated on April 5, 1990. 

4.2. gualifying activities 

As stated above, any company wishing to operate in the Shannon Airport Area and 

to benefit from the tax exemption, needs a certificate certifying that the 

company's trading operations are exempt trading operations. 

No certificate can be issued unless th~ trading operations fall within one or 

more of the following classes: 

- the sale of goods exported, or to be exported, out of Ireland by the qualified 

company, being goods produced, manufactur~or processed within the airport by 

the qualified company; 

- the sale of goods exported, or to be exported, out of Ireland by the qualifi~d 

company, b~ing goods imported into Ireland, and packag~d or handled within the 

airport by the qualified company; 
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- the repair or m~intenance of aircraft within the airport; 
- the renderinq of services within the airport or outside of Ireland, 

entailing the use of aircraft or air transport; 
- other trading operations which contribute to the use or development 

of the airport; 
- trading operations ancillary to the above activities. 

There is also a List of activities which are specifically disqualified, 
such as the sale of goods from the airport to the rest of the country; 
the rendering of services in Ireland but outside the airport to residents 
of Ireland; and the retail sale of goods. 

If part of a company's trade consists of exempt trading operations, and 
another part of other <taxable) trading operations, the company is deemed 
to carry on two distinct trades. 

The income from exempt trading operations. is fully exempt from corporation 
tax, until April 5, 1990. However, the~emption may be terminated earlier 
in that the Minister for Finance can revoke the certificate, e.g., when 
the company has failed to comply with any conditions, or when the company's 
trade ceases, or· becomes carried on wholly outside ·the airport. 

As in the case of exempt export profits, the exemption extends to dividends 
paid out of income from exempt trading operations. 

S. Reduced rate of Corporation tax for certain manufacturing companies 

The Finance Act, 1977, introduced a 25% rate of cGrporation tax for the 
financial year 1977 in the case of manufacturing companies, which, in that 
year, achieved certain increases as compared with the financial year 1976. 
The increases were a 5% increase in the volume of sales (or a 19X increase 
in the amount receivable/from the sale of goods) and a 3% increase in 
employment. The Finance Act, 1978, provided that the 25% rate of Corporation 
tax would also have effect for the financial years 1978 and 1979. For the 
year 1978 the employment required is 106% of the figure for the year 1976 
or 103% of the figure for the ye~r 1977. For the year 1979 the employment 
required is 109% of employment for the year 1976 or 106% of employment 
for the year 1977 or 103% of employment for the year 1978. For the years 
1978 and 1979 there is no testing regarding the volume or amount of sales. 

Other conditions which must be sattsfied by a company before its profits 
are ch~rged at the 25% rate : -

(o) SJles of g~ods manufactured by the company in Ireland must amount 
to at least 90% of all sales made by the company and 

(b) income of the company from its manufacturing trade must be at least 
95% of its total income. 
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1. Main provisi?ns 

There are no explicit provisions in the Irish taxi11g acts regard ~ the 

valuation of stock-in-trade, but in practice, valuation is normally done at 

the lower of cost or market value, which practice is based on genP~al ~ 

accounting principles. 

United Kingdom case law is often referred to for further details of the system. 

·For example, like_in the United Kingdom the taxpayer may value certain goods 

or classes of goods at cost and other goods or classes of goods at market 

value at the same time. In determining the cost of goods which cannot easily. 

be identified the first in-first out (F.I-F.O.) method should·be used, the 

last in-first out method not being permitted. 

Other methods, like th'e "base-stock method" are not acceptable for tax 

purposes. 

Also with ref.pect to the valuation of work in progress the rules of United 

Kingdom case law will generally be followed: both the direct cost method (cost 

of materials and labour) and the on-cost method (materials, labour increased 

by an appropriated amount for general and overhead expenses) may be used. 

I 

,-' 
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Relief for increases in values of stock-in-trade is provided in various 

Finance Acts. The relief is available for taxpayers resident in and carrying 

on a trade in Ireland which consists wholly or mainly of the manufacture of 

goods, the carrying out of construction operations, farming and/or the 

sale of machinery or plant (excluding road vehicles) or goods to persons 

engaged in one of those activities. . .. ~l· 

The relief is given in the form of a deduction in computing-trading income 

of an accounting period. For each accounting period which ended on or 

before April 5,1976, the deduction was equ~l to the increase in value of 

trading stock and work in progress over the period Ci.e. the difference 

between opening stock va~ue and closing stock value) less 20% of the trading 

profits of the period computed before deduction of capital (depreciation) 

allowances. The relief was extended to accounting periods which ended.in the 

two years to April 5, 1978, with the modification that the amount of relief 

should not exceed the amount of the trading income after deduction of Losses 

and capital allowances. Stock relief has been extended to accounting periods 

which end in the year to S April, 1979, but such relief is restricted to . 

three-quarters of the amount. which would otherwise be available if that 

. restrictton did not apply. 

The relief is granted irrespective of whether the increase in value is 

caused by rising prices or by an increase in the quantity of trading stock. 

Where stock values decrease in an accounting. period which ends on or after 

April 6, 1975, relief previously given is wholly or partly withdrawn. The 

withdrawal is effected by treating the decrease in value of stock-in-trade 

in the period as a trading receipt of the period. Relief given for account

ing periods which ended on or before April 5, 1975, may not be withdrawn. 

... 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
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G. COMPENSATION OF LOSSES 

1. Normal system 

Relief for losses sustained in carrying on a trade is granted in various 

ways according to a system very similar to the system in the United 

Kingdom, although there are a number of differences. 

Firstly, for any loss sustained in any year of assessment in any trade ~ther 

than farming in certain circumstances>, profession or employrrent the taxpayer 

may claim such repayment of tax as is necessary to secure that the aggregate 

amount of tax ultimately borne corresponds with his income as reduced by 

the loss. This relief (laid down in I.T.A. 1976, sec. 307(1)) in effect 

implies a carry back of one year to the extent that the loss is offset against 

trading income, since trading income is taxed on a preceding year basis, so 

that the trading income taxed in a t~Jr of assessment is earned in the prece

ding year. The corresponding relief ~or companies is laid down in the Corpo

ration Tax Act, 1976, sec. 16 <2> <3>. 

Secondly, for any loss, or the balance of any loss after allowing relief 

as set out in the previous paragraph, sustained in the year preceding any 

year of assessment in any trade (other than farming in certain circumstances>, 

profession or employment the taxpayer may claim such repayment of tax as is 

necessary to secure that the aggregate amount of tax ultimately borne corres

ponds with his income as reduced by the loss <laid down in I.T.A., 1967, 

Section 307 <IAA)). 

Thirdly, any remaining Loss of a trade may be carried forward indefinitely 

and set off against profits of the same trade in subsequent years, provided 

that the losses must be set off at the earliest opportunity, so that the 
• 

taxpayer is not free to set off the loss against profits of any future year 

as he thinks fit. These carry-forward provisions are laid down in I.T.A.1967, 

sec. 309 for individuals and in C.T.A. 1976, sec. 16 (1) for corporate 

taxpayers. 

Due to the limitation that the carry-forward is only granted with respect to 

profits of the same trade, no further carry-forward is allowed if the taxpayer's 

trade is discontinued and replaced by another trade, or if the nature of his 

trade is so radically changed that it can no longer be considered as the same 

trade. 
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· I.ike in thC' 1lnitC'd Kinr.dClm thrrC" nrf' provisions to coun-teract "losa buyina"·, 

i.e., tracling in so-'Called "tax loRR companies". 

Sec. 27 of the Corporation Tax Act, 1976 provides that: 

( i) if within any period of three years there is both a change in the ownership 

of the company and a major change in th~ nature or conduct of a trade 

carri~d on hy the company; or 

(ii) if at any time after the scale of the activities in a trade carried on 

by a company has become small or n~gligihlP, and before any considerable 

revival of the trade, there is a chan~c in ownership of the company there 

will be no relief for pre-change of ownership losses against post-change 

of ownership profits. The provision includes an extensive definition of the 

term "major change in the nature or conduct of a trade". The term "change 

in the ownership of a c_ompany" is laid down in Schedule 5 to the Finance 

Act, 1973, by which act the provision was first introduced. 

On the oth~r hnnd, there are provisions according to which the carry forward 
f 

of losses may be continued in case of "company reconstruction without change 

of ownership", i.e., broadly sp{'nking, if the t,rade of a company which ceases 

to carry on a trade is continued by another company and an interest of not less 

than a three-fourths share in the trade belongs to the same persona at any time 

within two years after as at some time within a year before the reconstruction 

(C.T.A. 1976, sec. 20). 

2. Terminnl lnsRes 

The carry bark of trading losses is extended to the profits of three preceding 

years with r~spert to losses incurred in th~ final year of the buaineaa 

(C.T.A. 1976, sec. 18 and I.T.A. 1967, sec. 311) • 
• 

3. r.npital loAR~s 

Capital losRes may be $Ct off only against capital gains realized in the aame 

or subsequent yPnrs. They may not be carried hnc.k and they may not be aet off 

against ordinary income (C.G.T.A. 1975, sec. 12). 
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After the general tax reform of 1973 (effective January 1, 1974) business 

enterprises are subject to two income taxes: the corporate income tax (imposta 

sul reddito delle persone giuridiche) or, if the business is privately owned, 

the individual income tax (imposta sul r("dditn dc>llt.' persone fisiche) and the 

local income ta~ (Tmposta locale sui redditi), which latter tax applies to both 

corporations and individuals. 

The profits of a huRiness enterprise constitute, in principle,·all net income 

earned during a financial period and is based on the results shown by the profit 

and loss account. Net income comprises total world-wide income, after deduction 

of allowable charges and expenses, exempt income and losses, and including 

capital gains. 

Any forE-ign in('nme is subject to the normal income taxes, but foreign taxes paid 

abroad as a finnl tax thereon are creditable within certain limits against the 

Italian corporate or individual income tax. The credit granted is not necessarily 

the full amount of foreign tax paid, but is based on whether the foreign state 

grants a tax credit for income of the same nature arising in Italy or not. 

If the foreign state from which the income is derived grants a similar relief for 

Italian tax on Italian source income, Italy will grant a credit for foreign taxes 

to an amount not greater than 66 2/3% of the Italian corporate or individual 

income tax, as the case may be, attributable to the income derived from that 

particular state and not less than 25% of the attributable Italian income tax. 

If the other state does not grant a similar relief, the credit granted shall not 

exceed 25% of the pro-rate share of the Italian income tax. The total credit 

will be limit~d to the amount of foreign tax paid. 

The rnte of th(> corporate income tax is 25%; the individual income tax is 

levied at pro~ressive rates up to 72%. 
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In addition to Pithcr the corporntP or individu:tl income tax, profits are ~ubjcct 

to the local income tax. 

The local income tax is, in generGl, lcviPd on the same base as the corporate or 

individual income tax, subject, however, to. some adjustments. In principle, the 

income tax is levied only on income d0rived from Italian sources, but business 

1ncome earned cthroad is also suhject to the lor.11 income tax, unlc such profits 

are derived throu~h a permanent establishment locaLcJ in the foreign country, and 

the management and nccounts of this permanent establishment are separate from those 

of the Italian head office. 

The local income tax is also not applicahlc to income (incl~ding dividends) arising 

fromparticipAtinns mresident or non-resident companies and partnerships of any 

type. 

Individuals do not pay the local in0ome tax on salaries, wages and pensions. In 

case the business income is derived hy an individual, the profits, subject to the 

local income tax, are reduced by an amount fixed by law, which represents the 

remuneration for the personal work he has done for the enterprise. This reduction 

amounts to half the business income, with a minimum of 6 million 1~ and a maximum 

of 12 million lire. The deduction is only granted if the taxpayer is actively 

eng~ged in the activities of the business. 

The rates of the local income tax mny vary between the following minimum and 

maximum~ 

m1.n1rnum maximum 

- in favor of muniripalities 6 % 8.5 % 

- in favor of provinces 1.5 % 2.5 % 

- in favor of regions % 2 % 

- in favor of Chambers of Commerce 0.4 % 1 • 2 % 

- in favor of Spas and holid.1y resorts 0.5 % 

(when npplif'ahle) 

The effective rat~, therefore, rnny vary from a minimum of 8.9 % to a maximum 0f 

14.7 %. However, in practice, the maximum rates wi11 apply until at least 

December 31, 1977, viz. 14.7% in municipalities which are holiday resorts :tnd 

14.2 % in the other municipalities. 
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For corporation~; thP corporate inrnme tnx nnd the local income tax are fully 

cumulative, but for individuals the local income· tax may be deducted in 

computing income subject to the individual income tax. 

Losses may be carried forward and set off againRt the profits of the next 

5 years, but only for purposes of the corporate or i11d ividual income tax, not 

for the local income tax. 

Non-resident comJ"Anies and individuals carrying out business activities i.n 

Italy through a permanent establishment there are subject to the same taxes and 

the same rates as residents. 

A special tax iR levied on capital gains de~ived from the alienation of real 

property locatPrl in Ttaly. For corporations and individual enterprises, such 

gains are subject to this special tax and to the other income taxes. 

Private individuRls realising such capital gains not in the scope of a business 

are subject to this tax only, unless the gains are considered to be derived 

from speculation, in which case .the individual and local income taxes are also 

due. 

Certain immovable property companies nre subject to this tax not only on disposal 

of the real property, but also after each ten-year ownership, on the capit~l 

appreciation of the property during this period of time (see C 1.5). 

The abov,e tax is deductible from profits for purposes of the computation of the 

corporate·, i nd i vidu:i 1 and loca 1 i ncorne taxes. 
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B. DEPRECIATION OF RlTSTNESS A~SETS 

J. Introduc-ti-on 

According to PreRidential Decree no. 597 of S~ptember 29, 1973, depreciation 

allowances on.business assets may be deducted from gross income as business 

expenses. The deprec-iation may not exceed the rates laid down in l law or in 

a special tnble approved by decree by the Minister of Finance. The maximum amount 

of depreciation may be increased in any year if an asset is more in~~nsely used 

than is normal in that sector of business, and then the increase muse be in 

proportion to the more intense use. 

Only the straight-line method of depreciation is allowed. 

An accelerated depreciation for tangible assets exists. 

2. Drprecinblc n~sets 

·Decree no. 597 lists all the business assets which mny be depreciated, but the 

result of the listing is that, for all practical purposes, all tangible and most 

intangible assets used in the conduct of a business are depreciable. Assets whose 

value do not di~inish during their use, e.g. land, may not be depreciated. 

Depreciable tangible assets include plant and machinery, immovable property, and any 

other movable property. 

Intangible assets comprise industrial patents and other rights and trade names, 

processes, formulae and the like and also information concerned industrial, 

commerci.al or scientific experience (know-how) and goodwill. 

Special provision~ exist for expens0s r0lnting to studies and research direct~d 

at obtaining the intangible rights mentioned above, advertising expenses, formation 

expenses. expenses for repair and other costs attributable to more than on~ year 

(see below). 
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3. System or d~~~~jation 

l.J. Normal dP.prer.iation 

Only the straight-line depreciation method is allowed, whereby annually a fixed 

percentage of the purc-hase price or manufa~turinp,. c-<H;t i.s deducted as depreciation 

allowance. 

3.2. Accelerated d~prec-iation 

Only tangible assets may be written off at an accelerated rate. This accelerated 

depreciation amounts to 15 percent of the original cost for.each of the firsi 

'-· three years of the asset's useful life. The entrepreneur is allowed to deduct 

this extra depreciation allowanc~ in those three years at 15% or so much less as 

he elects, but any difference between the maximum allowable accelerated 

depreciation, and the actually applied depreciation may not be recouped in later 

years by way of accelerated depreciation. 

3.3, Basis of dPprPcintion 
I • 

Depreciation is hased on the original cost of the assets, i.e. the price actunlly. 

paid or the cost of production, including any directly attributable accessory 

expenses. 

Depreciation of an ~sset may be continued without taking into account the salva~~ 

value. 

The costs of repairs, maintenance, moderniz«tion and alterations to business 

assets are not added to the depreciable basis of the relevant assets, but such 

costs may be deducted in the year in which they were incurred, up to an amount 

equal to ~% of the cost of acquisition less depreciation of depreciable assets 

held at the beginning of that year. Any excess over 5% is allowable as a 

deduction in equal portions over the next 5 years~ 
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Interest paid on loans concluded for the purchase of the construction of business 

assets relating to the period of time prior to the moment in which the assets 

begin or could begin to be used, is added to the initial cost price for purposes 

of depreciation. 

Any grant received with respect to the acquisition of ~business ast need not be 

deducted from the depreciable base of the business asset. Such grant, however, is 

included in taxable profits, unless the amount of the grant is placed in a special 

reserve fund to he utilized to cover losses incurred. 

In case of tax free mergers and similar reorganisations under the income tax law, 

the depreciable base of the assets remains the same (carry over of book values). 

3.4. Percentages and nuration 

3,4.1. ·Tangible assets 

The maximum rates of depreciation of tangible assets are fixed by decree issued hy 

the Minister of Finance. The rates vary according to the industry using the assets. 

A few examples follow as an illustration: 

Text :i le indus try 

industrial huil~ings 

Light buildings, sheds, etc. 

Plant and machinery 

Tools and other small outfittings 

Office furniture and ordinary office machines 

Electronic office machines 

Motor vehicles 

3.5 % 

10 % 

10 % 

25 i! 

12 % 

18 % 

20 % 

For some sections of the textile ind\Jstry slightly different percenta~es 

may apply. 
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~!._t,!l~~l.r_s}_cal industrx_ (in g~nc>ral) 

Tndustrial buildings 

Light buildings, sheds, etc. 

Non-automatic plant and machinery 

Automatir plant and machinery 

Ovens 

Tools and other small outfittings 

Offic-e furniture and ordinary office machines 

Electronic office machines 

Motor vehicles 

ITALY 

4 % 

10 % 

10 i. 

17.5 i. 

12.5 i. 

25 % 

12 % 

18 7. 

20 % 

..__ ' 
Mt'tall11rr;irnl industry (exc-1Hrling iron and steel industry) 

Industrial buildings 

Light buildings, sheds, etc •. 

GenPrRl plant and non-automatic ~rerifir plant and 

Automatic specific plant and machinery 

Electric cells 

Ov~ns 

Tools and other small outfittings 

machinery 

Office furniture and ordinary office machines 

E1ectronic office machines 

Motor vehicles 

~~r.ort industry (persons and goods) 

Indu~tria1 huildings 

Light buildings. sheds, etc. 

AutohusAes used for public transportAtion between 

towns 

Trucks and trailers 

Autovehirles in general (public transport) 

Delivery vans 

Tractors, electronic cars 

Cattle trucks 

Machine shops, liftin.g-gear 

Vnrious and small equipment 

Offire furniture and ordinary offirp,machines 

F.l~~tronic office machines 

MPtal or plaRtic contniners 

5.5 % 

10 % 

10 % 

17.5 % 

17.5 % 

14 % 

25 1. 

12 % 

18 ~ 

20 7. 

4 % 

10 % 

25 % 

20 % 

25 % 

25 % 

20 % 

10 % 

10 7. 

20 % 

12 % 

18 % 

15 % 

240. 
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In addition to th~ nhove p~rcentages, nn accelerated depreciation may be taken of 

not more than 45% of the initial cost to be spread over three years (to a maximum 

of 15% per year). 

3.4.2. Intangib~e assets 

Industrial p:H<'nts .1nd similnr rights rPlating to the use of inventive works, 

including directly attributable accessory costs, rights to use traqemarks and 

tradenarneR. processes, formulae and similar rights, and information c6ncerning 

industrial, commercial or scientific experience may be depreciated in equal 

instalm~nts over the period' of use foreseen by law or by contract. 

Should the per;od of use not be determinable, then the rate of deductible 

depTeciation may not exceed one fifth of the cost. 

Goodwill may h<' depreciated at a rate not ~xceeding one fifth of the original valuQ. 

3.4.3, Asset~ of small value 

Any asset whose cost of acquisition does not exceed 50,000 lire may be fully 

depreciated in the tax year in which the asset was purchased or manufactured. 

3.4.4. Minimum dr:-pret·i.1tion rates 

Business as~ets may be depreciated at a rate that is less than the above mention~d 

maximum allowable rates determined hy Ministerial decree. Where, however, the 

depreciation taken in any tax year is less than half the maximum allowable 

depreciation (not including the accelerated depreciatton allowed for tangible assets) 

than any amount undPr this half of the maximum amount is no longer depreciable 

(unless it is due to lower th,:tn normal use of the asset). 

3.·5r Commencement of depreciation 

Depreciation of business assets is first permitted in the first tax year that the 

assets are or cnn he utilized. The law does not provide for a pro rate depreciation 

if during the first year the asset was only used during the last part of that year. 
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Newly eAtAhli~hed business enterprises may start depreciation of business a$scts 

in the first tax year in which gross income is received. 
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3.6. Special arrnnsem~nta 

Newly established enterprises which incur expenses, including incorporation expensos, 

in tax periods prior to that in which the first gross income is received may ded~c~ 

such expenses in the first year in which gross income is derived 1 the four 

subsequent years, or up to SO% of such expenses in any one year. 

Expenses relating to studies and research directed at obtaining i~tar.gible rights 

such as patents and other rights relating to the use of inventive works, trademarks, 

processes, formulae and similar rights, and know-how, may be deducted in that tax 

year in which those expenses were incurred, limited to a maximum of 50%. The 

remaining part is d~preciable according to the normal rules of depreciation, provid~d 
t 

that the expenses have resulted in a useful right. Other~ise the excess may be 

deducted either in the following. year in :~s entirety or in equal instalments in 

that year and subsequent years, but not afLer the fourth year. 

Advertising costs are d~ductib1c 1n its entirety in the year sustained or in equal 

instalments in that year and the next two year~. 

Other costs nttributahle to more than one year shall be deductible to the extent 

of the amount attributable to each tax period. 

Where assets hav~ to b~ transferred at the end of a concession, without charAe, the 

~ate of deductible depreciation shall be determined by dividing the original cost 

of the assets (less any contribution paid for by the grantor of the concession) by 

the number of y~ars from the year the asset was put into use until the year in which 

the concession ended. 
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If depreciation is taken on tangible assets in an amount less than the rates 

mentioned in the law or in the Ministerial decree, the difference shall be 

depreciable in th~ tax periods followiqg the close of the normal term of depreciation. 

However, if the depreciation. taken in any financial yPar is less than 50% of the 

permitted depreciation, the difference is no longer allowable as a deduction (also 

not in later years, unless it can be proved that the asset was put to less than 

n.ormal use during that period). 

Depreciation of intangible assets must be taken tJnder the above rules and any 

deferral in exceRs of the possibilities the law grants cannot be recovered in later 

years. 

5. Balnnce shP~t; commprcial nnd fiscal depreciation 

In general, a business asset is val11~d on the bRlance sheet at its cost of 

acquisition as long as the asset remains in the enterprise. 

The depreciation taken on such assets must be contributed to a depreciation fund 

on the liability side of the balance sheet. 

Business enterprises are required to keep a'register of taxable business assets, 

in which the cost of acquisition, the usual useful life and the depreciation applied 

to it and any other information required is registered. 

The depreciation taken on business assets for purposes of the commercial balance 

sheet may .differ from the depreciation for purposes of the fiscal balance sheet, 

but in practice it seems that the same depreciation rates are taken for both 

balance sheets. 

According to tlw Civil Code, the valuation of business assets may not exceed the 

actual v:tlue. 
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c. TAXATTON OF CAPTTAT. r./\TNS AND LOSSES A~n THE REVALUATIO~ OF 
. - ------------·~-·-·-··- -- .. --~-- .. --

BUSINESS ASSETS 

J. Capitnl gains in general 

1.1. Introduction 

Generally, all cnpi tal gains realised within the scope of a businesb erlterprise 

are included in t.1xnble income as profits and taxed at the ordinary rates of the 

corporate or individual income tax and the local tax. In this context, the term 

"assets'' means business assets, including goods manufa~tured or dealt in as part 

of the enterprise's activity, raw materials, semi-finished products, auxiliary 

materials, goods acquir~d for use or consumption in production, and stocks, bonds 

or similar securiries, if the enterprise's P.Ltivity is entirely or partly devoted 

to the trading in such securities. 

Individuals rPalising capital gnins outside the scope of a business are not subject 

to income taxes, unlE:'ss the income is deemed to he derived from speculative 

transactions. The law gives a few spE'cific cases in which speculative intention 

is assumed, without possibility to proof the contrary, in particular with respect 

to immovable property and artistic or antique objects or collections (see below). 

1.2. Non-realisPd capital gains 

Non-realised capital gains not entered in the accounts are not ~axable. Non

realised capital gains, entered 1n the accounts through grossing-up of the book 

value of the assets, are deemed to be taxable income of the period in which th~.! 

increase in value is recorded in the accounts. However, Law no. 576 of Decernber'2t. 

1975 provided for a tax free revaluation of business assets acquired before 1973 

(se~ below). 

J.'l. Realised rnpit_a_l gains 

Sales of businer.;s assets are consid<>rNt for tax purpos~s as transactions of n 

normal business nature; gains thereon are assessable to income taxes as part nf th~ 

business profits, whil~ losses are treated as admissible deductions. In the cas~ of 

asaets acquired before 1947 ahd revalued not later than 1953 under the relevant 

legislation and assets acquired before the end of 1973 and revalued under th0 lnw of 

Dec~mber 21, 1975, any profits or losses on rlisposal of the business assets ar~ 

compuf~d hy r('ff'rence to the revaluf'd hook values. 
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Capital gains realised through the sale, exchnnge or contribution of assets ·are not 

included in the taxable income of the enterprise, if the gains are credited to a 

special reserve fund and the gains are re-invested in depreciable assets within 

two tax periods after the disposal of the assets. Any portion of the gain which has 

not been re-invested within the period of time described· above will be included 

in the taxable income of the second tax period after that in which the gain was 

realised. 

On re-investment, the re-invested gain must he trnnsferred to the depreciation fund. 

For the purposes of calculating the depreciation 6f assets acquired by utilisati0n 

of the capital gain fund, only that part of the asset's cost which exceeds the 

re-invested nmount from the capital gain fund is depreciable. 

This ~ax-fr~e r0nlisntion of capital gains is not available if such gains are 

re~lised by cnpita] nppreciation of the business a~sets in the accounts. 

3. Unrealised capital gai~ through the revaluin~ of business assets 

~.l. Eli~ible assets 

Law no. 576 of Dec~mher 21, 1975 allows business 0nterprises to revalue free from 

tax their business assets acquired before December 3J, 1973. 

The following M~~Pt~~ may be revalued: 

1. immovable prop~rty 

2. plant and machinery 

3. personal property 

4. patent rights, rights to inventions, rights to concessions and 

to trademarks; 

5. stock in corporations and sh~res in pRrtnerships. 

Inventory, raw material, semi·fini~hed products may not he revalued. 
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ja2. Corporations 

Resident corporations, partnerships limited by shares, limited liability companies, 

cooperative societies, mutual insurance companies and other public or private 

entities which have as their exclusive or principal activity the carrying out of 

business activities may choose between two methods of revaluation: 

Under the first method, each business asset acquired before 1974 may be revalued 

by increasing its initial cost by 

40%, if acquired hrfnre 1972; 

30%, if acquired in 1972; and 

20%, if acquired in 1973. 

Similarly, Rny ci('rrcciation allowances e1pplied to such asset must be revalued ,,·ith 

the above mentioned percentages; 

The above mentioned percentages are maximum percentages, and the cor:~ration oay 

revalue with lower percentages; in any case the value of the assets a~ter 

revaluation and taking into account the depreciation applied, may not exceed the 

value effectively attributable to the asset, considering its productive capacity, 

its economic use for the enterprise, or, as the case may b~, the current value or 

the quotation at the stock exchange. 

Under the second mrthod the assets may be reval11ed more freely, but the tot~l 

amount of the revR1uation may not exceed an amount equal to 50 percent of the 

corporation's net worth (contributed capital plus reserves) at the end of the 

financial year 1971, or, if lower, at the end of the year during which the 

revaluation is effected. 

Also under this m~thod the value of each aRset after revaluation may not exceed 

the effective vRlue. 

TI1e revaluation may he effected in 1975, 1976 and 1977. If the first method is 

chosen, the revalue1tion may be effected in the coursr .of these three years, hut if 

th~ serond methorl is chosen, the whole reval\Jation must be effected in one year. 
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~he halnnce rC'~u1Ling from the rt'V<Ilu.1tion mnf~l hl' contributed to a special res~rvv 

fund. Tlti1 fund mny bl'l capi ta1 iMed by i tuHdnr. bontJA ahAr~a or by in~I'Qlu&ins th8 

par value of the outstanding stocks or shares, but may not be distributed as 

dividends in cash. 

The balance resulting from the revaluation of assets is tax free for the company 

and the receipt of bonus shares or the inc~ease of the par value of the stock is 

not taxable in the hands of the shareholder. If, however, the stack or shares are 

owned by an enterprise, the receipt of the stock or shares is not subject to tax, 

but on a later disposal of the shares or stock any gain is subject to tax under 

the normal n,tles. 

·-.....J~). ]_n_ciividuals, partnerships and other entities 

I~dividuals owning an enterprise and all associatio~s and partnerships not ~entioned 

above under 4.1. and all corporate and non-corporate non-resident enterprises which 

have a permanPnt estnh1ishment in rtaly may revalue business assets under the first 

method, provided that they comply wir-h certain accounting methods. 

3.1,.. nistrihution of the spec-ial revaluation fund 

I [ the fund is dis t ri hu ted to shar~ho 1 ders other than in t.he form of bonus shares 

or increase of the par value of the outstanding stock or shares, the amount 

di~tribut~d is first taxed as business income for the company and thereafter as a 

dividend distrih,Jtion for the shareholder. 
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~. SnJ~s at the liquidntion or transfr-r of a hnsiness (branch or private businc>s·;) 

Capital gains r~alised by a corporate or other entity subject to the corporate 

income tax, on gains realised upon the transfer of part of the business or upon 

liquidation is included in taxable income. Distributions to shareholders upon 

liquidation of the company are subject to tax to the extent they ex< 1 the par 

value of the shares or capital contributed, in the same manner as ordinary 

dividends or distributions of profits. 

Capital gnins,r~alised upon transfer or liquidation of a private business shall 

not be included in the business income of the year the gain is realise1 but the 

gain shall be taxed separately; the rate applicable to this gain shall be the 

rate which would apply to half the aggregate income of the two years prior to the 

transfer or liquidAtion. 
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S. ~erulnt.ive sale~ _ _individuals 

Gains d~rived from speculative transactions, not being business transactions are 

subject to the individual income tax. The law does not give precise indications what 

must be considered to be a speculative transaction, other than that the transaction 

is undertaken for speculative purposes, but it mentions a few transactions which 

are conclusively considered speculative transactions, i.e. no proof to the 

contrary is allowed. 

These transactions are: 

- the sa1e of land or part thereof, if the land is subdivided or preparatory 

work is don~ with respect to land to make it suitable to build upon if the land 

is included in an urbanisation plan; 

- the acquisition and sale of immovable property which is not destined for personal 

use or for the use of the family of the purchnser if the period of time between 

acquiRition and sale is 5 years or less; The same provision applies if gains are 

made on the acquisition and subsequent sale of stocks or shares in an immovable 

property company whose stock is not quoted at the stock exchange~within five 

years of ownership; 

the acquisition and sale of art objects, antiques and collector's objects, if the 

period of time between the acquisition and sale is two years or less; 
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On the merp,Pr of two or more compnnics (either n "true" merger or absorption of 

one or more companies by another company) the newly created or absorbing company 

takes over all rights and obligations of the merged companies, and may thus take 

over all the assets and liabilities at the value they hAd in the boo of the 

merged or absorhPrl companies. Therefore, capital gains or capital losses will not 

necessarily be realized in such a transaction. Even if the assets are valued at 

a higher amount than the original book value in the appraisal report (·..:hich report 

is required by the Civil Code to be deposited at the Registration office when the 

decision for a mer~er or absorption is taken) these values need not be adopted in 

the accounts of thP "nc:.w" company. 

·-- Only in one instnnce may the assets taken over he entered in the books at a 

higher value without capital gains being realised: any amount of gain equal to 

the diffc.>rence hetween the cost of the sharl~s of the ahsorbed company and the 

net value of the assets. transferred hy the absorbed company is not inr··tded in 

taxable gains. 

Tile law does not rontain any specific provision with regard to the consequences 

for shareholders of a merger. 
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1. Speci<=~l tax ._'?.!!._S,.~ins (realised or_~nouC'.'ll is!:_rU __ ~jth resp.ect to irrunovable· prop~~ 

Gains, realis~d on the transfer of immovable property located in Italy, are subject 

to a special "tax on capital appreciation in value of real property" (imposta 

comunale sull'incremento di valore degli immobili), irrespective of whether the 

immovable propPrty is a business asset or not. 

In general, the liability for this tax arises only at the time of disposal of 

the property for a consideration or as a gift, but immovable property management 

companies have to revalue their immovable property every ten years in their 

accounts and hnve to pay the tax on the amount of the increase in book value. 

The capital gnin is determined by the difference between cost of acquisition _plus 

expenses incurr~d and the cost of later improvements, and the value realised at 

the date of transf~r. This gain is, however. reduced by an amount of 4 percent 

per year since thP year of acquisition~ computed on the acquisition cost. A similar 

reduction is granted for the cost of later improvPments. 

The rates ve1ry from municipality to municipali.ty, with minimum and maximum rates 

dPtermined by law: 

on the part ·of the gajn bc>tween Hin. Hax. 
rate rate 

0% and 10% of the initial value 3% 5% 

10% and 50% of the initial vnlue 5% 10~ 

50% and JOO% of· the initial v::tlue 10% 15% 

100% and 150% of the initial value 15% 20% 

150% and 200% of the initial value 20% 25% 

on thE" gain exceeding 200% of the initial value 25% 304 

This tax mr~y h~ d0duc-t<>d as an expen~e for the computation of the corporate or 

indivi ~ual income tax. 

~~!!lEe!~.:. 
Corporation A hollp,ht a building on Januc:!ry 1, 1q73 for 1 million lire and sold it 

after four ypars for 2,400,000 lire. No improvE>ments were made during these fo,IT 

years. 

The building is situated in a municipality which applif's tlw maximum rates. 

Assume that tht' ch'preciation allowed on that huilding wa~ 3 percent per year, ;1nd 

that no accP1Pr~tPd dPpreciation waR applied. 
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Profit, for purposes of the impost<l rnmnn:tle Sll11'incremento di valore degli 

immobili is 1,400,000 less 4 times 4% of 1,000,000 • 1,240,000 tire. 

Computation of the "imposta comunale su11'incremento di valore degli immobili": 

on the first 100,000 (i.e. 10% of the initial value) 

on the next 400,000 (40% of the initial value) 

on the next 500,000 (50% of the initial value) 

on the next 21,0 t 000 (remaining part of the profit) 

Tax on 1,240,000 amounts to 

Taxable under the corporation tax: 

initinl cost of acquisition 

lesR: depreciation 4 times 3% 

5% = s.ooo lire 

10% = 4 ,000 lire 

15% = 75,000 lire 

20% = 4P,OOO lire 

168,000 lire 

1,000,000 lire 

120,000 lire 

880,000 li~~ 

Net profit: 2,400,000 1~ss 880,000 • 1,520,000 lire 

Taxable profit 1,~20,000 less the above tax of 168,000 = 1,352,000 lire 

Corporation tax 25% of 1,352,000 = 
Local income tax 14.2% of 1,352,000 

Total amount of tax 

338,000 lire 

191,984 lire 

697.984 lire -------
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RESERVES 

I. General rule 

Gt~nerally, contributions to "true" reserves, including the compulsory 

contribution to the legal reserve, are not deductible for the computation of 

the income tax. Exceptions to this general rule are the tax free temporary 

reservation of capital gains realised on thP disposnl of business assets and the 

tax free revaluation of business assets, discussed above. 

Contributions to so-called "r~serves", which constitute in fact amounts set 

aside to meet futu~e liabilities, estimated expenses and other contingencies are 

not recognised as deductible expenses, unless the law explicitly allows such a 

deduction. 

2. Allocation nf business expenses to proper y~ar 

Business expenses which are at tr i hu tah 1 e to more than one tax year may on 1 y h'' 

deducted to the extent that they can be attributed to each tax year. 

No provisions for expenses which must he m~t· in future years is allowed, except 

in the case of ships and aircraft, with respect to their periodic maintenance 

and overhauling. In this case a pr~vision may be created at the beginning of 

such a perio~, and each year an amount equal to 5 percent of the initial cost of 

the ship or aircraft less depreciation may be contributed to this provision. 

At the ~nd of such period (i.e. when the maintenance is actually perform~d), any 

balance of the provision over the effectively paid expenses for maintenance and 

overhaul is added to the taxable profit. 

3. Reserves for hnd debts 

Entrrprises ~rP Allowed to create a provision for bad d~bts, and they m~y 

allocate to this provision, at the end of ench tax year, an amount equ:tl to 

0.5 percent of total debt claims receivable nt the end of that year, until th~ 

provision reaches 1 percent of the outstanding deht claims. Thereafter, the 

provi.sion can hP increased each year by 0.25% of total debt claims receivable, 

until the provision reaches 5 percent of outstanding debt claims. 
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4. Reserve~ for soci~l purposes 

Enterprise~ may create reserves for the purpose of social security or for the 

providing of old age, widow and orphnn's pensions for their employees. The 

contributions to these reserves may not exceed the Stims due under legal provisions 

or under specific contracts concluded with the employee. When a mo ication of 

the law or of a contract increases thC' rights of SIIC'h an employee, necessary 

adjustments to the reserve must be made (e.g. haC'kservice), but such an adjustrn<·nt 

may not be spread over more than three years. 
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OTHER JNVF.STMF.NT TNCf:-!T1VFS 

I. General 

~part from the above mentioned incPntives, viz. the 45 percent accelerated 

depreciation allowance, the temporary reserv~tion of capital gains on business 

assets under the condition of reinvestment, and the revaluation of business 
I 

asst»ts under the condition that the revaluation fund m;~y not be distributed in 

cash, no general investment incentives are available. There ·are, however, several 

incentives crPatcd to further the economic development of certain regions or to 

promote certain kinds of business activity. These incentives are laid down in 

Presidential Decree no. 601 of September 29, 1973. 

The tax relirf granted to agricultural enterprises, certain cooperative societies 

and certain credit institutions and to owners, including immovable property 

companies, exploiting low-cost dwellings will not he discussed here. 

2. Mezzogiorno 

To further the industrial development of Italy south of Rome, including Sardinia, 

Sicily and some other small islands, tax relief is granted to new industri:tl 

enterprises and to existing industrial enterprises which expand their activities. 

In addition to subventions and 1ow-interest loans, and some relief-with respect to 

indirect taxes, profits derived from newly established industrial activities ~re 

exempt from loca1 income tax for a period of 10 years, beginning with thl.? y~.1r that 

the new activities result for the first time in a profit. A ten-year relief for 

the corporate income tax is gr.anted to companies newly established in the 

"Mezzogiorno" whose activities are limited to thi~ area. The relief is granted in 

the form of n reduction of SO p('rcent of the corporate income tax. The ten year 

period starts at thE' date of formation of the company 

Newly estAhlished handicraft PntPrprisE's anrl small and mediumsized manufacturin~ 

enterprises are exempt from the local income tax during the first ten yc3rs ir0m 

the start of their activities. 

-~ 
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Vi\LUATTON OF STOCK-!N-TR:\nE 

Raw m~t0rials, supplies, semi-finished products, and finished products and 

merchandise intended for sale or use in prodtiction are in principle, valued at 

cost. This cost includes all additional expenses, h11t any interest or general 

expenses arf' not includPd. According to the Civil Corlc~ 9 the vah .nay not be 

higher than the lower of cost or currPnt markPt value. 

The tax cnrlP nllows a system of v:1lu.1tinn of ~tack-in-trade which .is ba.sically 

a last-in first-out (LIFO) method. 

For this p_11rpo~e, .goods of the same kind nnd the same qua 1 i ty are grouped togc· rh~..-..r; 

goods of the same kind, but slightly different in quality, and goods of difft:rPnt 

kind but of Pqn:1l unit value may also be grouped together. 

In the first tax p('riod that an entPrprise hns a spc>cific product in stock, e.1ch 

itE>m of this prod11ct in stock must be v;duc>d hy dividing the tota~ cost of 

production or purchase of that product, by the number of items of that product. 

If, in a fo11owing year, the quantity of thnt prod11ct increases, the excess must 

he valued sPpClrately, according to the method mentioned above. 

If, however, the quantity is less than in the preceding year, the decrease must 

be charged against increases whi<ll occurrf'd in pr:ior tax years, beginning with 

the most recent. 

If, under this ~ystPm of valuation, thf' vr~1uc> pf'r item is higher than the rn:lrk,'t 

value in the l:tst three months of the tax year, 'then vnluation of the goods 

within this cnter,ory may be effectf'd by multiplying thP entire quantity, indt"'p0nd,·n: 

of thf' period of origin, hy this market value. 

If the totnl invf·ntory of a group of similar goods is v.11ued higher than the 

market value during thP last three months of the preceding year, or higher th;m 

the cost, as detPrminPd under the mPthod explnined :lhove 9 then each item shall he 

valued by dividinR the market valuf', or the cost, by the number of items. 
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Othe>r mf'thods nre, 1n prnctic£', nllmoJNl hy the tax administration. If an 

entrepreneur wants to change ltis method of valuation of the inventory, he must 

inform the tax administration, and if no objection is made, he can use the new 

method 'in the next following year. 

However, the baRe stock method is not allowed. 
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SET OFF OF BUSINESS T.OSSF.S 

A loss incurred in one taxable year is deductible from the profits of the same 

year. 

Losses may be set off against profits of the next following five ~~ars, but only 

for purposes of the corporate income tax. No carry-forward of .lob~es is allowed 

for the computation of the local income tax. 

No carry back of losses is permitted. 
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Business income is taxable in Luxembourg under the Income Tax Act (Loi du 

4 dccemhre 1967 concernant l'impot sur le revenu (hereinafter referred to as 

L.T.R.)) on th<' nation~l level, and und('r the Business Tax Act (Gewerbesteuer

gesetz vom I. nezemher 193n) on the municipal level. 

The L.I.R. is divided into thr('e parts: 

~art one contains the sections on individual income tax (section 1-157) 

including a suhpart on withholding tax on salaries (section 136-145) and on 

investment income (section 146-157); 

part two contains provision on corporate income t~x (sections 158-174); and 

part three contAins transitional and additional provisions (sections 175-188). 

Section 10 of the L.r:a. mentions three types of b11siness profits: 

commercial business profits, agricultural and forestry profits, and profits 

from profesRions. 

The term''connnercinl business profits"is defined as income from commercial, 

industrial. mining or handicraf~ enterprises (section 14). 

Commercial husincss profits are determined, in prjnciplc, in a given accounting 

period as the difference between the enterprise's net worth at the beginning 

of the period and naworth at the end of that period (section 18). 

Computation of profits accordinr, to a cash basis method is allowed, subject to 

certain conditions, for entrepreneurs who are not obliged to keep proper 

accounting recor<is, and who act.ually do not keep such records. 

In computing agricultural and forestry profits and profits from professions 

specific rules apply. 

The computation of commercial profits earned by entities subject to the 

corporate income tax is subject to the same hasic rules as apply to the 

computation of profit earned by private business entrepreneurs. 
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The Law of 27 July 1978 completing the system for taxing capital gains realised on the 

disposal of assets belonging to private property made important basic changes to the 

taxation of capital gains on disposals. The main object of the reform was to extend 

the scope of the income tax law to proceeds trom the realisation of certain immovable 

aeseta belonging to private property. 

A distinction is made, depending on the length of time the asset disposed of has 

been held, between short-term capital gains (speculative profit), mr WD-term gains and 

long-term gains. 

C~pita1 gains concerning business assets, however, arP basically in-~!uded in 

business income, and as such taxable at normal tax rates (see however, part C, 

below). Thus, it is of great importance whether an asset is a business asset, 

or uhc:!ther it hP 1 <'m~!l; to the en t rC'pTE'neu r' ~ pri vn tfl propE'rty. The L._I. R. 

detE-rmines that aR&ets which-are destined by.their nature to serve the 

enterprise must be treated as business assets; that assets which are destined 

; their nature not to serve an enterprise, ~ay not he included in business 

assets, and that an entrepreneur, who keeps :egular books, maf at his choice, 

include in his business assets assets which in general are not destj d to 

serve an enterprise, but which are actually used in hia enterprise. 

The problem of whether an asset constitutes a business asset or not doea not 

occur in cas• of comr~niP.s, since all their income is deemed to be commercial 

business income and all their asAets are deemed to be businesa assets. 

The L.I.R. hAs replaced former legislation which was based on German laws. 

German case law and ~nterpretation is atill an important factor, however. .. I • 
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1~ G~neral remarkR; depreciable basis 

Bu~iness as~rt8 are divided into fix~d assets (immohilisations), current 

assets (biens du r~alisable et du disponibl~) and )'abilities. 

Fixed ass~ts are defined as goods which are destin~d to serve the enterprise 

permanently. 

iixed assets which decrease in value in the courae of time or by use, or by a 

d~crease of/depnaits of minerals or fosaila embedded in or attached to the 

\:) earth, qualify for d~preciation. 

Land, parti~ipations, goodwill and current aaset• are specifically mentioned as 

non-depreciable assets. 

o~rreciatinn mAy be carried out for technical as well as for economical decrease 

of value, but may never exceed cost less any residu.11 value. 

The ~ase for depreciAtion is constituted by the acquisition price of the asset 

increased by all amounts paid by the entrepreneur to install the asset in the 

way it was done at the moment of valuation less any subsidies received. 

In case of s~lf construction the base for depreciation, of an asset consists of 

.J;) all expE>nRes rE>latrd to the construction of the asset including the costs of 

m~terials, wa~es for the instruction, the special production costs as well an 

aprropriate part of the general production costs including depreciation of 

'·' . . 
. .. 

assets uAed by the construction. Article 4-VII of the Budget Law of 17.12.77 allows 
the interest on borrowed capital to be included in the purchase price where such 
loans are incurred in connection with new construction works spreading over a long 
period of time. There must, holfever, ·be a direct and real link between the loan and 
the investments. 

In case 1n asRet is received without paying a conRideration •·I·• by way of a 

gift, the asRet has to be valued at the going concem·value at the time of 

acquisition. 

~~l('re an enterpriRe or an indcp('ndent pArt of An enterprise is acquired against 

consideration the assets acquired have to be enter~d into the accounts at the 
"' going concern value of such assets. Any amount paid in excess of the tot4l 

a~ount of the going concern value of all the acquired aaseta represents the 

acquisition price of goodwill which ia no~ depreciable.' · 

. .... 
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Depreciation must be computed for the relevant accounting period by dividing 

the cost of acquisition or construction less residual value and depreciation 

of previous years at the beginning of the financial period over t remaining 

normal period of use in such manner that depreciation is spread evenly over the 

period of use (straight line). 

The normal period of use must be expressed in a number of years and must be 

determined with a view to the circumstances under which the asset is used. 

The administration may approve other appropriate systems, e.g. on an utilization 

basis if the annual use of the asset fluctuates wid~ly. 

A special rule applies to depreciable asse~d with a useful life not exceeding 

one year and to assets the cost of acquisition of which does not e ·ed 

15,000 Lfrs.: such assets may be written off at once.· 

With the exclusion of buildings, tangible fixed assets may also be depreciated 

in declining annual amounts (declining balance method). In that case, a fixed 

percentage of depreciation must be taken from the remaining book value at the 

beginning.of each year. This pe~centage may not exceed twice the percentage 

under the straight line method, and is subject to a maximum of 20~. 

A change-over from rl~clining-balance method to straight-line method is permitted, 

but the reverse is not. 
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'· 

A special additional depreciation ~llowance is granted in case of extraordinary 

technical or economical obsolescence. Once this special depreciation has been 

taken, any further normal depreciation must be computed according to the straight

line method. 

If assets are used during more than one daily work-shift, this should be 

recognized nlready under normal depreciation, since the period of use must be 

~etermined with a view to the circumstance~ under which the asset is used 

(see para. 2, above). 

,, 
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The nonn.11 annn.11 dC'preciation of fixed ass£'ts which decrease in value by 

depletion of d~posits of minerals or fossils incorporated in the asset has to 

be computC'd in accord;tnce with the ratio between the part of the deposits 

extracted and the entire dC'posit of minerals at the beginning of the financial 

p~riod. If for cx~mple the dC'posit consisted of 100 units at . beginning of 

a fin~ncial period and during that period 5 units are extracted then the annu~l 

d~preciation is 1 ~0 times the value .of the asset at the beginn;~3 of the 

financial period. 

.... ,. 

Depreciation is allowed as of the mon,ent the asset is acquired or taken into use. 

Where the depreciable asset is acquired or brought into use ru ng the accounting· 

year, the initial allowance is in theory to be determined on a pro rata basis by 

reference to the remainder of that year. By way of simplification, however, the 

full allowance may be deducted for assets acquired or brought into use during the 

first half of the year and half the allowance may be deducted where the assets are• 

acquired or brought into use during the second half of the year. 

If allowahle drpreciation is not fully taken in any accounting period it is not 

allowed to recoup such depreciation in a subsequent accounting period. 

D~preciation comp,atrd for tax purpnses on the basis of estimated useful life 

must be equal to the depreciation taken in the commercial accounts • 
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c. TAXATTON OF CAPITAl. C:i\TNS ANn LOSSES 

1. Main provisions 

Business profits are determined, in principle, as the difference between the 

net worth of an Pnterprise at the beginning of a financial period and the net 

worth at the end of the same period. This difference is taxable at the normal 

rate and no distinction is made between trading profits and capital gains and 

losses. Thus, the general rule is that capital gains entered in the accounts 

for tax purposes, either as a result of an alienation or of a (re)valuation of 

assets constitute business profits. Therefore, the valuation rules for assets 

are very important (see for'depreciable fixed assets part B, above and for 

stock-in-trade part F, below). It is not permitted to include· unrealised gains 

on assets in the accounts for tax purposes. However, if the going concern value 

(Teilwert) of assets is lower thnn'the· bookvalue according to the normal 

valuation rules, then this lower going concern value may be adopted, the 

unrealised capital lo'ss being deductible in computing business profits 

(section 23(2) L.I.R.). 

This implies that capital gains are included in business profits if realised, 

subject to two exceptions, however: 

( i} Capital ~ains realised when part of the enterprise's net worth (bien de 

l'actif net investi) is destroyed, expropriated or sold in order to avoid 

expropriation may be deducted from the acquisition price of the replacement 

provided a) the new asset is economically and technically similar to the 
I 

old asset; h) the entrepreneur keeps proper accounts; and c) the new asset 

is acquired within two years after the year of destruction or expropriation. 

( ii) C1pital gains realised at the alienation of buildings or non-depreciable 

assets which ~onstitute part of the fixed assets (immobilisations), of the 

business may also be tax deferred subject to the following ·conditions: 

a) the alienated buildings or non-depreciable assets will only be 

considered to form part of the fi.xed assets (immohilisations) if they 

are pArt of the assets of the business for at least 5 years (bien de 

l'actif net investi); 
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b) the capitnl gains may only be dPrlur.ted from the acquisition price 

of new replacing fixed assets if such assets form part of the net 

worth of a permanent establishment sitn.1ted in Luxembourg; 

c)- if the alienated fixed asset constitutes a "participation" then the 

capital gain can only be deducted from a replacing part: ?ation 

after approval of the Minister of Finance. 

A participation in this context means a holding of at least 25 percent 

in the share capital cf a corporation; 

d) the entrepreneur must hnve the intention of reinvesting the proceeds 

received nt ~liPnation; and 

e) reinvestment must be completed hy the end of the second accounting 

period following the accounting period of alienation. 
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Capital gains realized at a special type of enterprise merger may be tax. deferred. 

The general rule with respect to enterprise mergers9 i.e. the situation where 

the net worth of a company is transferred to .another company, is that all 

capital gains realized at the alienation are taxable as normal profits. However, 

if the net worth of a·company which is resident in Luxembourg as a whole is 

transferred to another company so resident, both companies being subject to 

the normal rules of taxation (i.e. not having a tax exempt status) the capital 

gain realized will he tax exempt if the following conditions are'met: 

a) the· consideration for the transfer must consist of newly issued shares of the 

purchasing company, to be issued to the shareholders of the transferor 

company;. 

b) should the purchasing company have a participation in the transferor company 

then this participation has to be annihilated, i.e. the purchasing company 

may not issue new shares in its own capital with respect to the participation 

the comp;my holds in the transferor company; 

c) if the pu!chasing company l1ns a participation in the transferor company, 

then the transfer of the net worth has to he justified by sound commercial 

reasons, especially from the point of view of the purchasing company; 

\ 

d) the purchRsing company has to adopt in its financial accounts the same book 

values of the transferred assets as accounted for by the transferor company. 
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RESERVES 

Generally speaking, the creation of reserves And provisions for tax purposes 

is allowed in a limited number of cases only. 

Apart from the "t:1x deferral" provisions discussP.d in part C, above, which, 

in fact, imply the creation of a replacement reserve to the exteLt that there 

is no immediate purchase of replacing assets, it is only allowed to create 

provisions for uncertain liabilities or anticipated losses by way of liabilities 

in the balance sheet for tax purposes. The provision may not exceed the going 

concern value of the otherwise estimated liability, must reflect a similar 

provision in the conunercial balance sheet and may not exceed the latter. 

The following are examples of typical l~R~ility provisions: liability on surety 

obligations, warranties, damage claims, llcigation expenses, currently deductible 

taxes and tax ohligations, and future pension payments to employee Self-

insurance and deferred repair and maintenance provisions are not allowed. 
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E. 

1. InveBtment allowance 

The Law of 25 July 1977 setting up a temporary scheme of tax aid for inveatment reenacted 

with slight changes the text of the Law of 9 April.l973• The ef'fect ia aa t'ollows : ··I· 

An enterprise may deduct from its income t_ax an amount equal to 12% ot aey"supplementary 

investment" in qualifying assets. 

Supplementary investment for an accounting year is equivalent to the value attributed 

at the end of that year to the category of assets in question less the reference value 

attributed to the same category of assets. The reference value, which cannot be less than 

75.000 francs, is determined~ taking the arithmetic mean of the values which those 

aosets reached at the end of each of the previous accounting years ended after 31 Decem

ber 1971. 
In determining the value of the qualifying a~seta at the end .or the accounting year, the 

follmring acoets n.re not taken ir..to account 1 

(1) assets acquired through the transfer, for consideration, of an enterprise or of an 

autonomous part of a subdiV'ision of an enterprise J 

(2) second-hand assets acqui~ed_ in the Grand Duchy ; 

(3) isolated assets acquired p,ratuitouely ; and 

(4) supplementary investment less than L.fre. 75.000. 

In addition enterpriaee may deduct from income tax an amount equal to 6~ of investment 

in q11alifyi ng assets up to L.fra. 3 million worth a.nd 2% of the value of the exceeding 

L. frs~ 3 million. 

Qualifying a.saets are 

1) tangible de~reciable assets other than buildings, livestock and mineral and fossil 

deposita ; 

2) heating plants and sanitation ~stema in hotel buildings.; 

w 3) and certain building~~ uaed for aooial purpoaea. ,. 
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The credit is not grantPn for: 

(1) assets h:lVing a useful life of less than f>ip.ht yf'ars (although, for 

financial years ending 1n calendar years 1972-1976 this period of time was 

reduced to four years); 

(2) assets acquired through the transfPr of an enterprise or autoL.vmous part 

or suhdiv1sion of an enterprise; 

(3) second-hand assets; 

(4) assets hnving a cost price of not more thAn L.frs. 15,000; and, 

(j) vehicles for transportation othf'r than those used inside the enterprise. 

Any credit granted must be takf'n ~gainst the income tax on the income of the 

year in which the investments were made. No refund of income tax is granted where 

the credit exceeds the income tax. There is, however, in such a case a carry

forward of the credit during the followin~ ~our years. 

This invest~ent allowance is granted for the financial years ending in calendar 

years 1972-1976. 
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One quarter of income earned throug·h "new prniluct ion" is exempt from corporate 

income tax. r·his partial tax holiday is grantP.d if this "new production" 

particularly favours t'he growth or improves the structure of national economy. 

The partial tax holiday i·s granted f'or a perio-d of 8 years, to new produ£tion 

started in thP pPriod from .J;muary 1, 1q72 to J;muary 1, 19.82. 
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Stock-in-trnde must be valued at acquisition or production cost, or at lower 

going concern value. Where at the end of the preceding accountino period 

at the end of the pertinent accounting perio•l, this increased value may be 

adoptPd, hut may nPver exceed cost of arquisition or production. 

L.I.F.O. nor F.I.F.O. is permittPd, unless it is :Jctua11y carried out in 

practice. 

The vnlue of fllngihle goods may he estimnted hy way of the weighted average 

cost method. 

• 
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SFT-OFF OF LOSSES 

A loss from any category of income must first of all be deducted from positive 

income of another category derived within the same year (exceptions to this 

only he dr~11ct~d from a speculntion gain, and a remaining loss may not be 

deducted from othPr positive income). 

Only losses from business enterprise, agriculture and forestry and from a 

profession m~y be deducted as special expenditure (d&penses splciales, sections 

109 and 114 of the L.I.R.) from income in one of the following five years, if 

they could not be deducted from positive income from other categories in the 

year in whirh they were incurrPd. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

One of the main characteristics of the United Kingdom tax 

system, as opposed to the systems of most Continental 

European countries, is that in determining the tax liability 

of taxpayers engaged iri a trade or business, a distinction 

is made betwee~ "income" and "capital gains". Thus, for 

example, if an individual or corporate taxpayer who carries 

·On a trade disposes of a fixed capital asset used in or for 

the purp~ses of his trade, any gain or loss realised.at the 

disposal does not, as a matter of principle, constitute 

business income but a capital gain or loss. Similarly, the 

sale of investments such as shares or securities owned by a 

business will give rise to a capital gain or loss rather than 

to trading income, unless the taxpayer~.S "''·trade is deemed to 
consist of (or to include) dealing in securities. If, on the ... 
other hand, assets are sold which constitute part of the trade's 

circulating capital (eg stock-in-trade) the amount receive~will 

be included in the computation of the taxpayer's trading income. 

The distinction between "income" and "capital gains" is 

particularly relevant for both individual and corporate tax

payers, because different rules apply to the computation of 

taxable income versus the computation of capital gains, and 

because capital gains are taxedjat a lower rate. 

For corporate entities, the normal rate of the corporation tax 

~s 52%, whereas capital gains - though also subject to 

cor~oration tax - are taxed at a lower effective rate of 30%, 

a certain proportion of the gain being deductible in computing 

the amount actually subject to corporation tax. 

Individual taxpayers are subject to a progressive income tax, 

at rates ranging from 25% to 60%, but capital gains realised 

· by individuals are subject to Capital Gains Tax at a rate of 
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B. DEPRECIATION OF BUSINESS ASSETS 

1. G~nernl Outline 

Depreciation allowances, termed "capital allowanccr in 
United Kingdom law, are governed by the Capital Allowances 

Act 1968, as ~nended from time to time by the annual Finance 
Acts. 

The Capital Allowances Act 1968 (horoinnftcr referred to as 

CAA) ifi, in effect a connolid~ting act, in which all existing 

provisions concerning depreciation for tax purposes have been 

brought together, with the e~ception of the provisions rega~d

ing patents and know how. The rules regarding depreciation of 
patents and know how are laid down in Sections 378 tn 388 of 

t~e Income and Corpor~tion Taxes Act 1970, hereinaft ~ referred 

to as ICTA. 

According to the Capital Allowances Act 1968 and the relevant 
provisions of the Income and Corpor~tion Taxes Act 1970, 

depreciation allowances are available with respect to expenditure 

(~capital expenditure") under the following headings: 

i. industrial buildings and structures, etc; 

11. hotel buildings and structures; 

• 111. plant and machinery; 

iv. minos, oil wells, otCJ 

v. dredging: 

vi. agricultural land and buildings; 

vii. scientific researchJ 

viii. patent rights and know how. 
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The allowable depreciation for tax purposes may be taken 

into account irrespective of whether the same depreciation 

is taken in the commercial accounts of the trade. 

Lt is further provided that any grants or subsidies received . 

in connection with the expenditure, other than regional 

development grants paid under Part I of the Industry Act 1972 

and the corresponding grants in Northern Ireland, have to be 

deducted in computing the expenditure eligible for capital 

allowances (CCA, Section 84). 

Also deducted is any expenditure which is allowed to be deducted 

in computing the profits or gains of a trade, profession, office, 

employment or vocation carried on or held by tbe taxpayer {CAA, 

Section 82). 

~~ 

As the methods·and rates of depreciation agplicable to the 

various types of qualifying expenditure vary widely, the follow

ing survey will be organized in such manner that the capital 

allowances {both normal depreciation and accelerated depreciation, 

where available) for the various assets will be considered 

separately, with major emphasis on industrial buildings and 

plant and machinery. 

2. Depreciation of Industrial Buildings and Structures 

2·.1. Main principles 

According to CAA, Sections ~ and 2, "initial allowances" 
(accelerated depreciation) and "writing-down a~lowances" (annual 

or normal depreciation) are available with respect to "capital 

expenditure" incurred "on the construction of a building or 

structure which is to be an industrial building or structure". 

Two significant limitations emerge from these provisions. First, 

only capital expenditure incurred on the construction of the 

building qualifies for depreciatfon ·allowa~ces, which implies, 
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inter alia, that not only for the firnt, but al!:·o for any 

sub:.equl"nl owners the allowances will b0 ba~;ed on the cost of 

construction of the buil.ding or structure r,1thcr th ... 'ln on the 

price paid at a suh~icqucnt purchase. Secondly, depreciation 

allowances are available only with respect to ~j-~d~ ·ial 

buildingn", as defined in the Act, and other buLldin(}s do not 

qualify for depreciation allowances under thi!J heading. 'l'hcsc 

two limitutions arc considered further in paragraphs 2.4.2 and 

2.3., below. 

The person who inct1rs the capital expenditure and his nucccssors, 

are entitled to claim the depreciation nllowanccs; in general, 

this will be the O\-Jncr or the losscc of the property on whicn 

the building is erected. 

A further. conditi.on for the gr.:tnting of depreciation ....4llowanccs 

in that the building is occupied for the purposes of a trade 

carried on either by the person who incurred the expenditure or 
by a lessee. 

2.2 pasin and rates of depreciation 

2. 2. 1 DPpr·<'c l t1b 1 e bao1s 

As indicated in pnragraph 2.1., above, the basis for dcprccia~ion 

of industrial buildings is the cant of construction. ("capital 

expenditure incurred on the construction of a building"). No 
• 

definition of the term "capital expenditure incurred on the 

conntruclion of a building" is given in the Copital Allowances 

)\ct. However, it is expressly provided that such expenditure 

does not include "any expenditure incurred on the acquisition 

of, or of right!-1 .in or over, ·any land" (CAA, Section 17) but 

expenditure incurred on preparing, cutting, tunnelling or 

levelling land is eligible (CAA Section 9). 

. . " 
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2.2.2 Rates of depreciation 

2.2.2.1 Accelerated depreciation 

Accelerated depreciation (termed "initial allowance" in the ,. 

Capital Allowances Act) is currently granted at a rate of 50% 

("one-half") ~f qualifying expenditure. 

This rate of 50% applies to qualifying expenditure incurred in 

or after November 13, 1974. The rate has been changed from 

time to time, in connection with, inter alia, the economic 
situation, and also because of the interaction between the 
initial allowance and other investment incentives available, 

such as invesrn1ent allowances (abolished in 1966) and investment 

grants (subsidies) (abolished in 1970; except for certain areas 
....... "" ., 

of the country). 

2.2.2.2. Normal depreciation .. 

The normal (annual) depreciation allowance (termed "writing-down 

allowance" in the Capital Alluwances Act) is currently, ie for 

qualifying expenditure incurred on or after November 6, 1962, 

4% of cost ("one-twenty-fifth of the expenditure"). For qualify

ing expenditure incurred before that date the rate is still .2% 

(one-fiftieth) annually. 

For qualifying expenditure incurred during the year, the full 

allowance is granted: decisive is whether the taxpayer is 

entitled to a relevant interest_in the qualifying building or 

structure at the end of the accounting period (for companies) 

·or at the end of the basic period for.the year of assessment 

(for indiyiduals). The annual all?wance is reduced only if the 

taxpayer's accounting period is less than 12 months. 

It should further be noted that in the year the expenditure 

is incurred both the "initial allowance~ and the normal 

"writing-down allowance" are granted. 
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2.3 Drfinition of "indw.;Lrlal bu1!dlrHJ c;r !:tJ·ur.tur(·" 

1\n. indir:atr·d c•ttrl.lr-r, d(•prccitttlon itllOWitfH.:en drf' nv.tll~l)l~ only 
~ 1 

with rcnpcct to _:__! n(lu~trial. buildin(J5 or Eitructurco", an defined 

in the Capital Allcwances Act. The main definition is given 

i:n CAA, Section 7 which reads as follows: 

"7. !?.P.fin'!_~ion of "induntrinl. hui.ldi.ng or strL .c.ur.e" 

1. Subject to the provisions of thi~ section, ~n this 

Chapter "industrial building or structure" means a building 

or structure in use -

a. for the purpose of a trade carried on in a mill, 

filctory or other similar premises, or 

b. for the purposes c~ a transport, dock, inland 

navi'gation, water,._electricity or hydrauli~ >ower 

undertaking, or 

c. subject to Subsection (7) below, for the purposes 

of ~ tunnel undertaking, or 

d. subject to subsection (8) below, for the purposes 

of a bridge undertaking, or 

e. for the purpose of a trade which consists in the 
manufacture of 'JOOds or materials or the subjection 

ot 9oods or materials to any proces&, or 

• 
f. for the purposes of a trade which consists in 

the storage -

t. of goods or materials which are to be used 

· in the manufacture of other goods or 

materials, or 

1t. of goods or materials which are to be 

subjected, ~n the course of a trade, to 

any process, or 

•' 
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iii. of goods or .materials which, having been 

manufactured or produced or subjected, in 

the course of a trade, to any process, have 

not yet been delivered to any purchaser, or 

iv. of goods or materials on their arrival by 

sea or air into a~1 part of the United 
Kingdom, or 

g. for the purposes of- a trade which consists in the 

working of any mine, oil well or other source of 

mineral deposits, or of a foreign plantation, or 

h. for the purposes of a trade consisting in all or 

any. of the following activities, ~hat is to say, 
~ . 

ploughing or cultivating lanCi (other th.an land in ·the 

occupation of the person carrying on the trade) or . 

doing any other agricultural operation on such land~ 
or threshing the crops of another person,.or 

1. for the purposes of a trade which consists in the 

catching or taking of. fish or shellfish, 

and, in particular, the said expression includes any 

building or structure provided by the person carrying on 

such a trade or undertaking for the welfare of workers 

employed in that trade or undertakingand in.use for that 
purpose. 

2. The provision of subsection {1) of this section shall 

apply in rel"tion to a part. of a trade or· undertaking as 

they apply in relation ·to a trade or undertaking: 
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Provided that where part only of a trade or undertaking 

complies with the conditions set out in the said provisions, 

a building or structure shall not, by virtue of this sub

section, be an industrial building or structure unless it 

is in use for the purposes of that part of th trade or 

undertaking. 

3. Notwith~tandinq anythin~ in subnoclion (1~ or 

sub~cction (2) of thin section, but subject to th~ 

provisions of subsection (4) of this section, "industrial 

building or stru,c;:ture" docs not include any building or 

structure in usc as, or as part of, a dwelling-house,

retail shop, showroom, hotel or office or for any purpose 

ancillary to the,purposes ~fa dwelling-house, retail shop, 

showroom, hotel or office: 

Provided that this sul.Jncctlon nhull not apply to, or to 

pnrt of, a building or structure which was constructed for 

occupu.tion by, or for the wclfilro of, p(\rsons (mploycd nt, 

or in connection with the working of, a mine, oil well or 

other courcc of mineral rleposits, or for occup;tlion by, 

or· for the welfare of, persons employed on, or in 

connection wlth the lJro~ing and harvcsti~g of the crops 

on, a foreign plantation, if the building or structure is 

likely to have little or no value to the person carrying 

on the trade when the mine, oil well or other source or 

the plant~tion is no longc~ worked, or will ccuse to belong 

to such person on the coming to an CQd of a foreign 

concession under which the mine, oil well or other source, 

or the plantation, is worked. 

4. Where part of the whole of a building or structure is, 

and part thereof is not, an industrl'l building or 

structure, and the capital expenditure which has been 

incurred on the construction of the second mentioned pa~t 

is not more than one-tenth of the total capital expenditure 
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which h~1~• Lc·0n incurred' on thP conntruction of the whole 

building or structure, the whole building or structure 

and every pa~t thereof shali be treated as an industrial 

building or structure. 

5. In this section - "retail .shop" includes any premises 

of a sim~lar character where retail trade or business 

(inc~uding repair work) is carried on; 

"dock" includes any harbour, wharf, pier or jetty or other 

work in or at which vessels can ship or unship merchandise 

or p~sscngcrs, not being a pier or jetty primarily used 

for recreation, and "dock undertaking" shall be constru~d 

accordingly; 

"water undertaking" means an undertaking for the supply 

of water for public consumption; 

"electricity undertaking" means an undertaking for the 

gcncra.tion, trilnsforma tion, con vera ion, trannmission or 

distribution of electrical energy; 

"hydraulic power undertaking•• .means an undertaking for the 

nupply of hydraulic power, 

"un<lurto.king" ·duos not incJ.uue an undertaking not carried 

on by wny of trauo; 
• 

"foreign plnntntion" means, subject to subsection (6) 

below, ilny land outsido the Unite~ Kingdom used for the 

growing and harvesting of crops; "crops" includes any 

form of vegetable produce and "harvesting" includes the 

collection thereof, howeyer effected. 
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6. 

sh~1ll (·.·.·i U: :.ul prcjuuicc.! to t!H~ <JI·ncral i ty of th~~ J~..~f ini tion 

in :;\~L~~ecti1Jn (5) above) be extcnc.~,.~d so as to include any 

land outsidl'! the United Eingdom used for husb.:1nd ry or 

fore~~ try, .J.nc.l the reference in subsection ( 3) ·)ovc to the 

growing ilnd hnrvesting of ~raps shall be correspondingly 

extended. 

7 • Sub~•c.ctJ on (1 )"(c) aLovc shall not affect .:1ny allowance 

or ch.:1rge wh.i.ch would have been made under this Part of 

this J\ct if this Act had been enacted without that 

paragruph and if section 25 of the Finance Act 1952 (which 

is the corresponding provision repealed by this Act) had 

not been pa!;f~cd, and wher·J oy virtue of the said 

p<1r.:1gr.:1ph (c) a balancing ch;\rgc is made on a p~rson in 

respect of any expcndi ture, the amount on whict • .£. t is made 

to him in respect of that expenditure by virtue of the 

said p<.tragraph (c) (and the said Section 25). 

8. Subsection (1) (d) above shall effect unly in relation 

to CX}H·ndi ture which is to be treated for the purposes of 

this Chapter as incurred after the end of the year 

195G-57. 

9. For the purpo~;cs of lhio Ch.1plcr r(·feronces to ur.o 

as an industrial building or structure do not apply, in 

the cc:.1sc of a building or structure outside the United 

Kingdom, to use for the putposcs of a trade at a time when 

the profits or gains of the trade are not assessable in 

accordance with the rules applicable to Case I of 
Schedule D." 

The main categories of buildings which, subject to certain 

exemptions, ~re excluded from depreciation allowances are 

listed in Subsection 3: dwelling-houses, retail shops, showrooms, 

hotels and offices. However, according to Subsection 4, if 
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part of a building does not qualify as an indu~;trial building, 

dcprcci.ation is f~tlll nllow("•u on the c-ntire buil<lin~t, prov.idcd 

that not more th.lil· one-tenth of the total capi till expend! turc 

was incurred on th~ construction of the non-qualifying part. 

Also, buil~ings provided for the welfare of employees, such as 

canteens, qualtfy as industrial buildings (see Subsection 1, · 

in fine), as well as sports pavilions uGed for the welfare of 

all or any of the workers employed in the taxpayer's trado 

(CAA, Section 10). 

2.4. Sale or other di~EOSal of an "industrial building or 

structure" -------

2.4.1 C n n ~: ( '< j w · n c t • !J for the !H.·ller . . 
h;tlanc in~ nllowunces and ch;, rgcs ----

If a taxpayer who incurred capi.tal expenditure on the construction 

of an induntr1al buildinq or Rtructur0, and became entitled to 

capital allowances in respect of such building or structure, 

subsequently sells his intere~t in such building or structure, 

or if the bui l<.ling is dcrnol i ~;hcd or destroyed, or if his interest 

comes to an end, an ndditionnl depreciation allowance (termed 

"balancing allownnce") tn grnntod if tho proc~eds of sale (or 

() insurance, si\lVil~·yc or compensation moneys received) are less 

th.:tn the written-down Vdluo at the time of the event. 

Conversely, if the proceeds of sale (or insur~nce, salvage or 

compensation moneys recei vcd) ext;ccd. the wri ttcn-down value, 

~ "balancing charge" is imposed bn the taxpayer; so as to recoup 

that portion of total capital allowances granted which, in fact, 

has been excessive. Any "balancing charge" may not exceed the 

~ount of capital allowances granted in the past. 

Jlowevet:', as an important exception to the general rule set out 

above, no "balancing allowance" is granted and no "balancing 

char9e" made, if the sale or other event occurs more than 

25 years (or, where the expenditure was incurred before 

November 6, 1962, 50 years) after the building or structure was 
ftrst used. 

• r-. 
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'l'hc sale or otlaf•r dispos<ll of th0 build l nq or s truct urc may 

al5o <Ji vc ris0. to a chargeable C[tpi tal ~Fli '1 (sec ch:1pt0.r c, 
below) but only if and to the extent th~t the proceeds of 

sale or other dispos.-11 exceed the expenditure incurr<'d on the 

bu.ilding. Sim1l.trly, a cnpitnl lo~;n is vnly rccng sed for 

capittll <J~&ins tux purpoHcs, to the extent th(lt the lo!J.c is nut 

covered by capital allowances (including any balanc{~g allowance). 

~TT_~:_ . .!_: 'l'hc cost of con!itrurtton of nn "industr.ial .building" 

was £20,000 ~nd the first owner has taken depreciation allowancco 

totalling £12,000 over the years, so that the written-down 

value at the time of sale is £8,000. 

Cane n: The proceeds of sGlc n~~unt to £7,000; in that case the 

s9ller will be <'ntitlcd t.o il "ba:ancinq allownncc" · £8,000-

£7.,000 = £1,000, provided tht.1t the sale takes place within the 

2~ or 50 years period refcrrcd·to above. 

C(1sc h: 'l'hc proccc•us of snlc amount to £15,000: in thu.t cane, 

a "bnlanc1ng charge" of £7,000 (El~,OOO - £8,000) is added to 

the taxpayer's profits, again provided that the sale takes 

place within the stated·period. 

ens.£..._£: 'l'hc procc0.ds of sul~ amount to £25,000; in that case, 

there will be a "Lalancjng charge" of £12,000 (cquill to tho 

totnl depreciation clllowanccs taken), being the difference 

between £20,000 (cost price) nnd £8,000 (written-down value), 
• as well as a capital gain of ES,OOO, being the excess of 

proceeds of sale over cost price. 

The taxation of capitai gains is considered in Chapter C, 

below. 
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1\S indiclltctl, curlier, dcprcciati.on allov/ilncc[l with rc~>pcct to 

"industrilll buildi.ngs and structures" arc grtJntc•<.l only with 

respect to the cost of construction of. such builuinqs and 

structures, which implies that also for ~ubscqu~nt owners the 

daprcciablc basis is, in principle, the original cost of 

construction. 

In computing the annual (writing-down) allownncc to which a 

suLst.~qu0nt owner may be "entitled, it is further cl!i~um0d th.lt 

the qunll fylrHJ bui ](lln<J should be comp1clr1y '.vrit.trn off in 

50 yeur!i (wlH·n the expenditure on the construction of the 

buildings was incurred before November 6, 1962) or in 25 years 

(when such expenditure was incurred on or after November 6, 1962) 

from the time the building·was first used. As a result, the 

subsequent owner may depreciate his purchase price (or the 

allowable portion thereof) over the years up to tha moment the 

qualifying bvilding is 50 or 25 years old. 

Exnmplc II: Taking the ·same ~igures as in 'Example I, and 

assurr.ing that the expenditure on the construction of the 

building wan incurred in 1965, that the building was first 

used in that same year, and that sale has taken place in 1975, 

the position of the purchuser in each of the threo cases 

mentioned is as follows: 

Cnsc a: (purchase price: £7,000~ : the total purchase price 

qualifies for depreciation allowance, and the amount of £7,000 

must be divided over tho yc.:trs 1975 through 1~89, und the 

annual allowance thus amounts to one-fif.tecnth of' £7,000 or 
approximately £466 • 

Case b: (purchase price: £15,000) s the total purchase price, 

being less than the cost of construction, qualifies for 

depreciation allowances, and tho annual allowance amounts to 

one-fifteenth of £15,000 or £1,000. 
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Ctt!iC c _(Purchase price: £25,000) : the amount quali fylnq for 

dcprcciL.ltjon allowances for the purchaser is limited to 

£20,000, the cost of construction. The annual illlowi"lncc for 

the ye.-lrr> 1975 through 1989 thus amounts to one-fifteenth of 

£20,000 or approxim~tcly £1,333. 

~~t:_~_!: For the sake of simplicity, the total dcprccintion 

allowancrs for the original owner have been fixed at fl2,000 

throughout this cxamplfl, ;1nd they do not reflect the statutory 

r~tcs of initi~l and annual allowances in force during the 

period taken i,n the example. 

Note 2: It is emphasised that the initial allo~ancc is 

available only to the pl~rson who incurs the capital expenditure 

on the construction of the build~ngs, and first uses that 

building, and is not granted to subsequent owners. 

2,5. Depreciation of Hotel Buildings nnd Structures 

Capital allowanc(~S for hotel buildings nn<l st~ructures apply to 

capital expenditure incurred after 11 April 1978 on the 

construction, extension or improvement of a qualifying hotel. 

2.5.1 Drfinition of qualifying hotel 

To come within the definition a hotel must huvc its ncconunodation 

in a building or buildings of a permanent nature and must be 

open tor at least 4 months in tbe season which is defined as 
~prtl to October inclusive (Section 38(2) ~nd (3) Finance Act 

1978). 

While it i's open tn the season the hotel must have at least 

10 private bedrooms which nrc available for letting to the 

public, and the sleeping accommodation offcr0d to tho public 

must consist wholly or mainly of rooms which are not normally 

-in the same occupation for more than one month (Section 38(2) (b) 

and {3}}. The allowances ·are not therefore available for 
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hotels •..;!1ich are primarily residential, but a hotel which 

s~tisfics the rcs~ircrnents during the sc~son will not be 

disqualified merely because its guests out of the season are 

mainly residents who stay for more than one month. 

While the hot~! is open in the season the services provided for 

~ucsts must normnlly include the provision of breakfast and 

an evening mc~l, the making of beds and tho cleaning of rooms 

(Section 38(2) (b) (iii) Finance Act 1978). 

2. 5. 2 'l,hc n llowance3 

In q~ncral, the allowancea follow the rules for industrial 

buildingr; (!H)C parilgruph 2 above) except that the rate of 

initial Jllowancc is 20 per cent. The rate of writing down 

allowance is 4 per cent per annum as for industrial buildings. 

Dalilnci ng cldjustm<.~nts may nrinc on tho sale of a qualifying 

hotel as ir. the case of an industrial buildincJ (sco 

pitru')r,lph 2. ~. 1) but m«y also ar i sc (on the b~si s of the morkct 

value) if for a period of 2 years the hotel ceases to satisfy 

the conditions for a qualifying hotel but is not sold. 

3. Dcprvcintion of Plant and Machincrx 

3.1 General 

• 
3.1.1 Outline of the system 

The system of depreciation allowances with respect to plant and 

machinery has been thoroughly revised by Section 40 et seq of 

t.ho l;'inancc J\ct, 1971 applying to capital expenditure on the 

provision of machinery and plant incurred on or after 27 October 

•· 
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As of th~t date, caoital expenditure on plant 3nd m~chincrv 

is eligible for a "first-year allowance" of currently 100% 

of the c:xpcndil:ure, subject to certain exceptions, so that the 

entire expenditure can be written off in the year cc purchase .. 

Any remaining book-value after the "first-year allo .. c.Ince" has 

been taken, is written down on an aggr0gatc basis (the so-called 

"pool of expenditure") at a rate of 25% per annum. urdcr this 

new system, the sale or other dispoHal of items of plnnt and 

machinery docs not normally give rise to a "b~lancinq allowance" 

or "balancing charge", as in the case of industrial buildings, 

but the proceeds of sale or othor disposal merely reduce the 

aggregate depreciable basis of plant and machinery. See 

paragraph 3.3.1 for further de~atls. 

3.1.2 Definition of "machinery and plant" 

There is no 9eneral definition of the concept "mnchinery and 

plant" in the Cnpital 1\llowunccs Act 1968 or in nny other tuxi:1g 

act. In practice, it includes all assets employed for permanent 

use in tho buBinens, whether movable or immovablc 1 with the 

exc~pt1on of buildJngs or pnrtn of buildln~n. In particular, ~n 

many cnscs fi xturt~s nnd fi ttinqn of a pcrman0nt aT'd durc1hlo 

nature have been held in tho Courts to be machinery and plant, 

cg hcntinq cquiprn0nt and sprinkler inRtallations,· tC'lenhone ilnd 

.:1lllrrn Rystcms, w.:-tsh btlsins, baths and canteen equipment, and 

mobile office partitioning. But a new shop front was considered 

as part of a building and thus npt as plant. 

In certain cases, capital expenditure is deemed to be incurred 

on machinery and plant by express provision in the law. Examples 

are expenditure incurred after 12 November 1974 for insulatinq 

agdinst los5 of h0~t industrial buildings or structures 

(FA 1975, Section 14) nnd fir·t~ P.sc .. lpcs for hotels under the 

Fire Precautions Act 1971, although such fire escapes will 

no~mally be part of the building. 
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3.2 The "first-year allowance" 

3.2.1 Main pcovi~ions 

A pt>rson carryinq on a trndn who incurs capital cxpcnditur~ on 

·the provision of machinery and plant for the purpo~es of the 

.trade is entitled to a first-year allowance, except that no 

"first-yci1r ,1llo·..;.-.ncc" is .Jvailable if the expenditure is 

incurred durinrJ the chL.trgct1Llc period in which the trtlde is 

permanently discontinued ·and, also, that the •rfirst-year 

allowance" dnPs not apply if the machinery or plant ceases to 

belong to the person who incurred the cx~cnditure without having 

been brought into use for the purposes of the trade 

(FA 1971, Section 41). 

The "first-year allowance" applies to machinery and plant 

irrespective of whether the assets are acquired new or second

hand. 

However, the "first-year allowance" docs ~ apply to ordinary 

(pnsarn~cr) moturc~rs, as "mc~hnnically propelled road vehicles" 

are cxcluJeu, except "vflhiclfls ,of a conntruction primarily suited 

for the conveyance of goods or burden of any description, 

vehicles of a type not commonly used as private vehicles and 

unsuitable to be so used; and vehicles provided wholly or 

mainly for hire to, or for the carriage of, members of the 

public in th~ ordinary course of.a trade". (FA 1971 Section 43). 

3.2.2 Assets used partly for other purposes 

If items of machinery or plant are used not only for purposes 

of the trade but also for other purposes {eg private use) the 

•first-year a11ow~ncc• will only be granted to tho extent of 
' the use for the trade, "as may just ·and reasonable having regard 

to all relevant circumstances". 
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However, as indicated in paragraph 3.2.1 above, no first-year 

allowance at all applies to ordinary (passenger) motorcars,_ not 

being rent-a-cars or taxi-cabs. 

3.2.3 Rates of the "first-year allowance" 

The rate of the ''first-year allowance" is currently 100% of the 

expenditure on both new and second-hand assets. Thls rate applies 

to expenditure incurred on or after 22 March 1972 (FA 1972, 

Section 67). Originally, ie from 27 October 1970 to 19 July 

1971, the rate was 60%, increased to 80% during the period from 

20 July 1971 to 21 March 1972. In the latter periods, a 100% 

rate applied, however, to expenditure on new ships and to 

expenditure on new equipment (E'!::::(.!ept for mobile equipment) for 

use in development areas. ~ 
~ .. 

3. 2. 4 Disclaimer of "first-year allowancii' 

The taxpayer, whether individual or corporate body, is not obliged 

to take the full "first-year allowance" in that he may disclaim 

the allowance in whole or in part by notice in writing to the 

tax Inspector not later than two years after the end of the 

chargeable period for which he is entitled to the allowance, and the 

assessments will eventually be corrected accordingly. (FA 1971, 

Section 41(3)). The part of the "first-year allowance" disclaimed 

only qualifies for the normal "writing down allowance", 

discussed below, in subsequent years. Only for new ships, the 

situatio~ is different. In that case, the ."first-year allowance" , 
may in fact be spread over more than one year as the taxpayer 

elects (FA 1971, Schedule 8 paragraph 8)~ 

3.3 The "writing-down allowance" 

3.3.1 _Main provisions 

The remaining book value of items of machinery and plant after 

the "first-year allowance" is subject to "writing-down allowances" 

in subsequent years. 
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However, under the new system in force since October 27, 1970, 

the "writin~J-down allowances" arc not grunted for e<tch qualify

ing uss0t scpaL~tcly but on the aggregat6 book value of all 

qualifying ~sscts, ic in principle nll items of plant and 

machinery for whi2h capital ex~cnditure is incurred on or after 

27 October 1970, except for certain motor cars and for assets 

used partly for non-business purposes. 

For expenditure on machinery and plant incurred prior to 

27 October 1970, the annual depreciation allowances continued 

llt the previous rates and for each asset se~aratcly. 

These rates were normally 15%, 20% or 25% (declining.balancc 

method) or 6.2r)·r,, 8.5\ or 11.2~1 (utr'-llghl-linc fn{~thnd), dc~pcn<ling 
~ . 

on tho cst1m~trd useful ~ifc· of the as~et aR usually d(~termincd 

by the Comm i !; n i o nc rH of 1 n 1 and Revenue. Howe vc r, pur~~ u ;1n t to 

FA 1976, St•ction 3~l, the book vnlue of thf'sc "old" iHH>ets may 

now be included in the ~ollective bn~is npplyjnq to nHHcts 

acquired after October 26, 1970, unless the tnxpaycr elects 

to continue d0preciation for these ''old" assets separately. 

The collective basis for the existing "writing~down allowances" 

in any acco~nting period for assets acquired on or after 

27 October 1970 iH, b,,r;ic.,lly, the aqqrt~_cy.-.ttc deprcciatP.d book 

val uc of qua 1 i fy i n~J assets at the beg inning of the pre!vioua 

accounting pe!riod less "writing-down allowances" for that 

previous period, plus the amount of capital expenditure incurred 
• during that previous period as reduced by any "first-year 

allow~~cc" taken, and minus the proceeds of sale (or other 

compensation received) of assets disposed of durinq the year. 

Thus, assets acquired during a cortain accounting period qualify 

only for. the "·first-year allowance" for that period, and any 

remaining book value is not included in the depreciable basis 

for writing down allowances until the next accounting period. 
', 
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Under the new system, a sale or other disposal of an item of 

plant and machinery does not normally give rise to a "balancing 

allowance" or "balancing charge" (as in the case of industrial 

buildings) but merely the aggregate depreciable basis. Only if 
the "disposal value" (ie sales price or other compe ~ation 

received) in any year exceeds the aggregate dcprecidDle basis, 

a "balancing ci1arge" is made. 

3.3.2 Rate of "writing-down allowance" 

The Tate of the "writing-down allowance" is 25% of the aggregate 

depreciable basis. (FA 1971, Section 44(2)). However, individual 

taxpayers (not companies) may claim a reduced rate of the 

allowance. If the relevant accounting period is less than one 

year the "writing-down allowance" is~ieduced accordingly. 
~" 

ror the year in which the trade is discontinued, no "writing

down allowance" is available, but a "balancing allowance" i~ 

made equal to the remaining book value whereas any sales proceeds 

or other compensation received may lead to a "balancing charge" 

(FA 1971, Section 44(3). 

3.3.3 Example of combined effect of depreciation allowances 

. 0 In order to illustrate the combined effect of the "first-year 

allowance" and "writing-down allowances" over a number of years, 

the following example may-be given: 

Example III 

A company makes up its accounts for accounting periods which 

coincide with the calendar year. It starts trading operations 

in 1971 and incurs expenditure on plant and machinery during 

that year (before 20 July, 1971) equal to £100,000. Further 
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expenditure is incurred in 1972 (before Mu.rch 21, 1972) equal 

to £30,000 anJ in that year p~rt of the machinery purchased in 

1971 is sold for £10,000. Depreciation allowances are available 
as follows: 

Y0ar 1971 

Expenditure 

First-year allowance: 60% (max) 

Carried forward to 1972 

(No writing down allowance) 

Ycnr 1972 

Balance brought forward 

Less: proccods of sale 

Balance 

Writing-down allowance : 25% 

Balance c~rried forward 

New expenditure incurred in 1972a 

First-year-allowance: 80% (max) 

Bdlance carried forward 

Total balance carried t'orward to 1973 

Surmnary: 
• 

£ 30,000 

£ 24,000 

£100,000 

E 60,000 

E 40,000 

E 40,000 

£ 10,000 

E 30,000 

£ 7,500 

£ 22,500 

£ 6,000 

£ 28,500 

Total expenditure : £100,000 + £30,000 - £10,000 • £120,000 

Allowances 1971: first-year ullowance: £60,000 

Allowances 1972: first-year allowance: £21,000 

writing•down allowance& .£ 7, 500. £91,500 

Book value carried forward to 1973 £28,500 
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3.3.4 Assets used partly for private and other non-business 

purposes 

With respect to items of plant and machinery which are not used 

exclusively for the purposes of the trade it is prov;dcd that 

the expenditure on such items is not included in the dggregate 

depreciable basis (the "pool of expendi ~.ure") but is computed 

for each item separately, whereby only a proportion 0I the 

allowable "writing-down allowance", corresponding to the 

business use, is actually granted. Corresponding adjustments 

are made if the taxpayer subsequently disposes of the assets 

in question. 

3.3.5 Special provisions for motorcars 

In principle q.ll motor.vehicles quali'iy~for "writing· wn 

allowances" including motorcars which are (!isqualified for 

the "first-year allowance" (see paragraph 3.2.1 above). 

If the expenditure on a motor car not eligible for the "first

year allowance" exceeds £8,000 it is not included in tlle 

aggregate book value of all other items of plant and machinery 

but is depreciated separately and the maximum depreciation for 

any year is £2,000. (The corresponding figures for expenditure 

incurred in the period 6 April 1976 to 12 June 1979 were 

£5,000 and £1,250.) There is however no limit on the total 

depreciation allowed over the period of owne:r:snip _or on the 

balancing adjustments on a sale of the car. 

4. Depreciation of Mines, Oil wells, etc 

4.1 General proviEions 

Depreciation allowances are available under this heading with 

respect to "capi~al expenditure incurred in connection with 

the working of a mine, oil well, or other source of mineral, 

deposits of a wasting nature -
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a. on !a~..1rchlng for or on dincovoring und tostinq 

d~posits, or winning access thcr~to, or 

b. on the construction of any works which are likely 

to be of little or no value when the source is no longer 

worked or, where the source is worked under a foreign 

concc~nion, which arc likely to bccom~ valuclc~s when the 

concession comes to an 0nd to the person working the 

source immediately before the concession comes to an end 

(C~ 1968, Section 51(2)). 

However, expenditure on the acquisition of the site or of rig:tts 

over such site on the acquisition of the deposit or of rights 

in or over the deposits and expenditure on works to process 

the raw materials are not eligibl~ for depreciation allowances, 
except for expenditure on the ncquisltion of deposits outside 

the ~nited Kingdom. But sec the "depletion allowance", 

paragraph 4.3, below with respect to certain expenditure in the 

United K1n~dom. nlso excluded is cxrcnditure on buildings 

occupied by or for the welfare of workers (such buildings will 

u~ually qualify for the "industrial buildings allowance", see 

parag-raph 2. 3 above) and expend! ture on office buildings. 

4.2 Rate~ of depreciation allowance~ 

4.2.1 Initial allowance 

• An initial allowance of currently 40% (two-fifth) is granted only 

with rcs~cct to expenditure mentioned under (b) in paraqraph 4.1* 
above ("expenditure on the construction of any works which are 
likely to be of little or no value when the source is no lon9er 

worked") (CAA 1968, Section 56). 

For qualifying expenditure on or after 27 October 1970 in so

called "dcvclo~mcnl areas" and in Northern Ireland, the initial 

al~owance is increased to 100%, but the taxpayer may disclaim 

this initial allowance in whole or in part (FA 1971, Section 52). 
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4.2.2 Writing down allowance 

The annual depreciation allowance ("writing down allowance") 

which is granted with respect to qualifyinq expenditure under 

both headings (a) and (b) given in paragraph 4.1, a~~ve, is 

the greater of either 5~ of the expenditure incurre~ or the 

fraction A~B of the "residue of expendit'..lre" (ie original 

expenditure less depreciation allowances), whereby l. is the 

output from the source in the relevant accounting period and B ·••· 

the total potential future output of the source (CAA 1968, 

Section 57). 

A different computation of the writing-down allowances applies 

to expenditure on land outside ti)e United Kingdom. 

4.3 Depletion allowance 

With respect to capital expenditure on the acquisition of a~ 
I 

mineral asset the acquisition of which entitles the taxpayer 

to work a mine, oil well or other souLce of mineral deposits 

of a wasting nature in the United Kingdom, a special writing

down allowance (depletion allowance) is granted; such 

expenditure is not eligible for the normal initial and writing 

down allowances (see paragraph 4.1 above). 

The depletion allowance amounts to a fraction of the "royalty 

value" of the output in the relevant accounting period, the 

fraction being one-half if less than 10 years have elapsed since 

the expenditure was incurred: one-quarter if between 10 and 20 

years have elapsed; and in other cases o.ne-tenth. 

The term "royalty value" means, broadly speaking, the amount of . 

royalties that would be payable on the output if the person 

working the mine were a lessee under a lease, for a ter.m· 

expiring inunediately after that o_utput was produced, granted 

at the date when the expenditure was incurred. 
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Where a taxp~1yr~r i:~curs capital expf~ndi turc on dredging, and 

either hitl tr<Hle consists of the m.'11 nt t~nancc or improvement 

of the n;1v ilJ'' t.ion of a harbour, cs tuary or \-.''"llcorway ~.!. tt1c 

dredging i~ for t:h<' benefit of VC!SS('ln corninq to, or. lctlvine'l 

or using .:tny dock or other prcmi~cs occ·'lpied by the ttlxpaycr 

for the purposes of his trade, he is entitled to depreciation 

allowances ("capital allowances") as follows: 

- an "inltial allowance" for the accounting period in 

which the expenditure is incurred equal to 15% of the 

expendtturc: 

- a "writing down allowance~ equal to 4~ of the expenditure 

for thP. accounting period in whi~h tho expenditure is 

incurr0d, clnd each sul.HJcquonl accounting period until t.hc· 

expenditure is written off completely (CAA 1968, Section 67). 

l·'or any part of the cxpcnclituro not wr1.ttcn off at the time thn 

taxpayer's tr~dc is permanently dincontinuod, ~n allow~ncc equal 

to the remaining expenditure is qrantcd for the last accounting 

period. 

<:) A pcrnon contributing a capital sum to expenditure on dredging 

incurred by nnothcr person is treated as· incurring capital 

expenditure on dredging oqual to tho amount or hia contribution 

(ibid). • 

No capital allowance under this heading is granted for capital 

expend! turc for which allowunccs is or can be m'adc under the 

provisions regurding "industrial buildings" or "machinery and 

plant" (CAA 19~8, Section 67(11)). 
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6. Expenditure on Agricultural Land and Buildings 

Under this heading depreciation allowances ("capital allowances") 

are.granted to owners and tenants of any agricultural or 

forestry land located in the United Kingdom. (CAA ,q68, 

Section 68.) 

The allowance applies to expenditure incurred for the purposes 

of husbandry or forestry on the construction of farmhouses, 

farm or forestry buildings, cottages, fences of other works, but 

with respect to farmhouses one-~hird only of the expenditure is 

taken into account (or, if the accommodation and amenities of 

the farmhouse are "out of due relation to the nature and extent 

of the farm", such smaller prOFO~tion as may be just), and with 

respect to other assets a just pr~po~ion only will be taken 

into account if such assets are used~artly for oth~ purposes 

than husbandry and forestry. 

Qualifying expenditure incurred on or before 11 April 1978 may 

be written off in a period of 10 years which implies a rate of 

10 per cent per annum. Qualifying expenditure incurred after 

11 April 1978 qualifies for an initial allowance of 20 per cent 

in addition to writing down. allowances of 10 per cent per annum, 

the writing down period being reduced to eight years (Finance 

Act.l978 Section 39). The initial allowance (but not a writing 

down allowance) may be disclaimed, either in whole or in part, 

with a consequential increase in ·the length of the writing 

down period, the rate of writing down allowance remaining at 

10 per cent. 

If within the writing down period the asset is transferred to 

another person, the transferee may be entitled to the writing 

down allowances for the part of the writing down period falling 

after the date of the transfer (CAA 1968, Section 68(4)). 
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If a persor~ cnrryi,lg on a trade incurs capl t~l cxpcndi turc on 

scicntiflc rc~;ec:1rch roliitPd to that tr.1dc and directly under

taken Ly him or on his behalf, or if such expenditure is 

i·ncurr0d by n pcr~>on who thcrc(.lftcr net!l up dnd commences a 

't·r~dc, the \'Jhol~ of the cxpcndi ture m:1 1• be wri ttcn off for the 

accounting period in which the expenditure was·incurred or, in 

case of c;xpendi ture incurred before commencement of the ~trade, 

'for the first accounting period (CM 1968, Section 91). 

In th·is context "scientific research" means "any activities in 

the fields of natural or applied science for the ext~nsion of 

knowledge" anJ "scientific research expenditure" means 

~expenditure incurred on scientific research". However, the 

term does not include any expenditure incurred on the acquiGition 

of rights in, or ·arising out of, scienti·f·ic research (CAA 1968, 

:section 9·4). 

If ·asse-ts representing scientific research expenditure of a 

cnpi'tal ·haturc are subsequently sold or dest·royed any sales 

price or insurance moneys or other compensation received is 

added to taxable profits (ibid, Section '92). 

8. Dcprcci~tion of Patents and Know-How 

Depreciation of patent rights and know-how is not governed by 

-thc;Cupital Allowances Act 1968: but by Sections 378 through 

388 of the Income and Cc,rporat ion Taxes Act 1970. 

With ·respect to cnpital ~xpcndituro incurred on the purchase 

of patent riyl1ts Lr· in obtaining a right to acquire patent 

rights in the future, writing-down allowances are granted during 

17 years commencing in the accounting period during which the 

expenditure is incurred. If the patent rights are purchased for 

a period shorter than 17 years, the writing-down period is 

correspondingly reduced (ICTA 1970, Section 378 and 388). 
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If the patent rights are sold or come to an end before the 

expiration of the writing-down period, a balancing allowance 

will be granted if the proceeds of sale or other compensation 

received, if any, are less than the written-down value. 

If, on the other hand, the patent rights (or part ot ~hem) are 

sold for a capital sum exceeding the written-down value a 

"balancing charge" will be made equal to the differe~ce betw~en 

sales price and written-down value, but the "balancing charge" 

may not exceed the total writing-down allowances granted,in 

previous years. 

With respect to capital expenditure incurred on the acquisition 

of know-how, the writing-down period is six years. 
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c. Taxntion of Cupital Gnins and Losses 

1. General outline 

As alreudy indlc~ted in the introduction (sec part A, above}, 

the United J\ingdor~1 tax system differs from that of most 

contin('ntnl Luropcan countries, in that in computing the tax 

11 abi 11 ty of t.-1 ;.:; l~lj'C rs c nrJilCJr.:!d in il tr ado u d 1st inctio-n is 

m~dc between (ordin~ry) tr~~ing income ~nd cupital gains. 

Before the introduction of capital gains taxation in 1962~ 

capital gains and losses were, in principle, tax exempt, 

~rrcspcctive of whether these gains and losses were realized 

with respect to assets of a business undertaking or "privata" 

asset.s. 

Thus, the basic· distinction between income and capital trans

actio.ns is whPther tho nalo conoti tutus a "truding activity" or 

a ·more rc;Jli :t.ation of a "capital asset". 'l'his implies, basically, 

that if a taxpayer's "tr~de" consists of, or includes, dqaling 

in the assets c~ncerncd any profit or loss will be included in 

thf? income of the trildc, whereas other transactions result in 
a capital gain or loss. 

The t~rm "trade" is, Jefined as "every trndc, m~nufacture, 

adventure or concern in the nature of a trade" (ICTA 1970, 

Section 526). 

Not only regular trading activities are covered by this 

definition; also isolated transactions have often been held by 

the Courts to constitute "an adventure or concern in the nature 

o·f a trade", depending on factual circurnst'ances of each 

particular case. In evaluating these factual circumstances, 

there ~rc a n~~bcr of relevant factors to be taken into account, 

th~ "badgcG of trade", as outlined in a 1965 report of a Royal 

Comm±ssion on the Taxati:on of Profits and Income. These are: 
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i. the subject mutter of the transaction: goods which 

do not yield an income or personal enjoyment to their 

owner are more likely to be acquired for the purpose 

of a trading activity than goods which can be, and 

frequently are held as an investment or for personal 

enjoyment:· 

ii. the length of the period of own~rship: goods acquired 

for the purpose of a trading activity wilJ. ~1ormally 

be sold after a relatively short period, whereas 

investments will be held for a longer period; 

ii±. the frequency or number of similar transactions: ·the nore 

similar transactions are carried out by the same person, 

the more likely is..- th~ existence of trading; 

~": 

tv. , the carrying out of work in conru:ction wit. the goods: 

activities to bring the goods in a more marketable .. 
condition or to find purchasers may imply a trading' 

transaction; 

v. the circumstances responsible for the transaction: the 

presence 9f special circumstances (the sudden nee~ for 

ready money or an emergency situdtion) may imply that 

trading was riot tfie object of the transaction and 

vice-versa: 

v~, the motive behind the transaction: the motive {trading 

transaction or not) may be inferred from the 

circumstances of the case, even in the absence of 

direct evidence. 

It will be evident that a given transaction, eg, the sale of a 

house, may well be a capital transaction for one person, and a 

trading activity for another person, for instance if that person 

· ts re9ularly dealing in immovable property or if the 

circumstances are such that "an adventure or concern in the 

nature of a trade" must be asswned. · 
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1\s a matt(:r of faet, the Income 'l'(lX Luws contuin several 

exception~; to the general rule that capital trt:.in~;act ions do 

not result in (ordlnary) income, one of these exceptions being 

the Aulo of pilt<'nt rights. Since 1948, nny Ct~pitnl ~lllm 

rnc(•ivc<l wit.h rc-;.pect to tho Rn](' of o pnt.('nl if; inr"luclnd in 

ordln.1ry income, spread over a period of s.ix yf"ars (IC'rA 1970, 

Section 380). J\lc;o, the sale or other di~ro~~•ll. of c1:0!~Cts for 

which depn:ciatj0n allowunccs have been clai.mt·d may result in a 

"balancing charge'' up to the amount of depreciation allowances 

claimed. Capital gains taxation as such was not introduced in 

the United Kin<Jdom until 1962, where certain short-term capital 

gains were made subject to income tax under a separate schedule, 

complemented by a long-term capital gains tax, normally imposed 

at a flat _rate, introduced by the Finance 1\ct of 1965. However, 

in 1971 tl1e short-term capital gains tax provisions were repealed, 

and all cnpltal y~inH oro now subject to caoital gains tax 

nccordin<J to t.hc· provi.nionR of tho Finnnrc Act, 19G5, ns clmt•nd~cl ~ 

from tim0. to t:1mt~. With f'ffoct from 6 April 1979 thoso provioions 

w9ro connr)lidalcd in the Capital Gains Tax Act 1979. 

2. The Capital Cains Tax 

2.1 Muin ct:il~.t!!1D provlnionn 

Residents of the United Kinqdom arQ oubjcct to capital gains 
0 tnx wi lh re!>pcct to disponal s ·of as nets, irrc~;pcctive of where 

the assets are located, whereas non-residents are subject to 

capital guins tax only if they cwrry on a trade in the United 

-Kinqd0m thr()tJrTh a br.u1ch or \HJCIH.:y ant1 tho nnnctn arf:! locntcd 

in li1o lJni leu Kin9c.lom and are ci thor used in or for the purposes 

of the trado or uncd or held for ~he purposes of the branch 

or agency, or ~cquircd for usc by or for the purposes of the 

.branch or agency (FA 1965, Section 20 now CGTA 1979, 

Sections 2(1) and 12(1) and (2). 
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Chargeabl~ assets are, in principle, .all forms of property, 

including: 

a. options, debts and incorporeal property generally; 

b. any currency other than sterling; and 

c. any form of property created by the person ~tsposing 

of it, or otherwise coming to be owned without being· 

acquired. (FA 1965, Section 22 (1) now CGTA 1979, 

Section 19{1)). 

There is no comprehensive definition of the term "disposal" tn 

the law, but there is a disposal of assets, inter alia, "where 

any capital sum is derived from ~sset~ notwithstanding that no 

asset is acquired by the person payi~ the capital s1 

including capital sums received by way of compensation for any 

• 
damage or injury to assets, capital sums received under an 

insurance policy covering the risk of damage to or loss of 

assets and capital sums received for the surrender of rights. 

{FA 1965, Section 22(3} now CGTA 1979, Section 20(1). Further-

more, outright sales and gifts constitute disposals. 

The capital gain or loss is basically computed as the difference 

between consideration received at the disposal (or market value 

in the case, inter alia, of gifts and transactions not at arm's 

length) and cost of acquisition. There is no provision to 

exclude inflationary gains caused by the fall in the value of 

money~ Retroactive effect of the 1965 provisions however, i~ 

avoided, i'n that for assets owned at the time of introduction 

o~ ,the Act ~p~il 6, 1965) the actual value at that time may 

~enerally be taken in lieu of actual cost of acquisition. 

The capital gains tax legislation does take into account the· 

diminishing value over the years of so-called "wasting assets", 

ie, assets with a predictable useful life not exceeding fifty 

)'ears. If such assets are dispse,d of, the depreciated value 

rath~r than original cost of acquisition is taken into account 
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in C(JirtlllltlnfJ tf1t: l.a>C.IhlC C.tp1t.ll rr·;in. Jf(JWI-1J(·C.1 WJth r~•-;pt'Ct 

to rl1~;pt)_:,d.r; .·,f•:~"r 19 M.Jrch l0C8, 'J·lln.s and lo:;·;(:!i with rr::>pcct 

to tdn<J_~.::_le r11ovablc ·anscts which arc "wastin<J assets" are 

exempt from capital gains taxati.on, whlch implios thnt the rules 

concerning "w.:.~~;tin'J .1nr;ets" currently apply mainly to intanqiblc 

assets. 'J'hc provisions regarding "wasting assets", moreover do 

not normc:Jlly apply to busincr;s nsscts for whjch cl~prcciation 

allowance could be clnimcd. In those canes, a cnpital qain will 

normally <:1r is.c only where the proceeds of sale exceed the cost 

of acquisition. For further details see the next paragraph. 

2.2 Sp~c!~l rul0s ~oncerninq businesses and bunincss nA~cts 

As.alrcady indicated in paragraph 2.1, above and in Chijptcr B 

on deprc·~i c'lt ton allownnccs, tho sale or other disposal of 

l.>uRincnn iH1~letn which have bc~n subject to clcprccintion allowances 

docs not normttlly qlvo riae to a cap1.tn1 gnin or loon. 

Slllc or olller disp~l for a price (or other compensation 

rcccivccl) Lclow thu written clo' .. ln value (·io capitol expcndi ture 

Jncurrcd lc-uo c1(\pr{\c1nti.on itllow.-1ncen tdken) will norrr•t\lly 

rcnult in a "bal.:lncing {dcprocintion) all<>W~ncc" cqulll to the 

difference, uY.ccpt in cnnc of i.lcmn of plant and machinery 

Q, written d< ··...;n on an nqgrcgate ba~is, where t.hc proceeds of. sale 

merely reduce the aggregate depreciable basis for the future • 

• 
Sale or oth0r c1i~;posnl for a consideration exceeding the 

wriltcn-clown value will normally ~csult in a "balancing charge" 

equal to the difference, except again in the case of plant and 

m~chincry writtcri down on an aggregate basis, where the proceeds 
of sale ~educe the aggregate dcpreciabl~ basis. 

However, "balancing charges" made mav not exceed the amount of 

depreciation allowances taken in the past, so normally no 

balancing chax:ge is made· for any excess of the sales proceeds 
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over the original cost of acquisition. This also applies to 

plant und machinery as the "disposal value" which is deducted 

····· 

from the aggregate depreciable basis may also not exceed cost • 

of acquisition. 1 

To the extent that the consideration received on the sale or 

other disposal of depreciable assets eAceeds the cost of 

acquisition, a taxable capital gain arises, however. 

In this context it should be noted that the capital gains tax 

exemption regarding "wasting assets" which are tangible movable 

property does not apply to assets which have been eligible for 

depreciation allowances, 

2. 2. 2 RPstoration a'nd replacement ~ busin€ss ass etC" 
\jl;~ 

-Althougl1 there are no general provisions in the Capital Gains 

Tax legislation providing for relief in case of sale or lo~s ~f 

an asset there are certain provisions which grant an exemption 

or postponement of capital gains tax 1~ a number of cases • .... 
These provisions can be summartsed as follows: 

a. ,Compensation received in case of damage 

If a capital sum is derived from an asset which is not 

lost or destroyed (such capital sums are in principle 

subject to capital gains tax, see paragraph 2.1 above), 

and that capital sum is wholly or almost wholly applied 

in restoring the asset, then the recipient may claim that 

the receipt of the sum is not treated as a disposal for· 

capital gains tax purposes, but the sum received is 

deducted ±n computing the cost of acquisition on a 

subsequent disposal of the asset (~A 1965, Schedule 6, 

paragraph 13 now CGTA 1979, Section 21}. However, 

uwasting assets" do not qualify for this relief. 
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If a c~pit~l sum is received by way of comp~nA~tion 

(throu<Jh .insurance or dthurwJsc) for an asset lost or 

dP:it rcJynd, anu lhc capllal nurn iu uuccl wllhin one yc~r, or 

such lonqcr pPri.od iHl t.hc Innpt"etor of Tnxns mr~y illlow, in 

ncqui rt uo a r<·pl.tlccmcnt ilGr;ct lhPn tlln owner nf the ann~t 

mfly cltllm t·h;lt the compt~n!~atJon received (if oLhcrw.iRo of 

n 9reatcr uir.ount) is dcC'med to !Jc of such um()unt u.s would 

secure that no gain or loss accrues to him on the dispo~al, 

ancl as if the co,st of acquisition of th~ new asset were 

rcduccAd by the excess of the actual cornpcnsa tion received 

plus ~ny residual or scrap value of the old asset over tho 

amount dc~mcu to bo rccoivcd by him (ibid, paragraph 13(3) 

now CCTA 1979, Section 21(4)). 

For example, if an asset with an oriqinal cost of 
I 

4f~fJU1Hil1on of, Say, £10~000 iS <JcalrOyetl talld the 

compPn•!at.ton received in £12,000, cHlu the cout ot th~ n~w 

asset is £13,000, the taxpayer may claim that no cnpital 

gain «rises with respect to the compenn~tion, and the ~ost 

of acquisition of the new asset for capital gains tax 

purposes is rcduGcd by £2,000, being the difference botween 

actual compensation of £12,000 and the cost of the old 

asset of ElO,OOO. Upon a subsequent disposal of the new 

asset, its cost of acquisition will thus be taken at Ell,OOO. 

It should bo noted, that this relief, like the relief 

under (a) abovo, does not apply to "wnatinq assets". 

c •. Rcplnccment Gf buRincss assets 

"Rollover" relief (Finance Act 1965, Section 33, as amended, 

now CGTA 1979, Section~; 115, 116 and 118-121) can bo 

claimed by a person who makes a capit~l gain on disposing 

of a qualifying asset used for the purposes of a trade 

earri'ed on by that person and reinvests the proceeds in a 

replacement qualify.ing asset (or assets) to be similarly 
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so used. The new asset must be acquired within the 

period commen~ing twelve months before the disposal and 

ending three years after it. The qualifying assets are 

land and buildings, goodwill, fixed plant and machinery, 

ships, aircraft and hovercraft. The effect or the claim 

is that the capital gain on the old asset is J1ut charged 

but is deducted from the cost of Lhe new asset for the 

purposes of computing any gain on a subsequent disposal 

of the new asset. 

The relief is also available to a shareholder who makes 

a gain on the disposal of a qualifying asset which has 

been used for the purposes of a trade carried on by a 

family company (as defined in paragraph 2.2.3 below} of 

his, and the proceeds are r~invested in a replacement 

qualifying asset to be similarl~so used. 

2.2.3 Termination of business 

There are no general relief provisions with respect to the 

termination of a business. However, some measure of relief 

is granted upon retirement of individual taxpayers who dispose 

of their p!"ivate business or of shares in their "family company". 

The prov.isions of this relief can be sununarised as follows: 

An individual taxpayer who has attained the age of 65 years 

and who: 

a. disposes by way of sale or gift of the whole or part 

of a business which he had owned throughout the period 

of ten years ended with the disposal; or 

b. disposes by way of sale or gift of shares or 

securities of a company which has been a trading company 

and his family company during the period of ten years 

ending with the disposal, and of which he has been a 

full-time working director throughout that period receives 
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exemption in respect of the first £50,000 of nny chargeable 

gain~.; accruing on the dieposnl. If the in<.lividu~1l was 

L<.!lWeen 60 and 65 ycara at thnt time,. u. pl·oporti<>natc 

amount is allowed to the extent of £10,000 for each year 

by which hls age exceeds 60, plus a correspondi.nq part of 

£10,000 for any fraction of ~nch ycnr (Finance Act 1965, 

Section 31, as amended now CGTA 1979, Soction 124). 

Where the bu~tn(•!lS or !Jharcn have Lecn O\'/n(•d by the incltvicluill 

for lees than ten years but more than onu, an appropriate 

porccntngo of lhe! exemption c.luo by reference to tho individual' a· 

nqo nt tho t lmo of tho cllnlJOBc.!l is uyailablc. Tho pcrcontngo 

is ten per cent where the period is exactly one ycnr rising to 

100 per cont for ten yoars. 

Periods in ~l1ich the individual has been the proprietor of his 

business are nggrcgatcd with those in which his family trading 

company, of which he is a full-time working director ·carried on 

the same business for the purposes of the one year or more 

condition. 

'rho te·rm "family comapny" is defined, in short, as a company 

in which either the individual owns not less than 25 per cent 

of the voting riqhts, or the individu~l and a member of his 

family (being husband or wife, brothers and sisters, ancestors 

and lineal descendants) not less than 51 per oentof the voting 

rights, at least 5 per cent thereof being exercisable by the 

individual himself. • 

2.2.4 Transactions between groups of companies 

Special relief provisions apply to transactions between members 

~of a group of companies, ie, generally speaking, a company 

resident in the United Kingdom together with its resident 

su).:>sidiarias in which it owns directly or indirectly not lea• -· 

than 75\ of share capital. 
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The disposal of assets from one member of such a group of 

comapnies to another member of the group will be deemed for 

capital gains tax purposes to be made for a consideration of such 

amount that no capital gain or loss arises for the transferor. 

Thus, in principle, the taxation of any gain or loss is postponed 

until the assets in question leave the group (ICTA 70, .• 

Section 273). 

2.2.5 Company reorganisations: mergers 

Where under a scheme of reconstru-ction or amalgamation one company 

takes over the whole or part of the business of a second company, 

the second company receiving no consideration for the transfer 

of the business except that at the same time it transfers the 

liabilities in respect of that b~~in~s, and both companies are 

resident in the United Kingdom, the first comnany is reated ' 

as having acquired any assets included in the transfer for the 

same cost and at the same time as the transferor company. This 

treatment, however, applies only if the amalgamation or 

reconstruction is carried out for bona fide commercial reasons 

and does not have as one of its main purpose the avoidance of 

tax. The first company can apply to the Board of Inland Revenue 

before the transactions are carried out to request confirmation 

that the Board are satisfied that these conditions are met 

(ICTA 1970, Section 267, as amended). 

Also for the shareholder there will not normally be a capital 

gains tax liability in case of any reorganisation or reduction 

of a company's share capital, or if he receives shares in another 

company in exchange for his existing holding in a company. 

In the first event (reorganisation or reduction of a company's 

share capital, including the allotment of shares in respect of 

~nd in proportion to the shareholder's existing holding of shares 

±n the company) there will be no disposal for capital gains tax 

purposes, and the "new holding" shall be treated as the same 

asset acquired as the original shares were acquired. Any 
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consideration givc·n by the shareholder will be .:1d<l<"'!d t.o th<• co~:t 

of acquisition of the original shares, whereas any considerntjon 

rcc0iv0d by the shareholder other than "the new holding", will 

imply a "part dl!.iposal" of the ori.ginal !lhareholdlng, and capital 

9d1nn tiaX lLlbil i ty ';>Jill ariaa for th.1t part ()f Lhe ori'jinal 

sharcholding wl1lch is deemed to be disposed of (FA lq65, 

Schedule 7, paragraph 4 now CGTA 1979 Sections 77-80). 

In the t;<!Cond event (exchange or shnrcs for shares) the same 
rul('~:> apply, mutatis mutandis. llowrvr-r, tht.~y only npply if the 

comp.~ny i:;:;uJ nq the new ah.1rcn will hold uftt>r the cxchc1n'JC more 

th:1n one qui..trtc:r of the ordinary share capital of the second 

·compdny or if the isRue is the rcs\llt of nn offer which, when 

first mudc, was on a condition which if satisfied would have 

gtvcn the issuing company control of the other (this rule is 

immaterial where a shareholder receives shnrcs in the acquiring 

cnml'"ny Jn prupnrt·1nn to his PXiRting holclinrJ of Rhttrf~n in tho 

ot.hf'r comp;·t'ny and either rotains his old sh~'rcs or hLls thnm 

Cdnccl lt~cl). 'rhc.!y aluo only apply if the exchange is effected 

for br>rltl f i<lo cormn,.rclnl ronaonn, ilnrl dr,e~ nnt hnve tut one of 1 ts 

main pt1rpn~0s th~ nvoidancc of tax on charq0~blo gainR: before 

the exch.-1ngc is made ai ther company cnn apply to the Board of 

lrLlLlnd Revenue for confirmation that the Board are satisfied 

that these conditions are met (FA 1965, Schedule 7, 

paragraphs .6 and 7, as amended now CGTA 1979, Sections SS-88). 

2.2.6 Gifts of business assets 

• 
Where an individu~l clisposcs by W(Jy of gift to a person resident 

or ordinarily resident in the United Kingdom of -

a. an asset used for the purposes of a trade c~rried on 

by him or by his family (as defined in paraqraph 2.2.3) 

or 

b. shares or securities of a trading company which is 

his family company, the capital gains tax arising on the 

disposal can generally be deferred if the donor and donee 

so claim. 
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• 
If the donor is entitled to the exemption described in 

paragraph 2.2.3 that is given first. The deferment is achieved 

by holding over the gain which would otherwise be charged and 

deducting it from the donee's allowable cost. The gain will 

thus be charged if the donee disposes of the asset otherwise 

than by a gift which in its turn qualifies for the ~ief. A 

partial gift, where the donor receives consideration in excess 

of his allowable cost qualifies for the relief on that part of 

the gain corresponding to the element of gift. (CGlA 

Section 126 and Schedule 4). 

2.2.7 Relief in respect of loans to traders 

Under certain circumstances a loss may be claimed for capital 

gains tax purposes where money lent \9 a person resident in the 

United Kingdom, carrying on a trade,~~ofession or v0cation and 

used wholly for the purposes of that pers.on' s busine_ J has 

become irrecoverable, or where payment made under a guarantee 
,. 

has been given in respect of such a loan, (CGTA 1979, 

Section 136). The loan must have been made after 11 April 1978 

or the guarantee given after that date. 
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The allocation to ~cserves is genor~lly not acceptab~e for 

income tax or corporation tax purposes~ 

This rather r;trict rulo cmcrqf'R, int<'r alin, from the basic 

concepts of United Kingdom tax lnw rcga~ding the computation 

of b~sincss pro,(its which, in principle, prohi.bit the deduction 

of expenses not actually incurred for the purposes of the 

tra.de. 

ln soma cas0B the creution of reserves is forbidden by express 

prov.ision.s of the law, CfJ with rcBpnct to gonf~ral rPncrvcs for 

bad debts (ICTA 1970, sec. 130(1), whore it is provided that 

only "bad dc:bt.s rroved to be such", and "doubtful debts to the 

extent that th0y nre respectively estimated to be bad" may 
be dc"1uctc<.l., in adJi tion to bad debts of d(!btoru who aro 

bankrupt or insolvent). 

Also, no allow~nco is due for n~y sum expended on premises and 

other assets employed in a trndc, beyond the sum actually 

expe-nded. (ICTA 1970 - sec 130(d). 

An exccntion to tho .~cncral rule is that where in the course of 
c,1rninq thf' prof i tn of a r>criod a liabi 11 ty to rnokc a pnvmont 

in the future is incurred and can be accurately quantified, an 

ap~ropriato provision can be made. The npplic~tion of this 

!'lrinciple io, however, limitocl. .It docs not extend to anti

cionting payments which are not incurred in earning the profits 
of th~ period in which the provision is made • 
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E. Other investment incentives 

Anart from rather generous provisions concerning the depreciation 

of business assets (initial allowances, first-year allowances 

and writing-down allowances), as outlined.in chapter B, above, 

there are currently no other investment incentives . the 

field of taxativn. 

Investment allowances, being deductions with respect to 

qu~lifying capital expenditure over and above the initial and . 

annual depreciation allowances covering the entire expenditure 

incurred with respect to the assets concerned, have been 

granted in the past, at varying rates according to the state of 

the national economy, in combination with an initial allowance 

the rate of which was also varii!e frottt time to time .. 
~~ 

As of January 16, 1966, however, the inves~ment allowances were . 
re~laced by a system of Government grants (subsidies) but t~ese 

were again abolished on October 26, 1970, and at the present 

time investment grants are only available for qualifying 

investments in certain "development areas". More generous 

depreciation allowances were introduced when the general system 

of, government grants was terminated on October 26, 1970. 
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F. Vnl~ation of stock-in-trade 

The gen<•ra 1 rule rc'Jilrdin9 the valuation of stock..:in-trude is 

that vnlu.1tion should be nt tho lowc.~r of cost or milrkc·t v.tlue. 

This rule is based on general accountancy principles rather 

than on st.1tut0 l~w, though the principle is firmly surportcd 

in cane Ltw. 

The valuation at cost or market value. may be applied to each 

item or each class of goods scpnratcly, so that it is 

pbrmisniblo to valua certain goods at cent (where market value 

is higher.) und other goods at market vnluc (where market value 

is below cost). Efforts by the Revenue to apply cost or market 

value to the entlrety of a taxpayer's stock-in-trade (the 11 globnl" 

methou) have failed in Court. 

l-lith re!";!>cct to classes of goods which cannot be easily idt~ntificd, 

the cost prico is determined on the basis of the first in - first 

out (F.I.F.O.) method, the last in-first out (L.I.F.O.) system 

not be1ng permitted. 

The cost price of stock-in-trade consists not only of the purchase 

price but also of expenses on freight, insurance, etc. 

As to work in progress, standard nccountancy practice requires 

valuos in accordance with the on-~ont mothod (materials~ labour 

plus on npprorrtato amount for gcnornl and overhead expenaea) 

and this is accepted for tax purposes. 

Other methods of valuation (eg the basc-stoc~ method or 

"avornyc cost" or "standard cost" methods) are not allowed 

for tax purposes. 
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2. Relief for increases in yalue of stock-in-trade and work 

in progress 

With a view to the rapid rise in the cost of raw materials due 

to inflation, some relief was introduced by a statement of the 

Chancellor of the Exchequer on 12 November 1974. 

The original provisions have been changed several times and the 

relief is now·gov~rned by section 37 and Sch~dule 5 of the 

Finance Act 1976. 

The main provisions of this relief may be summarized as follows: 

An individual or corporate taxpayer engaged in a trade, whose 

"closing stock value" ·(being the value of his trading stock 
~-

at the end of a period of account) ex$e~ds his 'openj~q stock • 

value" (being the value of his trading stock at the b~~inning 

of that period) is entitled to relief (in the form vf a deduction 

in computing his trading income) of an amount e~ual to the increase 

in stock value less 15 per cent (for corporate taxpayers) or 

10 per cent (for individuals) of the relevant trading income 

of that period. 

Application of this relief can be claimed by individual tax

payers within two years after the end of the year of assessmenL 

in which the accounting period ends. Corporate taxpayers must 

claim within two years from the end of the relevant accounting 

period. 

If in a subsequent accounting period the closing stock value is 

less than the opening stock value, the relief is recouped by 

way of a charge (addition to taxable income) equal to the lesser 

of the actual reduction in stock value or the amount of 

ur.~oovered relief granted in previous years, A final charge 

is made if the taxpayer ceases t~ carry on the relevant trade. 

Provisions exist to prevent such recovery changes in respect of 

unrecovered relief which was granted for the first two years of 

the scheme (1973/74 and 1974/75) or in respect of relief granted 

more than six years previously • 
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It ~hould be notPd that this relief is available, irrespective 

of 'n'hcthcr the incre.:1se in stock value is caused by a ri5c in 

prices or by an i.ncrcase in the C!Uuntity of qoods in ntock. 

There arc however impo1·tant restrictions which limit relief 

wh~re etock values h~ve been artificially increased. 
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G. Co~ncnsotion of losses 

1. C";eneral outlipe 

Firstly, losses may be set off against the total inr ~e 

assessed for the year of loss, secondly they may be set against 

the total income assessed for either a previous year (for 

companies) or the following ycnr (for individuals) and thirdly, 

any loss not so relieved may be carried forward and set against 

income from the trade in which the loss was incurred. In each 
• 

case there are conditions that the claimant must be tho peraon 

that incurred the loss and mus.t carry on the trade in the year 

of relief. 

2. Set-off against tot~l income 

The set-off described under the first and second heads is 

provided by ICTA 1970, sec 168 for individuals and ICTA 1970, 

sec 177(2) for companies. 

Section 168 provides first for relief against an individual's 

total income assessed for the year of loss, and second for 

relief agninst tho individual's total income of the following 

year. However, hncnuse the trading income aRscsRod for a given 

y~~r is normnlly hosed on the income arising in the preceding 

yoar, the relief aqainst income assessed for the year of loss 

will mean the loss is set against the actual income of the 
• trade for the preceding year, together with any other income 

assessed for the year of loss (which may be either the actual 

income of the year of loss or the income of the preceding year). 
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3. Carry forward provisions 

Tho. carry forward provisions are laid down in ICTA 1970, sec 

171 for individuals and sec 177(1) for corporate taxpayers. 

As far as individuals are conc~rned this provision ~pplies to 

income from any trade, profession or vocation (not to employment 

income) whereas for cornpai)ies the relief is limited to trading 

income. In both cases it is required for the carry forward to 

apply that the taxpayer continues the same trade. Also, the 

taxpayer must sot off the losses in the earliest possible 

accounting period in which profits are made and is not free 

to spread the losses over the years as he thinks fit. 

The requirement of a continuing trade implies, inter ~lia, ~hat 

the relief is granted primarily to the trade as such rather 

thnn to tho taxp~yer which is a clear distinction from the 

system of most Continental European countries. However, the 

identity of the owner of the trade is also an important factor, 
in that carry forward of losses is no longer granted if the 
ownership of the trade chan'gos hands, and also if the major! ty 

ownership of shares in a company with accumulated losses changes 

hands. The latter event is governed by ICTA 1970, sec. 483, 

'Which provides that if within any three year period thcro is a 

change in the ownership of the company and a major change in the 

nature or conduct of a trado carried on by the company 2! if 
at any time after tho scalo of the activities of the company haa 

• become small or nc~llgiblo nnd before any consiucrable revival 
or the comp.,ny there is a change in ownership of the company, 

there will bo no relief for pre-chango of ownership losses 
against post-change of ownership profits. Thoro aro extensive 

definitions of the terms "change of ownership" (inter alia, , 

where a single person acquires more than half of the company's 
share capital, or wheretwo or more persons each acquire a 
holding of 5 per cent or mora and these holdings together 

amount to mora th\\n half the shnro cnpit~l) llnd "major chanqe 
in the nature or conduct of the trado". This provision ia 
mainly aimed at the sale of ao-called "tax loss compa1liea". 
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